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NOTICE

Availability of Reference Materials Cited in NRC Publications

Most documents cited in NRC publications will be available from one of the following sources:

1. The NRC Public Document Room,1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20555

2. The Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Post Office Box 37082,
Washington, DC 20013 7082

3. The National Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161

Although the listing that follows represents the majority of documents cited in NRC publications,
it is not intended to be exhaustive.

Referenced documents available for inspection and copying for a fee from the NRC Public Docu-
ment Room include NRC correspondence and internal NRC memoranda; NRC Office of Inspection-
and Enforcement bulletins, circulars, information notices, inspection and investigation notices;
Licensee Event Reports; vendor reports and correspondence; Commission papers; and applicant and *

licensee documents and correspondence.

The following documents m the NUREG series are available for purchase from the GPO Sales
Program: format NRC stati and contractor reports, NRC sponsored conference proceedings, and
NRC booklets and brochures. Also available are Regulatory Guides, NRC regulations in the Code of
Federal Regulations, and Nuclear Regulatory Commission Issuances.

Documents available from the National Technical Information Service include NUREG series
reports and technical re orts prepared by other federal agencies and reports prepared by the Atomic
Energy Commission, forerunner agency to the Nuclear Re'aulatory Commission.

Documents ava'. table from public and special technical libraries include ., a open literature items,
such as books, journal and periodical articles, and transactions. Federal Register notices, federal and
state legblation, and congressional reports can usually be obtained from these libraries

Documents such as theses, dissertations, foreign reports and translations,and non-NRC conference
proceedings are available for purchase from the organization sponsoring the publication cited.

,

Sirsg!e copies of NRC draft reports are available free, to the extent of supply, upon written request
to the Division of Information Support Services. Distribution Section, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory .

Commission. Washington, DC 20555.

Copies ce industry codes and standards used in a substantive manner in tN NRC regulatory process
,

| are maintained at the NRC t.ibrar",7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland, and are available
there for reference use by the public. Codes and standards are usually copyrighted and may be -

purchased from the originating organization or, if they are American National Standards, from the ,

American National Standards institute,1430 Broadway, New York, NY 10018. ;
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ABSTRACT

This Safety Evaluation Report (SER) on the information submitted by the
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) in its Sequoyah Nuclear Performance Plan,
through Revision 2, and supporting documents has been prepared by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff. The plan addresses the plant-specific
concerns requiring resolution before startup of either of the Sequoyah units.
In particular, the SER addresses required actions for Unit 2 restart. In many
cases, the programmatic aspects for Unit 1 are identical to those for Unit 2;
the staff will conduct inspections of implementation of those programs. Where
the Unit 1 program is different, the staff evaluation will be provided in a
supplement to this SER.

On the basis of its review, the staff concludes that Sequoyah-specific issues
have been resolved to the extent that would support restart of Sequoyah Unit 2.

:
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1 INTRODUCTION

On September 17, 1985, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Executive Director
for Operations issued a letter to the Chairman of the Board of Directors of the
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) pursuant to Title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations Part 50.54(f) [10 CFR 50.54(f)]. This letter requested information
on the actions TVA was taking to resolve NRC's concerns about TVA's nuclear
program. These concerns were divided into four categories: (1) corporate ac-
tivities, (2) the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant (SQN), (3) the Browns Ferry Nuclear
Plant and (4) the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant.

TVA's Corporate Nuclear Performance Plan (CNPP), which was prepared in response
to the NRC letter, was originally submitted to the NRC on November 1, 1985. The
revised plan was submitted on March 10, 1986, subsequent revisions were submitted
to the NRC on July 17, July 31 and December 4, 1986, March 26 and December 10,
1987. The NRC staff safety evaluation on the revised CNPP, through Revision 4,
was issued in July 1987 as NUREG-1232, Volume 1, "Safety Evaluation Report on
Tennessee Valley Authority: Revised Corporate Nuclear Performance Plan."

In addition to its corporate plan, TVA is preparing separate plans to address
site-specific problems at each of its nuclear plants. This NRC Safety Evalua-
tion Report (SER) documents the staff's review of the corrective actions imple-
mented by TVA to resolve problems at SQN, particularly for Unit 2 restart. In
many cases, long-term corrective actions, extending beyond startup, are required
to fully resolve these issues. The Sequoyah Nuclear Performance Plan (SNPP) was
submitted on November 1, 1985. Revisions 1 and 2 to the plan were provided to
the NRC by TVA on April 1 and July 2, 1987 (S. A. White), respectively. Separate
staff evaluations will be issued for Sequoyah Unit 1, Browns Ferry, and Watts
Bar at a later date.

TVA has established functional nuclear divisions and departments at its head-
quarters to provide technical direction to its nuclear facilities. The plant
Site Director at each site plans, schedules, and coordinates the directives of
the headquarters staff. Corrective initiatives started at the corporate level
are being implemented at Sequoyah through the Sequoyah Site Director as well as
through TVA offsite organizations responsible for direct support to Sequoyah.
TVA established a Sequoyah Task Force on March 19, 1986, to review implementation
of the corrective actions applicable to Sequoyah, to initiate specific actions
to address Sequoyah problems, to monitor and ensure that a list of all known
work items has been compiled, and to review the process and identification of
those items required to be completed before restart of Sequoyah Units 1 and 2,
which were shut down by TVA in August 1985. This task force examined the dis-
tribution of Sequoyah-related issues that had been identified by the corporate
level team of industry advisors, to confirm that the actions taken at Sequoyah
suitably address the root causes of problems. Sequoyah site-specific issues
deal primarily with operations, maintenance, design control, and management sys-
tem implementation. The SNPP describes the programs and activities planned by
TVA to improve performance in each of these areas.

NUREG-1232, Vol. 2 1-1
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i

j To complete its assignment, the Sequoyah Task Force developed a list of Sequoyah
i plant activities (except for those of a routine nature) to be completed before
! restart (Section IV.3.0 of the SNPP). The Sequoyah Activities List (SAL) was

based on issues identified by NRC inspections, TVA quality assurance (QA),

! audits, American Nuclear Insurers (ANI) audits, Institute of Nuclear Power
.

Operations (INPO) inspection reports, Sequoyah corrective action reports (CARS)
: and discrepancy reports (DRs), TVA Nuclear Safety Review Staff (NSRS) and '

| Nuclear Safety Review Board (NSRB) reports, employee concerns, Sequoyah reactor j
trip re
by TVA' ports and licensee event reports (LERs), and technical issues identified

,

,

s Division of Nuclear Engineering (DNE). '
;

The task force had established criteria (Section IV.2.0 of the SNPP) to deter-
' '

j mine which items were required to be resolved for restart. The staff has re-
i viewed and accepted this criteria by letter dated June 9, 1987. The task force

,

| reviewed the process the line organization used to identify, evaluate, disposi- t

tion, and close out items and reviewed the adequacy of planned actions to be |
4

taken before Sequoyah Unit 2 restart. As new issues arise and work activities -

are developed, they are reviewed by Sequoyah management to determine their
importance to restart. The Site Director must approve all new items added to
the restart list; however, only the Manager of the Office of Nuclear Power
(ONP) can delete items that have been designated for restart.

i,

By letter dated March 11, 1988(a), NRC staff gave its approval for TVA to trans- |
} fer from the restart criteria to use of the Technical Specifications for Sequoyah t

Unit 2 only. All issues previously identified as restart issues remained restart
t ,

; items. New issues must be evaluated against Technical Specification operability j
|

cequirements.
|

| TVA described a number of special programs to ensure integrated corrective ac-
'

,

| tions dealing with problems created by deficiencies in the past conduct of ac-
tivities. Section III of the original SNPP identified special programs that
needed to be resolved before restart of Sequoyah Unit 2. These include programs>

;

to:

'
4 complete the documentation and resolve electrical equipment

environmental qualification questions initially raised at the'

{ time Sequoyah was shut down
,

,

'j verify the adequacy, with regard to safe plant restart, of past
1 selected safety-related design modifications keeping in mind the
j weaknesses in past design control programs

i
4 .

i * re-examine cable tray support analysis for weaknesses in the
analytical basis

i

* complete system analyses where proper design documentation did j
i not exist in the past

'

f

||
verify the adequacy of piping and supports that were not !'

'rigorously analyzed and where alternate analysis methodology has
' been poorly applied in the past

:

1

!

j
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!
!

!resolve any differences in the effect.s of increased temperatures'

during main steam line breaks engendered by revised vendor i2

: analysis |
,

' resolve identified areas of noncompliance with 10 CFR 50, |I
Appendix R, fire protection requirements t

'

t

assess the adequacy of the welding program at Sequoyah, an issuej '

; raised through the employee concern program
'

examine issues with regard to instrumentation sense lines'
;

Since the original issuance of the SNPP, TVA has added other special programs ;

; to Section III of the plan. These include programs to: i

: :

determine if a problem exists with regard to pipe wall thinning, !|
'

'

i
similar to that which led to a pipe rupture at the Surry Nuclear
Plant'

!
establish a restart test program'

review replacement components and parts and resolve those that '
' ,

do not meet the same quality requirements as the installed
,

equipment |
.

assess the adequacy of cable ampacity design calculations'

i
j resolve cable pulling concerns such as sidewall pressure, bend'

i radius, jamming,andoverpulling j
i

,

f correct a misapplication of actustor fuses |'

t
1

resolve an apparent nonconformance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, !1 *
involving containment penetrations |'

,

| There are other programs as well to consider m scellaneous civil engineering
) issues, moderate energy line break flooding, containment coatings, ECCS water |

loss outside the crane wall, platform thermal growth, and heat code traceability. i'

J Many of these programs are applicable to Units 1 and 2 although actual implemen-
) tation for Unit 1 may not be complete until after Unit 2 restart. |

i The programs mentioned above are evaluated in Sections 2 through 4 of this eval- ,

uation. They have been grouped into three sections: adequacy of design, special |

{ programs and restart readiness. ;
;

Another major problem area included the concerns expressed by TVA employees ;

regarding the quality of TVA's nuclear activities. The programs relating to j

employee concerns are described in Section 5 of this evaluation.
.

The NRC's evaluation of allegations is discussed in Section 6 of this evaluation.i

l

I i
; 1
: !

! l

|
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2 ADEQUACY OF DESIGN

One of the root causes of the problems at Sequoyah was the failure to consist- '

ently document any changes to the plant's design basis and to maintain the
plant's configuration in accordance with that basis. TVA's efforts to strengthen
its design control programs and to assess the effects of past weaknesses on the
plant are discussed below.

In addition to TVA's efforts, the staff also conducted an integrated design
inspection (IDI) of the Sequoyah essential raw cooling water system. The IDI
was to provide added assurance to the NRC that all major design and construc-
tion problems had been identified and resolved before Sequoyah Unit 2 restart.
The review focused on interfaces throughout design, engineering, construction,
and operations. The inspection indicated the need for the licensee to pursue
further corrective actions, most notably in the area of civil engineering.

The IDI is further discussed in Inspection Reports (IR) 50-327/328 87-52 (IDI
As-Built Walkdown), 87-48, and 87-74. Further information also is provided
in TVA letters of October 29 and December 29, 1987, and March 2, 1988.

2.1 Plant Modification and Design Control

2.1.1 Introduction

In June 1985, TVA's Office of Engineering initiated a major restructuring of its
design control program to replace a confusing array of redundant and overlapping
procedures with an Engineering Program Directives Manual and a site-specific
Project Manual. TVA had an independent contractor, Gilbert / Commonwealth (G/C)
assess the adequacy of the new Sequoyah design control program.

NRC concerns regarding the generic implications of the design control process
were detailed in the 10 CFR 50.54(f) letter dated September 17, 1985. In this
letter, the NRC also requested that TVA provide a detailed description of the
design control survey being conducted by G/C for TVA, including a discussion
of any generic implications on plant design. In response to this request, TVA ,

submitted a report of the status of the design control program as Part V of the
original SNPP. In this document, TVA stated that the design process conformed
to then-existing guidance, standards, and regulations.-

,

The G/C survey was completed during October 1985 and submitted to the NRC on
'

June 27, 1986. The survey determined that the then-current design control pro-
gram was adequate, with three exceptions: (1) the need for reliable information
on plant configuration fer engineering personnel, (2) the need for increased
emphasis on the documentation of design inputs, and (3) the requirement for com-
pleted design work to be reviewed for potential unreviewed safety questions.

In its review of the survey, the staff noted that the scspe of the G/C review
was limited to the Sequoyah design control program implemented after June 1985.
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Thus, the survey did not assess the completeness of the previous design control
Jprogram, nor the adequacy of designs developed under that program. The staff,

therefore, asked TVA to describe more completely the basis for its conclusion
that Sequoyah design controls were adequate. TVA subsequently t:ontracted G/C
to review the engineering change notices (ECNs) that had been implemented from
the date of plant licensing to verify that modifications made under the old
procedures adhere to original design inputs and conform to applicable codes,
standards, and regulatory requirements.

During a meeting on December 12, 1985, the staff raised concerns about the :

adequacy of the controls on plant configuration with a "two-drawing" (as- ;

designed and as-constructed) design control system. TVA committed to initiate
a survey to assess the plant's current configuration to ensure that unreviewed
safety questions did not exist. This survey was performed on a representative
sample of three plant systems. The survey showed that unreviewed safety ques-
tions would result with two modifications if they were not completed or analyzed
before restart. Additional weaknesses found in the configuration control pro-
gram included inaccurate status of engineering change notices, poor control of
as-constructed drawings in the control room, and a large backlog of changes that
had not been implemented and changes that had been implemented but not admin-
istratively closed out.

The staff inspected the second G/C review and the TVA survey (see IR 50-327/328
86-27) during the final stages of these efforts. TVA submitted the reports of
these reviews to the NRC in a letter dated June 27, 1986. The inspect'ons con-
firmed the inadequacies identified in the reviews and the TVA survey and raised
the following additional issues:
* In several cases, standard industry codes and practices were not

followed in the samples of original design examined by the NRC staff
in conjunction with the review of the G/C effort.

* Some disciplines did not have calculations available to support the
original design basis.

* Temporary alteration procedures had been used for permanent design
modifications and management controls did not provide for engineering
review and closure.

* There was not adequate design evaluation and documentation of seismic
requirements in some instances.

In five cases, design modifications violated the assumptions or the*
statements contained in unreviewed safety question determinations.

In addition to the above reviews and inspections, TVA's Corporate Division of
Nuclear Engineering (DNE) assessed an evaluation conducted by the Institute of
Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) and an internal evaluation of Sequoyah design
control problems. TVA concluded that design control problems did exist and
that the primary cause of these problems related to a lack of a comprehensive
and integrated program to control design configurations during plant operations.
Since licensing of Sequoyah, TVA had gone to an owner / operator concept where
operations, rather than a centralized engineering organization, controlled plant
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,
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|

j modifications--including design work--to the extent of selecting the modifica- !

! tions to be implemented and the engineering organization to use and releasing i

funds for the engineering design work. |
I The Sequoyah Nuclear Performance Plan (SNPP), Part II Section 3, addresses prob- [;

j lemswiththecontrolofdesignchangesandplantmodIficationsandprovidesan i

action plan for improvements in the design control program. According to TVA, i
the weaknesses in this area, including the failure (1) to thoroughly document i

engineering w"ork for design changes and (2) to maintain consistency between
"as-designed and "as-constructed" information, were attributed to the following:<

| organizational problems (addressed separately in the revised Corporate*

i Nuclear Performance Plan and Section 11.1.2.5 of the SNPP)

lack of adequate design controls and coordination of plant modifications !f '

that were done on a drawing-by-drawing basis |!

| the inability of Sequoyah personnel to follow through in a timely manner'

| with the paperwork associated with changes i

J t

a two-drawing systen, where the as-constructed drawings were maintained !j *

| at the plant and as-designed drawings were maintained by the Division of !

j Nuclear Engineering at TVA headquarters !
t >

the failure to maintain current design criteria and design basis information*
,

i

) the large scope of some modifications and the associated work plans needed !
'

to implement the changes [a

] !

To correct these weaknesses in the design control area, TVA proposed the follow- t

ing actions:

revise the design control process to provide improved control of future
design changes and plant modificationsj

improve plant drawings to properly reflect past changes in a legible f
'

]
manner ;

!

establish the design baseline and verification program (DBVP) to assess [
' '

| the adequacy of past modification work and to correct deficiencies !
! !

review essential design calculations to provide definitive design basis'

j The DBVP and calculations review programs are discussed in more detail in Sec- |
j tions 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. The remaining aspects are discussed below. ;

1 i

2.1.2 Evaluation |
'

1 TVA has acknowledged problems with control of plant design changes and is
j implementing an improved design change control program at Sequoyah. Design -

J
control problems identified through employee concerns, external reviews such as [
those performed by G/C and the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO), i;

| and NRC inspections are being individually addressed and corrected. TVA's ;

I I

:
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action plan represents a significant enhancement to the design contrcl process.;

Adequate controls appear to be in place for any modifications performed during
the transition phase as discussed in IR 50-327/328 87-42.

1

TVA's improved design change control program will be implemented in two phases:

for current and future plant modifications.

The first phase is to be implemented before restart of SQN Unit 2 and includes
a change control board and a transitional design control system. The change
control board consists of senior Sequoyah personnel who will provide overall,

management control during the transition period. The board will (1) evaluate
existing and proposed modifications to minimize changes, (2) review plant
modifications to ensure that line managers are accomplishing the changes in-

accordance with adequate design and configuration controls, (3) ensure that'
necessary interface and control procedures exist to maintain design integrity,
and (4) ensure that the status of design and plant implementing documents
associated with modifications is kept current. The transitional design control
system will be based on modified TVA design control procedures. This process
will require that design changes that are to be implemented be contained in
complete packages specific to the appropriate unit. This will facilitate the,

l reviews required to ensure that each change has been quality engineered, that t'

it can be installed and tested, and that documentation and safety analyses are
complete and based on actual plant configuration. A task engineer will4

'

coordinate these efforts.
1

In SNPP Section II.3.3.2 TVA indicates tnat one of the major keys in
1 maintaining design control is a single, stand-alone plant modification package.
; This modification package will include a unique modification number, a
; description of the change and the reason for it, an unreviewed safety question
; determination (USQD), and installation and testing requirements.

j TVA noted in Appendix 2 to the SNPP that mary configuration markings on
j as-constructed drawings in the main control room were ambiguous, illegible,
q and incorrect. TVA established a program to: (1) check all configuration

markings for accuracy, (2) correct legibility problems, and (3) develop an
improved drawing system. This effort complemented the first phase of the new '

design control programs. However, during its inspection in April 1987, thec

staff identified two items of concern in the area of drawing control: the
| adequacy of primary and critical drawing lists and the adequacy of the temporary
1 change process. The first item was resolved in IR 50-327/328 87-65; the latter
i is a violation (87-65-03). TVA responded to the violation by letter dated
j February 16, 1988, and committed to second party verification of changes to

control room drawings. The staff has evaluated TVA's response and has found
it acceptable (see IR 50-327/328 88-19).I

The second phase in the development of the improved design control program will
i be to establish a permanent design control system based on the plant m)difica-
d tion package concept. A procedure will be developed to ensure a comprehensive
: and focused evaluation of modifications and proper implementation and follow 1

] througe. Enhanced aspects of this program include the use of the actual plant
configui stion for design, updated design criteria, accurate reflection of the
modificatMn in licensing documents, and an integrated, project-oriented approach

i to handle changes to the plant, as opposed to the fragmented work plan approach
i used in the past.
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The permanent design control system will provide additional enhancement to the
design control process. However, the staff recognizes that timeliness of the

,

implementation of the permanent design change program is of concern to planti

safety. TVA submitted additional information regarding its schedule for imple-
mentation of the permanent design control system in letters dated December 11,

! 1986, and Febraary 27, 1987(a). In the December 11, 1986 letter, TVA committed
to consolidation of the "as-constructed" and "as-designed" information on DBVP
primary drawings before the end of the second refueling outage after restart of
Unit 2. The staff finds this commitment acceptable because (1) the first re-
fueling is presently planned for several months after restart and (2) in the
interim, the actual configuration will be depicted on marked-up drawings avail-
able fur engineering and operational purposes. By letter dated December 15,
1987, TVA stated that Division of Nuclear Engineering procedures, which were
needed to establish the process for preparing Sequoyah implementing procedures,
have been implemented. Site level procedures and training will be completed by
hrch 31,1988. The staff finds this schedule for transition acceptable.

TVA has not committed to implement a single drawing system for drawings other
than DBVP drawings which are used by operations to operate the plant [ primary
drawings such as piping and instrumentation drawings (P& ids)]. Other drawings'

will apparently be produced only as needed to support modifications. The staff
believes that a more comprehensive approach, which includes scheduling details [
and identification of all other drawings to be maintained as configured, is

i needed. In a letter dated April 1, 1987(a), TVA stated that the details regard-
ing comprehensive scheduling of drawings to be maintained as-configured is still
being developed. The staff considers this item to be a post-restart issue.

2.1.3 Conclusion

On the basis of the findings as documented in IR 50-327/328 87-24, 87-65, and
88-19, the staff concludes that TVA has taken the appropriate steps to correct
design control problems at Sequoyah for restart.

2.2 Design Baseline and Verification Program

2.2.1 Introduction

TVA's special DBVP to assess the effect of past weaknesses in design and con- >

figuration control and to identify any corrective actions that may be required
is addressed in SNPP Section 111.2.

i

TVA forwarded the original documentation for this program as an enclosure to a
June 27, 1986 letter to the NRC. In addition to this submittal, TVA presented
an overview of the DBVP to the staff at a public meeting in Bethesda, Maryland
on July 17, 1986. The description of the program was subsequently revised and'

supplemented by a TVA letter dated December 31, 1986.1

The intent of this program is to provide additional confidence that the plant
: meets its original licensing bases. The program includes (1) verifying and

establishing plant configuration; (2) reconstructing the design basis;
(3) reviewing and evaluating, against the design basis, those modifications

,

made since the operating license was issued; and (4) performing required tests
or modifications developed from this review.
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This program has four major areas:

The development (or updating) of design criteria both systems and*

generic plant design required for the pre-restart pnase. This will in-
clude an evaluation of the inclusion of licensing commitments in design- I

basis documents.

System walkdowns and/or test reviews, within the program boundaries, to*

verify the configuration and proper functional arrangements as depicted on
primary control room drawings are correct.

The evaluation of facility modifications that have been implemented or*
proposed since the operating license was issued to deteroine the technical
adequacy of the modifications against the (updated) design-basis documents.
Additionally, the status of ECNs were assessed to ensure that those notices
that have been partially implemented, or not implemented at all, do not ;

reduce the system's ability to perform its designated safety-related func-
tion or violate a licensing commitment.

System evaluations, on the basis of results produced from the modification*
evaluation and walkdowns, to determine whether the systems, as modified,
fulfill their functional design requirements (relative to FSAR Chapter 15
accidents and safe shutdown) and licensing commitments.

TVA also plans to extend its assessment of ECNs outside the scope of the i

program to verify that an unreviewed safety question has not resulted from
a fcilure to implement or complete such changes.

;

2.2.2 Evaluation

The DBVP is being implemented in two phases. The pre-restart phase is limited
to those systems, or portions of systems, required to mitigate cccidents
addressed in Chapter 15 of the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) or to
provide for safe shutdown. (This defined scope does not include all
safety-related components and systems.) The post-restart phase continues .

'
engineering activities within the pre-restart phase that TVA considered not
essential to safe restart but are necessary to correct identified design
control problems. This phase will also extend portions of the program to
other safety-related systems.

Scope of Pre-restart Phase

The staff evaluated the adequacy of the scope of the pre-restart phase of this
program as presented in the June 27, 1986 submittal. Phase I applies to Unit 2
and common portions of the required systems.

During this initial review, it was not clear to the staff as to why:

(1) TVA chose to include only that portion of the ice condenser required
for containment isolation

(2) the hydrogen analyzer and the permanent hydrogen mitigation system
(PHMS) were not included as part of the hydrogen mitigation system
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(3) the auxiliary feedwater suction and recirculation piping from the l

condensate storage tank were not included

in addition, on the basis of the system descriptions submitted by TVA, the staff |

could not verify that the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) were included in
the program scope.

In its response dated December 11, 1986, TVA adequately clarified the staff's
concern relating to the auxiliary feedwater system in that the essential raw
cooling water provides a safety grade supply of water to the system and minimum i

flow requirements are provided through a branch line containing a flow restrict- j
ing orifice. These features were examined under the DBVP. In addition, TVA

,

confirmed that the main steam system from the steam generators through the MSIVs
| and the main steam check valves were included in the DBVP. '

t While TVA identified the ice condenser as a system to be addressed in Phase I
of the DBVP, only that portion requi'.ed for cantainment isolation was included.
It was the staff's position that the portion of the ice condenser system in the

j DBVP Phase I should include all elements and components of the ice condenser
that, in concert, enable the system to perform its safety function (e.g., doors,
drains, seals, baskets, structural members, isolation barriers). With regard

i to the hydrogen analyzers and tne PHMS, TVA had excluded those items from the
; pre-restart portion (Phase I) of the DBVP on the grounds that they are not needed
; to mitigate FSAR Chapter 15 design-basis accidents, which was the selection ;

criterion developed by TVA. Although the staff concurred with the TVA conclusion '

' ithat the hydrogen analyzers and the PHMS are not needed to mitigate FSAR Chapter
15 design-basis accidents, it was tht staff's position that, in view of the ice
condenser containment design vulnerability to hydrogen, design features related
to hydrogen are sufficiently important to warrant review as part of the DBVP
Phase I. Furthermore, since various independent reviews of TVA design pr grams
had concluded that design control at Sequoyah was particularly weak after the ,

operating license was issued, it is prudent to include it in the pre-restart
phase because the PHMS was designed and installed after the license was issued.3

In its response dated February 27, 1967(a) TVA proposed additional technical
assessment of these items (the ice conderser, PHMS, and hydrogen analyzers).
With the addition of tnese items in the restart portion of the DBVP, the staff<

concluded that the scope of systems being reviewed is sufficient to ensure the
design adequacy of requisite safety systems.,

The staff had noted in its January 20, 1987 evaluation that TVA was consid d nu
safe shutdown to be defined as hot standby for Sequoyah. The staff considered
this inconsistent with its earlier position taken in NUREG-0011 and its Supple- |

ment 1. These NRC documents discussed compliance with Branch Technical Post- ;

tion (BTP) RSB 5-1 (NUREG-0800, Standard Review Plan, July 1981) for reaching
cold shutdown with safety grade systems. TVA responded in o letter dated
February 27, 1987(a) that Sequoyah's RHR system does not meet the requirement
for achieving cold shutdown with safety grade equipment and that this was recog-

'nized by tho staff in the Safety Evaluation Report for Sequoyah Units 1 and 2
(NUREG-0011). Based on further reviev of NUREG-0011, the staff agrees with ,

,

TVA's interpretation that Sequoyah's design basis is hot standby. The staff,!

therefore, considers that the pre-restart scope of the program is acceptable.
,

During its inspection, the staff identified an open item relating to whether"

proper function of logic and instrumentation could be verified during
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walkdowns. In response to this concern, TVA noted that electrical and instru-
mentation and control attributes were verified through various other methods,
including; verification of terminations by a review of post modification test
plans, verified work plans, or walkdowns; reviews of cables and junction boxes
through the EQ program; a separate fuse verification program, and a sampling
walkdown of instrument sensing lines. These activities satisfactorily resolve
the staff's concern regarding the scope of the electrical walkdowns.

I The staff had also identified a concern regarding the inclusion of only plant
modifications made cince licensing and not extending the review to include the
original plant desi.n. These observations were considered open issues and were
sent to TVA for resolution in a staff letter dated September 9, 1986. In a
response dated December 11, 1986, TVA presented the basis for the DBVP scope.
As stated by TVA, other programs in the SNPP address specific pre-OL program,

weaknesses. In addition, the NRC conducted an integrated design inspection at
Sequoyah as discussed previously. Based on these considerations the staff has
concluded that the scope and system selection for Phase I of the DBVP are
acceptable.

TVA defined the scope of the post-restart (Phase II) portion of the DBVP in a
May 12, 1987 letter. The staff has not completed its review of the Phase II:

program; however, this review by the staff is not essential to issuing an SER
that addresses the acceptability of TVA's programs to support restart of
Sequoyah Unit . An evaluation of the Phase Il program will be issued by the

,

staff at a later date.

TVA Independent Oversight Review

As an integral part of its DBVP, TVA had the Engineering Assurance (EA) group1

of the Division of Nuclear Engineering perform an independent oversight review.
This independent review effort is staffed on a full-time basis throughout
Phase I and is comprised of a multidiscipline team of senior experienced
technical personnel (EA teamt An in-depth description of the independent
oversight review process and .ts results is contained in TVA Report EA-0R-001,
"Engineering Assurance Oversight Review Report, SQN Unit 2 DBVP," which wasj

forwarded to the NRC by a letter dated May 15, 1987.
,

The objectives of this independent review arn listed below.

Confirm and validate that engineering activities are being conducted in-

accordance with the overall approved program plan, in accordance with the
approved procedures established for the DBVP, and by personnel trained for
the specific activity being confirmed / validated, i

Confirm the functional and technical adequacy of the system evaluations'

and the completeness / correctness of the supporting documentation.

Verify that the corrective actions resulting from the TVA evaluations*
have been implemented and documented.

Verify the adequacy and effectiveness of the transitional design change*
control methodologies and procedures.

;
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A supplemental report by EA team was forwarded to the NRC by letter dated f
1 October 23, 1987. The team's overall conclusions are given below, i

;

* The DBVP procedures w3re complete and adequate and met the objectives '

of the program and the activities conducted by the DBVP were correct, .

]
adequate, and in accordance with program procedures. [

1 * TheDBVPprojectdemonstratedthefunctionalandtechnicaladequacyof i

i modifications by providing and/or identifying supporting documentation '

andjustificationtoestablishthatmodificationscomplywiththe
j. re-established restart design-basis requirements. [

i

j Reconciliation of the corrective actions and restart decisions for punch-'

list items was adequate. The identified corrective action documents pro-4

videdappropriateresolutionsforthepunchlistitemconcerns;thejustifi-;

cations to support post-restart decisions were adequately documented; and'

the changes made to corrective actions and/or restart decisions that were
,

; different from what was reported in the system evaluation reports were
justified and appropriately documented in the system closeout statements. (.

-
;

The transitional design change control process is being implemented in a*
; t

i satisfactory manner. Organizational interfaces, responsibilities, and !

review / approval authorities have been satisfactorily addressed procedurally.
! Although there were occasional violations noted in the implementation of

the procedures, the results were technically acceptable and an adem ate '

,

level of supporting documentation was made available in the process without-

I additional rework. Tighter project management controls will be required to
I ensure procedure compliance. The EA team will continue to monitor this !

i area as part of the DBV Phase II ove'rsight activities. -

l The team concluded that there are no apparent programmatic weaknesses remaining '(

to be resolved with the pro
to address these findings. gram as a result of their findings and project actionI The team verified that actions had taken place to

1 correct its findings; team concluded that the pre-restart phase of the DBVP has
! been fully and effectively implemented. i
|

NRC review and inspection of the EA oversight has revealed an effective and '

thorough effort. The EA oversight resulted in both programmatic improvements
and identification of technical shortcomings in various aspects of the DBVP

| implementation. TVA has taken action to correct these issues, and the EA team
,

adequately monitored the corrective actions and enhancements. The staff con-! ,

| siders that the EA oversight has provided significant additional assurance re- |

| garding the overall adequacy of the DBVP.
1 '

{ NRC Ir.spection Findings
!

| Five NRC inspections have been conducted to assess the adequacy of TVA's DBVP I

J to support restart of Sequoyah.
I

NRC IR 50-327/328 86-38 summarizes the NRC's review of TVA's overall DBVP plan ,

| and scope, TVA's procedures for DBVP project review and EA oversight, TVA's pre- '

i paration of system walkdown packages within the DBVP scope, and the NRC's preli-
,

i minary review of TVA's design criteria for FSAR Chapter 15 safety-related systems !

.
within the scope of the DBVP. "
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1

; NRC IR 50-327/328 86-45 summarizes the NRC's review of TVA's compilation and
,

implementation of the commitment / requirement data base, the design criteriaa

; which TVA prepared to support SQN restart, and the adequacy of EA's indepc o nt
j oversight review of commitments / requirements and design criteria.

NRC IR 50-327/328 86-55 summarizes the NRC's review of the DBVP's ECN review,
i tha adequacy of the associated EA oversight, and the adequacy of TVA's actions
i regarding fiadings identified during previous inspections of the DBVP and dur-
1 ing inspection of the G/C and TVA "3-system" design control reviews (see
|j IR 50-327/328 86-27).
1

i NRC IR 50-327/328 87-14 summarizes the st ff evaluation of the System Evaluation :
1 Reports (SYSTERs) reflecting the 05VP's integrated assessment of the indivioual !

{ systems within the scope of the program. !

l !
1 Additional inspections (IR 50-327/328 87-31) of the DBVP also x 'v ; ducted to .

assess the adequacy of the corrective phase of the DBVP and corr- ve actions t

for related design control inspection findings. ;,

) '

I
!Related NRC inspecti m (irs 50-327/328 87-06 and 50-327/328 87-27) were con-

| ducted to evaluate 'i d's assessment of the technical adequacy of calculations, !
since this aspect was not evaluated by the DBVP. The calculation review program |

) is further discussed in Section 2.3 of this evaluation.
|

Through these inspections, the NRC has had direct and continual involvement in !

; the monitoring and overview of TVA's design control programs, including the |
OBVP. NRC inspections have been performed at the corporate engineering offices, !

; contract engineering offices, site engineering offices, and the plant site. !

j All phases of the DBVP program have been monitored through a sampling inspection !
; program including preparation and implementation of reviews, resolution of DBVP !
! and EA findings, implementation of corrective and preventive actions, and veri- '

3 fication of corrective and preventive actions. NRC observationc and conclusions ;
j from these inspections as well as the staff's review of TVA's corrective actions i

for previous inspection findings have been published in the NRC inspection la

I reports.

2.2.3 Conclusions |
1 !

TVA initiated the DBVP and EA independent oversight review as part of its effort j
a

i to correct past design control deficiencies identified by employee concerns and i

design control reviews, including those identified by G/C, TVA, and NRC. These ii

programs provided substantial additional information that has allowed the staff ;

to conclude that design control problems at Sequoyah are being corrected and !
I that once the defined corrective actions are completed, the plant will conform i
| to its licensing basis. Moreover, the staff agrees with the EA team in that the !

! pre-restart phase of the DBVP has been fully and effectively implemented. How- |
| ever, the staff will review the transitional design control system during its j

j review of the Phase Il portion of the DBVP.
[

) 2.3 Design Calculations Program f
f i

TVA and the NRC have conducted several reviews in the past that have shown t

inadequate documentation of the calculations supporting the design basis for f

; NUREG-17 91. 2 2-10 I
! i
1 L
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! TVA's nuclear plants. Calculations have been determined to be missing, .

] incomplete, or outdated. TVA's engineering disciplines (nuclear, mechanical,
civil, and electrical) have each developed programs to resolve these problems.
These efforts include (1) identifying essential calculations; (2) verifying [

.

j the existence of, or regenerating, essential calculations; (3) ensuring the ;

i technical adequacy of these calculations; and (4) ensuring the calculations
j are current.

,

a

1 Essential calculations are those which address existing plant systems or ,

| features whose failure could (1) result in a loss of integrity of the reactor !

coolant system, (2) result in the loss of ability to place the plant in a safe '

1 shutdown condition, or (3) result in a release of radioactivity off site in
; excess of a significant fraction of the 10 CFR 100 guidelines.

The sections below discuss the calculations review efforts for the various ,

! disciplines. The NRC has conducted inspections in this area in coordination '

with the review of the DBVP. These inspection activities are discussed in'

irs 50-327/328 87-06, 87-27, and 87-64.
|,

2.3.1 Nuclear and Mechanical Calculations

TVA's Nuclear Engineering Branch (NEB) and the Mechanical Engineering Branch i
; (MEB) reviews implemented each of the objectives of the DNE calculation review (l effort.

| To establish the list of essential calculations, NEB developed a list of !

I calculations necessary to support the nuclear design and compared this list to
the files of existing Sequoyah calculations. The existing calculations were [
identified as essential, desirable, file only, or superseded. All
classification information was captured and verified in the calculation '

cross-reference information system (CCRIS) computer data base. !,

.

I As a result of this effort, NEB identified a total of 395 essential
| calculations. Of these, four were identified as missing. Two of the missing s

; calculations were required for plant restart and were regenerated. ;
i

|
To assess technical adequacy of the essential calculations, NEB initially took <

a sampling approach except for the calculations performed by the Safety |;

Systems Section, which are primarily calculations used to support FSAR2

: Chapter 15 ac. ident anilyses. The critical safety evaluations performed by
j Safety Systems Section received a 100 percent review. As a result of a random i

sample in the other sections, NEB determined that there were numerous errors '

| in the pre-1985 calculations performed by the Radiation Protection Section.
" Additional samples were taken in this area as a result. The scope of the
! review program also was expanded when it was found that the initial sample

selection did not address calculations supporting modifications reviewed by
| the DBVP nor those calculations performed by the NEB located at th. site. As
. a result of deficiencies identified during these reviews, NEB decided to
i perform a technical adequacy review of the remaining essential calculations, t

1

i

t

! !
i

!
!
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NRC inspections monitored the implementation of the nuclear calculation review
effort. These inspections noted that the NEB calculation review had identified
30 unacceptable calculations (of which 21 were essential). These have been
corrected with no effect on hardware. The staff considers that there is a high
confidence that essential nuclear calculations needed to support the Sequoyah
design are in place.

To establish the list of MEB essential calculations, a general list of calcula- 1

tionsnecessarytosupportthemechanicaldesignofanuclearp'owerplantwas ;

developed. MEB determined that 111 calculations were "missing from the total
set of 397 calculations determined as essential to the Sequoyah design. The
staff noted that several calculations listed in the calculation log were obsolete
or superseded. Therefore, MEB had to regenerate the missing calculations and
identify the controlling calculations. The missing calculations were all re-
generated. No equipment or hardware changes were required as a result of re-
generating these calculations.

MEB initially sampled 55 previously existing essential calculations to assess
their technical adequacy. Six of these were determined to be unacceptable;
three in tha heating, ventilating, and air conditioning area involving improper
heat load input and three in the area of heat exchanger analysis involving
inadequate use of vendor data for calculations involving "off-design" condi-
tions. These calculations were identified as common-cause deficiencies and the
subject calculations were revised. As a result of the number of unacceptable
calculations and a lack of examination of calculations associated with the
DBVP, an additional set of 22 calculations was reviewed for technical adequacy.
Seven additional calculations were identified as unacceptable (these calcula-
tions were then revised). TVA then decided to perform a technical adequacy
review of the remaining essential calculations.

TVA contracted with Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC) to perform
this additional review. Results of this review were provided in TVA's Task
Completion Report SQTCR 008-1, Revision 0, "MEB Calculation Technical Adequacy
Review." This report was reviewed by the staff in IR 50-327/328 87-64. Of
the 335 calculations reviewed, all but five were considered acceptable. The
five remaining calculations were in the process of being corrected pursuant to
TVA's condition adverse +.o quality process, with no anticipated impact on
Sequoyah restart. SWEC concluded that the MEB calculations that were reviewed
were generally of high quality and supported the Sequoyah design basis.

The essential mechanical calculations have been entered into the CCRIS to data
base to establish a consolidated calculation and cross-reference log.

NRC inspections monitored the implementation of the mechanical calculation
review effort. Although one additional calculation regarding heating, ventila-
tion, and air conditioning (HVAC) adequacy during a loss of all ac power was
considered missing, the staff considers that there is a high confide,ve that
calculations needed to support the Sequoyah design are in place.

TVA's engineering assurance organization conducted in process technical revievs
of the calculation reviews. NRC inspections observed this oversight and
considered it to be effective in monitoring and controlling the calculatior,
review.
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Deficiencies, which were identified during the calculation review efforts, were
being tracked for resolution by TVA's condition adverse to quality (CAQ) prccess.
The staff detehnined that TVA was appropriately appl"ing the documented restart
criteria for scheduling necessary corrective actions.

,

The staff concluded that the nuclear and mechanical engineering calculation re-
view effort has been adequately defined and implemented to identify the necessary
essential calculations for the operation of Sequoyah; that the technical adequacy
of the calculations has been adequately demonstrated; and that necessary correc-
tive actions are being scheduled in accordance with the documented restart cri-'

ter;a. Therefore, the staff finds the TVA actions for resolution of NEB and
MEB concerns acceptable.

2.3.2 Civil Calculations

During its review of civil engineering calculations, TVA determined that a large
number of rigorously analyzed pipe support calculations were not retrievable.
Accordingly, TVA initiated a program to regenerate these calculations. In sup-
port of this program, TVA developed a criteria document, SQN-DC-V-24.2, to de-
fine in detail the FSAR requirements to which all safety-related pipe supports
will eventually be upgraded. The staff has evaluated these criteria and deter-
mined that they are acceptable for restart (February 23, 1988 letter). The
staff will be performing additional evaluations of standard component supports
as a post restart item.

Additional criteria were developed to establish priorities for implementation
of pipe support modifications identified by this review program. These restart
criteria are presented in criteria document CEB-CI-21.89 (see TVA letters of
August 31 and November 17,1987(a)). The staff approved the criteria with
certain restrictions in a letter to TVA dated February 23, 1988. All supports
must satisfy the restart criteria before restart of Sequoyah; the present
schedule for compliance to the long-term criteria is the end of cycle 4 for
Unit 2 (see October 6, 1987 submittal).

Some problems were found in other civil engineering areas as well. These are
noted in the inspection reports on the caiculation program and will be addressed
by the staff as post-restart items. In addition, the NRC staff's IDI identified
a number of issues with TVA's civil calculations. These issues have been re-
solved by the staff for Sequoyah restart. The details of the resolution of re-
maining items in the civil calculation area are discussed in irs 50-327/328 88-12

1 and 88-13. The staff will provide an additional detailed evaluation of the civil
engineering calculation program in a staff post-restart inspection report. All
pre-restart items in the civil calculation area have been resolved.

2.3.3 Electrical Calculations

2.3.3.1 Introduction

As a result of deficiencies first identified to TVA by INP0 af ter its audit on
the Bellefonte and Watts Bar nucleo plants, and later confirmed by TVA during
the Bellefonte electrical evaluation and quality assurance audit, and as a
result of a number of employee allegations, the staff was concerned about the
adequacy of the electrical system design at Sequoyah. Because of this
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concern, TVA reviewad the design calculations at Sequoyah and found the
deficiencies listed below:

(1) the minimum set of electrical calculations required to support the
Sequoyah plant design was not available

(2) procedures controlling design changes were not fully adhered to

(3) existing calculations were not considered when design changes were
made

(4) existing calculations that did not require change were not formally
documented

TVA believes that the majority of calculations required for the design were
prepared informally during the design period. As a result, calculations were
not officially documented or controlled, and those that were documented were
not kept up to date.

Because of these deficiencies, TVA reviewed all the existing electrical calcu-
lations. TVA then established an electrical calculations program to ensure that
the Sequoyah electrical system design meets all requirements for safe startup
and operation and to document the adequacy of that design. This program requires
necessary electrical calculations to be performed and design control procedures
and a design change review program to be established. Moreover, TVA contracted
with the Sargent & Lundy Company (S&L) to perform an independent assessment of
its electrical calculations program. This assessment was to provide additional
assurance that all the electrical calculations necessary to support plant restart
have been identified and are existing, current, retrievable, and technically
correct. S&L would also identify any additional electrical calculations neces-
sary to fully document the design basis of the plant.

In late 1985, TVA identified a minimum set of electrical calculations that need
to be in place and up to date to support Sequoyah restart. During January 14-16,
1986, the staff visited the Sequoyah site to review a draft scope of the minimum
set of electrical system calculations and evaluate whether the scope included
all pertinent onsite power system calculations necessary to support restart. 1

The staff also assessed the adequacy of calculations with regard to approach,
level of detail, and documentation. Each TVA system reviewer responsible for a
particular analysis was present during the visit to explain the assumptions,
methodology, and sources of data. The staff was provided with samples of the
calculations and the documentation so that it could evaluate the calculations.

;

Subsequently, on February 27, 1986, TVA submitted a report entitled "Electrical
Calculations Program for Sequoyah Nuclear Plant." This report provided a brief
discussion of the Sequoyah electrical calculations program and presented the
results of the minimum set of electrical system calculations. Moreover, the
report addressed the problems TVA found with these systems. These findings are
documented in a series of significant condition reports (SCRs) that had been
initiated to complete the required corrective actions.

,
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TVA stated that additional information would be forthcoming to discuss the cor-
rective actions taken for each SCR. This information was submitted on August 1,
1986 (a), when TVA provided its review of all the SCRs and a description of
corrective actions to be taken. An assessment by S&L of the Sequoyah electrical
calculations program also was included. On the basis of its review, TVA acknow-
ledged that revisions to the electrical calculations and related formal documen-
tation for the APS, I&CS, and raceway syst. ems would be necessary before restart.

On the basis of comments made in the S&L Report made in response to TVA's sub-
mittal of February 27, 1986 describing its Sequoyah Electrical Calculations
Program and NRC inspection findings during the DBVP inspection (IR 50-327/328
86-55), the scope and detail of the minimum set calculations were markedly in-
creased. The scope and results of this program were described in a TVA letter,
dated December 29, 1986. This letter also provided status information on dis-
position of discrepancies already identified in the calculations program.

The NRC reviewed this revised program both by field inspections during
February 2-13, 1987 and by review of the program and of specific calculations
in Bethesda. These reviews are documented in IR 50-327/328 87-06 dated April 8,
1987 and in an NRC letter dated February 10, 1987. Also TVA's internal Engineer-
ing Assurance group produced two audit reports, EA 86-23 and 97-09. Based on
comments in these documents, TVA again revised the scope and methods of the
electrical calculations program. The scope and results of this program were
documented in a TVA letter dated June 12, 1987, which also provided updated
status on correction of deficiencies identified already.

The NRC continued its review of the electrical calculations program during field
inspections in June and October 1987, which are documented in IR 50-327/328 87-27
dated August 24, 1987, and IR 50-327/328 87-64 dated February 23, 1988. Certain
electrical calculation areas were identified by the NRC staff as particularly
critical and were reviewed in detail by the Reactor Operations Branch of the
TVA Projects staff and its consultants. The NRC staff's evaluation of these
areas is documented in subsequent subsections of this report and include the
following specific areas:

(1) Auxiliary Power System (APS)

load analysis

voltage calculations

Class 1E motor control center (MCC) control circuit and cable
length calculation

diesel generator load analysis

(2) Control Power System

125-volt dc vital instrument power system voltage calculations

120-volt ac vital instrument power system voltage calculations
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(3) Instrumentation and Control Systems'(I&CS)

instrumentation accuracy calculations including seismic effects |
'

|

(4) Raceway Systems )
justification for use of TVA's ampacity tables and justification for
TVA's ampacity tables as specifically applied to control level cable
trays, grouped conduits, conduits with more than three cables and
duct banks

As noted in its June 12, 1987 submittal, TVA was verifying previously unverified
assumptions to delete non-conservative design cable lengths, and correct defi-
ciencies identified by DBVP and the as-constructed drawings review. By letter
dated February 18, 1988, TVA provided a status report which noted that corrective
actions required for Unit 2 restart are complete.

In its February 18, 1988 letter, TVA reported that its minimum set electrical
calculations program was complete, provided updated status information on the
correction of deficiencies identified in the calculation program and identified
additional calculations added to the minimum set that had been completed to
resolve open calculation issues. The letter stated that, with the exception of
the calibration of level indicators of the refueling water storage tank, which
is required for post-accident monitoring, all deficiencies required for Unit 2
operation have been corrected. The exception is acceptable to the staff because
TVA committed to complete it after restart following the Cycle-4 refueling out-
age and the staff previously accepted it.

Based on its review of TVA's minimum set calculation program, the staff concludes
that the program has resulted in a group of electrical calculations sufficiently
complete, technically correct, current and retrievable to to support restart of
Unit 2. With the exception of those deficiencies identified in the electrical
calculations program which are not required to be corrected until after Unit 2
restart, the staff concludes that the program has accomplished its purpose.
The staff notes that TVA has committed to expand and formalize its calculation
control program over the long-term to cover all calculations, not just those
identified as the essential minimum set. The staff relies on this commitment as
the most effective means to ensure that the required TVA electrical calculations
are maintained in the acceptable condition that the present program has estab-
lished. Further, this conclusion of general adequacy of the electrical calcula-
tion program does not extend to Unit 1 restart. This restriction arises for the
following reasons:

4

(1) A number of calculations do not assume two unit operation and require
upgrading to support Unit 1 operation.

(2) A number of deficiencies identified as required for restart have been
completed for Unit 2, but not for Unit 1.

Lastly, there are a number of deficiencies designated to be corrected after
restart and there are a number of long-term programs TVA has committed to under-
take after restart. These are listed in the various documents cited above.
Expeditious completion of these long term commitments was assumed in the staff's
eviluation of the adequacy of Sequoyah's electrical calculations program.
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2.3.3.2 Evaluation

Each system calculation is complex and requires in-depth knowledge of Sequoyah
system operation. Therefore, the staff reviewed the analysis of each system to
determine if it was complete relative to the stated purpose, if the assumptions
were appropriate, if the applied methodology was correct, and if the results
were reasonable to ensure the adequacy of electrical calculations and of docu-
mentation. The staff's individual evaluations are discussed below. The staff
also audited other calculations including lighting systems and grounding.

2.3.3.2.1 Auxiliary Power System

(1) APS Load Analysis

Before determining the adequacy of APS voltages through calculation, TVA
conducted an APS loading analysis for the 6.9-kilovolt unit boards and the
6.9-kilovolt and 480-volt ac Class 1E boards to account for and to document
the power distribution equipment loading profiles for normal operation,
full-load rejection, emergency shutdown, and cold shutdown. This load
analysis is to be maintained and updated as a quality assurance (Q/A) con-
trolled document. For each mode of operation, TVA reviewed the latest
as-built drawings and system functional diagrams to determine the loads on
each board. The loads were further identified as being either off, running, ,

'

starting, delayed starting, or dolayed tripping according to each operating '

mode. For the minimum load condition at cold shutdown, an actual measure- i

ment of the load was taken 92 hours after a normal shutdown. The load ,

analysis listed all the equipment, its operating status according to its [
operating mode, and the load represented by the equipment. The sources of
information included the single-line diagrams, schematics, and design draw-
ings. The staff reviewed the APS loading analysis and found the sources
and the documentation to be complete and the analysis format to be appro-
priate for use in the voltage calculations.

Therefore, the staff concludes that the load analysis is comprehensive,
sufficiently detailed, and acceptable to be used as the basis for board
loadings for the steady-state and transient voltage calculations. The NRC'

staff notes that this load list was verified by walkdown in late 1986 and
, early 1987. Changes identified by this effort were incorporated in the
! various calculations that depend on the load analysis as input. The NRC
I staff reviewed this effort as part of its DBVP inspection and IDI. Defi-
j ciencies identified have been corrected and the load analysis is acceptable,
i

! (2) APS Voltage Calculations

I TVA performed APS voltage calculations to determine and document the
following:

' steady-state voltages at 6.9-kilovolt switchgear buses for unit startup,
full-loau 'peration, normal shutdown, and emergency shutdown with maximum
and minimo unit generator /offsite power supply voltages -

transient voltage profiles at all Class 1E APS buses and safety-related
motor terminals for design-basis conditions and minimum offsite power
system voltages !

!
i,
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transient and steady state voltage profiles for all Class 1E buses and
motors for operation on emergency diesel generators with no offsite
power available.

optimum power transformer voltage tap settings

' adequacy of present degraded voltage relay set point selection

TVA used basic software packages that were developed in house and-that are
run on personal computers to calculate the APS voltages described above.
(The validity of the computer software was evaluated by the staff as dis-
cussed in Section 2.3.4 of this report and found acceptable for use in the
APS voltage calculations.) These computer packages are listed below:

RADIAL was used to calculate transient / steady-state voltage at all
6.9-kilovolt unit and shutdown boards interfacing with the plant from
the grid.

V0LT was used to calculate transient voltage at each 480-volt ac
CTiiss 1E board and to sum the 480-volt ac system board loadings for use
in the 6.9-kilovolt system calculations.

VOLT 2 was used to calculate 480-volt ac level steady-state voltage.
It determined the starting and running voltage of every load for the
condition of minimum source voltage and maximum bus loading.

TVA developed cable and load data files based on the APS configuration,
cable parameters, and the loads determined by the loading analysis to per-
form the APS voltage calculations. These data files were used in the com-
puter programs listed above to calculate the APS voltages. The results are
shown in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.

TVA performec. the load analysis to ensure that the voltages on the
6.9-kilovolt shutdown boards (Class 1E) would remain within the degraded
voltage set points (6560 volt to 7260 volt) and all 6.9-kilovolt Class 1E
motors would have adequate starting and running voltage. The results of
the analysis indicated that dt. ring operation of either or both units (1)
the acceptable range for the 161-kilovolt grid voltage would need to be,

from a minimum of 159 kilovolts to a maximum of 166 kilovolts for each com-
mon station service transformer (CSST) with taps set at 0.975 (-2.5 percent)
and (2) the main generator voltage should be limited to 24.8 kilovolts to
limit the 6.9-kilovolt shutdown board voltage to 7260 volts during normal
operation. This, in turn, sets the unit station service transformer (USST)
tap at 1.025 (+2.5 percent). The results of the analysis also showed that
the worst-case scenario of maximum load would result from a full-load re-
jection (FLR) for Unit 1 with a safety injection actuation signal (SIAS)
and a Phase B containment isolation for Unit 2 because the containment
spray pumps (700 horsepower) would start.

TVA stated that the results of the 6.9-kilovolt plant / grid interface volt-
cge calculations showed that there was no need to change the degraded volt-.,

age set point for 6.9-kilovolt Class 1E shutdown boards and that all<

6.9-kilovolt Class 1E motors will have adequate starting and running
voltages.
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Table 2.1 Calculation results for 6.9-kilovolt Class 1E
shutdown boards

|
|

Range of Shutdown Board *

Grid
Case Tap (%) . Voltage Time Voltage

Maximum Load - CSST** at 159 kV, min
Unit 1 -- -2.5 T=0 sec 6118 to 6574

full load rejection, T=10 sec 6631 to 6692
Unit 2 - T=2 min 6718 to 6915

safety injection with
Phase B isolation

,

Minimum Load - CSST at 166 kV, max 7245 to 7262
cold shutdown -2.5

During normal USST*** Main generator 7212 to 7245
operation at +2.5 at 2.48 kV

Time delay trip set point for degraded grid voltage for the 6.9-kilovolt*

shutdown boards is set at 10 seconds at 6560 volts.
** CSST - common station service transformer.

*** USST - unit station service transformer.

Table 2.2 Calculation results for S.9-kilovolt Class 1E i

motors for maximum load case

Starting Required Steady-state
terminal starting running.

voltage voltage voltage
Motor per unit per unit * per unit

Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 1A 0.951 0.765 0.969
Essential Raw Cooling Water 0.858 0.765 0.954

Pump K-A
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 2A 0.884 0.765 0.960
Containment Spray 2A 0.883 0.765 0.960
Residual Head Removal Pump 2A 0.884 0.765 0.961
Safety Injection Pump 2A 0.884 0.765 0.961
Centrifugal Charging Pump 2A 0.883 0.765 0.960
Essential Raw Cooling Water 0.857 0.765 0.963

Pump QQ-A
Centrifugal Charging Pump 1A 0.765 0.969-

Press HTR Group 1D 0.765 0.970-

Essential Raw Cooling Water 0.857 0.765 -

Pump R-A

* Rated at 80 percent.

.
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TVA further acknowledged that the deficiencies (SCR SQNEEB 8607) found with
regard to individual component voltages in the Class 1E 480-volt ac boards
would occur during a degraded voltage condition. TVA presented the fol-
lowing corrective actions to resolve this problem: (1) delay two component
cooling system pumps for a period of 20 seconds after receipt of an SIAS |

and (2) modify the 480-volt ac supply to the main feedwater isolation valves
so that the electrically operated brakes are wired independently. TVA
stated that the time delay was analyzed and found consistent with the plant
design basis and that the necessary modification (ECN L6648) has been author-
ized. The resolution for the main feedwater isolation valves involves the
installation of eight new cables and eight new solenoid valves that will
operate at 80 percent of voltage. TVA has stated that these corrective
actions have been completed for Unit 2 and have been scheduled as a post-
Unit 2 restart item for Unit 1.

The staff has reviewed the corrective actions proposed by TVA and agrees
that the deficiencies are resolved with these system changes made. Where
TVA has included specific time delay devices to ensure adequate voltage,
these devices should be included in the Technical Specifications for oper-
ability and surveillance. The staff finds this resolution acceptable.

The NRC staff also reviewed APS voltage performance when operating on th9
emergency diesel generators. First, the staff agrees with TVA that steady
state performance on the EDGs is bounded by the offsite degraded voltage
analysis and is therefore acceptable based on the above. However, based on
test data discussed in subsection (4) below, the staff could not agree that
the APS load analysis bounded the APS bus and motor voltage performance
during the loading sequence of the diesel generators. The staff therefore
required TVA to conduct margin analyses to demonstrate the adequacy of APS
voltage during loading. These analyses included the following:

"

minimum and maximum bus voltage

margin to motor stall at minimum voltage

ability to accelerate all motors in allowable times at minimum voltage

ability to operate MOVs in requisite time at minimum voltage

misoperation of control and overcurrent protective devices in over
and under voltage conditions

Although APS voltage did not remain in all cases within the Regulatory
Guide (RG) 1.9 limits to which TVA committed in its FSAR, the staff con-
cluded that the APS would perform its safety function and was acceptable.
This finding was based on the staff's review of TVA's margin analyses iden-
tified above. Therefore, the staff finds the APS voltage performance while
supplied from the EDGs to be acceptable for restart. The staff believes
that these voltage fluctuations arise from use in the EDGs of exciter /
regulator systems with slower dynamic response than those of a more modern
type. For the permanent corrective action, the staff relies on TVA's com-
mitment to undertake, after restart, an engineering evaluation and modifi-
cation of the EDG exciter / regulator system so as to improve EDG transient2

voltage response in the long-term (TVA letter dated February 29, 1988).
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l On the besis of its review of the APS voltage calculations, the staff con-
cludes that the calculations are complete and acceptable and that adequate
(steady-state and transient) voltage will be available at all Class 1E APS
buses and motor terminals for all design-basis conditions with maximum and
minimum unit generator /offsite power supply voltages. This conclusion of
acceptability is limited to Unit 2 restart. Acceptability for Unit 1 opera-
tion will require completion of the 480-volt ac actions described above
and revision of TVA's EDG load analysis to remove the assumption that Unit
1 is in cold shutdown.

(3) Class 1E MCC Control Circuit and Cable Length Calculations

To determine the ability of the Class 1E MCC control circuits to pick up
the control devices (e.g., valves, starters, relays, solenoids) under the
worst degraded voltage conditions, the licensee calculated the voltage
profiles to these control devices from a supply bus (480-volt ac shutdown
board) powered from the worst-case 6.9-kV board (at 6118 volts) upon initia-
tion of an SIAS. To perform these calculations, the licensee identified
all Class 1E circuits that are fed from Class 1E MCCs and reviewed control
power transformer size, starter size and load parameters, cable lengths,
and wire sizes. The cable lengths were increased by 15 percent over the

| design length as a conse.vative measure for the voltage calculations. As
part of DBVP, these values were compared with installed lengths and the
more conservative values were used for the calculation.

The minimum control voltage value used as acceptable criteria for the
majority of the starters was 93.5 volts (85 percent of 110 volts). For

: Allis-Chalmers starters, the minimum control voltage value of 102 volts
(85 percent of 120 volts) was used. These calculations showed 38 circuits
to have a control voltage value of less than 93.5 volts, and analysis showed

' that no adverse effect would result if the energizing of these circuits
is delayed for 15 to 30 seconds. The effective components and the planned
time delay for each affected circuit (s) are given below:

hydraulic-initiated valves (HIVs) on the upper-head injection (UHI)
system with a delayed closing of 15-20 seconds (one circuit)

various cooling and exhaust fans in the auxiliary building with a
delayed start of 30 seconds (36 circuits)

diesel engine heat exchanger-inlet control valve in the ERCW system
iwith a delayed opening of 30 seconds (one circuit)

In its review of the APS voltage calculations for the worst degraded volt-
age conditions (i.e., 6118 volts), the staff noted that the voltage recovers
to 6631 volts at 10 seconds when the trip set point for degraded grid volt-
age has been set at 6560 volts with a time delay of 10 seconds. Since the
planned delays are long relative to the anticipated duration of the degraded
voltage condition, the staff finds that the planned time delays for the sus-
tained degraded voltage condition do not represent a safety concern. The
planned time delays are acceptable for the reasons stated below:

The staff reviewed a recent Sandia study (TRAC-PF1/ MOD 1 dated
January 29, 1986) of the failure of the upper-head accumulator shutoff
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valve that results in an injection of nitrogen into the vessel during a
design-basis accident. The calculations from this study demonstrated
that "...because of the extra water injected into the vessel by the upper
head accumulator, failure to close the upper head accumulator shutoff
valve is slightly beneficial with respect to cooling the core." Thus,
it was concluded that "...there is no significant displacement of vessel
water by the incoming nitrogen and the nitrogen that does enter the core
does not seriously hamper reflood." Thus, an increase in the delay from
four seconds to 15-25 seconds on the upper-head accumulator shutoff valve
is acceptable.

A 30-second delay in starting the cooling and exhaust fans in the
auxiliary building will not adversely affect the safety-related equip-
ment in the rooms and is acceptable.

The diesel generator engine will not overheat by starting and running
from a standby condition for 30 seconds without ERCW flowing to the
diesel engine heat exchanger and is acceptable.

During its review of EDG test data documented in subsection (4) below,
the NRC concluded that, although the degraded offsite voltage condition
did conservatively envelope voltage conditions during steady-state
operation of the EDGs, it did not envelope transient voltage conditions
that occurred during sequenced loading of the EDGs. As a consequence,
the NRC required TVA to analyze the performance of those specific MCC
control devices that must operate during the loading sequence.

TVA's analyses of transient MCC control voltage concluded that, in gen-
eral, almost all contactors and associated MCC control devices that
were required to operate during the loading sequences would not be ex-
posed to voltages below their design minimum for pick up and drop out.
However there were two models of contactors manufactured by Allis-
Chalmers and by Arrow-Hart that would be exposed to voltages below
their design minimums. With more detailed review, TVA determined that
the Allis-Chalmers contactors were used in manually-controlled cir-
cuits in the ERCW system that would not be in use during the sequence.

To justify the acceptability of function of the Arrow-Hart contactors
TVA first determined the actual minimum contactor pick up and drop out
voltage by laboratory test. TVA then calculated minimum voltage at the
contactor coil terminals to determine margin for drop out and pick
up. For drop out, TVA provided a bounding analysis that assumed maxi-
mum cable length, worst-case device loading and minimum MCC control
transformer size. This analysis showed a bounding margin of 26 percent
between minimum voltage seen during the loading sequence and drop out
voltage.

In analyzing pick up, TVA first reviewed the detailed loading sequence
to identify those Arrow-Hart contactors that were slaved to sequenced
loads and therefore would be required to pick up at the minimum volt-
age caused by starting the associated large motor. TVA then calculated
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the actual minimum voltage at the contactor coil terminals using the
actual cable lengths, additional control devices and minimum bus volt-
age that would occur during the specific step. The worst case was
determined to be an M0V slaved to the auxiliary feedwater pump which
starts at 20 seconds in the sequence. The margin between actual mini-
mum voltage at the contactor coil terminals and required pick up volt-
age was 9.7 percent.

During pick up, a contactor coil draws a large amount of current and
there is an increased possibility of blowing control fuses. Therefore,
the NRC staff required a re examination of MCC control fusing. TVA's
re-examination identified the most critical circuit as a room cooler
fan starting at time zero. The analysis showed 60 percent margin to
fuse actuation during the, 1 second delay associated with the low
voltage pick up.

Based on the TVA analyses of performance during EDG sequencing, the
staff concludes that adequate margin exists to ensure proper operation
of the MCC control circuits during EDG operation. The staff also notes
that TVA has committed after restart to evaluate and upgrade the EDG
exciter-regulator system, which will improve EDG transient performance
end therefore increase the stated margins.

On the basis of its review of the Class 1E MCC control circuit and
cable length calculations and TVA supplemental analyses of performance
with EDG transient loadings, the staff concludes that the Class 1E MCC
control circuits can pick up the control devices under degraded voltage
conditions.

This evaluation is limited to Unit 2 operation since the EDG load analy-
sis, on which the analysis of MCC control performance during sequencing
depends, assumes Unit 1 is in cold shutdown. The load analysis and the
voltage from it on which this evaluation depend will require recalculation
for two-unit operation.

(4) Diesel Generator (DG) Load Analysis

In response to a number of employee concerns alleging generally that the
Sequoyah diesel generators were overloaded, that load additions were not ,

properly controlled and that frequency and voltage did not meet FSAR com-
mitments, TVA performed a DG load analysis to determine the sequential
loading and capability of each DG to start each load at the time required
within acceptable voltage and frequency limits. TVA prepared a computer
data base to show all loads connected to the power distribution boards that
would be owered by the DG following a total loss of offsite power. Theg

data base was developed by using as-designed logic and schematic drawings
of the circuit operations for the various design events. All the loads on
each power train were sorted and coded according to the time of start and/
or stop. This load list / sequence is now being maintained and updated as a
TVA QA controlled record. The accuracy of this list was verified by walk-
down and the validity of walkdown data was inspected by the NRC during the
DBVP inspections. TVA considered the following three possible accident
conditions:
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a total loss of offsite power (LOOP)
' LOOP with concurrent SIAS-Phase A containment isolation
' LOOP with concurrent SIAS-Phase B containment isolation

For each of the accident conditions, TVA determined the sum of the loads, [in horsepower kilowatts and kilovars, from 0 to 120 minutes for each of
!the four power trains. '

TVA's independent DG contractor, Morrison-Knudsen Company, Inc. (M-K), further
analyzed and evaluated the worst-case loading scenario to determine the
capability of the DG to accept and carry sequenced and random loads within
allowed voltage and frequency limits. Based on this analysis, in its
August 1, 1986 submittal, TVA stated that a problem existed should random
loads be running or started concurrent with the sequenced DG load (i.e.,
700-horsepower containment spray pump) at the 30 second step. The random
loads are automatic process loads that could be initiated at any time by
temperature, level, or pressure. As a conservative approach, the random
loads were considered as a block load applied with each sequence step;
this resulted in a worst-case condition when the containment spray pump
started at 30 seconds. The worst-case loading occurs for a LOOP with an
SIAS Phase B containment isolation. Train 2B was the worst for all three
cases. For all three cases the contractor concluded that generator 28
would be able to load at the required time and do so within an acceptable
voltage and frequency limit for all times except at the instant the contain-
ment spray pump starts at 30 seconds.

To correct this problem, in its August 1, 1986 submittal, TVA proposed an
intentional time delay of eight 480-volt ac loads to maintain the maximum
load within the value of 4482 kilowatts at the 30-second time. These loads
include four supplies to the 480-volt ac board room air conditioning system
(a part of the random loads which would be delayed for 2 minutes and 30
seconds) and four supplies to 125-volt dc vital battery chargers that charge
the four 125-volt de Class 1E batteries. (Delaying the loading of the
125-volt de vital battery charger for 5 minutes poses no problem since the
125-volt dc vital batteries are designed to carry plant emergency loads
for 2 hours during a LOOP.) The staff found that this time delay of the
eight 480-volt ac loads would maintain DG 28 within the acceptable limits
of loading.

However, TVA advised the staff, at that time, that the accident conditions
for a LOOP with a delayed SIAS were being analyzed and that this would
result in a revised DG load analysis. TVA submitted a revised DG load
analysis, Revision 3, that included the three delayed SIAS sequences on
December 29, 1986. However, TVA informed the staff by letter dated
March 12, 1987, that "TVA is not evaluating these sequences because the
delayed safety injection and loss of offsite power cases do not signifi-
cantly contribute to the probability of core melt." The NRC Power Systems
Branch Review Reminder No. 11 dated April 20, 1983, concluded that the
frequency of core melt occurring as a result of a delayed SIAS following
a LOOP is sufficiently low to exclude this series of events from considera-
tion as a credible core melt initiator. Therefore, the staff agrees with
TVA that these conditions need not be considered as a design event.
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| Also, in its March 12, 1987 letter, TVA stated that its previous resolution -

did not sufficiently reduce the transient load; thus, additional actions'

would be necessary. These additional actions were made necessary by an
errcr in TVA's assumption of DG load limits in its analysis. These errors
were identified by M-K. M-K pointed out that during the first 3 minutes
of operation, the superchargers on Sequoyah's diesels are not operating at
full capability. Therefore, the engine behaves like a naturally aspirated
(non-supercharged) unit. A naturally aspirated engine is rated for opera-
tion at or below 90 F. Sequoyah's maximum ambient temperature is 97 F.
This difference resulted in a dorating of the engine in the first 3 minutes
for which TVA had not accounted.

During a March 26, 1987 meeting, TVA provided a revised DG load analysis
(Rev. 5) and proposed the following new actions to correct the problem:

Change the load sequence time delay for the containment spray pump
; (CSP), CSP circulation fan, and containment spray header isolation

valve from 30 seconds to 3 minutes.

Delay starting of the eiectric board room air-handling unit (AHU) for -

220 seconds.

I When these changes were implemented, the maximum load profiles were recal-
culated by TVA. The NRC staff reviewed the accident analysis consequences

a

of these changes and approved them in License Amendments 59 and 51 issued3

September 18, 1987.

TVA consulted with M-K and, with the information provided in the contrac-
tor's report (No. 6957R, Rev. 1), transmitted by letter dated February 27,
1987(b), TVA proposed the DG ratings discussed below. During the first.

3 minutes of operation, because of ambient temperature derating, the diesel
engines are limited to 4320 kilowatts. After 3 minutes, the engine can be
operated for 2 hours at its short-time rating of 4840 kilowatts and 4400 ;

; kilowatts for periods of operation in excess of 2 hours. Further, the gen . :

erators are limited to a total electrical load of 5500 kVA (kilovoltamperes) t

'

for 2 hours and 5000 kVA continuously. These limits, stated as separate
engine and generator limits, are equivalent to the combined limits of 4400
kilowatts for 2 hours and 4000 kilowatts continuously at the power factor ,

of 0.8 that were stated originally in the FSAR. The restatement takes
advantage of the fact that TVA's loads run at a power factor larger than
0.8 and, therefore, the total load is generally controlled by the engine
limit rather than by the generator. It should be noted that the FSAR did ,

not recognize the derating during the first 3 minutes of warm up.

I The NRC staff reviewed and approved this restatement of DG load limits.
This review was documented in License Amendments 64 and 56 issued January 7,
1988. This change to the Technical Specifications increased the DG limits t

and correspondingly increased the loads at which the engines were to be
,

tested during periodic surveillance. ;

On the basis of its review of Revision 5 of the DG load analysis, the staff
found that the load at each sequence step was below the DG ratings except
for the steady-state rating case. TVA has stated that operator action
will reduce the steady-state loading for this case and has provided a list
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of nonessential loads that can be shed by the operators and also that there
will be a procedure (A01-35) to reduce DG load to within the steady-state
rating. The staff found this action acceptable. The staff has determined
that the DG can start all the equipment within acceptable voltage and
frequency limits.

In August 1987, TVA completed Revision 6 to its DG load analysis. This
revision incorporated walkdown data on motor loads and cable lengths as
well as a number of minor corrections. It also added several appendices
containing confirmatory calculations requested by the staff. The impact
of the various changes on loading results was trivial. The revised calcu- I

lation was reviewed by the staff during a calculations program inspection
in October 1987; no problems were noted.

'

As noted above, the NRC, as part of its review of the DG revised load limits,
had approved an increase in the loads that the diesel were required to be
testeo with in the plant technical specification surveillance requirements.
As part of the revised requirements, TVA was to load test the diesel gen-
erators at the new higher loads prior to restart. These tests were also,

used to validate the continued acceptability of the plant's preoperational
test program. These surveillance tests were conducted during the period
from July to November 1987.

In January 1988, TVA identified to the NRC data from these surveillance
tests which raised significant questions about the operability of the :
emergency diesel generators (EDGs) at Sequoyah. These results were inter-

,

preted by TVA as indicating both a possible defect in the exciter system |
of one generator (2A) and a more general problem in all generators in con-
forming with voltage limits during loading as stated in RG 1.9. A failed
component was replaced in the exciter system of the 1A generator which

,!corrected the first problem and left only the more general voltage problem.
A detailed review of the test data by the NRC identified the following i

significant issues relevant to the sacond problem:,
,

' the test results were worse than would be predicted by the calcula-
tional methods used to model diesel generator performance

; the test data when extrapolated to post-accident conditions showed
that the diesel generators had less margin in terms of voltage behavior
than calculations had predicted

B

Because of these issues, the NRC required TVA to undertake a major analytic
|

effort with the following objectives: |
,

' to identify the reasons why calculations did not predict the severity
of the experimental results

;

' to improve the calculational methods to provide greater assurance that
,

the calculational methods would conservatively predict post-accident ,

behavior '

I to quantify the margins available between diesel capability and spe-
cific electrical power system requirements in post accident operation. ;

The specific margins in question were the following:
1
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'
- minimum voltage during the loading sequence

diesel generator power rating (kVA and kilowatt)-

motor performance (starting and stalling)-

contactor performance (pick up and drop out)-

motor-operated valve performance (torque and timing)-

overcurrent protection misoperation (circuit breakers-

and control fuses)

sequence timing error (overlap and maximum loading time)-

These required analyses and calculations were submitted to the NRC on
February 29, and March 3 and 10, 1988. Based on its review of the results
of these calculations the NRC reached the following conclusions:

The most likely reason that the original calculations did not bound
the test data was that generator voltage did not stabilize between
successive stept in the loading sequence.

The generator's inability to stabilize voltage was probably caused by
the use of a voltage regulator lacking the speed and performance,

characteristics typical of those used in modern nuclear applications.

The most recent analysis methods used by TVA bound the experimental4

data and predict the behavior of the DGs in post-accident loading |
!

,

| with adequate margin. However, this margin is less than was expected
when the plant was licensed.

The margin that remains is sufficient to assure safe operation of*

Sequoyah for restart and for the limited period of time until correc-
tive action is take to re-establish the margin that was believed to
exist at the time of licensing.

In a March 3, 588 submittal, TVA committed to evaluate the performance of i

the EDGs and implement corrective action prior to restart after the next
Unit 1 refueling outage. This schedule is acceptable to the NRC staff,

TVA also addressed the concern (SCR SQNEEB 8646) that voltage would falli

! below the 75 percent minimum stated in RG 1.9 and not recover within the
! specified time interval if the DG breaker closes at 80 percent of nominal
! voltage. TVA stated that this occurs because the 6.9-kilovolt shutdown

board DG supply breaker is designed to close at 80 percent of nominal volt-;

1 age with the diesel running at 850 rpm. Since the present voltage relay
used to control the supply breaker could not be reset higher with precision
to correct the situation, TVA deliberately lowered the rate at which engine :3

!speed builds up. This provided greater time for voltage to increase and
correct the voltage problem. However, this led to the incidental result
that the frequency at breaker closure is below the + 5 percent frequency
stated in RG 1.9. The NRC has examined the frequency trace during test
and determined that frequency continues to increase after breaker closure

,

i !
1
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with its time zero loading at the same constant rate as before closure and
reaches the allowable range in less than 1 second. The NRC concludes this
deviation from the regulatory guide to be incidental, of no safety
significance.

In examining the voltage test results discussed above, TVA and the NRC
noted that voltage in at least one case exceeded the + 10 percent voltage
recovery limit stated in RG 1.9. This limit requires that, during loading,
voltage recovers to + 10 percent within 60 percent of the step interval.
It should be noted tTiat in RG 1.9, Revision 0, which TVA committed to in
its FSAR, the requirement is 40 percent of the interval. However, the NRC
found this to be unnecessarily restrictive and relaxed the requirement in
subsequent revisions of the RG. Therefore, the NRC staff will not hold
TVA to the unnecessarily restrictive limit. The NRC staff concludes that
the very short (less than 1/2 second) overvoltage has no safety significance,
has been adequately addressed by TVA, and is acceptable for restart. The
staff notes that improvements to the excitation system discussed above '

would improve the DG performance.

As part of its February 29, 1988 submittal, TVA provided Revision 7 to its
OG loading calculation for staff review. This revision slightly rearranges
the 20 and 30 second steps to ensure two major motors could not start at
essentially the same time because of timer error and drift and therefore
overload the engines. The change has no significance in the design-basis
accident analysis.

It should be noted that the major TVA calculations on which the staff's
findings are based assume that Sequoyah Unit 1 is in cold shutdown and
must be revised to support Unit 1 restart. Further, the staff notes its
reliance on TVA's commitment to undertake, after restart, a major review '

' and modification effort to improve performance of the DG regulator / exciter
system.

2.3.3.2.2 Control Power System
1

(1) 125-Volt DC Vital Instrument Power System Voltage Calculations
'

TVA performed the 125-volt de vital control power system study to determine
if there is adequate voltage available at the terminals of the selected
components to continue proper operation during a loss of ac power. TVA
performed voltage calculations for a representative sample of typical cir-
cuit types and categories because there are 600 safety-related circuits. t

TVA selected 35 circuits and classified them into the categories listed
below:

V 6.9-kilovolt shutdown board control circuits
W 480-volt ac shutdown board control circuits
U fuse column circuits (primarily solenoid valve circuits)

: W auxiliary relay rack circuits
reactor trip switchgear breaker control circuits'

'

* 120-volt ac vital inverter feeder circuits ,

!

$
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TVA analyzed the sample circuits by calculating the voltage available at
the terminals of the loads and comparing this voltage with the manufac-
turer's minimum voltage rating. If a problem was identified in any of the
categories, all the circuits in that category were evaluated. The staff
finds this acceptable since the representative sample chosen was based on
a worst-case approach.

To calculate the maximum voltage drop, a cable length of either the con-
struction pull length or design length plus 30 percent was used with the
cable temperature at 90 C. For the latter four categories above, the vital
battery 2-hour discharge minimum terminal voltage of 105 volts dc was used.
However, for the former two categories, the calculations were performed
with a battery voltage of 120 volts dc. TVA based this assumption on
Sequoyah's design criteria which state that the voltage shall be 120 volts
dc. Because of the automatic undervoltage load shedding feature, the cri-
tical operational period for the 6.9-kilovolt and 480-volt ac shutdown
boards is immediately upon loss of ac power, i.e. , battery voltage of 120
volts dc. The staff concurs with TVA's asumption since these mandatory
loads will occur during the initial discharge phase of the battery duty
cycle and each operation lasts only a fraction of a second. In addition,
the battery is not expected to be discharged to a level of 105 volts de
since the diesel generators are designed to supply power to the chargers
within a few minutes of loss of offsite power.

In its February 10, 1986 calculation (SCR SQNEEB 8605), TVA identified in-
adequate minimum dc input voltage to the 120-volt ac vital inverters on
Unit 1 per the manufacturer's specification. The original vendor minimum
input voltage specified for these inverters was 105 volts dc. Subsequently,
the inverter vendor has performed a recertification test for the same type
of inverter at TVA's Watts Bar and confirmed that the Sequoyah Unit 1 in-
verter will also operate properly at a 100-volt de minimum, thus eliminat-
ing the concern. Two other problems surfaced as well: (1) inadequate dc
input voltage for 24 solenoid valves associated with the steam dump system
during a minimum vital de system voltage condition (105 volts de) and
(2) excessive voltage drop (based on the manufacturer's data) for two flow-

t

modulated solenoid valves between the modulator (valve controller) and the
valve during any de system voltage. As noted in a letter dated August 1,
1986(a), TVA stated that (1) the operation of these 24 valves is not re-
quired for safe shutdown, and (2) a further review by the manufacturer has
found that adequate voltage is available for the flow-modulated solenoid
valves.

On the basis of its review of the 125-volt de voltage calculation along
with the additional clarification, the staff finds that adequate voltage
is available for proper operation during a loss of ac power and no further
corrective action by TVA is required.

(2) 120-Volt AC Vital Instrument Power System Voltage Calculations

The purpose of the 120-volt ac vital control power system study was to
determine if the safety-related 120-volt ac loads powered from the 120-volt
ac vital instrument power boards have adequate voltage for proper operation.
TVA reviewed all safety-related loads for Units 1 and 2 and identified a
total of 166 such safety-related circuits. These circuits were classified |
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into four groups (i.e., relay, valve, monitoring, and instrumentation and
control circuits) according to the type of load served. The voltage cal-
culations were performed on a representative sample of each group (at least
10 percent). If the evaluation identified no failures in a group, a high
degree of confidence was achieved and no further evaluation was performed.
If a failure was identified, then the voltage calculation for every circuit

j in the group was performed.

The inverter (power source) was assumed (worst case) to be operating at
full load with a maximum output (125 amperes) and minimum output voltage
of 117.6 volts (120 volts minus 2 percent) with a phase angle of 41 degrees.
The voltage available at the terminals of each component supplied by the
inverter was calculated and its adequacy determined by comparing with the
manufacturer's minimum voltage rating. The cable lengths of either the
construction pull length or the design length plus 30 percent were used
with tne cable temperature at 90 C. In those cases where a component could
be energized by an alternate path, the path that produced the largest volt-
age drop was used in the calculation.

A preliminary TVA study, Revision 0, dated December 27, 1985, showed that
eight circuits from three groups (i.e., valves, monitors, and instrumenta-
tion and control) have excessive voltage drop. These circuits were identi-
fied for corrective action, and further voltage drop analyses were performed
on all the circuits in those groups. A new analysis dated January 30,
1986, identified a total of 12 circuits with excessive voltage drops that
were documented for corrective action under SCR SQNEBB 8532.

The staff concurs that the use of such a sampling technique can be justi- [fied in determining the adequacy wnere a large number of circuits are in-
volved. Further, this type of categorization sampling technique can be a
useful tool to identify and localize problem areas in circuit design; there-
fore, the staff finds this technique acceptable.

TVA found that the above 12 circuits were divided into thrce groups:
(1) radiation rate meters within the monitoring group, (2) post-accident
sampling in the valve group, and (3) reactor vessel level instrumentation _

'

in the instrumentation and control group. TVA stated that corrections for
these deficiencies would involve pulling larger size cable to reduce cable ,

impedance and paralleling supply cables to reduce the current through
various portions of the affected circuits. Those corrective actions re-
quired for restart of Sequoyah Unit 2 have been completed.

1 On the basis of its review of the 120-volt ac calculations and TVA's pro-
j posed corrective actions for resolving the identified deficiencies, the
'

staff concludes that the safety-related 120-volt ac loads powered from the
120-volt ac vital instrument power boards will have adequate voltage for
safe operation.

2.3.3.2.3 Instrumentation and Control Systems Instrumentation Accuracy
Calculations

The NRC staff and its consultant, Science Applications International, reviewed I

a sample of 15 TVA instrumentation and control calculations for Sequoyah for i

technical accuracy. Guidance to prepare instrument set point calculations and
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! to maintain set point accuracy that is needed to fulfill the design-basis require-
ments of IEEE Standard 279-1971 is provided by IEEE Standard 603-1980, RG 1.105,
and Instrument Society of America (ISA) Standard $67.04-1982.

The scope of the review calculations was generally limited to determining the
expected accuracy of a safety-related set point as a result of the effect of
harsh environment conditions imposed on individual instrument loop components.
The reviewed sample did not include each type of calculation ordinarily prepared
by an instrumentation and control design group. Specifically, the reviewed cal-
culations did not establish an actual set point value for the instrument channel,
nor did they generally address the set point accuracy of safety-related instru-
ment loops subject only to a mild environment condition. Instrument set points
are established by the mechanical / nuclear calculations. The NRC staff accepts
TVA's assertion that accuracy for instruments that are not exposed to a harsh
environment has been demonstrated by the operational experience at Sequoyah.

The calculations reviewed generally addressed the worst-case predicted accuracy
or variability of an established safety-related process set point. The
objective of a set point accuracy calculation was to determine the statistical
allowance of an instrument channel. The expected performance of an instrument
channel could then be assessed for conformance with process set point limits.

The methodology employed in the determination of the instrumemt channel statis-
tical allowance was the square root of the a m of the squares (SRSS) of individ-
ual effects such as those listed below,

environmental allowance
process measurement accuracy
primary sensor element accuracy
sensor calibration accuracy

' sensor measurement and test equipment accuracy
' sensor drift

sensor temperature effect
sensor pressure effect
rack calibration accuracy
rack measurement and test equipment accuracy
rack comparator setting accuracy
rack drift

' rack temperature effect

Several special cases of calculations involving analog control loop stability,
instrument process line response time, and effects of radiation exposure were
provided in the reviewed sample. The following calculations were reviewed:

(1) pre-operational tests in lieu of calculations for control loops
(auxiliary feedwater stability calculation)
(RIMS 843 860915 925 R0)

(2) instrument accuracy calculation for 1-PT-68-69
(RIMS B43 860809 901 R2)
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(3) instrument accuracy calculation for 1-TE-68-1, -18, -24, -41, -60 and -83
(RIMS B43 860805 913 R3)

.

(4) response time of sensing lines
(RIMS B43 861106 904 R1)

(5) set point scaling calculation for PDT-65-80, -82, -90, and -97
(RIMS B43 850830 903 RO)

,

(6) solenoid valve arc suppression networks located in harsh environment
(RIMS B43 850619 901 R1)

(7) demonstrated loop accuracy for high-range radiation monitor
(RIMS B43 860624 914 R2)

(8) HVAC instrument accuracy evaluation
(RIMS B43 860829 917 RO)

.

(9) demonstrated accuracy calculation for 0-LOT-67-470, -477, -482, and -487
(RIMS B43 860915 910 R0)

(10) demonstrated accuracy calculations for 1-PS-3-139A, B, and D
,

and for 1-PS-3-144A, B, and D ;

(RIMS B43 860915 912 R0)

(11) verification of retrievability for isokinetic equipment calculations [
(RIMS B43 860826 902 RO)

(12) control valve sizing retrievability review
(RIMS B43 860917 912 RO) !

(13) safety-related flow elements locations [
(RIMS B43 860915 917 RO) t

(14) demonstrated accuracy calculation for 1-PS-3-148, -156, -164, and -171
(RIMS B43 860915 916 RO)

: (15) filter design for PT-30-310 and -311
(RIMS B43 861022 901 R0) i-

The staff reviewed these calculations and requested additional information [;

for calculations (1), (5), (6), and (8). Other calculations were either>

| fully acceptable or were acceptable with minor comments. The staff met with
TVA on August 19, and November 30 through December 2, 1987, to resolve staff,

; concerns.

During these meetings, TVA presented revised information for calculations f
.(1), (6), and (8). Calculation (5) was replaced with (RIMS B43 860917 919). |,

| The revised and new information for calculations (1) and (5) were acceptable '

to the staff. Revised information for calculations (6) and (8) is discussed
below.

1
,

t

i
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Calculation (6) - Arc Suppression Network

This calculation did not properly address the seismic integrity of the
majority of arc suppression networ ks. Therefore, the staff concluded-

that the arc suppression network could fail during a seismic event.
,

The TVA assumption that these devices are needed for only one cycle and
therefore need not be seismically qualifi-d is indefensible. TVA
acknowledged the seismic integrity issue in the meeting and stated that

' the seismic qualification of these arc suppression diodes will be
resolved and the arc suppression networks will be seismically qualified.
TVA has submitted, by letter dated February 29, 1988, confirmation that
the arc suppression diodes are seismically qualified.

Calculation (8) - HVAC Instrumentation Accuracy Calculation ,

TVA does not have any documentation to confirm the seismic qualification
of the HVAC instrumentation. TVA has taken the approach that, after a
seismic event, the plant staff will perform a physical walkdown to ensure
that instrumentation is operable. TVA did not provide any procedures for
ensuring instrument operability after a seismic event and did not
establish acceptance criteria for determining what constitutes instrument
degradation.

TVA also indicated that some instruments are required to have 5 percent"

accuracy, but it was unable to provide a calculation for the instrument
,

set point and process safety limit values. The staff pointed out that
] HVAC set points (RIMS B44 871015 006) had recently been established at ;

90 percent of full range and that this may be inconsistent with the'

15 percent accuracy limits.

TVA has acknowledged the NRC concerns and stated that it will revise the
calculation and address the seismic threshold limits, specify the HVAC |equipment to be inspected after a seismic event, provide an inspection .

procedure, and clarify the calculation accordingly. NRC staff considers !

this solution to be acceptable based on TVA's confirmatory response dated,

February 29, 1988, but does not believe the solution needs to be imple-1
,

i mented prior to restart.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds the TVA instrument accuracy
.

calculations to be satisfactory. TVA documented the proposed resolution to
staff concerns in calculations (6) and (8) in the confirmatory letter dated,

February 29, 1988. '

2.3.3.2.4 Raceway Systems

The staff evaluated TVA's justification for using its ampacity tables and the
justification of these tables as applied to control level cable trays, grouped
conduits, a-d conduits with more than three cables and duct banks.

,

i INP0 performed an audit in 1986 on the Bellefonte plant that revealed
inadequacies in TVA's electrical design standards DS U 2.1.1 through DS-E12.1.4.
These standards have been used to size all the insul # d power cable ampacities
(auxiliary and control) throughout TVA's nuclear plants. This finding, later
confirmed by TVA's Bellefonte electrical evaluation team, was identified as a4
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generic problem. By a report dated February 27, 1986, TVA described an analysis.

it has performed to demonstrate the adequacy of design standards DS-E12.1.1
through DS-E12.1.4. After reviewing both the standards and the supporting cal-
culations, TVA concluded that the standards were incomplete and lacked the de-
finition and information required for proper application. These deficiencies
in design standards were identified in TVA Prob,em Identification Report (PIR)
GENEEB8605.

By letter dated December 23, 1986, TVA informed the staff that design standards
DS-12.1.1 through DS-E1E.1.4 were superseded and that the new electrical design

,

standard, DS-E12.6.3, "A.3pacity Tables for Auxiliary and Control Power Cables
(0-15,000 volts)," corrected all the inadequacies. The new standard also
addresses ampacities for cable in conduit, cable tray, and duct bank as well
as derating factors for cable coatings; 10 CFR 50 Appendix R, fire wraps;
cable tray covers; and cable tray bottoms. TVA's submittal also presented the
following information regarding the standard.

I Electrical Design Standard DS-E12.6.3 for sizing cables with regard to
ampacity was developed in accordance with recognized industry standards ,

on ampacity, i.e., Insulated Power Cable Engineers Association (IPCEA) '

P-46-426, National Electrical Code (NEC) Article 310 (1987), IPCEA
] P-54-440, and Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)

70 Tp 557 PWR.

The cable ampacity derating factors for fire protective cable coatings,
tray covers and/or bottoms, and Appendix R fire wraps are based on test
reports from the manufacturers of the coating and wrapping material.

The standard was developed utilizing TVA and Stone & Webster Engineering
Corporation expertise.

The standard was reviewed and found acceptable by Bechtel Power Corporation.
!

The methodology has been reviewed against and found to be consistent
with the standards of Sargent & Lundy and Gilbert / Commonwealth.

Rather than examine each electrical cable to determine its adequacy with,

respect to ampacity ratings established under DS-E12.6.3, TVA developed a
sampling program. All the cables were categorized into nine inspection lots
according to their operating voltages, cable routings, covers, and wrappings.
Each cable, counted only once, was included in the inspection lot reflecting
the most limiting raceway configuration for ampacity in which it was routed.,

' The nine inspection lots are listed below:
:

; (1) V3-level cables routed in tray

(2) V3-level cables routed in conduit without Appendix R fire wrap ,

(2) V3-level cables routed in conduit with Appendix R fire wrap

(4) V4-level cables routed in tray without tray covers, bottoms, or Appendix R
j fire wrap ;

i

i .

|1
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(5) V4-level cables routed in tray with tray covers, and/or bottoms, and/or
Appendix R fire wrap

(6) V5-level cables routed in tray without tray covers, bottoms, or Appendix R
fire wrap

(7) VS-level cables routed in tray with tray covers, and/or bottoms, and/or
Appendix R fire wrap

(8) V4- and V5-level cables routed in conduit without Appendix R fire wrap

(9) V4- and VS-level cables routed in conduit with Appendix R fire wrap

The definitions of the three voltage levels are given below:

V3 - auxiliary and control ac and dc p0wer cables operating at a voltage
of up to 277 volts and a current of less than 30 amperes

V4 - auxiliary ac and dc power cables operating at a voltage up to 600
volts (This includes cables of 277 volts or less with a rated load
current of 30 amperes or greater.)

V5 - medium voltage auxiliary power cables with a nominal rated voltage of
5, 8, or 15 kilovolts

TVA established a separate engineering group to identify all the cables in each
respective lot. This group reviewed ail the cable trays and conduit drawings
(as-built) to verify the existence and location of tray covers and/or bottoms,
and Appendix R fire wraps. This survey was performed under "Walkdown Procedures
for Ampacity (SM1-0-317-41)." Once all the cables in each lot were identified,
the group determined a sample size for each lot by using the Military Standard
1050 dated April 29, 1963, "Sampling Procedures and Tables for Inspection by
Attributes." Among the chosen samples, the group determined the allowed ampacity
of each cable by applying the derating and correction factors specified in
05-E12.6.3. The group evaluated the adequacy (pass / fail) of the cable ampacity
by comparing the allowed ampacity and the actual ampacity, which is based on the
full load current multiplied by appropriate factors according to load types
(i.e., motor, transformers, heater). If the total number of defective cables
found in each sample was less than the maximum (4 percent) specified by the
military standard, the group considered the lot adequate. The failed cables
were documented in a significant condition report (SCR) for corrective actions.

On February 27, 1987(c), TVA submitted the following results:

(1) V3 voltage level

Although this voltage level is restricted to control cables operating at
a voltage up to 277 volts and a current of less than 30 amps, the great
majority of cables in the V3 level carry low-level and/or intermittent
signals for which the ampacity rating of the cable is of no concern. TVA
provided justification and documentation (including supporting calculations)
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for excluding this group of cables (control function cables) from this pro-
gram. Thus, TVA separated those V3 voltage level cables that require con-
sideration as possibly being auxiliary "control power cables" (Inspection
Lots (1), (2), and (3)) from those "control function cables" used for con- ,

|

j trolling the operating status of equipment. The sampling program was used
to establish the extent of inclusion of control power cables in Lots (1),
(2), and (3) and the adequacy of their ampacity rating. These results are
given below:

No. of
; MS per No. of Control |

Total 105D Cables Power4

'No. of Sample Sampled / Cables No.
Lot No. Cables Size Analyzed Found Passed

,

1 5919 50 376 1 1
4 2 3331 52 693 4 4

'

3 3 3 3 0 0

Totals: 9253 105 1072 5 5

TVA sampled 1069 cables out of the 9250 cables for Lots (1) and (2).
Analysis of the 1069 selected cables from these two lots showed only ,

'

five cables that carried sufficient current to be considered as [:

; potentially having an ampacity problem. However, these five cables '

; were found to be adequately sized in accordance with 05-E12.6.3. None
,

; of the three cables in Lot (3) carried sufficient irrent to be t

' considered a problem. TVA found that the number c; cables routed in !

V3-level raceways carrying other than very low and intermittent:

K currents was substantially less than presiously anticipated. Since f
all those control power cables analyzed presented no problem and since i

there were not enough sample cables carrying high currents in this
voltage category, as required by the military standard, TVA performed<

no further evaluation. [,

f (2) V4 and V5 voltage levels ;

j The V4- and V5-level cables had a greater tendency to have a problem ;

with ampacity because of the higher current levels and the practice .

! of providing less conservatism in sizing high power cablet. TVA I
,

: found that too many cables in Lots (4) through (9) did not pass the [
| acceptance criteria (failed); therefore, additional power cables
i (100 percent) had to be inspected. Lots (4), (5), (6) and (9)

received a 100 percent inspection of cables. For Lots (7) and (8),'

only 10 CFR 50.49 and associated cables were inspected 100 percent; the !

remaining cables in the lots were subject to a sampling approach. |
,

'

i TVA identified 457 cable failures from these inspections; the results [
are provided below:

.
|

'

L

; [
j i

!

;
'i.,

i,

4 i
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|
| Total

No. of No. No. No. to be
I

.

Lot No. Cables Passed Failed Replaced '

4 407 269 138 12
5 568 277 291 103
6 29 21 8 0

| 7 47 47 0 0
: 8 384 366 18 8
'

9 11 9 2 2 .

i

Totals: 1446 989 457 125

TVA used the criteria listed below to evaluate each failed cable:

Tray covers and bottoms that were not required for personnel or cable
protection or to meet licensing commitments were removed.

:.

i ' The allowable cable ampacity was recalculated on the basis of existing .

tray fill. [

iThe actual load current was determined on the basis of existing connected
; loads. ;

1

] The load type multipliers were modified to reduce the ampacity margin by
i removing excessive conservatism.

With this approach, TVA found that 332 of the 457 failed cables were within ;'
; allowable ampacity and therefore acceptable. The other 125 (a combined total

from both units) will be replaced before restart of the applicable unit.

'

TVA's revised 05-E12.6.3 is based on industry standards and provides various,

derating factors that are applicable to the specific installed cable
: configurations. The staff finds 05-E12.6.3 acceptable for use in resolving

.

!

the TVA ampacity problem at the Sequoyah units.-

The staff finds that Military Standard 1050 is not sufficiently well defined
to obtain a 95/95 assurance level (i.e., giving 95 percent assurance that at

,

least 95 percent of the population is acceptable). The staff believes that
the proper sample size should have been determined by using the hypergeometric .

distribution function, which provides larger samples than the military,

2 standard. However, as discussed below, the actual sample size taken in the ,

: field exceeds the requirements of either the Military Standard or the f

hypergeometric distribution. Thus, this issue is moot.'

,

However, for the V3 voltage level (Lots (1), (2), and (3)), TVA sampled a far I
'

greater number of cables than required by either approach. Since only five
i; control power cables were found through an inspection of 12 percent of the V3 [
l voltage cables and since these five cables were within the allowed ampacity,
3 the staff finds that the sample size for the V3 level is acceptable and that ;

j these cables do not constitute a problem area. }
i ;

J A similar sampling process was conducted for the V4 and V5 voltage levels '

(Lots (4) through (9)). As a result of this inspection, 125 cables will be

r
'
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replaced before restart of Unit 2. Furthermore, TVA informed the staff that
108 new cables currently are being repulled while the others are being
de-energized and/or removed because they are not being used to support
operation of Unit 2. This will provide a 1.00/100 assurance level for the V4
and V5 cables.

Based on its review of the TVA submittal and the resolution of identified
deficiencies in PIR GENEEB8605, the staff finds that the problem areas have
been adequately identified and that the proposed corrective actions are
acceptable.

However, the above acceptability was contingent upon resolution of two
unverified assumptions. These are the accuracy of (1) the cable schedule
data base and (2) the installed thickness of fire protective cable coating. The
staff verified the accuracy of the cable schedule data base through inspections
conducted during the DBVP inspection and IDI programs. The installed thickness ,

guestion has been resolved because TVA presented calculations during the DBVP
inspection that demonstrated, for the geometries at issue, the maximum tempera-
ture was bounded at an acceptable level for all reasonable thicknesses.

2.3.3.2.5 Short-Circuit Study - Medium Voltage System

2.3.3.2.5.1 Background and Analysis

In a letter dated December 29, 1986, TVA submitted electrical calculations for
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Unit 2, including short-circuit studies of the medium
voltage system. The NRC, with its contractor, Science Applications International,
conducted an independent technical evaluation of selected samples of the TVA
Sequoyah electrical calculations. TVA issued Revision 1 to this calculation on
June 1, 1987; the revision was reviewed by the NRC and its consultants during
the calculation program and IDI from August through October 1987. Additional
information on circuit breaker capability and analysis of calculational results
was provided by TVA in a letter dated August 10, 1987. This section provides a
description and NRC's evaluation of the adequacy of short circuit capability of
Sequoyah's medium voltage system as described in these submittals.

The medium voltage system consists of non-Class 1E and Class 1E 6.9-kilovolt
switchgear, circuit breakers, and associated electrical equipment designated
as startup boards, unit boards, and shutdown boards. The 6.9-kilovolt shutdown
boards in each power train derive power from either of two 6.9-kilovolt unit
boards or from their respective standby power source (diesel generator). The
feeders connecting each shutdown board with these three sources are termed the
normal, alternative, and standby feeders. The normal and alternate feeders can
derive power from the nuclear unit, via separate unit station service transform-
ers and separate 6.9-kilovolt unit boards. The normal and alternate feeders
for each bus can also derive power from separate preferred source circuits,
routed through either of two separate common station service transformers and
from either of two 6.9-kilovolt unit boards. During conditions where neither
the nuclear unit generator nor the preferred (offsite) power is available, each
6.9-kilovolt shutdown board is energized from a separate standby diesel genera-
tor via the standby feeder. The standby ac power system is a safety-related
Class 1E system that continuously supplies power for energizing all ac powered
electrical devices essential to safety. Power continuity to the 6.9-kilovolt
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Ishutdown boards is maintained by switching among the nuclear unit source (the
normal source), the preferred (offsite) source, and the sandby (onsite) source.
Source selection is accomplished by automatically transferring from the nuclear
unit source, to the preferred source, to the standby source, in that crder.
The reverse transfers are manual.

To analyze short circuit capability, TVA selected fault locations within the
6.9-kilovolt system for analyzing the short circuit current values to assess the
capability of the installed equipment from the standpoint of fault protection.
The faults were calculated on each 6.9-kilovolt unit board bus, and eeb 6.9-

kilovolt shutdown board. A three phase bolted fault for each fault location was
selected by TVA for purposes of calculating the maximum available fault current.
Since the 6.9-kilovolt system is grounded through low impedance resistors,
ground fault current is linited; this eliminates the need for making single-
phase to ground fault calculations. Therefore, the bolted three phase fault
should yield conservetive fault current estimates to determine the adequacy of
the interrupt and withstand capability of the installed 6.9-kilovolt circuit
breakers. The purpose of the three phase short-circuit current calculations
was to determine the maximum value of short-circuit currents to establish the
adequacy of the latching (asymmetrical current) and interrupting capability of
the installed 6.9-kilovolt system switchgear and circuit breakers.

The staff evaluated the design of 6.9-kilovolt supplies and equipment against the
requirements and recommendations of the documents normally used in the design
of electrical power systems for nuclear power plants. Specifically, the require-
ments of General Design Criterion (GDC) 1, GDC 17, NUREG-0800 (Sections 8.2 and
8.3), RG 1.32, and IEEE 308-1974 were compared to the Sequoyah electrical de-
sign. In addition, industry standards, such as American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) C37.06-1964 and ANSI C37.010-1979, which are normally used for
sizing electrical switchgear and equipment, were compared against tle installed
switchgear at Sequoyah i.o verify their ratings and capacities. This safety
evaluation is based on the licensee's submittals and discussion w';h the licensee

regarding the 6.9-kilovolt switchgear.

The methods and assumptions used by TVA for calculating three phase short-circuit
currents at the 6.9-kilovolt switchgear locations are reasonable and consistent
with industry practice. Specifically TVA used the bases and recomincndations of
ANSI C37.010-1979. Both the modeling and assumptions used in making the three-
phase fault calculations are appropriate and in conformance with good engineer-
ing practice. The fault current values obtained from these calculations provide
the basis for sizing electrical switchgear and determining the withstand and
interrupt capability of the circuit breakers. These calculated current values
indicate the worst-case for the bolted three phase electrical fault at each
fault location. Good engineering practice in conformance with industry standards
dictates that the electrical equipment specified for these locations (i.e., the
unit boards and shutdown boards) must have a rating equal to or higher than the
calculated values. This philosophy and practice is used industry wide to pro-

[
vide added conservatism to accommodate the normal aging and service of the

|
equipment and any increase in load after installation.

|
The selection and application of power circuit breakers for ac power systems,
such as the Sequoyah 6.9-kilovolt system, had been standardized by ANSI C37.06-1964.
This standard is intended as a pide for the selection and application of the
circuit breakers by the user. In its submittal of December 29, 1986, TVA
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indicated that the Sequoyah design was based on ANSI C37.06-1964. According to ,

this standard, the 500-MVA (megavoltamperes) class circuit breakers and the i
shutdown boards would be rated for 8.25 kilovolts maximum voltage with a short-

'

circuit current rating of 33,000 amperes (i.e., 471 MVA) and the switchgear
would have a momentary rating'of 60,000 amperes. In its August 10, 1987 letter,
TVA provided the manufacturer s guaranteed performance data, which showed that
the circuit breake.s and associated buswork have a 500-HVA interrupting capacity
rating and an 80,000-ampere mesentary rating. These ratings are substantially.

above the ratings required for 600-MVA class switchgears. However, even using
these actual ratings, Sequoyah's 6.94ilovolt circuit breakers are undersized,,

relative to TVA's most recent short-circuit calculation, by as much as 35 percent
on the unit boards (through which unit generator and offsite power is routed to
the safety boards) and by 8 percent at the shutdown (safety) boards. Similarly,
the unit boards are undersized by 3 percent fer momentary withstand capability.

In its August 10, 1987 letter, TVA noted that the calculation methods of ANSI
C37.010-1979, used for determiriing required capacity, assume a three-)hase bolted
fault on the bus and calculate the total available fault current on tie bus from
all sources. Act.ording to TVA, for the bus aro.ngements at Sequoyah, these
assumptions are const.rvative for the main feeder breakers on both the unit and
shutdown boards becaise the feeder breakers are not required to interrupt the
fault contribution from the downstream loaG. Apnendix B to Revision 1 of the
short-circuit calculation shows that the actual faults these breakers would be

' required to interrupt are 543.6 MVA for thh unit baard feeder and 494.6 !DA for
the shutdown board feeder. It should be noted that in this particular calcula- -

tion, TVA included the impedance of the buswork'from the' unit station transformer
to the unit b m The NRC staff and con M tants have reviewed this calculation
and conclude that it is technicaHy correct. _.

ANSI C37.010-1979 states that it is necesary for the circuit breakers that vc
installed for a given voltage service to have a mini.um of at least 100 percent
capacity as compared to the maximuu calculated f ault values. Therefore on the
basis of the ANSI C37.010-1979 and ANSI C30.06-1964 criteria, the 6.9-kilovolt
circuit breakers installed at Sequoyah are uncersized for :be available fault I

i currents. In its submittal cf December 29, 1986, and in FSAR Section 8.1, TVA
cnmmitted to meet the requirements of the appropriate regulat. ions and industry i

standards and practices relatin'; to the design of the 6.9-kilovolt electrical
; power system. In particular, tha requirements of GDC 1, GDC 17, Rd '.32, IEEE

Standard 308-1974, a d ANSI Stan@rds C37.010 and C37./)6, address this issue. j
i The relative criteric are stated below: '

,

GK' 1 - Quality SMdards and Records: "Structures, systems, and
components TmporMot e SaTety shall be designed, fabricated, erected,
and tested to qu6lity standa m commensurate with the importance of,

the safety functions'io be performed. Where generally recognized
codes and standards are used, they :, hull be identif.ied and evaluated
to determine their app W.aoility, adequacy, and sufficiency and shall
be supplemented or modified as necessary to apure a quality product'

in kraping with the equired safety function.''1

GD0 17 - Electric Pcuei Systems "Provisio.:s shall be included to4

iHnimize t'fie probao'lilTtToi losing electric power f rom any of the
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;

,

j remaining supplies as a result of, or coincident with, the loss of
power from the transmission network, or the loss of power from the'

onsite electric power supplies."
,

IEEE 308-1974 (Endorsed by RG 1.32) - Criteria for Class 1E Power
Systems for Nuclear Generating Stations, Section 5.2.l(6), Protective :

Devices: "Protective devices shall be provided to limit the !

degradation of the Class IE power systems."

! ANSI C37.010-1979 - Application Guide for AC High-Voltage Circuit !

: Breakers Rated on Symmetrical Current Basis, Section 4.5, Short-
Circuit Rating: "In the application of circuit breakers, it is
necessary that none of the short-circuit current capability of a,

circuit breaker be exceeded."'

In discussions with the staff and in its letter of August 10, 1987, TVA has
indicated that although the interrupting capability cf the unit board circuit
breakers is well below the available fault currents, it is willing to assume a
commercial risk in operating the plant for a limited time. TVA stated that it
has instituted action to lower the available fault current at the unit boards

'in the long term. Where the shutdown board breakers (Class 1E) are concerned,
TVA has indicated that the one-time end-of-life test is good enough to permit f
the use of these breakers. The one-time test results indicated that the '

' contacts were heavily damaged, that the chutes were at the ultimate limit of i
their capacity, and that the breaker had reached its end-of-life condition.
Although the vendor furnished the breaker test data to TVA, the vendor has !'

i refused to certify 550 MVA as the qualified rating for these creakers. j

2.3.3.2.5.2 Evaluation and Conclusions i,

; I
On the basis of TVA's most recent data, the NRC staff calculated the maximum :

fault levels to be expected on the most heavily loaded buses of the Sequoyah I
'-

6.9-kilovolt system and the system's capability to handle such faults. This
analysis assumes a maximum pre-fault voltage of 7.26 kilovolts. This voltage4 ,

is consistent with a 24.8-kilovolt maximum grid voltage, a 1.025 tap setting
en the unit station service transformer (USST) and, when either unit is operat-,

ing, a 0.975 common station service transformer (CSST) tap setting. These values
i are controlled by TVA procedure and their correctness was verified by NRC staff ,

i review. The staff analyzed the unit boards, which are the 6.9-kilovolt boards
that are not safety grade and that are fed from the station service transformers

; and that, in turn, feed the vital shutdown boards. The incoming breakers to
.

the unit boards, from either the unit or reserve station service transformers, !
; could be required to interrupt a fault as high as 545 MVA. This exceeds the
: breaker's design rating of 500 MVA and approaches, but does not exceed, the t

tested interrupting value of 550 MVA. The individual load breakers on the unit
boards could be required to interrupt as much as 600 MVA when the diesel is ;;

operating, which is well above either the rated or tested capability of the it

circuit breaker. Even when the diesel is not operating, the unit board load
breakers would be required to interrupt more than 560 MVA. As part of its re-

,

.
view, the NRC staff also recalculated the momentary fault duty at the unit board,

,

I this time taking into account the impedance of the USST bus work. With this :

impedance added, the staff calculated the momentary fault current to be 80,200 f

amperes.
'
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The staff aaalysis of the safety-related shutdown boards showed the feeder
breakers would be required to interrupt about 490 MVA (with or without diesel
generators), which is slightly below rated capacity. The individual shutdown,

board feeders would he required to interrupt about 530 MVA when the diesel is |

operating; this is a vve the design rating but below the tested capability. ,

Without the diesel running, the shutdown board load breakers will be required |
to interrupt about 490 MVA. I

The momentary asymmetric current on the buswork and unit board circuit breakers,
with the diesel generator operating, is at or very slightly above 80 kiloamperes,
which is the momentary rating of the switchgear; without the diesel generator
operating, the momentary current is about 76 kiloamperes. The momentary current

a
' on the safety grade shutdown beards, for all conditions, is less than 67 kilo-
!

amperes.
!

In summary:
.

In normal operation, the non-safety grade unit board feeder circuit'

,j breakers may be required to interrupt a fault greater than designed but
| less than tested and the unit board load circuit breakers may be required

to interrupt a fault significantly above the designed and tested value.
!

When the emergency diesel generator is operated in parallel with the unit
^

,

station service transformer, the non-safety grade unit board buswork and
switchgear may be subjected to physical forces from momentary fault
currents slightly above design values.

During parallel operation, the individual load breakers on the shutdown
boards may be subjected to interrupting duty above the design rating but
less than the tested capability. The shutdown board feeder breaker will4

t' be minimally within design rating.

During normal operation, the vital shutdown board incoming breakers will
be within design rating, but only with 1 to 2 percent of margin.

The staff noted that a less conservative approach than that typically used for
design was used for these calculations in that bus and cable impedance was cnn- :

sidered and line current rather than bus current was used. However, a three-
phase bolted f ault in itself is a conservative assumption because real faults 1

tend to exhibit some impedance and some degree of phase imbalance and arcing, .

tall of which tend to lower the fault current below that of the bolted fault,
Actual faults also tend to occur most often at loads or in cables rathe? than
at the circuit breaker terminals as was assumed in the calculation. Even a
relatively short length of cable between the breaker and the fault would lower '

all the calculated fault values to less than the breaker's designed capacities.;

In the calculations it was conservatively assumed that the diesel generator will;

be operating in parallel with the system when the fault occurs and that all i
i '

l motors on the involved buses will be operating at that time. The diesel genera-

,

tors only rarely are run in paralle? with the system, generally about an hour
j per month for testing. Because of redundancy, all motors on all the involved

buses are seldom run simultaneously. The staff considered all these factors in
;
; reaching its conclusions about the adequacy of the system.
1

]

"
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The staff reviewed the protection schemes and bus arrangements associated with
the switchyard and 6.9-kilovolt distribution system and concludes that no cre-
dible single fault on a unit board, even if the incoming breaker failed to clear
the fault, will cause cascading failure of the 161- or 500-kilovolt switchyards.
Neither will any credible fault on a unit board, even if cascaded to the alter-
nate feed, prevent energizing all shutdown boards from at least one of the sta-
tian's common service transformers. The staff further concludes that a fault
will not be transferred to the alternative source and cannot cause loss of the
alternate supply even if the initial fault breaker fails to open. This is be-
cause a fault trip signal from an incoming circuit breaker on either the unit
or shutdown boards locks out not only the affected breaker but also the incoming
breaker for the alternate supply.

On the basis of its review of the certified performance data and test data sub-
mitted by TVA, the staff concludes that even though the circuit breakers were
specified and are rated at 500 MVA, the certified performance data would support
an interrupting rating of 526 MVA. This results from the breakers being certi-
fied to interrupt 44 kiloamperes at 6.9 kilovolts under ANSI C37.04 duty cycle
rather than at the normal 6.6 kilovolts. The test data would support a rating
of 531 MVA using the ANSI C37.04 duty cycle. Further, the test data provides a
reasonable basis for believing the circuit breaker would interrupt a fault up
to 550 MVA although ANSI C37.010-1979, Section 4.10.3, Service Capability, warns
against exceeding the service capability of the circuit breaker "even if only
one interrupting operation may be imposed."

On the basis of the above evaluation of the Sequoyah 6.9-kilovolt electrical
system, the TVA submittal, and the Science Applications International Technical
Evaluation Report, the staff provides the following conclusions.

The methods and assumptions used by TVA for calculating three phase short-circuit
currents are reasonable and consistent with industry standards and practice.
TVA used good engineering basis in modeling the postulated fault locations for
evaluation of the 6.9-kilovolt electrical switchgear and circuit breakers.

The staff concludes that the vital 6.9-kilovolt system (the shutdown boards and
associated circuit breakers) fault calculations are appropriately conservative
and the vital system is in substantial conformance with the applicable regula-
tions, FSAR commitments, and industry standards. The staff bases this conclusion
on two major factors. First, the shutdown board load breakers, in the rare cir-'

cumstance when the diesel is operating in parallel with the system, may have to
interrupt a fault larger than the breakers' warranted capacity (500 MVA); how-
ever, they will be functioning within their service capability (531 MVA) as
defined by appropriate industry standards and demonstrated by appropriate testing.
Further, even if one of the load breakers were to fail, the shutdown board in-
coming breaker would operate within its warranted rating as a backup, thereby
preventing fire and severe physical damage to the shutdown board as a whole, or
to equipment in its vicinity, Second, the vital 6.9-kilovolt breakers could
only be required to operate beyond their warranted rating when, for a few hours
a month, the diesel generator is operating in parallel with the unit generator
and system. In normal operation, when the diesel is not paralleled with the
preferred source, no vital breaker will be required to operate above its war-
ranted design rating. The staff further concludes, from its review of backup
breaker operation and lockout capabilities, that the requirement for independence
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between redundant trains and between alternate offsite supplies is maintained.
The staff notes that the NRC calculated fault value for the load breakers to
530 MVA is at the tested service capability of 531 MVA and slightly above the
guaranteed values of 526 MVA. The staff notes this lack of margin but believes
that the corrective actions discussed below for the non-safety grade breakers
will lower the fault level on the vital buses and introduce additional margins.

The staf f concludes that the fault calculation for the non-safety grade unit
and associated circuit breakers is appropriately and conservatively done and
accurately reflects the condition of the non-vital 6.9-kilovolt system. The
staff concludes that the 6.9-kilovolt system does not meet the Sequoyah FSAR
commitment (Section 8.2.1.8, pg. 8.2.2) that "a fault on a non-safety load
supplied from a 6900-volt unit board will be isolated so that the continuity of
power to that unit board and to the shutdown board fed from that unit board will
not be jeopardized by that fault." The calculations show that a fault on a
non-vital unit board load may substantially exceed the rated or tested capacity
of the load breaker and will require the unit board incoming breaker to trip,
thereby violating the above commitment. In this situation, the unit board feeder
breaker operating as a backup breaker will be required to clear a fault greater
than either the design rating or tested service capability, thereby violating
the intent of ANSI C37.010-79, Sections 4.10.1, Symmetrical Interrupting Capability'

and 4.10.3, another FSAR commitment.

As mentioned above, a reasonable basis does exis+ for believing that the incoming
breaker will clear the fault successfully. Even if it did not, the staff con-
cludes that the switchyard circuit breakers for the unit main transformer would|

' clear the fault by differential protection, thereby protecting the 161-kilovolt
alternate offsite source. When the unit board incoming breaker is actuated on
backup overcurrent, it locks out the unit board transfer to the alternate source,
thereby protecting the alternate offsite source. Also, once the fault is cleared
by the switchyard breakers, the unit board can transfer to the protected alter-
nate source and, in turn, power the vital shutdown boards. The combination of
these features provide a sufficient basis for the staff to conclude that, until
the breaker capacity problem is resolved, a fault on a unit board, coupled with
a load breaker failure and an incoming breaker failure, will not result in an
inability to supply the vital shutdown boards from a reliable source of offsite
power. Therefore the staff concludes that no single fault will disable any
more than one of the redundant auxiliary power trains nor will any single fault
interrupt offsite power from the preferred and alternate sources to any other
bus. This conclusion is independent of whether or not any 6.9-kilovolt circuit
breaker exposed to the fault fails to clear.

In its letter of August 10, 1987, TVA committed to resolve the problem of unit
board breaker capability. This will be done af ter Unit 2 restart. To ensure
that this issue is resolved, the staff requires that a detailed description,
analysis, and installation schedule for implementation of corrective actions
be submitted for staff review before June 30, 1989. TVA has committed to pro-
vide this information. The analysis is to include revised fault calculations
for buth unit and shutdown boards. These calculations shall demonstrate that
after corrective action, all circuit breakers will always operate within their
service capability as defined by appropriate standards and verified by test or
manufacturer's guarantee. On this basis, the staff concludes that the fault
calculation for the 6.9-kilovolt system provides reasonable assurance that the
6.9-kilovolt system will provide sufficient capacity and capability to meet its
safety function as defined in 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 17.
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The staff notes that Revision 1 to calculation APS 008, dated June 1, 1987, and
submitted to the staff for review includes analysis of Unit 1 and the effect of
two unit operation on fault levels. Also the revised calculation reflects veri-
fication of technical data on motors and cable lengths based on walkdown data.
Therefore, there are no unverified assumptions remaining in the 6.9-kilovolt
fault analysis and the analysis as reviewed is applicable and acceptable, sub-
ject to the limitations discussed above, for Unit 1 as well as Unit 2 operation.

2.3.3.3 General Conclusions on the Sequoyah Electrical Calculations Program

On the basis of its review of the electrical calculations, the staff finds that

TVA's analysis includes the essential auxiliary power systems required for
safe plant operation.

' The input data is sufficiently comprehensive and detailed for considerativn
of all modes of plant operation. The calculations assumed worst-case sys-
tem and plant conditions. The methodology used in these analyses was appro-
priate for assessing problems in the systems. TVA has stated that it will
correct the problems identified in the specific areas before restart.

* TVA's proposed resolutions for each deficiency identified in the electrical
calculations are acceptable. TVA has provided a commitment to implement
the proposed resolutions before restart.

' The content and format of each system calculation is adequate for documen-
tation purposes.

' All documentation of the electrical calculations necessary for restart is
in place and up to date by computer program for easy manipulation (i.e. ,
data is retrievable for maintenance and update).

} Thus, the staff believes there is reasonable assurance that the systems addressed
will provide safe restart and operation of Sequoyah Unit 2.

1

2.3.4 Branch Technical Position PSB-1
'

' 2.3.4.1 Introduction

The staff reviewed an October 2, 1980 verification test done at Sequoyah in re-
sponse to PSB-1 requirements and found inconsistencies between the load values '

used in voltage distribution studies and those determined by the test. In addi- '

tion, changes had been made in the configuration of the auxiliary power system
and in the computer programs used for voltage drop calculations. Therefore, by

! letter dated March 26, 1986, the staff recommended that TVA perform a new veri-
fication test, as prescribed by BTP PSB-1.'

: During a meeting with the staff on April 16, 1986, TVA presented additional
| information and clarification to its test report (submitted to the NRC on
! October 3, 1980) to support its position that additional verification testing

of the auxiliary power system was not necessary. Subsequently, TVA agreed to
i provide those items listed below,

i
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A confirmatory analysis to demonstrate that the new computer program is
comparable to the computer program that was used in the original test
report. TVA will use the same load values with the new computer program

'
i and compare the calculated voltages.

Analyses to demonstrate that there is no significant configuration change'

between the 1980 and 1986 systems. TVA will use the data from the tests
of July 12 and 16, 1980, with the 1980 and 1986 system models and compare
the calculated voltages.

More detail on how the two tests (July 12 and 16, 1980) were conducted,O

and a description of how the circuit breakers were aligned for each.
1

On June 2, 1986, TVA submitted its response to the staff's concerns and a report
'

entitled "NRC Branch Technical Position PSB-1 Reanalysis." Although the staff
reviewed this information, the staff could not conclude that sufficient data were
provided to demonstrate that the computer program could predict the transient
response of the system. The staff informed TVA of its conclusion by letter
dated August 1, 1986, and transmitted additional questions on August 7, 1986.
TVA responded by letters dated September 11 and December 3, 1986.

The staff's evaluation of TVA's information on the need for verification testing
'

is presented below.

2.3.4.2 Evaluation

Computer Hardware and Program Changes
|

The mainframe computer and its VNEW program that were used for the previous
verification tests have been replaced by the personal computer and a new program
called RADIAL. The staff was concerned whether the new program is equivalent to
the old program in analytical techniques and assumptions, and at the April 16,
1986 meeting, the staff asked TVA to provide a confirmatory analysis using the
July 12, 1980 test configuration to demonstrate that there is no appreciable
difference in the calculated voltages of the two programs.

The TVA comparison analysis was submitted on June 2, 1986, and included a SWEC
computer program. TVA ran all three programs using identical loads for each
board. The results are given below.

Computer Program (Predicted Voltage)
Board VNEW RADIAL SWEC

6.9-kilovolt Start Bus A 7152 7151 7148
6.9-kilovolt Start Bus B 7011 7008 7005
6.9-kilovolt Unit 1B 7011 7008 7005
6.9-kilovolt Shutdown 1A-A 7004 7002 6998
480-volt Shutdown 1Al-A 495 495 495

480-volt Reactor Vent 1A-A 483 483 Not conducted

The staff found no appreciable differences in the voltage values that were
obtained from the three computer programs. These results indicate that the

1 analytical techniques and assumptions of both TVA's programs are equivalent for
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steady-state. However, the test results did not demonstrate the transient
response and steady-state at the 120/208-volt level. Thus, the new computer
program only has been verified for the steady-state case down to the 480-volt
level.

In its August 1, 1986, letter, the staff asked TVA to provide additional justifi-
cation for not performing the PSB-1 test down to the 120/208-volt level. In its
response of September 11, 1986, TVA described the two 120-volt ac control power
systems as (1) the 120-volt ac vital instrumentation and control power system
(VCPS) fed from the vital inverters and (2) the Class 1E 120-volt ac MCCs sup-
plied from the 480/120-volt control power transfirmers. For the 120-volt ac
VCPS, the vital inverters are designed to maintai.) the output voP age regula-
tion within +2 percent of 120-volt ac, with an input voltage of =,J volts ac,
+7.5 percent. In addition, when the 480-volt ac input is lost (er acceptably
degraded) the battery will supply the loads with no interruption ef regulated
power.

For the Class 1E 120-volt ac vital control power for MCCs, TVA referred to its
recent transient voltage calculations, which were performed under worst-case
conditions (i.e., the worst expected transient voltage at each MCC) to demon-
strate that adequate voltage exists to pick up the control devices (e.g., motor
starter, solenoids, and relays) for expected transient conditions.

The staff found that (1) TVA's new computer program can adequately predict the
response of the Sequoyah power system down to the 480-volt level, (2) the VCPS
through its inverter and battery backup design eliminates the effects from 480-
volt ac degraded voltage input or transients, and (3) the worst-case transient
calculations indicate that the 480/120-volt ac MCC control power transformers
can adequately perform their safety functions.

The staff agreed that the 120-volt ac VCPS design features and the voltage cal-
culations performed by TVA for the worst-case 120-volt ac MCC voltages ensure
that adequate voltage will be available to components supplied by the 120-volt
ac control power system. Thus, no additional tests to demonstrate system re-
sponse at the 120/208-volt level are necessary.

Change of 100 Valve Motors
,

The staff also was cencerned that the replacement of 100 valve motors with motors
of different electrical characteristics might affect the plant's steady-state
load, necessitating a re-analysis of the new system loadings.

However, TVA indicated that this change will affect only the transient loading
and voltage; the steady-state load remains the same. Therefore, the staff finds
that the change of 100 valve motors represents no overall load increase for the
steady-state condition.

Addition of Two Start Buses and One Common Station Service Transformer

The staff expressed concern that TVA had added two new start buses, which could
result in new loads or impedance. In response, TVA explained that the buses had
not actually been added, but that two start buses had been split into four; thus
no new loads or impedances would be added. Although a third common station ser-
Vice transformer has been added, the circuit breakers are normally open, making
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the transformer available as a backup for either of the other station service
transformers. TVA demonstrated that this change has little effect on the over-
all configuration of the auxiliary power system by comparing the voltage analyses
of the 1980 (two start buses) and 1986 (four start buses) configurations. The
comparison was performed using the test data of July 12 and 16,1980, and the
new computer program. The results were shown in the Summary Tables I and II of
the TVA re-analysis report transmitted by TVA on June 2, 1986. They are sum-
marized below:

Configuration (Voltage)
!

Test I* Test II**

Board 1980 1986 1980 1986

6.9-kilovolt Start Bus A 7154 7156 7045 7041
6.9-kilovolt Start Bus B 7051 7045 7067 7062
6.9-kilovolt Unit 1B 7051 7045 7067 7062
6.9-kilovolt Shutdown 1A-A 7044 7038 7060 7055
480-volt Shutdown 1Al-A 501 500 501 501
480-volt Reactor Vent 1A-A 493 500 494 501
Start of the ERCW*** pump
(Term. V) Not conducted 6705 6695

Start of auxiliary building
exhaust fan 1A Not conducted 495 458

Based on data of July 12, 1900.*

Based on data of July 16, 1980.**

ERCW = essential raw cooling water.***

On the basis of these results, the staff finds that there is no appreciable volt-
age difference (a maximum difference of 1.5 percent) between the 1980 and 1986
configurations which indicates that the new configuration has not significantly
changed the old electrical system configuration.

Re-analysis of the 1980 Verification Test Results

In its response of June 2, 1986, TVA explained how the circuit breakers were
aligned for the 1980 verification tests.

TVA had compared the calculated board voltages (based on load values derived from
breaker alignment and the supply voltages) with the board voltages obtained from
the tests. This procedure deviated from BTP PSB-1 (Part B.4), which requires
loads and voltages for a given test configuration to be measured, with these
measured load values then used on each board as input to the computer model to
calculate the voltages; subsequently, the analytically derived voltage values
and the test results are compared. Curing the meeting on April 16, 1986, the
staff asked TVA to perform new analyses using the load values obtained during
the tests as input to the new computer program, to be consistent with PSB-1.
These results, as given in the submittal of September 11, 1986, are given in
the following:
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Test I* Volt . Test II** Voltage i
1 -

L Board Measured Analysis Percent Measured Analysis Percent ;

] !
' 6.9-kV Start Bus A 7200 7154 0.6 7000 7045 0.6

6.9-kV Start Bus B 7000 7051 0.7 7000 7067 1.0
6.9-kV Unit IB 7100 7051 0.7 7090 7067 0.3 ,

'

6.9-V Shutdown 1A-A 7000 7044 0.6 7100 7060 0.6
480-V Shutdown lAl-A 495 501 1.2 500 501 0.2
480-V Reactor Vent 1A-A 484 493 1.9 489 494 1.0 :

Start of the ERCW pump I

(Term. V) Not conducted 6787 6705 1. 2
Start of auxiliary building

,

exhaust fan 1A Not conducted 466 459 3.5

* Based on data of July 12, 1980.,

** Based'on data of July 16, 1980.
.

.

|

TVA used board meters, test meters, and Brush recorders for taking test measure-
ments. However, because of calibration problem';, the Brush recorder did not.,

yield consistent results and TVA's response of June 2, 1986, did not include
,

measured values from the Brush recorder. TVA also indicated that i.here were i
current transformer and power transformer inaccuracies. TVA stated that all
measurements were taken by board meters whose accuracy was limited to 5 percent.4

(Because the staff had not specified the allowed accuracy limit in Position 4
of FSAR Question 8.33, TVA established a 5 percent tolerance as the maximum

,

acceptable difference between the measured voltages and calculated voltages.) -

; BTP PSB-1 (Part B.4) !
'

4

j TVA had performed the 1980 verification tests at Sequoyah in response to FSAR
t Question 8.33. Subsequently, BTP PSB-1 (Part B.4) was issued as part of the

NRC Standard Review Plan in July 1981. Part B.4 of PSB-1 provides detailed
; guidance on the performance of verification tests. i

1
' Although Question 8.33 does not explicitly include all of the guidance of
i Part B.4 of PSB-1, it does so by implication. Therefore, the staff evaluation

of the 1980 tests was based on establishing a correlation between these tests
1 and the testing and expected test results specified in Part B.4 of PSB-1. In a
i meeting on April 16, 1986, TVA concurred that the intent of Position 4 of

Question 8.33 is the same as that of Part B.4 of PSB-1, even though the PSB-1 |

| requirements are more specific. ;

The specifics of Part B.4 of PSB-1 cre given below:4

' loading the station distribution buses, including all Class 1E buses
,

down to the 120/208-volt level, to at least 30 percent >

,

u
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* recording the existing grid and Class 1E bus voltages and bus loading
down to the 120/208-volt level at steady conditions and during the
starting of both a large Class 1E motor and a non-Class 1E motor'

(not concurrently) (Note: to minimize the number of instrumented
locations (recorders) during the motor starting transient tests, the
bus vo Mages and loading need only be recorded on that string of buses
that previously showed the lowest analyzed voltages.)

i

using the analytical techniques and assumptions of the previous voltage l

analyses and the measured existing grid voltage and bus loading
conditions recorded during conduct of the test, calculating a new set
of voltages for all the Class 1E buses down to the 120/208-volt level

* comparing the analytically derived voltage values Gainst the test results

With good correlation (within 3 percent) between the analytical results and the
test results, the validity of the mathematical model used in the voltage
analysis is established. However, the above procedure involves testing both
the steady-state and transient response characteristics. The transient testing
requires starting both a large Class 1E and non-Class 1E motor.

The intent of such a transient test requirement is to detect potential spurious
load shedding or separation of a Class 1E system from offsite power when a
large motor is started. The ability of the computer model to predict the
effects of the motor transient in the system is verified by comparing the data,

'

measured during the transient test with the computer predicted transient
i values. When both the steady-state and transient analyses are con.plete, the

validity of the mathematical model is verified.4

'

On the basis of its review of TVA's submittal of June 2, 1986, the staff has
concluded that there is reasonable assurance that TVA's new computer program
can adequately predict the steady-state response characteristics of the
Sequoyah auxiliary power system. The staff's findings regarding the transient
aspects of the PSB-1 test are given below.

The test report showed instrument recording problems indicating that
starting motor dip values were not reliably established. (There were no
transient data for the motor and the Class 1E buses.)

The selected motor sizes (700 and 150 horsepower) were not large enough to
show any significant transient effect (the dip was only for one cycle).
BTP PSB-1 (Part B.4) requires starting both a large Class 1E and a large
non-Class 1E motor (not concurrently).

No transient voltage analysis had been performed by comparing the results
of calculations performed by the new computer program with the data
obtained during the starting of large motors.

In addition to its evaluation of August 1, 1986, the staff also +ransmitted to
TVA on August 7, 1986, a request for additional information on t e transient
aspects of the PSB-1 test. TVA responded in letters dated September 11 and
December 3, 1986. In the absence of an explanation regarding the transient
:neasurements taken during the starting of large motors and how these values
were used to determine that the computer model could accurately predict
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transient effects TVA provided the Brush recorder traces (voltage and current) ,

6taken at the motor terminals for the 460-volt auxiliary building general supply
(ABGS) fan and the largest 6.6-kilovolt ERCW pump on the 6.9-kilovolt shutdown <

board. The measured voltage values for the equipment were compared with the !

old (VNEW) and new (RADIAL /1980 and 1986 configuration) voltage values calculated <

from the computer programs. The results are given below: i
i

Calculated Voltage !
3

|

Equipment Heasured RADIAL, RADIAL, Difference
(Horsepower) Voltage VNEW 1980 1986 (Percent)

1 ERCW pump 700 6787 6763 6703 6695 1.4 i

ABGS fan 150 466 449 459 458 3.8 >

.

TVA found a maximum deviation of 3.8 percent between the measured voltage and ;

the voltage calculated using VNEW and loadings derived from the closed circuit ''

| breaker configuration and individual load ratings. The deviation is more than
j the 3 percent guideline in PBS-1; however, the measured voltages are within '

2 percent of the new computer program voltages derived using measured bus load o

values. Therefore, the staff concludes that TVA's new computer model can-

accurately predict the transient response of the system. .

t

With respect to the request that it "provide the brush recorder traces of loadl

currents obtained during the motor starting transient tests which were used in*

the transient calculations performed after the test to predict system bus
voltages," TVA provided the measured starting and running currents for Phases A
and C of the 6.6-kilovolt ERCW pump and 460-volt ABGS fan. Although the Brush

1 recorder traces included both the voltage and current measurements, the main >

j focus of PBS-1 deals only with the voltages available in the Class 1E buses.
| Therefore, the measured current values were not used to calculate bus voltages,
| but were provided to show the actual length of the motor starting transients as
] opposed to the voltage traces, which changed very little because of the
4 stiffness of the power source. However, the measured Phase A starting currents
j were used to calculate the first-cycle voltage dips, which were compared with

the measured voltage values. The results were found to be the same. In its >

review of these recordings, the staff found a difference in the Phase A and i

Phase C running current values, which could be indicative of a phase unbalance
! condition or a motor abnormality. In addition, if these unbalanced current ;

i values were used, they could affect the system bus voltage calculations, j
:

! By letter dated December 3, 1986, TVA explained that the differences in the !

! current readings for Phases A and C are not indicative of a phase current unbal- |
i ance, but result from instrument calibration problems. The fact that no real i

1 unbalance existed between Phases A and C was substantiated by a comparison of t

j the board instrumentation meters measuring the same currents. (The board meter
; readings indicated no substantial difference in currents for Phases A and C.)

The staff has reviewed the recordings of the voltage traces and finds them
consistent with TVA's discussion of the motor transients. Thus, the staff
finds that no actual unbalance of motor phase currents existed and that the
voltage traces are adequate for the PBS-1 analysis.4
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To address the one-cycle voltage dip experienced during the motor-starting tran-
sient test, TVA provided the Brush recorder traces of the terminal voltage and
current for the 6.6-kilovolt ERCW and 460-volt ABGS fan, which were obtained
during the motor transient tests. The current traces clearly indicated that
the acceleration times were about I second for the ERCW pump and about 7 seconds3

for the ABGS fan. From the voltage traces, TVA determined that the 6.6-kilovolt3

ERCW pump motor start did depress the terminal voltage for approximately the |,

acceleration time (i.e., 60 cycles). However, the measured voltage dip for the
460-volt ABGS fan was for only approximately 6 cycles. For both cases, the worst

| part of the voltage dip occurred during the first cycle. TVA further found that
, this carresponds to the instant that the motor rotor is locked and the motor
j starts to accelerate. TVA also stated that there was no measurable voltage sag

at either the 6.9-kilovolt or the 480-volt switchgear buses during motor start.'

3 i

! On the basis of its review of TVA's Brush recorder traces, the staff finds the
TVA assessment of the motor-starting voltage transient acceptable.

The staff also expressed concern about whether conservatism was used in calculat-
ing the effects of starting large motors. In response, TVA stated: "Our analy-)

ses are not a true transient calculation which would show the exponential volt- .

'age recovery due to the change in motor impedance while accelerating. Our cal-
culations assume that tha voltage dip is at its lowest point for the entire
acceleration time of the motor." Further, TVA stated: "Our transient analyses;

model the 6.9 kilovolt shutdown board voltage depressed at the 1 cycle voltage t

for the entire acceleration time of the 6.6-kilovolt required starting loads."

The staff finds that the TVA transient analysis model represents a more conser- -

I vative condition with respect to the motor-starting voltage and its duration i

1 for the voltage recovery time. Therefore, the staff concludes that the TVA
! method for calculating the effects of starting large motors results in a more
1 conservative transient voltage calculation than the exponential voltage recovery -

that actually occurs during motor acceleration.

The staff asked TVA to provide the worst-case voltage calculation on Class 1E
boards during the starting of a reactor coolant pump following an accident. ;

- TVA determined the worst case for the 6.9-kilovolt Class 1E shutdown boards was' approximately 2 minutes after a safety injection and Phase B containment isola- <

tion with the 161-kilovolt grid at 159 kilovolts. TVA stated that although the<
,

' '

voltage at the 6.9-kilovolt Class 1E boards dipped to 6761 volts when the 6000-
horsepower reactor coolant pump was started, it recovered to 6902 volts after

.

approximately 14 seconds. TVA stated that thit voltage transient would not
| actuate the 6.9-kilovolt Class 1E shutdown boards degraded voltage relays, and !

that adequate voltage would be available for Class 1E loads, i

The staff has reviewed this assessment and concludes that the Sequoyah auxiliary ,

power system is capable of successfully starting a reactor coolant pump follow-;

i ing an accident under minimum grid voltage without adversely affecting Class IE
loads.

!

l
.

! !
l

,

l
'

i
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2.3.4.3 Conclusions
'

The staff finds that:'

The new configuration has not affected the overall voltage profile of the
6.9-kilovolt boards.

The change of 100 valve motors represents no overall load increase.*

* The replacement of the VNEW computer program with the RADIAL program
is acceptable.

Although Position 4 of FSAR Question 8.33 (which applies to Sequoyah)*

contained no specific accuracy requirement and the measurement accuracy
of Sequoyah was 5 percent, the consistency of the results between the
analyses and test values (within 2 percent shows that the model
consistently predicts steady-state system performance.

* Although no test and analyses were performed down to 120/?08-volt level
(where the ability of the Class 1E control circuit to pick up the control
devices such as the starter, relay, and solenoid is determined), TVA has
demonstrated that adequate voltage is available to components supplied by
the 120-volt ac control processing. Therefore, no additional tests are
necessary.

In regard to the transient aspect of the test, the staff finds that:
,

* The TVA justification regarding the 120-volt ac control power system
design features and calculations is acceptable, and no additional
PSB-1-related steady-state and transient tests for the 120/208-volt
level are necessary.

Review of the Brush recorder voltage and current measurements taken at
the terminals of the ERCW and ABGS motors and the supporting information
provided by TVA showed that (a) the differences between the calculated
transient voltages from the new computer program and the measured
transient voltages are within the PSB-1 guideline; (b) the one-cycle
voltage dip is an accurate measure of the actual minimum transient
voltage; and (c) the difference in recorded currents (bstween Phases A
and C) is the result of a recorder calibration problem and is not
indicative of a current-unbalance problem.

In comparison with the exponential voltage recovery model normally used
in calculating the effects of starting large motors, TVA's transient
analysis model, which assumes the voltage dip at its lowest point for

! the entire accelerating time of the motor, is conservative.

The replacement of the VNEW computer program with the RADIAL program
is acceptable.

TVA's worst-case calculation for voltages on Class 1E buses shows that
the auxiliary power system is capable of successfully starting a reactor,

coolant pump following an accident.:
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On the basis of its review of the steady-state aspect and transient calculations
provided by TVA, the staff concludes that TVA's new computer program can adeq-
uately predict the transient and the steady-state responses of the Sequoyah

; auxiliary power system. Thus, a new verification test for the auxiliary powered
system voltage study is not required.

TVA originally asserted that the voltage dips associated with a degraded grid
! condition bounded the dip associated with operation of the vital buses supplied

from the EDG. Based on its review of TVA's calculation and test data associated
with DG operation, the staff concluded that steady-state operation of the DGs
was in fact bounded by the above results. However, the staff concluded that, |
during the automatically sequenced loading of the EDGs, voltage transients could I

occur which are more severe than anticipated in the PSB-1 transient analysis.
Therefore the staff required TVA to do separate calculations to analyze operabil-
ity of safety related electrical equipment during DG loading. These calculations
are evaluated in 2.3.3.2, above, and the staff concluded that margins were
adequate.

2.4 Alternately Analyzed Piping and Supports

2.4.1 Introduction

SNPP Section III.5 describes a TVA program to verify the adequacy of piping and
pipe supoorts that had been installed and qualified by alternate analysis (AA)
criteria. TVA's AA criteria use general criteria and guidelines to locate
supports in lieu of rigorous piping analysis. The AA criteria were generally
used for nuclear safety class piping systems that are 4 inches in diameter and
smaller, with some exceptions as discussed in the SNPP. Nuclear safety class
piping is defined in Section 3.2 of the Sequoyah FSAR. AA criteria also were
used for the design of some piping that is not nuclear safety class, such as
piping Category I(L) systems, which are designed for seismic loads to prevent
unacceptable interactions with safety class structures and components, The |
2-inch and smaller AA piping was generally qualified and supported by the field
organization using a series of typical support drawings. The larger AA piping
sizes had uniquely engineered pipe support designs. !

,

TVA initiated the AA program to address several deficiencies identified with
the AA piping designs and the AA design documentation. As a result of these

; deficiencies, TVA issued nonconformance reports and significant condition
reports related to the implementation of the AA criteria. In addition, the TVA4

' Employee Loncerns Program had raised a concern with TVA's resolution of all AA
discrepancies in the nonconformance reports. The Employee Concerns on AA

j piping will be addressed in a separate staff evaluation.
;

i TVA contracted with Ehrthquake Engineering Inc. (EQE) to evaluate Category I(L)
i AA piping systems. EQE conducted walkdowns of Category I(L) piping systems
| and reviewed a sample of the interfaces between Category I(L) piping and dead-
' weight supported piping. EQE compared the Sequoyah piping configurations with
! the EQF earthquake data base; piping and supports not covered by their data base i

L
i were evaluated.

TVA is conducting a two phase program to resolve the concerns on the Category I
(safety class) AA piping systems. Each phase of the program is discussed

; in the following.
| .
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2.4.2 Evaluation

Phase I Scope

TVA provided a description of the Phase I program activities in Section
| 111.5.2.1 of the SNPP. The restart program implementation was controlled by

nine program procedures, SQN-AA-001 through SQN-AA-009. The staff audited the'

Phase I program during the week of October 6, 1986. The audit team consisted
of staff members and consultants from Brookhaven National Laboratory. The

j

audit focused on the restart program scope, interim acceptance criteria, and
i program implementation.
't

The scope of the Phase I program includes those systems required to mitigate
events addressed in FSAR Chapter 15 and safely shut down the plant. These

,

systems include the majority of the safety-related systems in the plant. This
scope is consistent with the scope of Phase I of the Design Baseline Verifica-
tion Program. The Phase I review ef fort involved screening of AA piping
systems for specific deficiencies that had been identified in TVA's AA program
as discussed earlier.

The Phase I scope included the areas of concern listed below:

consideration of the effects of anchor movements at the interface of'

large, rigorously analyzed piping systems - The effects of large,!

rigorously analyzed piping system deflections at the attachment point to
AA piping systems had not been adequately evaluated in all areas. These

,

deflections could result in excessive stress in the AA piping and j
excessive loads on the supports.

consideration of the torsional ef fects of large, motor-operated and pneu-'

'. matically operated valves in small diameter piping - The torsional loads
that would result during a seismic response of the valve operators, had not
been adequately evaluated in all cases. These torsional loads could result

; in excessive stresses in the piping and excessive loads on the supports.
In addition, large displacements of the valves could result in damage to'

the valves and their attachments, or damage to adjacent equipment.
,

consideration of the effects of non-seismically designed (deadweight*

! supported) piping on seismically designed AA piping systems at the
interface boundary - The effects of the deadweight supported piping on the
seismic supported AA piping systems had not been adequately evaluated in
all cases. Large seismic deflections in the deadweight supported piping i

)could result in excessive pipe stresses or loads in the seismically
analyzed AA piping systems. The restart program evaluated pipe sizes
greater than a 2-inch nominal diameter. This issue is a greater concern'

for larger diameter piping systems because of the larger piping loads that ,

could be generated.4

!
consideration of thermal flexibility analyses for piping systems with'

operating temperatures greater than 200'F - Thermal expansion flexibilityj

analyses may not have been adequately performed in all cases. Excessive t

j thermal expansion stresses in the piping system could result in fatigue orj
strain ratchet type failures in piping after repeated heatup and cooldown i

cycles. This issue is a greater concern for high temperature piping
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systems where thermal expansion deflections that must be accommodated by
piping flexibility are greater.

The staf f evaluation of restart program implementation was based on an audit of
the Unit 2 program. During the audit, the staff and its consultants reviewed
the program procedures and sample calculations, and conducted a field inspection
of sample piping / support system runs. Piping documentation packages were re-
viewed to identify Phase I areas of concern. Identified areas were then screenedagainst simple criteria. For example, if anchor movements did not exceed 1/16
inch at branch connections, no further analysis was required. If the screening
criteria were not met, the analyst performed simplified hand calculations or
computer analysis to qualify the piping. Pipe support loads were then compared
against design loads. If support loads exceeded design loads, a detailed pipe
support evaluation would be performed. Piping / support systems that did not
qualify were modified. TVA's proposed support criteria were used to design the
modifications.

During the audit, the staff and its consultants reviewed a number of piping and
pipe support design packages. The packages covered piping systems in different
buildings with different potential short-term safety concerns. The package
review covered all levels of analysis from simple screening to detailed computer

<analysis. In addition, a field inspection was conducted for two sample piping
systems in the reactor building and two sample systems in the auxiliary building.

On the basis of this audit, the staff concluded that TVA had adequately defined
and was adequately implementing a program to ensure that short-term safety
concerns would be identified, evaluated, and resolved before plant restart.
However, two items were not fully resolved during the audit:

TVA was unable to provide the basis for the deflection criteria that
7ensure that pipe supports are rigid. In a lett.er dated January 28, 1987,

TVA stated it will perform an evaluation during the long-term program to
justify the adequacy of the criteria. This was acceptable to the staff.

The staff field inspection identified loose washers in unistrut clamp
supports. TVA provided information on a current bolt-tightening program
that will correct the problem. This issue was addressed in a separate
staff evaluation dated March 11, 1988(b) on unistrut suoport design.

Following a July 18, 1986 meeting with the NRC, TVA, in a letter dated
August 18, 1986, defined a set of interim acceptance criteria for evaluating
piping and pipe supports in the restart program. The criteria were developed
so that the restart program could be performed in a timely manner, with minimum,

' support modifications. The criteria are not in accordance with FSAR commitments
or with current code requirements; they are, however, intended to provide in-
creased confidence that the piping / support systems, required for Chapter 15
accident mitigation and safe shutdown are adequate for short-term operation.
TVA provided additional information and subsequently eliminated some of the
originally proposed interim criteria in submittals dated September 4 and
November 10, 1986, and August 17, 1987. TVA stated that piping and supports
that meet the interim criteria, but not the long-term criteria, will not be
modified before restart but will be re-evaluated and, if needed, modified during

| the long-term program.
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TVA originally defined the proposed interim criteria in terms of exceptions to
FSAR commitments. These exceptions and the staff's evaluations of them are
listed below:

,

Piping Criteria Exception: Secondary stresses resulting from s.eismic
anchor movements (SAM) and thermal plus thermal anchor movements (TAM)
will be evaluated for piping systems greater than 200 F. For piping
systems 200 F or less, secondary stresses resulting from SAM plus TAM
will be evaluated.

Evaluation: Consistent with the Phase I scope, thermal expansion
stresses were generated for piping systems with maximum temperatures
exceeding 200 F. For piping systems 200 F or less, thermal expansion
stresses were not calculated. The small thermal deflections for piping
systems 200 F or less are a concern when a large number of thermal
stress cycles are anticipatei The staff concludes that the exception
does not represent a significant risk to plant safety based on the
limited number of thermal cycles anticipated for interim operation;
therefore, this is acceptable.

Pipe Support Criteria Exceptions:'

Exception 1: Only safe-shutdown earthquake (SSE) seismic loads will be
evaluated; operating-basis earthquake (0BE) loads will not.

Evaluation: The staff concludes that this exception is acceptable for
interim operation because OBE loads are, by definition, smaller than SSE
loads. Therefore, a demonstration that the plant can be safely shut down
for an SSE ensures that it can be safely shut down for an OBE.

Exception 2: The effects of friction loads resulting from thermal growth
need not be considered in the re-evaluation of existing supports.

Evaluation: The staff concludes that this exception is acceptable for
interim operation because friction loads are not expected to be significant.
TVA had performed a study for the Watts Bar plant pipe supports that demon-
strated that friction loads do not generally govern the design of supports.
In a letter dated January 28, 1987, TVA committed to perform a similar
study for Sequoyah as part of the long-term program.

Exception 3: The allowable loads for expansion anchor bolts will be based
on a minimum safety factor of 2.5 for wedge bolts and 2.8 for self-drilling
anchors.

'
Evaluation: These allowables are consistent with the plant's original
design basis. In the long-term program, TVA will ensure that IE Bulletin
79-02 safety factors (that is, 4 and 5 for wedge bolts and self-drilling
anchors, respectively) are met. This is acceptable to the staff.

In addition to the proposed interim acceptance criteria, TVA has also proposed
criteria for support evaluations taken from Section 3.8.4 of the current NRC
Standard Review Plan and from Subsection NF of Section III of the American So-
ciety of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code. These criteria are not in accordance
with the Sequoyah FSAR; nonetheless, the use of these criteria on an interim
basis is acceptable to the staff.
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However, the long-term program should use the criteria that meet the commitments
in the FSAR.

Phase II Scope

TVA discussed the scope and activities of the Phase II effort in Section 5.2.2
of the SNPP. Phase II will evaluate the remaining Category I AA safety class
piping systems not required for restart for the areas of concern identified in
the Phase I program. Phase II also will address instrument lines and their
supports. The acceptance criteria for Phase II will be TVA's established
design criteria for piping and supports. TVA presented the scope and the
schedule for Phase II in a letter dated April 8,1987(a). In addition to the
deficiencies evaluated in the Phase I program, TVA also will address the areas
of concern listed below in the Phase II program.
' consideration of thermal flexibility analyses for piping systems ith

operating temperatures between 120'F and 200'F

' consideration of the interface between AA piping and deadweight supported
piping for pipe sizes less than or equal to 2 inches in nominal diameter

|
!

' consideration of the effects of long piping runs and large concentrated '

weights

The bases for resolving the additional deficiencies in the Phase II scope are
discussed below.

The deflections resulting from thermal expansion are relatively small and would
not produce gross distortion or failure of piping systems with operating
temperatures less than 2000F, Although the thermal deflections for these
systems would not be large, it is possible some of these systems could
exceed Code allowable stress limits. If the Code allowable stresses were
exceeded, the main concern would be the potential for developing fatigue
cracks after a number of thermal stress cycles. The staff agrees with TVA's
conclusion that for low temperature systems, the small possibility of such
fatigue cracking does not represent a significant risk to plant safety for
short-term operation.

The staff concludes that evaluation of the interface between AA piping and
deadweight-supported piping for pipe sizes less than or equal to 2 inches in
diameter need not be considered in the restart program. The weight of small
diameter piping is relatively small; consequently, any seismic loadings on
this piping would be relatively small. Seismically designed valves and
equipment and supports at the interface of seismic and deadweight-supported
piping are normally relatively stronger for small piping than for larger
piping, it is, therefore, unlikely that movement of the deadweight-supported
piping w.uld result in their propagation of a pipe break into the seismic
piping.

The staff concludes that evaluation of potentially inadequate supports for
long piping runs (in the axial direction) and large concentrated weigh a need1

not be considered in the restart program. TVA addressed the most significant
concentrated weights, and motor-operated and pneumatically operated valves in
the restart program. Frictional effects from vertical and lateral supports
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I would reduce any theoretically calculated responses for long runs of piping. !

Therefore, the staff agrees with TVA's evaluation that potential deficiencies !
;

!

with long piping runs and other concentrated weights do not represent a ,

;
^ short-term safety concern. ;

!

: 2.4.3 Conclusions
t

i

The staff concludes that TVA has defined an adequate program for resolution of
I; short-term safety concerns required for plant restart. On the basis of its t
' audit of sample design packages and a field insper, tion of sample Unit 2 piping i

systems,-the staff found that the program was adequately implemented. The |
staff concludes that completion of the Phase I program for Units 1 and 2 will

~

provide confidence that sufficient safety margins exist--in the design of AA .

|piping / support systems required to mitigate FSAR Chapter 15 events and safely
!shut down the plant--to allow the plant to restart.
'

i 2.5 Cable Tray supports

'1

TVA's original design criteria for cable tray supports were developed between
1972 and 1974. Although these design criteria included the effects of ,

earthquakes, they did not consider the effects of design-basis accidents r
-

(OBA). In 1975, TVA revised the original design criteria to include the DBA !

loads, but the original designs were never reviewed to ensure that they
.

complied with the revised criteria. This deficiency af fected only the cable'

tray supports attached to the steel containment ver,sel (SCV); however, other
; deficiencies found in 1984 and 1986 dictated a thorough review of the adequacy I
!

! of all the cable tray supports. During that review, TVA discovered that the !

| existing cable tray supports could not satisfy the basic commitments made in |
j the FSAR. At a meeting on July 17 and 18, 1986, TVA proposed a set of interim :

Facceptance criteria for cable tray supports that were less stringent than
j those in the FSAR. As a part of its request, TVA also committed to restore,

the original FSAR criteria for the affected cable tray supports in an orderly i

manner after restart. |
r

The staff evaluation consisted of (1) ensuring that the proposed interim i
7

acceptance criteria were justifiable from the standpoint of safe operation of4

the plant and (2) confirming that the design calculations for cable tray
supports were, as a minimum, in conformance with the interim criteria. The ,

1 staff and its consultants (Brookhaven National Laboratory) visited the plant |

twice and met with TVA once July 21 through 24, 1986, and a more extensive |

| audit during September 29 through October 3, 1986. Specific requests for t

J additional information were developed as a result of these meetings.
'

TVA responded to the questions resulting from the July 21 through 24, 19865

meetings in a letter dated August 18, 1986. This report discusses the !
justification for the interim acceptance criteria and how the criteria were

'

to be implemented.
|

,

During the audit of September 29 to October 3, 1986, the staff (1) evaluated |
4 the cable tray support walkdowns performed by TVA by physical inspection of i

|

! the plant, (2) reviewed the calculations performed by TVA to evaluate the
| adequacy of cable tray support systems with respect to the interim acceptance ,

criteria, (3) reviewed additional data supporting the interim acceptance j
{

> criteria, and (4) evaluated a portion of the concrete strength test data, i

I
e
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2.5.1 Interim Acceptance Criteria
! 2.5.1.1 Evaluation

(1) Damping
,

TVA proposed to use 7 percent of critical damping for the cable tray fors

the safe-shutdown earthquake and design-basis accident (SSE/0BA) loading,,

as compared with the 5 percent allowed in the FSAR. To support these
criteria, TVA contends that:

4

* Substantial cable tray test data demonstrate that the damping for
, cable tray supports is considerably larger than 7 percent. The cable
| trays at Sequoyah have the natural frequencies and general character-

istics of those tested.'

* Another plant was allowed to use 15 percent damping for its cable
trays, which are very similar to those at Sequoyah.

* NRC RG 1.61 allows 7 percent damping for bolted structures. While
some of the cable tray supports are welded, most of the mass is on
the trays, which are bolted to the supports. -

,

,

A considerable amount of data indicates that damping in cable tray systems
is greater than 5 percent for SSE-type loadings. This occurs because of the ,

i considerable damping in the cables themselves and in the cable connection !

! to the tray. During the walkdowns performed in the week of September 29,
; 1986, the staff verified that the Sequoyah cable trays and cable tray sup-

ports are generally similar to those tested and found acceptable in other i:

3 nuclear power plants. The staff believes that those cable tray tests (which
|-

indicate damping values in the range of 10-20 percent) are applicable to
|Sequoyah. In addition, TVA has performed calculations to determine the ;

1 effect of this increase in damping. The typical stress ratios (defined as
actual stress / normal stress allowable) are given below for cable tray ,

supports in the auxiliary building.
:

, ,
' Stress Ratio

Support Member 7% Damping 5% Damping

Section-P Main member 1.397 1.397 I

Brecket 0.532 0.554 i

Joint 0.516 0.521 *

Anchorage 1.49 1.51
i 1G Main member 1.038 1.045
i Bracket 0.863 0.875 (' Joint 1.154 1.277 i

Anchorage 1.403 1,55 !

j 5 Main member 1.04 1.005 i~

Bracket 0.555 0.558 ,

Joint 0.55 0.584
4 Anchorage 1.13 1.17 !

!
i
s
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|
These stress ratios are less than the allowable ratio for the SSE loading i

; condition, which is 1.6. These figures indicate that the change in damping
from 5 percent to 7 percent has little effect on the stress ratios. Thus,

ifor restart purposes, the 7 percent damping proposed by TVA for DBA/SSE-

) loading is acceptable to the staff.
;

! (2) DBA/SSE Load Combination
l

!

! In the FSAR, TVA committed to use the absolute sum combination of SSE and |

| DBA loading effects. TVA now proposes to use the square root of the sum i

of the squares (SRSS) coinbination for the interim acceptance criteria. !
TVA contends that the SSE and DBA loads are both low probability events i

and are unlikely to occur together; therefore, use of the SSR$ combination i
of their load effects is appropriate. [

.,

i TVA's proposed approach is reasonable because of the uncoupled nature of ;

l the SSE and DBA loadings. Both loads are dynamic, and the absolute sum of :
their effects would only occur if the SSE and DBA events occurred at the r

same time and the peak response of the tray supports to both the SSE and.

4

the DBA events coincided. The probability of such a coincidence is rather
r

low. Thus, the staff finds the SRSS method a reasonable load combination ,
. '
j approach for plant restart and it is acceptable.

f

(3) Elimination of 1/2 SSE Load Case
f

In the FSAR, TVA commits to considering the SSE and 1/2 SSE loads. TVA now c
;

proposes to use the SSE loading only for the interim acceptance criteria. !

.

TVA argues that the SSE case is usually more severe and that the safe shut-
| down of the plant is ensured if the SSE criterion is met. ,

The 1/2 SSE load is, by definition, less than the SSE load (ignoring thej
i effect of the damping Otio). Generally, when the computed SSE stresses !

I are compared with the 5SE stress allowables, the computed stresses tend to !

j be more critical than they are in corresponding stress comparison for the !

1 1/2 SSE case. However, several of the proposed interim acceptance criteria !

I relax the allowable stresses for the SSE loading case. This could, in :

some instances, make the 1/2 SSE loading case are critical than that of !

I the SSE from the standpoint of design. However, a demonstration that the
plant can be safely shut down for the SSE automatically shows that it could [
be safely shut down for the 1/2 SSE. Additionally, the plant Technical
Specifications require plant shutdown after a seismic event that equals or F

excects the 1/2 SSE acceleration levels. The proposed elimination of 1/2 I'

SSE case is acceptable to the staff on an interim basis.
'

J (4) Allowable Stresses

; In the FSAR, TVA makes a commitment that the cable tray support stresses |

j be less than 0.9 times the yield strength for SSE/DBA loading. TVA now [
proposes to change this requirement to 1.7 times the American Institute of !

!
Steel Construction (AISC) allowables for SSE plus DBA loading, and 1.6 |
times the AISC allowables for the SSE alone. The justifications provided ;

i by TVA note that these allowables are stated in the NRC Standard Review i

Plan and have been used in the review and approval of many plants. [
t

1 l

! i
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Considering the high ductility of the steel used in nuclear power plant
structures (steel must meet the American Society of Test Methods (ASTM)
Standards for A36, A441, A527, or A572 steels), the Standard Review Plan
allows up to 1.7 times the AISC allowable stresses under such low probabil-
ity loadings as the SSE and DBA. During the audit at Sequoyah, the staff
verified that the actual AISC allowable stresses were reduced if the struc-
tural member section was not compact and that the 1.6 or 1.7 factor was
applied to these reduced AISC allowable stresses. Therefo' 9, the criterion

of using up to 1.7 times the working stress allowable for cable tray support
calculations is acceptable.

2.5.1.2 Implementation of Interim Criteria

(1) Cable Tray Supports Attached to Steel Containment Vessel

The re-evaluation of supports attached to the steel containment vesseli

was required to resolve Nonconformance Report (NCR) SQNCER 8414. The NCR i

addressed the fact that the cable tray supports on the steel containment '

vessel were not designed for DBA loadings.

; A total of 560 cable tray supports are attached to the steel containment
'

vessel. All supports are attached to the outside of the vessel by welding
to the horizontal or vertical vessel stiffeners. Support members are gen-
erally 4-inch by 4-inch or 2-inch by 2-inch tubular steel members. Cable I.

trays are generally attached to the supports by clip angles that are welded
to the support member and bolted to the cable tray. Most supports are sim-

4 pie 2-inch by 2-inch cantilever brackets welded to vertical stiffeners.
The next largest category of supports are 2-inch by 2-inch cantilever brack-|

ets welded to a 4-inch by 4-inch member spanning between vertical stiffeners.
Most supports were analyzed by grouping all similar configuration and se-
lecting the worst-case envelope of the supports within each group. The
majority of the supports (551) were enveloped by five typical designs. The
remaining nine unique supports were individually analyzed. A walkdown of
the cable tray systems was performed to establish actual tray loading.
Measurements of the cross section of cable trays were taken, and actual
tray loadings were calculated from the profile measurements.

1

3 The GTSTRUDL computer code was used to analyze the supports. The cable
tray and its supports were modeled using elastic beam elements. A typical1

model included two supports and one cable tray span. The flexibility of
the model support points was modeled using spring constants determined by

| a finite element analysis of the containment vessel and stiffeners. Cable |
3 mass and tributary mass of the adjacent spans were included as lumped masses. ,

Response spectrum analysis was used to analyze the SSE and DBA events. The
events were analyzed separately using 10 percent peak frequency broadened,
as required in the FSAR, and 7 percent damped spectra. Modal response com-
bination was performed by the SRSS method. The directional response com-;

i bination for the DBA event was implemented by absolute summation of the
three directional responses. For the SSE, the directional response combina-

j tion was performed by taking the absolute sum of the highest horizontal re-
sponse and the vertical response. The DBA response was combined with the
SSE response by the SRSS method. Finally, the response resulting from dead

; weight was combined absolutely with the combined response of the SSE and
; DBA. Resulting stresses were evaluated against the criterion of 1.7 times
'

the AISC allowables,
i
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The effects of containment vessel 3xpansion resulting from OBA thermal and
'pressure loading on the cable tray supports were also evaluated using the

thermal loading capabilities of GTSTRUDL. The containment expansion effects
resulting from pressure were converted to ao equivalent temperature gradient
and then added to the actual thermal gradient. The total temperature grad-
ient effects were applied to the cable trays supports to determine their' t

stresses.

! The largest reaction load from the cable tray support analysis was applied
to a containment vessel model to determine stresses in the vessel wall and

,

stiffeners. Maximum stresses were evaluated against the applicable ASME>

Code allowables.

Supports that failed to meet the interim acceptance criteria were analyzed
using the actual tray loading determined by the field walkdown. If the
criteria were met with the reduced weight, the load rating of the tray was
reduced and controls were established to prevent additional weight beyond4

the reduced capacity.

TVA has completed the calculations for all the supports attached to the
,

containment. The results indicated a need to modify 3 existing supports
and to add 12 new supports. All modified and new supports were designed;

to meet original design criteria requirements. Two of the modifications
i were required to prevent overstressing the supports, and one modification ;
1 was required to prevent overstressing the containment stiffeners. Twelve L

additional supports were required in areas where span length exceeded the !

i allowables. [
1

I The staff and consultants reviewed sample qualification calculations and ;

j performed a walkdown of the affected supports. The staff audit team also ;
| reviewed selected calculations covering the DBA response spectra generation, ,

'
! thermal and pressure-induced displacements, stiffness of the steel contain-
i ment vessel (SCV) stiffeners at support attachment points, and effects of i

support loads on the SCV wall and stiffeners. Based on the audit results, ,

'

| the staff concluded that methods used in re-evaluating the SCV cable tray i

supports were adequate and that the interim acceptance criteria were appro-
priately implemented to qualify the supports for the plant restart.

(2) Cable Tray supports on the Reactor Building Shield Wall
3

; Many cable trays located in the annulus between the SCV and the shield wall
: are supported from the shield wall. In these cases, the base plate of the
; cable tray support is bolted directly to the shield wall using wedge-type

expansion bolts. These supports consist of either cantilevered tube steel
configurations or tube steel members mounted parallel and bolted directly, |

.

with little clearance to the shield wall. Because the total annulus clear- I'

j ance is only 5 feet, the maximum span length of the main member in the
' cantilevered configurations is less than 5 feet. TVA determined that be- i

cause the surface mounted tube supports were mounted adjacent to the con-
crete their response amplifications to seismic inputs would be negligible.
Therefore, these surface-mounted supports are qualified for the seismic
response of the reactor shield building at their points of attachment. On s

3

'
F

;
,
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1
I the other hand, all cantilevered supports were qualified either by indivi-

dual analysis or by comparison to cable tray and supports enveloping con-
figurations for which analyses were performed.

Although there are approximately 400 supports attached to the shield wall,>

they are sep ; gated into three generic and a number of special support
configurations representing the cantilevered and the surface-mounted types.
For the three generic configurations TVA selected a bounding or enveloping

jcase to evaluate their acceptability based on considerations of support
location, loading and member span. Supports identified as MK 9e, MK lle,
and MK 18b were the bounding cases because each was installed at a high
elevation, carried maximum loads (four trays), and exhibited maximum member
spans. The special configuration supports were each evaluated, because
they exhibited unique configurations. The staff found the TVA selection-

and categorization of the supports acceptable.

TVA performed a walkdown of all shield wall-mounted supports. In the walk-
down for the generic and special supports, the configurations were confirmed;
the dimensions of the base plate including any eccentricities of the tube
attachments and bolt holes and the proximity to other bolted structures
were noted; the span lengths and full profiles were recorded; and the pre-
sence of thermal insulation and multiple attachments were noted. For all1

other supports, a visual check of all these attributes was made and any
deviation was measured, if appropriate, and recorded. The as-built infor-
mation obtained in the walkdown was used in the evaluations. Furthermore,
all instances of tray overfill, base plate bolt hole oversize or attachment,

j eccentricities and bolt hole shear cone interference were evaluated.
i

{ The staff performed a walkdown in the annulus area. Tube attachment eccen-
1 tricities and ground wire attachments were observed for supports Mk 9b and
j Mk 15, respectively, but no real deficiencies were noted. The supports and
I trays appeared adequately constructed and firmly anchored.
!

j An audit of the calculations for the shield wall-mounted supports was con-
' ducted. The calculations were retained in a single file identified by

calculation no. CSG-86-009. In the file were copies of all the analyses
performed for these supports from April 1986 to the present. These included
the latest GTSTRUDL and BASEPLT II computer analyses for each generic sup-

,

port and selected special supports, the numerical development of bounding;

] load cases, the assessment of all anchor bolt shear cone interferences,
! and the evaluations performed to bound the conditions of base plate eccen-

tricity noted in the walkdowns. In general, the calculations were complete
and understandable. However, in those instancer where revisions were made.

j to earlier calculations, the earlier calculations were not labeled "super-
seded," making the audit difficult. The audited calculations have demon-

| strated that each cable tray support attached to the shield wall had suffi-
cient capacity to meet the interim criteria for the SSE load condition.

(3) All Other Cable Tray Supports

There are 2900 cable tray supports in Category I structures (exciding the
steel containment building and the reactor building shield wall). Most of
these are in the auxiliary building (1700) and the control building (850).
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:

The staff reviewed the selection of the worst-case supports in the auxiliary
building, documented in TVA calculation RIMS B25 860913 825. The selection
process started with a review of the drawings ' bat contained support details.
After considering factors including the number of cable trays for each support,
span length, and floor elevation, 10 worst-case support contigurations were ;

identified. Each configuration may represent a group of specific supports !

with different geometries or it may represent a unique situation. For those
; configurations that represent a group of supports, the following three cri-

teria were used to select the specific worst cases: (a) supports having
the largest span lengths and largest weights, (b) maximum weight with the

! length selected for the first mode period at peak response of the spectrum,
and (c) maximum length with weight selected for first mode period at peak
response of the spectrum. The TVA central technical group reviewed these
cases and added five more cases.

The same selection process was applied to cable tray supports in the other
buildings. Thus, altogether, TVA considered 30 original worst-case supports
and 5 additional ones.

The staff finds that TVA has used good engineering judgment in its selec-
; tion of the worst cases and finds the approach used acceptable for restart.

TVA performed walkdowns for each of the worst-caso supports to evaluate
the following:

' the weight in the trays (profiles were measured for trays that were
more than 75 percent full and weights calculated.)

any additional attachment to the support (Sketches were made detailing'

the attachment.)

the cases where the tray support is not mounted concentrically on the*

! base plate

' whether the support is fire protected
1

* any violation of TVA's Construction Specification G-32 (e.g., close
,

spacing of adjacent anchorages resulting in overlapping of shear
cones or anchor plates placed near an edge of a concrete member) ''

' any other unusual details ,

j Reports on the results of the walkdown were prepared and signed by the
1 preparer, checkers, and a quality control staff member. The staff reviewed

the results during the September 29 to October 3, 1986 audit and found them
accurate with one omission. An interference was noted for support Mark 31:

I a 6-inch conduit was close to a bracket of this support, and seismic-induced
t motion could be expected to cause the bracket to impact the conduit.

! All accessible supports in the reactor building (inside containment) also
were inspccted. The inspection verified the TVA walkdown findings, which

| included cases of supports not installed concentrically on base plates and i

cracked concrete under base plates. These discrepancies are discussed in
, ,

Section 2.5.1.6. No additional deviations were observed.
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TVA prepared a GTSTRUDL model of each of the worst case supports based on
the drawings and the results of the walkdown. The supports were modeled as
beam elements. The mass of the cable trays was lumped on the appropriate
brackets with the tray masses distributed equally to the adjacent supports.
A response spectrum analysis was performed using the 7 percent damped spec-
trum. The model used for support marked "Section P-P" was reviewed during
the staff audit and found acceptable.

TVA's responses to several issues raised during the July 21 through 24,,

1986 meeting were evaluated by the staff during the September 29 through
October 3, 1986 audit. These issues and their resolutions are addressed
below:

1
' A few locations were identified where the span of the trays was more '

than 8 feet. These conditions occurred where the trays are inclined,

at a 45-degree angle. The horizontal projection of the span is less
than 8 feet, but the inclined span is greater. TVA has performed
load tests (TVA calculation RIMS B46 860311 003) to evaluate a cable3

tray in this configuration. The tray was found to have a capacity of
140 pounds per foot, which indicates a safety factur of more than 3
over the full tray design loading of 45 pounds per foot. This is
acceptable.

' ' Several groups of cables cascade vertically from a conduit or from one
tray to another in the control building. TVA has performed tests at
Wyle Laboratory to demonstrate that the cascading cables can withstand
SSE seismic-induced loadi,ig. The tests have been evaluated by an

; independent TVA consultant. The TVA consultant has concluded that
the cables are not overstressed because they are not stressed beyond
their tension capacities. TVA has provided the staff with a copy of
its evaluation of the Wyle Laboratory test results that confirms the
fact that the cables are not overstressed. The staff reviewed this
report and found it acceptable.

With resolution of the confirmatory items (Section 2.5.1.6), the staff con-
cludes that the program conducted by TVA for qualification of these cable
tray brackets and supports was adequate and acceptable for restart.

2.5.1.3 Anchoring in Concrete

This discussion applies to supports that are anchored in concrete by means of
j hase plates, anchor bolts, and embedded plates.

.
Several concerns relating to safety factors and methods of analysis were

1 identified at the July 21 through 24, 1986 meeting. These have been addressed
by TVA and were discussed during the September 29 through October 3,1986 audit.
They are discussed below.

1

TVA proposed that self-drilling (550)- and wedge (WB)-type expansion bolts used
] for base plate anchorages be decigned for a safety factor of 2.0 under the load

combination of SSE plus DBA. The TVA staff indicated that this would be an in-
i terim criterion. In the Phase II design qualification work, the minimum safety
)

I)
|
'
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factors for SSD and WB would be upgraded to 2.8 and 2.5, respectively. In de-
'

fense of this proposal, the TVA staff indicated that during the implementation
of IE Bulletin 79-02, the NRC staff had accepted a safety factor of 2.0 for both
types of expansion bolts on an interim basis. The same logic can apply in case
of the interim evaluation of the expansion anchor bolts at Sequoyah for restart.

Af ter reviewing TVA's proposal, the staf f concluded that TVA should use, as a
minimum, the original FSAR design criterion requiring 2.5 for WB and 2.8 for
SSO as safety factors for the interim period and for the long-term effort, TVA
should determine the actual safety factors and evaluate them against the
requirements of IE Bulletin 79-02.

Some of the conservative assumptions used in TVA's standard design practice
tend to support a view that the actual safety factors against the pull-out of
expansion bolts will, in general, he higher than those calculated. For example,
TVA uses the expansion bolt capacities based on 3000 psi concrete, whereas the
concrete strength data at 90 days indicate that the actual strength of the con-
crete could be much higher than 3000 pounds per square inch (psi). This could
increase the expansion bolt capacities significantly. Another example of the
conservatism is that in normal installation, TVA procedures require preload of
bolts to twice the design load. A minimum of 25 percent of the bolts are tested
for slippage at that preload level. Any slippage (as indicated by a drop in
load of the load indicator) was regarded as a failure. This requirement is
more stringent than the accepted industry practice of allowing some slippage.
These conservative design and installatios practices form the basis for the
staff's acceptance of the safety factors noted above for restart purposes.

TVA, in its submittal of January 14, 1987, conmitted to the interim criteria
proposed by the staff; therefore, this is acceptable.

2.5.1.4 Case Plate Analysis

As discussed above, TVA performed frame analyses to evaluate the distribution
of forces throughout the cable tray supports. The cable tray mass is distributed
evenlybetweenadjacentsupports. Overloaded trays were evaluated in walkdowns.
Trays that were less than full were considered to be full with the exception
that some of the supports located on the steel containment vessel were evaluated
for actual tray loads. The SSE loading was used as an input, and two alternate
types of ans. lysis were performed. The first type of analyses performed were
response spectrum analyses. If there were no modes with natural frequencies
less than 33 cycles per second (cps), a seismic load equivalent to the tray and
support mass times the zero period acceleration (ZPA) was applied to the support.
The second type of analysis performed was static analysis with a load equal to
the tray and support mass mul'.iplied 1.5 times the peak spectral acceleration.
The deviation between the center of cable tray's mass points and brace connec-
tien joints had not been considered by TVA for all supports at the time of the
staff audit. The supports on the steel containm nt were evaluated for the ef-
fects of the eccentricity. TVA will consider this in calculations to be devel-
oped. The staff does not expect that this will lead to significant changes in
response forces; however, this will be treated as a confirmatory open item. In
other respects, the staff considers the current analyses used by TVA are
acceptable.
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The loads fr W the frame anvlysis are used to evaluate the adequacy of the
support menherr .xnd base plaM. Standard engineering w thods are used to
evaluate stresses in members cnd are considered acceptable by the staff. The
BASEPLATE II computer progro is used to evaluate stresscs in the base plate
and bolts and bearing stressea in the concrete. BASEPLATE Il b a preprocessor
code that generates input dat.t for an ANSYS computer code solution. This also
is acceptable to the staff. '

Plate finite elements are used to model the bsse plate and elastic sorings are
used to model the anchor bolts. The concrete is modeled with an elastic spring
in series with a gap clement so that the concrete acts in compression t'ut rot
in tension. TVA has performed sensitivity studies to develop criteria for the
finite element modeling of the base 91 ate. The modeling and analysis of the '

base plate are acceptable.

2.5.1.5 Concrete

TVA provided its 'respames to the questions related to coacrete qLality raised
by the staff. The resolution of this issue is discussed ia Section 2.6 of this
report. <

2.5.1.6 Confirmatory items

The staff identified tha Sonfirmatcry items listod belov during the audit of
September 29 through October 1, 1986, to be reso bed by (VA before restart.

(1) An unused bolt hole',was observed in the main tube member of support
MK 11d in the car.d us. It should be verifie.1 that this support is
adequate.

,

(2) The 1/8-inch fillet welds used throughowt the supports to the shield
wall do not satisfy American Welding Society (AWS) Standard 01.1-1985 <

Section 10.5.31. ~,he adequacy of these walds is to be investigated
based on data tc+t obtained in a schi.duled TVA test program.

(3) The spring constet for self-drilling L)1ts was used for BASEPLATE II
cnalyses. Most of the bdlts are wedge bolts. The 8ASEPLATE II analyses
must be re9 iced to reflect the proper bolt type.

,

(4) Aq erree was found in one of the dement components for tupport MK 11d
in the.innulus. Th9 evaluation 4 thiqsupport shoulci be revised.

I a

(5) An inte/ference batween a conduit and sipport MK 31 in the auxiliary
'

building' was observed d 2 ring the audit. TVA must evaluatrcthe
significance of this condition.

,

(6) The evaluation of all worst-case supports in the auxiliery uuilding must'
/be completed and do;umented.

(7) The interim acceptance criteria for anchor bolts shculd be based on
safety factors of 2.5 and 2."9 or the wedge boltC and seV drillingf'

4

bolts, respectively. TVA 'should fully, docui,ent its implercolatioa of
these criteria.

1
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(8) TVA is to develop and submit for staff acceptance calculations that
demonstrate that the eccentricity of the cable tray mass will not,

adversely affect the qualification of supports (e.g., for supports not
installed concentrically on base plates).

(9) TVA is to provide its final evaluation repo.*t addressing the design
adequacy of cascading cables tested at the Wyle Laboratories for staff
review.

(10) TVA will complete all required cable tray supports modifications, as
determined by the TVA evaluations, against the staff-approved interim
acceptance criteria, before restart.

From reviewing the information provided in TVA submittals dated January 14, and
February 4, 1987, staff concludes that TVA has taken proper corrective action
for the above ten confirmatory items and that this is acceptable for plant
restart. TVA conducted a test for the wedge bolt anchor in the area of the
cracked concrete in accordance with TVA Construction Specifications and found
that no degradation of the base plate anchor was observed. Based on an
engineering judgment, this is concidered to be acceptable for restart. How-
ever, an audit of the above items, including the cracked concrete, will be
ccnducted following restart of the plant.

2.5.1.7 Conclusion
.s

On the basis of its review of the material provided by TVA, two audits of TVA
design documents, and a plant walkdown, the staff concludes that the interim
acceptance criteria proposed by TVA for Sequoyah restart as modified in
accordance with this report are acceptable.

2.5.2 Diesel Generator Building Supports Analysis

2.5.2.1 Summary of Issue

An NRC inspection (see IR 50-327/328 85-29) revealed that cable tray support
systems for tha two diesel generator building at Sequoyah had not been designed
to appropriate quality standards. The desigr, for cable tray support systems
failed to consider the effects of rigid body motion from the response spectrum
ZPA in the determination of seismic loads for the design analysis. In this
case, the ZPA of the response spectrum is 0.37g for the operating-basis earth-i

quake (0BE) and is 0.74g for the SSE.

The staff reviewed five cable tray support design calculations in the diesel
generator building and two cable tray support design calculations in the addi-
tional diesel generator building. The staff found that these calculations had
been performed using a modal superposition dynamic computer analysis. The com-
pyter progra.ns consider only the dynamic modal response in the frequency range
of interest. No consideration was given to the effects of rigid body motion
from the response spectrum ZPA. As a result, the accelerations generated from
the dynamic analysis were generally small when compared to the response spectrum
peak accelerations. The use of these small accelerations alone in the 'Jesign
of the rigid supports for the cable tray support system was not conservative
and was not adequate in terms of satisfying regulatory requirements.
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TVA mistakenly used the computer generated dynamic analyses so that much smaller
responses (e.g., accelerations and forces) could be used in the design of cable
tray supports. The dynamic earthquake analyses for the diesel generator build-
ing and the additional diesel generator ouilding show that the peak accelerations
from the response spectra are significantly larger than values used by TVA for
design.

Use of these larger accelerations in designing the cable tray supports would
have resulted in much larger structural sizes in the support systems.

2.5.2.2 Evaluation

In a letter dated November 25, 1985, and in Section III.3 of the SNPP, TVA
describes the corrective actions it has taken. These actions include a re-
evaluation of the cable tray supports in the diesel generator building and the
additional diesel generator building to include the effects of the ZPAs. Other
calculations--such as those for conduit supports and duct supports--were
reviewed, and TVA determined that the dynamic computer analysis was not used.

The dynamic analysis method has not been identified in any other building at
Sequoyah, and TVA no longer uses this analysis method. The calculations of the
specific designer also were reviewed for cable tray supports in the control
building and the auxiliary building to ensure that these supports were
adequately designed to serve their intended function.

TVA has issued a design input memorandum for the cable tray support design
criterion SQN-DC-V-1.3.4. The memorandum provides more stringent management
control and technical review of dynamic analysis in the design of cable tray
supports. It requires that the modal superposition dynamic analysis shall be
performed and checked only by certain qualified engineer, as designated by'

TVA's civil project engineer. Further, TVA's Civil Engineering Branch central -

staff has provided direction and training for the re-analysis effort and will
do so for any future designs / evaluations.

2.5.2.3 Conclusion

TVA has evaluated all cable tray support calculations in the diesel generator
building and the additional diesel generator building for a failure to take the
effect of ZPA into account. In those instances where the originally calculated
acceleration was less than the ZPA, the ZPA was applied in the re-analysis.
Results of the re-analysis indicate that the existing cable t,ay supports are
still able to serve their intended function during a seismic event. Therefore,
on the basis of its inspection and its review of the information presented by
TVA, the staff finds that no structural modifications are required.

,

2.5.3 Cable Tray Support Base Plate Installations

2.5.3.1 Summary of Issue

Sixteen base plates (eight per unit) for the cable tray supports in the auxil-
iary building were improperly installed in that every hole in the base plates
was drilled per the engineering drawing with a diameter 3/8 inch larger than
specified by TVA procedures.
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The staff reviewed cable tray support design drawings for conformance to design
analysis and TVA's com:itments. The staff found that the base plates with over-
size holes had been used in the installation. Design Drawing 48N1369, Revision 2,
specified 1-3/16-inch-diameter holes in the base plates for 3/4-inch-diameter
wedge bolts. In accordance with TVA procedure, the correct hole diameter in a
base plate is 1/16 inch larger than the nominal bolt diameter. In the above
case, the correct hole diameter in the base plate should have been 13/16 inch.
The incorrect dimension on the design drawing resulted from a misinterpretation
of the designer's sketch by the drafter. The error was not found in the check-
ing and review process because the original design calculations were not compared
to the final design drawing, nor was the error identified in the inspection by
TVA's construction QC inspectors.

2.5.3.2 Evaluation
i

TVA corrected the error by making special washer plates to cover the oversize
holes and provide the bearing surface for the bolts. TVA checked the auxiliary
building and control building drawings done by the same drafter. TVA also
checked a number of calculations that had checked by the same checker to ensure
there was no recurrence of this problem.

2.5.3.3 Conclusion

TVA has completed all the necessary corrective actions regarding the above
deficiencies. As a result, the modified connections are judged to be able to
serve their intended function as required by the design. On the basis of the
above information and its review of Section III.3 of the SNPP, the staff finds
the issue of oversize holes in the base plate has been acceptably resolved.

2.6 Concrete Quality

The TVA evaluation of Employee Concern IN-85-995-002, related to the adequacy
of the concrete quality at the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant site, prompted the NRC
staff to request further evaluations of the in place strength of the concrete
at the Sequoyah site.

The NRC staff and its consultants visited TVA headquarters during the week of
January 5, 1987, to audit the procedures and the data base on which the TVA
evaluation was based and to review the TVA findings. The potential deficien-
cies investigated include: (1) violation of sampling frequency, (2) low
strength concrete and its effects on the Category I structures, and (3) lack of
procedural control for bedding mortar.4

TVA has completed its evaluation and has documented the final findings in
Enclosure 1 to its letter of February 6, 1987.

t'

TVA has determined that more than 90 percent of the relevant 90-day strengths
are available and that only 5 percent of the 28-day strengths were deficient.
Therefore, less than one-half percent of the concrete is unaccounted for by
this procedure (5 percent deficient results with 10 percent missing data). For
the concrete mix with the design strength specified at 90 days, an equivalent
strength was calculated for each time period. The equivalent strength is that
strength level, calculated from the mean strength and standard deviation, which
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may be expected to be exceeded by 90 percent of all strength tests. The lowest
equivalent strength so determined was used to analyze each affected structural
member. All were found satisfactory.

During the audit, the staff and its consultant checked the transfer of data
from original test reports to the computer printout on which the calculations
were based. A few isolated errors were found, but in each case when the error
was corrected, the conclusions based on the calculations were not changed.

Both the methodology and the data base confirmed the validity of the TVA
evaluation approach and conclusions.

A spot check of the structural calculations indicated that they were based on
the correct concrete strength values, as applicable. TVA has redone some
calculations to evaluate for newly determined concrete equivalent strengths.
There were no written standards with which bedding mortar was required to
comply. However, its use was well documented and regular strength tests were
made an, reported. A large part of the mortar was used for lubricating pump
lines. TW, analyzed walls containing bedding mortar by very conservative
assumptions. The staff concluded that TVA utilized adequate controls and
standards in their evaluation of the bedding mortar used at the Sequoyah site.

The staff requested TVA to examine all concrete sampling records for demonstra-
ting compliance with sampling frequency requirements during the exit meeting
following the staff audit. TVA provided additional information by letter dated
April 8, 1987(b), to supplement that in Enclosure 1 of its February 6, 1987
letter. The staff reviewed this information and found it to be acceptable.

On the basis of its review, the staff concludes that all previous concerns
related to adequacy of the structural criteria for concrete strength and
frequency of sampling and controls and standards for the bedding mortar have
been resolved for restart.

2.7 Miscellaneous Civil Engineering Issues

Based on several significant condition reports (SCRs), TVA has identified a need
to address the seismic qualification of components in meeting code and regulatory
requirements. This effort includes the review of components, piping, pipe sup-
ports, cable tray supports, conduit supports and heating / ventilating duct sup-
ports as well as structures. TVA has committed to resolve any identified prob-
lems by analysis, testing or design changes with the corrective actions being
integrated into the restart schedule. The specific restart requirements are to
be determined by TVA management review. These topics are addressed by separate
TVA programs and are addressed specifically in Sections 2.3.2, 2.4, 2.5, and 5
of this SER.

Section 15 of Part III of the SNPP addresses miscellaneous civil engineering
issues related to Sequoyah.

Another effort initiated by TVA in the civil engineering discipline involves
the capability of embedded plates and concrete anchors for cable tray and pipe
supports to meet the TVA commitments made regarding the code allowable conditions.

| This area of review also relates to an employee concern in the construction
category (No. 11301). The employee concern report identified an issue regarding

|
,
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TVA's implementation of IE Bulletin 79-02 criteria for calculating base plate
flexibility. TVA plans to resolve this issue by reviewing a sample of 60 base

! plates to verify that the design calculations meet the requirements of the ap-
I plicable base plate design criteria. The DBVP is addressed in Part 2 and Sec-

tion 2.2 of this SER. As a result of the DBVP, the issue has been found by TVA
not to be a restart item. However, as part of the calculations review program,'

TVA has re-evaluated approximately 5600 pipe support calculations, which consid-
ered the effects of base plate flexibility.

An additional issue involved TVA's implementation of IE Bulletin 79-14. This
issue was addressed by an employee concern report related to engineering
(EN 21202). The employee concerns report found that TVA's IE Bulletin 79-14
program was adequate for Unit 2. However, TVA initiated a program to inspect
2500 pipe supports to verify the as-built or as-modified condition with the
documented design for Unit 1. Discrepancies identified are to be evaluated
against the design criteria and repairs or modifications made as necessary to
bring the support into conformance with the as-designed condition. This effort
is being performed urider a TVA special maintenance instruction. The supports
in the program that have been identified as being required for operation on
safe shutdown have been inspected as a restart activity as part of the pipe
support enhancement program. This review area is discussed in Sections 2.3.2
and 2.4.

On the basis of its review of the TVA plans to execute these special programs,
the NRC staff finds that with proper implementation of the plans the special
issues should be fully resolved.

2.8 Heat Code Traceability

2.8.1 Introduction

Section III.15.6 of the Sequoyah Nuclear Performance Pian (SNPP) descrines a
TVA commitment to investigate materials control concerns involving FSAR commit-
ments, design requirements, and traceability relative to pressure boundary pip-
ing components in the Sequoyah safety-related piping systems. The multi phased
investigation is concerned with clearly determining the commitments made and
compliance to those commitments relative to design, fabrication, installation,
and traceability of documentation.

The issue of heat code traceability has also been evaluated through the employee
concern program (element report MC40703). In particular, the key issue that
developed from this review was the use of TVA Class B small bore pipe and fitt-
ings in TVA Class A applications. The TVA resolution of this problem is dis-
cussed below.

2.8.2 Evaluation
.

TVA designated an employee concern task group (ECTG) en July 1, 1986 to investi-
gate materials control concerns. The results of this investigation were docu-
mented in TVA Element Report No. MC-40703-SQN. This report identified more than
200 possible discrepancies between Sequoyah Units 1 and 2 on safety-related
piping (99 at Unit 1 and 110 at Unit 2).
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The following corrective actions have been implemented to correct the existing
problems identified by the ECTG Report and to preclude their recurrence:

(1) PIRSQNNEB8638 will ensure the clear definition of the applicable
code edition and addenda of ANSI B31.7 used in the fabrication,
erection, installation, and use of Nuclear Class Piping components,
in the upper-tier documents.
(Corrective Action Tracking Document (CATO) No. 40703-SQN-01-R2
and CATD No. 40703-SQN-03-R0).

(2) CAQR SQP870627 will ensure that all Nuclear Class I, II, and III
(TVA Class A, B, and C/D) pressure-retaining piping components will
be examined and their suitability for use verified and documented
in accordance with the applicable requirements, or replaced.
(CATD No. 40703-SQN-02-R0, CATD No. 40703-SQN-06-R0 and CATO
No. 40703-SQN-07-R0.)

(3) CAR-86-064 will ensure that site procedures contain the necessary
detailed instruction to provide for the receipt, storage, and
installation of Nuclear Class Piping Components in compliance with
the applicable code requiraments.
(CATD No. 40703-SQN-04-RO.)

(4) CAR-84-064 will ensure that inspectors will receive the required
training to ensure that Nuclear Class Piping Component material
identification verification is performed and documented, in
accordance with the applicable code requirements, throughout their
receipt, storage, and installation at SQN.
(CATO No. 40703-SQN-05-RO.)

(5) SCR$QNMEB8614 R1 and ECN L6784 will ensure that TVA desian drawings
contain clear and consistent identification of where (1ccation) and
how (e.g., double automatic valve, specially bored fitting) the
piping classification changes, as stated in the FSAR, are effected.
(CATD No. 40703-SQN-08-RO.)

(6) PIRSQNMEB8793 will ensure that either the FSAR or the design drawing
contain a clear definition of the boundary between the primary coolant
loops and their branch lines.
(CATO No. 40703-SQN-09-RO.)

TVA (Division of Nuclear Engineering) then assembled a new investigative unit,
the heat code traceability task group (HCTTG), to evaluate and resolve the
issues raised by the ECTG. The results of this investigation were documented
in TVA's report B25870225-036. This report (B25870225-036) reduced the 209
original discrepancies to a total of 7 items of noncompliance.

The investigations led to the issuance of three Corrective Action Reports
,

|
(CARS)--SQ-CAR-86-052, SQ-CAR-86-055, and SQ-CAR-86-064--which document the
proposed applicable corrective actions to the discrepancies and program
deficiencies,

t

|
As a result of disagreements between members of the ECTG and the HCTTG
regarding the proposed TVA corrective actions to resolve the employee concerns,
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TVA's implementation of IE Bulletin 79-02 criteria for calculating base plate
flexibility. TVA plans to resolve this issue by reviewing a sample of 60 base
plates to verify that the design calculations meet the requirements of the ap-
plicable base plate design criteria. The DBVP is addressed in Part 2 and Sec-
tion 2.2 of this SER. As a result of the DBVP, the issue has been found by TVA
not to be a restart item. However, as part of the calculations review program,
TVA has re-evaluated approximately 5600 pipe support calculations, which consid-
ered the effects of base plate flexibility.

An additional issue involved TVA's implementation of IE Bulletin 79-14. This
issue was addressed by an employee concern report related to engineering
(EN 21202). The employee concerns report found that TVA's IE Bulletin 79-14
program was adequate for Unit 2. However, TVA initiated a program to inspect
2500 pipe supports to verify the as-built or as-modified condition with the
documented design for Unit 1. Discrepancies identified are to be evaluated
against the design criteria and repairs or modifications made as necessary to
bring the support into conformance with the as-designed condition. This effort
is being performed under a TVA special maintenance instruction. The supports
in the program that have been identified as being required for operation on
safe shutdown have been inspected as a restart activity as part of the pipe
support enhancement program. This review area is discussed in Sections 2.3.2
and 2.4.

On the basis of its review of the TVA plans to execute these special programs,
the NRC staff finds that with proper implementation of the plans the special
issues should be fully resolved.

2.8 Heat Code Traceability

2.8.1 Introduction '

Section III.15.6 of the Sequoyah Nuclear Performance Plan (SNPP) describes a
TVA commitment to investigate materials control concerns involving FSAR commit-.

ments, design requirements, and traceability relative to pressure boundary pip-i

'
ing components in the Sequoyah safety-related piping systems. The multi phased
investigation is concerned with clearly determining the commitments made ud
compliance to those commitments relative to design, fabrication, installation,
and traceability of documentation.

The issue of heat code traceability has also been evaluated through the employee
concern program (element report MC40703). In particular, the key issue that
developed from this review was the use of TVA Class B small bore pipe and fitt- ;

ings in TVA Class A applications. The TVA resolution of this problem is dis-
cussed below.

2.8.2 Evaluation

TVA designated an employee concern task group (ECTG) on July 1, 1986 to investi-
gate materials control concerns. The results of this investigation were docu-
mented in TVA Element Report No. MC-40703-SQN. This report identified more than
200 possible discrepancies between Sequoyah Units 1 and 2 on safety-related
piping (99 at Unit 1 and 110 at Unit 2).
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The following corrective actions have been implemented to correct the existing
problems identified by the ECTG Report and to preclude their recurrence:

(1) PIRSQNNEB8638 will ensure the clear definition of the applicable
code edition and addenda of ANSI B31.7 used in the fabrication,
erection, installation, and use of Nuclear Class Piping components,
in the upper-tier documents.
(Corrective Action Tracking Document (CATD) No. 40703-SQN-01-R2
and CATD No. 40703-SQN-03-R0).

(2) CAQR SQP870627 will ensure that all Nuclear Class I, II, and III
(TVA Class A, B, and C/0) pressure-retaining piping components will
be examined and their suitability for use verified and documented
in accordance with the applicable requirements, or replaced.
(CATD No. 40703 SQN-02-R0, CATO No. 40703-SQN-06-R0 and CATD
No. 40703-SQN-07-R0.)

(3) CAR-86-064 will ensure that site procedures contain the necessary
detailed instruction to provide for the receipt, storage, and
installation of Nuclear Class Piping Components in compliance with
the applicable code requirements.
(CATD No. 40703-SQN-04-R0.)

(4) CAR-84-064 will ensure that inspectors will receive the required
training to ensure that Nuclear Class Piping Component material
identification verification is performeo and documented, ir;
accordance with the applVcable ccde requirements, throughout their
receipt, storage, and installation at SQN.
(CATO No. 40703-SQN-05-R0.)

(5) SCRSQNNEB8614 R1 and ECN l.6734 will ensure that TVA design drawings
contain clear and consistent identification of where (location) and
how (e g., double automatic valve, specially bored fitting) the
piping classification changes, as stated in the FSAR, are effected.
(CATD No. 40703-SQN-08-RO.)

(6) PIRSQNMEB8793 will ensure that either the FSAR or the design drawing
contain a clear definition of the boundary between the primary coolant
loops and their branch lines.
(CATD No. 40703-SQN-09-R0.)

TVA (Division of Nuclear Engineering) then assembled a new investigative unit,
the heat code traceability task group (HCTTG), to evaluate and resolve the
issues raised by the ECTG. The results of this investigation were documented
in TVA's report 825870225-036. This report (B25870225-036) reduced the 209
original discrepancies to a total of 7 items of noncompliance.

The investigations led to the issuance of three Corrective Action Reports
(CARS)--SQ-CAR-86-052, SQ-CAR-86-055, and SQ-CAR-86-064--which document the
proposed applicable corrective actions to the discrepancies and program
deficiencies.

As a result of disagreements between members of the ECTG and the HCTTG
regarding the proposed TVA corrective actions to resolve the employee t.oncerns,
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independent experts were contracted to assess the issues. The report
documenting the findings of consultants Kelly and Landers was issued as an
attachment to the element report 40703, submitted to the NRC on May 13, 1987.
This report partially stated:

The current, as-analyzed stress values of TVA Class A small bore
piping have been reviewed. The nodal points which exceeded 60
percent of either code allowable stress or actual allowable stress
were tabulated. There were approximately 2600 nodal points used
for the small bore piping analysis of TVA Class A piping. Two and
one-half percent of the nodal points had stress ratios which were
not capable of meeting the 40 percent reduction on the code allow-
able stress. Similarly, 1.8 percent of the nodal points had stress
ratios which were not capable of meeting the 40 percent reduction
on the actual allowable stress.

The report also partially concluded:

In summary, the material control problem is limited to small bore
piping. This report demonstrates that there is no technical
difference in Class A ard Class B piping components. In
conclusion, the engineering evaluations demonstrate that the
installed small bore pipe and fittings comply with ANSI B31.7c
Code requirements when the 40 percent allowable stress reduction
factor is used in lieu of NDE. Thus, plant safety is assured.

This reduction in allowable stress refers to paragraph 1-724 in ANSI B31.7c-1971
which states in part:

Unless otherwise required by the Design Specification, and
provided all other applicable requirements of this division '

(1-274) are met, the non-destructive examination requirements of
this divisior. do not apply to.

1. Noa pressure-retaining material:

2.
'

Seamless pipe and tube, seamless forged socket welding,

fittings, and seamless wrought butt welding fittings 2-inch
nominal pipe size and smaller provided that:

a. The pipe, tube and fittings are made of P number 1 or P
number 8 materials that meet all requirements of one or
more of the standard materials specifications listed in
Tables 1-724 and A-1.

b. The design stress intensity values (S ) of Table A-1
used in the design analysis are multi $ lied by a factor
of 0.60

Note: The major difference between the small-bore pipe material requirements
of Class A, B and C materials is the application of non-destructive testing to
Class A materials.

I
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The three previously mentioned Corrective Action Reports (SQ-CAR-86-052,
86-055, and 86-064) document the result and corrective actions associated with
the various discrepancies noted in the three (ECTG, HCTTG, and consultants
Kelly and Landers) reviews performed at Sequoyah.

TVA also performed additional reviews in this area in order to verify the
accuracy of the employee concerns and to assess the possible effect on the
safety of the Sequoyah plant. These reviews were performed by Bechtel Power
Corporation, Structural Integrity Associates, and Aptech Engineering. The
highlights of these reviews are summarized in the following.

Bechtel Power Corporation Audit

The purpose of this audit was:

To verify, by examination of objective evidence, compliance with
those aspects of the TVA Quality Assurance Program associated with
materials. Audit to address program applied both during the
construction phase and the operations phase.

This audit concluded that TVA had generally complied with the connected quality
nrograms and applicable implementing procedures for material control for both
construction and operations. The exceptions to this compliance were five audit
findings (two for construction, three for operations) and six audit observations
(five for construction, one for operations).

With regard to progrcmmatic deficiencies, the Bechtel Power Corporation audit
did state:

The findings of this audit do not reveal a deficiency in programmatic
controls. However, there were instances of implementation errors
(i.e., incompletely recorded heat numbers, heat numbers recorded on
items or accumentation partially illegible, etc.) which can create
traceability questions requiring laborious and costly research and
investigation efforts.

S_tructural Integrity Associates (RIA) Evaluation

The three tasks assigned to SIA by TVA for its investigation were:

(1) Survey the available documentation and industry personnel involved in the
construction of other light water reactors built during the sane time
frame as Sequoyah to determine the codes and standards invoked for design
and construction of those plants and to present the methods used by other
utilities for materials control and maintenance of traceability during
plant construction.

(2) Obtain a knowledgeable, independent interpretation of the traceability
requirements of the various construction codes along with an historical
background of traceability and marking requirements.

(3) By survey of the available data bases, determine whether any component
service failure has ever been attributed to improperly documented material.

or resulting from a traceability flaw.
!
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This report summarized:

...that materials traceability, although not a code requirement,
has been important to plant owners. Traceability of materials has
generally been maintained to a high degree although not 100%.

Even though a small fraction of material of questionable or
incomplete pedigree is known to have been installed and placed in ,

service, no failures attributable to such material have been
reported. The methods used by TVA in the design, procurement, and
construction of piping systems for the Sequoyah units appear to
have been typical of the day. The heat code traceability questions
raised by the Nuclear Safety Review Staff repcrt are not unique.
Those questions relative to Sequoyah do not appear to present an
unresolved issue.

Aptech Report

This report encompassed a review of nuclear material manufacturers programs,
policies, and practices, as well as nondestructive examination versus nuclear
classes. This report concluded:

For absolute and unquestionable treceability, the procurement
document, the heat code number, and the manufacturer must be
known. Also, if any NDE was performed by someone other than the
manufacturer, a separate document was generated showing the NDE
method performed and the identity of the material.

,

The rejection rate of NDE performed on small bore fittings
manufactured by forging or machining was less than one percent.

Even today, there are no markings put on small seamless piping
products to indicate the class unless the purchasing document
actually requires this to be done. All manufacturers that were
contacted have marked the NDE performed on the claterial since
1980. Prior to that time, some did and some aid not. We beliete
that NAVC0 end the m.aterial manufacturer; procedures and QA
programs met the NAVC0 requirements of both ANSI B31.7 and ASME
III.

NRC Staff Review Summary

The NRC staff conducted a special team inspection at Sequoyah as discussed in
Inspection Report 50-327/328 87-44. The objective of the inspection was to
determine the accuracy of the information contained in the element report and
to determine the adequacy of TVA's conclusions and corrective actions. At the
conclusion of the inspection effort the NRC staff concluded that TVA generally
performed an extensive review of the heat code traceability issue. The infor-
mation contained in the element report was found to accurately scope and review
the identified issues. However, several inadequacies were identified during the
NRC staff's review of supporting engineering calculations for small bore piping;
these are listed below:

'
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(1) TVA has not performed minimum wall calculations for pipe schedules other
than schedule 160. TVA needs to perform those calculations to ascertain
that a pressure problem is not present.

(2) The acceptance of 2-1/2 percent of nodal points for small-bore piping,
based upon the use of actual material properties and thicknesses, is not
acceptable. TVA needs to review those nodal points again and upgrade
them, either by performing the additional nondestructible examination, or
by adding more supports to reduce the loads, or by replacing the piping.

(3) TVA Design Criteria for Detailed Analysis of Category I Piping Systems,
SQN-DC-V-13.3, Rev. 3 provides the loading conditions and stress limits
for Category I piping systems in Table 3.1-1. Footnote 3 of this table
states that the allowable stress levels are given in ANSI B31.1-1967.
TVA's calculations of the allowable stresses for small-bore piping used
ASME Section III, Appendix I allowables which do not meet the criteria in
SQN-DC-V-13.3.

TVA responded to these items in letters dated December 4, 1987 and March 2, 1988;
these responses have been found acceptable by the staff.

2.8.3 Conclusion

The NRC staff believes that TVA has properly characterized the problems with
heat code traceability as a part of the SNPP and adequately addressed the
employee concerns identified in TVA Employee Concarn element report MC-40703,
"Heat Code on Related to Material Control.

.

.

|

|
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3 SPECIAL PROGRAMS

The Sequoyah Restart Task Force identified a number of technical issues of
particular interest that are to be addressed before restart. These include
major regulatory programs, such as environmental qualification of equipment and
fire protection, as well as specific technical issues, such as adequacy of
electrical cables. The resolution of these issues are discussed in the sec-
tions below. In some cases, there are related employee concerns; individual
evaluations of the element reports are provided in Appendix A.

3.1 Fire Protection

3.1.1 Introduction

Following a staff inspection of July 16-20, 1984, at Watts Bar on compliance
with Appendix R to 10 CFR 50, the staff issued a Confirmatory Action Letter to
TVA on August 10, 1984. This letter identified the actions to be taken y TVA
to implement a complete review of the Appendix R program at Sequoyah. 9
December 18 and 21, 1984, TVA submitted the results of the Sequoyah ApNndix R
re-evaluation, which were needed to complete the actions required by the letter
of August 10, 1984.

Based on TVA's subnittal of December 21, 1984, Sequoyah Units 1 and 2 were not !
in compliance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Sections III.G, III.J, III.0, and
III.L. 'iVA failed to meet Section 2.C.(13).a of the Sequoyah Unit 2 operating
license, which requires TVA to maintain in effect and fully implement the fire
protection requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Sections III.G, III.J, III.L,
and 111.0.

.

The staff conducted a special Appendix R inspection January 14 18, 1985, to
verify that TVA had completed the items required by the letter of August 10,
1984. This inspection evaluated structures, systems, and components important
to safe shutdown to determine if the existing and/or proposed plant fire protec-
tion features would provide a level of protection equivalent to the requirements
of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Sections III.G and III.L. In addition, after the
staff received TVA's submittal of December 21, 1984, the scope of this inspec-
tion included the NRC staff's determination as to whether the proposed fire
protection features were capable of limiting potential fire damage so that one
train of systems essential to achieving and maintaining hot standby from either
the control room or emergency control stations would be free of fire damage.

As a part of its re-evaluation effort, TVA developed operating procedures that
addressed the required manual operation of valves for cold shutdown and
casualty procedures that addressed the repairs associated with the residual
heat removal (RHR) pumps, RHR room coolers, and various cold shutdown valves.
In addition, to demonstrate that one train of systems necessary for hot standby
is free from fire damage, TVA developed a fire shutdown logic (50L) that
defined the safety functions and sets of equipment required to achieve safe
shutdown conditions under postulated fire conditions. The SOL is supplemented
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by key diagrams that identify the redundant paths / equipment required to achieve
hot standby and subsequent cold shutdown.

From the SDL and the associated keys, TVA identified cables in block diagram
form for required components / equipment. These cables were then color traced
and plotted on physical cable separation drawings. From these color-coded draw-
ings, TVA evaluated and identified specific cable interactions. TVA performed
a field verification of actual equipment locations, where necessary, to ensure
that separation was adequate. Specific cable interaction identification sheets
were prepared for locations where redundant divisions were not separated in ac-
cordance with the requirements of Appendix R, Section III.G.2.

In addition to evaluating TVA's Appendix R separation analysis during its
inspection of January 14-18, 1985, the staff evaluated TVA's associated circuit
analysis. TVA's Type II (spurious operation) associated circuit analysis was
performed by determining the components that must be prevented from spuriously
operating. These components also are listed in the fire SDL diagram and
associated keys. TVA then evaluated cable separation for these components in
the same way it evaluated those cables that must remain operable for safe
shutdown.~

The analysis also identified several circuits, not required by Appendix R, that.

did not have proper fuse / breaker coordinatien. These circuits were identified
as Type I (common power supply) and Type III (common enclosure) associated
circuits, and corrective actions were necessary to comply with Section III.G.2
requirements and ensure that adequate electrical protection was provided.

' TVA's Appendix R re-evaluation identified 121 plant areas where redundant
cabling / equipment associated with those systems necessary to bring the plant to
hot and cold shutdown interacted.

In addition, by letters dated October 1, 1981, December 18, 1984, and January 11, '

i March 4, and August 5,1985,1VA requested 22 additional deviations from the
requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R. By letter dated March 19, 1986, TVA with-
deew the request for a deviation associated with separation of safe shutdown
circuits and components inside the containment. By letters dated May 29 and
October 6, 1986, the staff approved the 2 outstanding deviation requests as-
sociated with Section III.0, reactor coolant pump oil collection system; the
17 outstanding deviation requests associated with Section III.G., fire protec-
tion of safe shutdown capability; and the 2 outstanding deviation requests |
associated with Section III.L, alternative or dedicated shutdown capabilities,
including the deviation request regarding T-cold instrumentation in the auxiliary
control room.

In its submittal of December 21, 1984, TVA committed to complete the fire
protection modification not associated with the pending deviation requests by

.
June 30, 1986. On July 7-11, 1986, the staff conducted a site assessment to
verify that TVA had implemented the required fire protection modifications.'

1 Five items that were to be inspected were not yet completed. For those five
items, TVA committed to having them completed by June 30, 1987. On June 22-26,
1987, the staff conducted another site visit to inspect these items. As a

,

result of this inspection visit only two items remained open. These open items !

were the completion of spray systems in the two 480-volt shutdown boardrooms in
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the auxiliary building and source range nuclear instrumentation (part of
Regulatory Guide 1.97 work to be completed after restart).

3.1.2 Evaluation

3.1.2.1 Compliance With 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G (SNPP Part 7.2.1)

Section III.G of Appendix R to 10 CFR 50 requires in part that one train of
systems necessary to achieve and maintain hot shutdown condition be free of
fire damage. For cables or equipment located within the same fire area outside
containment, one of the following means of ensuring that one of the redundant
trains is free of fire damage shall be provided:

(1) separation by a fire barrier having a 3-hour rating
.

(2) separation by a horizontal distance of more than 20 feet with no
intervening combustibles (In addition, fire detectors and an automatic
suppression system shall be installed.)

(3) enclosure of one train in a fire barrier having a 1-hour rating (In
addition, fire detection and an automatic fire suppression system shall be
installed.)

,

! Of the 121 plant-specific interactions identified, TVA's re-evaluation identi-
; fied 39 significant cable interactions where a fire could jeopardize the .

plant's ability to achieve and maintain safe shutdown conditions and where'

: additional fire protection and modifications were needed to comply with Appen"
dix R, Section III.G. The staf f evaluation of the significant cable inter-

i actions, with regard to maintaining one train of redundant safe shutdown :

systems free from fire damage and therefore satisfyir.g the requirements of the >

rule, is given below. ;
'

Auxiliary Building, Elevation 669'-0'

In corridor 669.0-A1, cables 2PL30118, 2PL3013B, and 2PL3014B for the Unit 2
centrifugal charging pump (CCP) B-B room cooler and cables 2PP562B and 2PP5646B
for Unit 2 CCP B interact with cables 2PL3001A, 2PL3003A, and 2PL3004A for the i

Unit 2 CCP A-A room cooler and cables 2PP550A and 2PP552A for the Unit 2 CCP A.
-l This cable interaction occurs within the corridor from columns A-5 to A-15 and ,

I between column lines S and T. Thus, a postulated fire in this area could cause
, a loss of both redundant trains of the Unit 2 charging pumps. On this basis,
J reactor coolant system (RCS) makeup capabilities and reactor coolant pump (RCP) '

seal injection would be jeopardized.!

I

TVA has rerouted the Unit 2 CCP A-A room cooler cables (2PL3001A and 2PL3003A) .

and Unit 2 CCP A cables (2PP550A and 2PP552A) out of the interaction area to !
ensure adequate separation. TVA has indicated that these cables have been
wrapped on elevations 714 and 690. Cables 2PL3004A and 2PL30148 have been
disconnected.

; In addition, in corridor 669.0-Al cables IPP5628 and IPP564B for the Unit 1 |
.i CCP-B and cables 1PL30118 and IPL3013B for the Unit 1 CCP B-B room cooler
] interact with cables 1PP550A and 1PP552A for the Unit 1 CCP A and cables
! IPL3001A and 1PL3003A for the Unit 1 CCP A-A room cooler. This cable
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interaction occurs within the corridor from columns A-3 to A-6 and between
column lines S and T. Therefore, a postulated fire in this area could cause a
loss of both redundant trains of Unit 1 charging pumps. On this basis, RCS
makeup capabilities and RCP seal injection would be jeopardized.

TVA has rerouted to shorten the cable run and enclosed the Unit 1 CCP B-B room
3 cooler cables 1PL30118 and 1PL30138 and Unit 1 CCP B cables 1PP562B and IPP564B

in a 1-hour fire barrier in the interaction area to ensure adequate separation.

A fire in corridor 669.0-Al also could cause both redundant auxiliary lube oil
pumps for the Units 1 and 2 CCPs to fail. Therefore, to ensure that the CCPs
will start, TVA has installed auxiliary lube oil pump bypass start capabilities
for the CCPs. This condition was identified by TVA's re-evaluation cable
interaction study no. 93 and 68.

On the basis of the above modifications and the sprinkler protection in
corridor 669.01-A1, the staff finds there is reasonable assurance that, if a
fire occurred in this area, one train of the CCP system would be maintained
free from fire damage.

Auxiliary Building, Elevation 690'-0"

In auxiliary building common area 690.01-Al near column line A-2 and T, the1

foilowing cables associated with the Units 1 and 2 train A component cooling -

water (CCW) pumps are routed at the top edge of the partiai height fire barrier*

wall separating the CCW system pump redundant divisions:

Unit 1 CCW Pug A Conduits Unit 2 CCW Pump A Conduits*

IPL4725A 2PL4725A,

. 1PL4726A 2PL4726A
'

IPL4731A 2PL4731A
2PL4721A

4

J A pastulated exposure fire associated with the train B CCW pump for either
i Unit 1 or 2 could cause fire damage to the cabling for the train A CCW pumps of
; either unit. In addition, the postulated fire condition could damage cables
; 1PL47355 and 1PL47365 asscciated with the CCW pump C-S. Thus, if an exposure-

type fire were to occur on the B train side of the fire barrier separating the#

) redundant pumps, both redundant trains of CCW pumps could be rendered ;

inoperable. :

^

TVA has enclosed the Unit 1 train A CCW pump conduits (1PL4725A, 1PL4726A, and
1PL4731A) in a fire barrier having a 1-hour rating. TVA has also indicated i

that they have rerouted Unit 2 CCW pump A conduits 2PL4725A, 2PL4726A, 2PL4731A:

and 2PL4721A. The fire barrier will extend protection to the subject conduits
until there is 20 feet of horizontal separation from the Units 1 and 2 train Bt

CCW pumps. This condition was identified by TVA's re-evaluation cable'

interaction study no. 4. *

,

,

; On the basis of itr approval on May 29, 1986, of TVA's outstanding deviation
requests, the modi cations proposed above, and the sprinkler protection in' *

common area 690.0 . 1, the staff finds there is reasonable assurance that, if a;

'

i
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'fire occurred in this area near column lines A-2 and T, one train of the CCW
system would be maintained free from fire damage.

From columns A-11 to A-13 and between column lines Q and R, Channel I RCS
temperature loop cables 2PM5911, 2PM7781, 2PM6861, and 2PM8711 interact with
Channel II RCS temperature loop cables 2PM595II, 2PM784II, 2PM691II, and
2PM876II. A postulated exposure fire in this plant area could cause a loss of
all temperature indication for all four Unit 2 RCS loops.

TVA has enclosed cables 2PM5911, 2PM778I, 2PM686I, 2PM8711, 2PM595II, 2PM78411,,

2PM691II, and 2PM87611 on auxiliary building elevation 690'-0' in a 1-hour-
fire-rated fire bacrier. This condition was identified by TVA's re-evaluation
cable interaction study no. 49.

A postulated fire condition in this plant area also will cause a loss of
cabling associated with all three channels of pressure indication for all four
Unit 2 steam generators. Therefore, TVA has enclosed conduit 2PM2084I
containing cables 2PM1335I, 2PM1474I, 2PM1595I, and 2PM1715I on auxiliary:

; building elevation 690'-0" in a 1-hour fire barrier. This condition was
identified by TVA's re-evaluation cable interaction study no. 51.

As a result of the above modifications and the sprinkler protection in common
area 690.0-A1, the staff finds there is reasonable assurance that, if a fire
occurred in this area frcm columns A-11 to A-13 and between column lines Q and
R, the temperature indication for all four Unit 2 RCS loops and tne pressure
indication 'cr all four Unit 2 steam generators would be maintair.ed free from
fire damage.

,

From columns A-5 to A-13 and between column lines R and T, the following cablec
associated with A and B train CCP room coolers, CCW pumps, CCP, and essential

: raw service water (ERCW) pumps interact:

Cable Identifier Safe Shutdown Component
I
'

2PL3001A Unit 2 CCP A-A room coolrr
2PL3003A
2PL30118 Unit 2 CCP B-B room cooler
2PL3013B

.

2PP550A Unit 2 CCP A-A
2PP552A
2PP562B Unit 2 CCP B-B !,

2PP564B
2PL4725A Unit 2 CCW pump A-A -

2PL4726A
2PL4731A
2PL4739A Common CCW pump C-S !
2PL4739B '

2PL4742B Unit 2 CCW pump B-B
2PL4743B

1 2PL4748B
1PP700B ERCW pump L-B
IPP712B ERCW pump N-B

:

;
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2PP700B ERCW pump M-B
2PP7128 ERCW pump P-B

A postulated exposure fire in this plant area could jeopardize both redundant
trains of Unit 2 charging pump room coolers, preclude all RCS makeup and RCP
seal injection capabilities, and cause a loss of component cooling water to
safe shutdown systems.

TVA has rerouted cables 2PP550A and 2PP552A for the Unit 2 train A CCP out of
the interaction area (and wrapped within the interaction area) to ensure
adequate separation. TVA also has installed auxiliary lube oil pump bypass
start capabilities for CCPs (auxiliary lube oil pump cables not tabulated).
This bypass switch allows the CCPs to be started without the auxiliary lube oil
pumps running.

ICables 2PL47398 and 2PL4731A are necessary for local control of the CCW. TVA
has rerouted these cables and enclosed them in a 1-hour fire barrier where
necessary to ensure adequate separation. The train B ERCW cables have been

'enclosed in a 1-hour fire barrier to achieve adequate separation from the train
A CCW pumps for Units 1 and 2. In addition, train A CCP room cooler fan cables
for Unit 2 have been rerouted (and wrapped in the interaction area) to provide !

adequate separation from the train B CCP cabling located in this area. The
remaining listed cables are contained in two raceways that are separated (or |

wrapped) as part of an Appendix R deviation request commitment. In this cable '

interaction area, TVA also has enclosed pressurizer pressure instrument cable
' 2PM10861II in a 1-hour fire carrier along its entire route through auxiliary

building common area on elevation 690'-0". These interaction conditions and
corrective actions were identified by TVA's interaction study no. 92. .

On the basis of the staff's evaluat. ion and approval (May 29, 1986) of TVA's
outstanding Appendix R deviation r2 quests, the above modifications, and the
sprinkler protection in common area 690.0-A1, the staff finds there is.

reasonable assurance that, if a fire occurred in this area between columns A-5 r

to A-13 and between column lines R ano T, one train of CCP room coolers, RCS
maraup, and RCP seal injection capabilities and the CCW system would be
maintained free from fire damage.

Between columns A-4 and A-3 near column line T, cables 1PP785B and 2PP785B
associated with Units 1 and 2 train B ERCW motor control centers (MCCs) interact
with CCW pumps 1A-A, C-S, 18-B, 2B-B, and 2A-A. Thus, a postulated fire in'

this plant area could preclude train B ERCW water supply to CCW heat exchangers.
,

,

TVA has enclosed cables 1PP785B and 2PP785B in a 1-hour fire barrier where
there is not 20 feet of separation between trains. This interaction condition

,

and corrective action were identified by TVA's interaction study no. 102.

As a result of the staff's evaluation and approval (May 29, 1986) of TVA's out-
standing deviation requests, the above modification, and the sprinkler
protection in common area 690.0-A1, the staff finds there is a reasonable
assurance that, if a fire occurred between columns A-4 and A-3 near column
line T, the train B ERCW system would be maintained free from fire damage.

,

e

j From Columns A-2 and A-5 and between column lines R and U, the following train
| B ERCW cooles interact with train A CCP cables:
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i Cable Identifier Safe Shutdown Component

1PP700B ERWC pump L-B
1PP712B ERWC pump N-B
2PP700B ERWC pump M-B

| 2PP712B ERWC pump P-B
1PP550A Unit 1 CCP A-A
1PP552A
1PL6145A Unit 1 CCP A-A auxiliary lube oil pump
1PL6149A
1PL3001A Unit 1 CCP A-A cooler fan and valve FCV-67-168
1PL3003A
1PL4725A Unit 1 CCW pump A-A
1PL4726A
1PL4731A

Cable Identifier * Safe Shutdown Component

2PP700B ERCW pump M-B
2PP704B
2PP706B -

1PP679A
i 1PP712B ERCW pump P-B

2PP716B
2PP718B
PP328A ERCW to diesel generator
PP330A Unit 1 heat exchanger A-A valve 1-FCV-67-660
PP448A ERCW to diesel generator
PP450A Unit 2 heat exchanger A-A valve 2-FCV-67-66
IPP693A ERCW pump Q-A '

1PP691A
1PP681A ERCV pump J-A
2PP679/. ERCW pump K-A
2P.0681A
2PP691A ERCW pump R-A
2PP693A
1PP475A Diesel generator breaker 1912
2PP454A Diesel generator breaker 1922.

2PP475A Unit 2 diesel generator train A breaker control
PP302A Unit 1 diesel generator train A start /stop function
PP304A
PP306A
PP310A
PP312A
1PP460B Diesel generator breaker 1914
1PP430B
2PP480B Diesel generator breaker 1924
PP662B Unit 2 Diesel generator train B start /stop function
PP666B t

PP670B
PP672B
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A postulated fire in this plant area could cause a loss of ERCW water supply to
both redundant trains of the Units 1 and 2 diesel generator heat exchangers and
preclude the ERCW water supply to both redundant trains of component cooling
system heat exchangers.

In addition, this postulated fire condition could render both redundant trains
of onsite power capabilities for both units inoperable.

TVA has installed a 1-hour fire-rated wall to separate A and B ERCW cables and
breakers 1914 and 1912 cables associated with onsite power capabilities from
Units 1 train B diesel generator to Unit 1 train B 6.9-kilovolt shutdown board
and Unit 1 train A diesel generator to Unit 1 train A shutdown board, respec-,

tively. The 1-hour fire barrier wall was installed down the A-8 column line on
auxiliary building elevation 714'0" from Q line to a point 20 feet east of Q |line. This barrier also will separate breakers 1922 and 1924 cables as well as )the diesel generators 1A and 2B start /stop-function cables.

In addition, TVA has indicated that they have enclosed cable PP328A in
conjunction with the firewall for ERCW valves 1-FCV-67-66, 1-FCV-67-67,
2-FCV-67-66, and 2-FCV-67-67 in a 1-hour fire barrier until there is 20 feet of

. separation from the redundant train. These interaction conditions and their'

corrective actions were identified by TVA's interaction studies nos. 16, 34, ,

and 82.

Based on the staff's. evaluation and approval (May 29, 1986) of TVA's out-
standing Appendix R deviation requests, the above fire protection modifica-
tions, and the sprinkler protection in common area 714.0-A1, the staff finds
there is reasonable assurance that, if a fire occurred in this area from
columns A-6 to A-10 and between column lines Q and S, one train of ERCW and

,

onsite power distribution capabilities would be maintained free from fire
damage.4 -

From columns A-6 to A-14 and between column lines Q to 0, a postulated fire
could involve cables for both Units 1 and 2 motor-driven and turbine-driven,

i auxiliary feedwater pumps, their associated automatic level control valves, and
wide and narrow range level indications. This could enuse a loss of both
redundant trains of auxiliary feedwater to the steam generators.

,
TVA has indicated that they have rerouted and enclosed in a 1-hour fire barrier
the conduits which contain a narrow range level transmitter power cable
2PV255III, and conduit which contain power cable 1PV255III to all four steam
generator narrow range level transmitters. In addition, TVA has developed a
procedure with regard to regaining manual control of the auxiliary feedwater
system with a fire in this plant area. These interactions conditions and their
corrective actions were identified by TVA's interaction studies nos. 21 and 41.,

As a result of the above fire protection modifications and procedural
i corrective actions and the sprinkler protection in common area 714.0-A1, the

staff finds there is a reasonable assurance that, if a fire occurred in this
I area from columns A-6 to A-14 and between column lines Q to U, one train of the

AFW system and its associated instrumentation would be maintained free from
fire damage.

,
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From columns A-4 to A-8 and between column lines Q to R, common power cable
(2PV320J) for Channel I RCS temperature loops interacts with the Channel II
power cable (2PV330K). Therefore, a postulated fire in this area could cause
Unit 2 RCS temperature indication for all four RCS loops to be rendered
inoperable.

| TVA has indicated that they have rerouted and enclosed cables 2PV320J and
2PV330K in a 1-hour fire barrier. This modification will ensure that power for

Channels I and II RCS temperature instrumentation is not affected by a fire in
this plant area. This condition and TVA's corrective actions were identified
by TVA's interaction study no. 42.

Based on the above fire protection modifications and the sprinkler protection
in common area 714.0-A1, the staff finds there is a reasonable assurance that,
if a fire occurred in this area from columns A-4 to A-8 and between column
lines Q to R, the power cables for the Unit 2 RCS temperature instrumentation
loops would be maintained free from fire damage.

Near column A-12 between column lines Q and R cables associated with Channels I
and II, RCS pressure indication instrumentation interacts. Thus, a postulated
fire in this area could jeopardize both redundant channels of RCS pressure
indication inoperable.

TVA has rerouted Channel I ccmmon pov.er cable 2PV320J to shorten its route
through this plant area. In addition, this cable is enclosed in a 1-hour fire
barrier in the area where it interacts with cables associated with RCS pressure
instrumentations P-68-66 and P-68-342C. These interaction conditions and
proposed modifications were identified by TVA's interaction study no. 43.

Thus, as a result of the above fire protection modification and the sprinkler
protection in column area 714.0 A1, the staff finds there is reasonable
assurance that, if a fire occurred in inis area near column A-12 between column
lines Q and R RCS, pressure indication would be maintained free from fire
damage.

The area from columns A-11 to A-13 and between Q and U contains the following
trains A and B cables for safe shutdown systems:

Cable Identifier Safe Shutdown Component

2PL3001A Unit 2 CCP A-A room cooler
2PL3003A
2PL3011B Unit 2 CCP B-B room cooler
2PL3013B
2PP550A Unit 2 CCP A-A
2PP552A
2PP554A
2PP556A
2PP562B Unit 2 CCP B-B
2PP5648
2PP566B
2PP568B
2PL4725A Unit 2 CCW pump A-A
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2PL4726A
2PL4727A
2PL4731A
2PL4732A
2PL47388 Cor cr. CCW pump C-S

,

2PL4638B
2PL47428 Unit 2 CCW pump B-B
2PL4743B
2PL4744B
2PL47488
2PL4749B4

A postulated fire in this plant area could jeopardize both redundant trains of
i Unit 2 component cooling and charging pumps.

To provide adequate separation between redundant centrifugal chaiging andc

component cooling pumps, TVA has rerouted the cables associated with Unit 2
train A CCP and CCW pumps out of the subject area of fire influence. In
addition TVA has indicated that cables for the Unit 2 train A CCP room cooler,

and one train of pressurizer level instrumentation were rerouted and have been '

enclosed in a 1-hour fire barrier within the subject area of fire influence. '

These cable interaction conditions were identified by TVA's interaction studya

no. 86.
.

,
"

On the basis of the above fire protection modifications, the staff's evaluation
and approval (May 29, 1986), of outstanding Appendix R deviation requests, and i

the sprinkler protection in common area 714.0-A1, the staff finds there is ;

reasonable assurance that, if a fire occurred in this area from columns A-11 toi

| A-13 and between Q and U, one train of the CCW and CCP systems would be ;

maintained free from fire damage.
'

Auxiliary Building, Elevation 734'-0"

In the Unit 1 480-volt shutdown board room 182-B, train A cable trays trans-
verse the southwest corner of the room. The following cables are associated
with these train A cable trays:

Cable Identifier Safe Shutdown Component

IPP679A ERCW pump J-A
; PP681A :

PP691A ERCW pump Q-A !,

PP693A
PP679A ERCW pump K-A
PP681A
PP691A

! RCW pump R-A |
| PP693A

|
P373A Diesel generator breaker 1912 ;

P374A
P468A-

; P378A
'

PP475A
PP478A*

,

4
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PP4545A
PP475A Unit 2 diesel generator train A breaker control
P469A Diesel generator breaker 1922
PP478A Diesel generator breaker 1922
PP498A
PP454A
B111, IB16I Normal power feed to 480-volt shutdown board 1Al-A and

1A2-A
B12III, 1817III Alternate power feed to 480-volt shutdown board 1Al-A

and 1A2-A
75 Unit 1 diesel generator train A emergency stop
PL4900A Power feed to vital battery charger I

A postulated fire in this plant area could jeopardize the Unit 1 ERCW supply to
the emergency diesel generators and CCV heat exchangers. In addition, a postu-
lated fire in this area could render both redundant trains of Unit 1 480-volt
power distribution to safe shutdown systems inoperable.

TVA has indicated that cables associated with ERCW pumps J-A, Q-A, K-A, R-A,
::RCW valve 1-FCV-67-66 have been protected with open head water spray, and the
normal control power feed to the Unit 1 480-volt shutdown boards 1Al-A and
1A2-A were rerouted out of the subject area of fire influence. An alternate
supply is available to vital battery charger I. In addition, TVA has protected

' the train A cable trays transversing the southwest corr.er of the Unit 1 *

480-volt shutdown board room 182-B with an independent thermal-actuated
open-head water spray system from the wtll penetration to the floor
penetration. These cable interaction conditions were identified by TVA's
interaction studies nos. 22 and 81.

As a result of the staff's evaluation and approval (May 29, 1986) of TVA's
outstanding Appendix R deviation request, the 1-hour barrier installation, and
the water spray system installation, the staff finds there is reasonable assur- -

.
ance that, if a fire occurred in the Unit 1 480-volt shutdown board room 182-B,
one train of the ERCW and the 400-volt power distribution system would be !

'

maintained free from fire damage. |

In the Uait 2 480-volt shutdown board room 2A2-A, from columns A12 to A13
between column lines Q and R, B train cable trays transverse this area. The :
following cables are associated with these train 8 cable trays:

Cable Identifier Safe Shutdown Component i
;

2PP704B ERCW pump M-B '

2PP706B
2PP716B ERCW pump P-B
2PP718B
1PP704B ERCW pump L-B >

1PP706B 1

1PP716B ERCW pump N-B
IPP718B :

'

2PP5628 Unit 2 CCP B-B t

2PP564B
;

!

|
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2PP566B
2PP568B
2PL3013B Unit 2 CCP B-B pump room cooler
2PP4838 Diesel generator breaker 1924
2PP4808
PP377B
PP4778
2PP460B Breaker 1924
2PP3778
2825IV Normal and alternate control power feed to Unit 2

train B
2830lV 480 volt shutdown boards

! 2826II
2831II
B788 Unit 2 diesel generator B-B remote control

A postulated fire in this plant area could jeopardize Unit 2 ERCW supply to the
emergency diesel generators and CCW heat exchangers. In addition, a postulated
fire in this area could render both Unit 2 redundant trains of the 480-volt
power distribution to safe shutdown systems inoperable.

TVA has protected the cables associated with ERCW pumps M-B, P-B, L-B, N-8,t

Unit 2 train B CCP and rcom cooler cables. Cables associated with control
power for the train B 480-volt shutdown board routed in the cable trays trans-
versing the northwest corner of the Unit 2 480-volt shutdown board room 2A2-A
were routed out of the area with an independent thermal-actuated open-head
water spray system from the wall penetration to the floor penetration. These
cable interactions were identified by TVA's interaction studies nos. 23, 75 and
79.

On the basis of its evaluation and approval (May 29, 1986) of TVA's outstanding
Appendix R deviation requests and completion of the water spray system instal-
lation in the Unit 2 480-volt shutdown boord room 242-A, the staff finds there
is reasonable assurance that, if a fire occurred in this area, one train of
ERCW and the 480-volt power distribution system would be maintained free from t

fire damage.
|

In the Unit 2 480-volt shutdown board room 2Al-A, cables 28251V, 2B30!V,
2B2611, and 2B31II, associated with the 125-volt de control power normal and
alternate supply to the Unit 2 480-volt shutdown board 2B1-B, interact with the
Unit 2 480-volt shutdown board 2Al-A. Therefore, a postulated fire in this
area could render both redundant Unit 2 480-volt shutdown boards inoperable,
causing a loss of all control power to safe shutdown systems.

TVA has indicated that conduit 2B29IV containing cables 28251V and 2830lV
(normal control power) has been rerouted out of the interaction area of the
Unit 2 480-volt shutdown board room 2Al-A. This modification was identified by
TVA's interaction study no. 83.
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i

Based on the above fire protection modification and the sprinkler protection in
the 480-volt shutdown board room 2Al-A, the staff finds there is reasonable
assurance that if a fire occurred in this area one train of the 480-volt
control power distribution capabilities would be maintained free from fire

.

'

damage.
t
'The Unit 2 train A 6.9-kilovolt shutdown board room contain cables IPP7658,

1PP753B, and IPP762B, which are the 6.9-kilovolt power feeds from the Unit 1
train B 6.9-kilovolt shutdown board to the 480-volt shutdown transformer. !

These cables are associated with the Unit 1 480-volt shutdown boards 1B1-B and |

| 1B2-B and interact with Units 1 and 2 train A 6.9-kilovolt shutdown boards, i

Thus, a postulated fire condition in this room could render all Unit 1 power
distribution capabilities inoperable.

TVA has enclosed cables 1PP7658, IPP753B, and 1PP762B in a 1-hour fire barrier '

as they pass through Unit 2 train A 6.9-kilovolt shutdown board room 2Al-A. '

This modification was identified by TVA's interaction study no. 3.

i Based on the above fire protection modification and the cprinkler protection in ;

the Unit 2 train A 6.9-kilovolt shutdown board rocm 2A-A, the staff finds there !

is reasonable assurance that, if a fire occurred in this area, one train of :
'Unit 1 power distribution capabilities would be maintained free from fire

damage. ;

In auxiliary control room 734.0-A1, cables contained in cable trays PO-A, PN-A, I,

and PM-A interact with cables in tray PA-B. These cables are for both redun- t

*
, dant divisions of safe shutdown equipment having normal to auxiliary transfer
! switches in the auxiliary instrument rooms. In addition, cable B77A associated i

with 2-FCV-67-66 interacts with cable 8768 associated with 1-FCV-67-67 in the i

same plant location. A postulated fire in this area could cause a loss of all !,

{ normal to auxiliary control room Units 1 and 2 safe shutdown functions and ERCW ;

; supply to emergency diesel Unit 1 train B and Unit 2 train A heat exchangers.
1

>

i TVA has enclosed cable trays PO-A, PN-A. and PM-A and cabling associated with
,

,

j 2-FCV-67-66 in a 1-hour fire barrier as they pass through the auxiliary control |
i room. This fire protection modification was identified by TVA's interaction

i
! studies nos. 98 and 105. |

<

As a result of the above fire protection modification and the sprinkler protec-
.

tion in auxiliary control room 734.0-A1, there is reasonable assurance that, if |
a fire occurred in this area, one train of the normal to auxiliary control room,

i safe shutdown transfer function and the ERCW supply to the emergency diesel ;
' generators would be maintained free from fire damage. I

t

| In 125-volt vital battery board room I 734.0-A4, cables 18261V, 18311V, 182511, ;

and 18301I (which provide normal and alternative power feed to Unit 1 480-volt t
3 *

shutdown boards 181-B and 182-B) transverse this room along the east wall. A
postulated fire in this area could render safe shutdown equipment and the i,

] 125-volt de control power to train A safe shutdown systems inoperative. |
1

In addition, routed along the east vall of 125-volt vital battery board room IV'

) 734.0-A22 are cables 2B11III, 2B161.', 2B121, and 2B17I (which provide normal '

i and alternative power feed to the Ur X ? 480-volt shutdown boards 2Al-A and |
2A2-A). Thus, a postulated fire ir, the area could render Unit 2 train A safe

.

*

:

!
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'

shutdown equipment and the 125-volt de control power to Unit 2 train B safe,

shutdown sytems inoperative. This condition was identified by TVA's Appendix R
re evaluation study no. 107.

i TVA enclosed conduit 1B29I1 containing cables 1825II and 1830I1 and conduit
2B20II containing cables 281111I and 2B16III in a 1-hour fire barrier as they
pass through vital battery board rooms I and IV, respectively.

Thus, based on the above fire protection modifications and the sprinkler
, protection in the 125-volt vital battery board room I 734.0-A4 and 125-volt

vital battery board room IV 734.0-A22, the staff finds there is reasonablei

assurance that, if a fire occurred in either of these areas, one train of the
. 480-volt electrical power distribution capabilities would be maintained free of

,

| fire damage. |
. 1

room 734.0-A24, cables 2PP759A, |In Unit 2 train B 6.9-kilovolt shutdown boar d
2PP750A, and 2PP756A (which are the 6.9-kilovolt power feeds from the Unit 2
train A 6.9-kilovolt shutdown board to the 480-volt shutdown transformers
associated with Unit 2 480-volt shutdown boards 2Al-A and 2A2-A) are routed on i

the ceiling to the rear of the Unit 2 train B 6.9-kilovolt shutdown board 28-8."
-

A po'stulated fire in this area could jeopardize both redundant trains of Unit 2
power distribution capabilities to safe shutdown systems.

i TVA has enclosed cables 2PP759A, 2PP750A, and 2PP756A in a 1-hour fire barrier i
as it passes through the Unit 2 train B 6.9-kilovolt shutdown board room. This
condition was identified by TVA's Appendix R re-evaluation interaction study:

no. 2.

J As a result of the above fire protection modification and the sprinkler protec-
tion in the Unit 2 train B 6.9-kilovolt shutdown board room 734.0-A24, the i4

staff finds there is reasonable assurance that, if a lire occurred in this
4 area, one train of Unit 2 power distribution capabilities would be maintained
. free from fire damage.

;

In the Unit 2 train A 6.9-kilovolt shutdown board 734.0-A2 from columns A3 and *

;
' A4 and between column lines R and V, the following safe shutdown cables
! interact: '

Cable Identifier Safe Shutdown Component
,

;
;

1PP550A Unit 1 CCP A-A '
,

i IPP552A
1PP553A
1PP554A

! 1PP556A
IPP557A ti

; 1PP555A
1PL6145A Unit 1 CCP A-A auxiliary lube oil pump

4 IPL6146A
1PL6147A ,

IPL6148A |
1PL3002A Unit 1 CCP A-A room cooler and FCV-67-169 '

t<

f
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; IPL3003A
1PL4729A Unit 1 CCP pump A-A
1PP564B Unit 1 CCP B-B -

1PL6152B Unit 1 CCP B-B auxiliary lube oil pump
1PL6155B
1PL6156B
1PL3013B Unit 1 CCP B-B room cooler and FVC-67-170
2PL4733B CCW pump C-S
2PL4734B
2PL47378
IPL4735S
1PL47365

Thus, a postulated fire in this area could render both redundant trains of
Unit 1 charging pumps inoperable.

TVA has enclosed cables 2PL4733B and 2PL4734B in a 1-hour fire barrier where
there is not 20 feet of separation from the train A functions associated with
the Unit 2 train A 6.9-kilovolt shutdown board room. TVA also has disconnected
cable 2PL4737B at the shutdovn breaker. This will preclude spurious operation
of the CCW pump C-S interlock function in the event of a fire in this area.

In addition, TVA has rerouted the Unit 1 CCP-B cables out of the Unit 2 train A
6.9-kilovolt shutdown board room until there was 20 feet of separation from the
train A function. TVA has indicated that the cable also was wrapped with a
1-hour barrier in the interaction area. TVA also rerouted cable 1PL3003A
associated with the Unit 1 CCP cooler fan A-A to gain 20 feet of separation
from CCW pump C-S. These conditions were identified by TVA's re-evaluation
interaction study no. 66. .

Thus, based on the staff's evaluation and approval (May 29, 1986) of TVA's
outstanding Appendix R deviation requests, the above fire protet'. ion modifica- '

tions, and the sprinkler protection in Unit 2 train A 6.9-kilovolt shutdown
board room 734.0-A2, the staff finds there is reasonable assurance that, if a !
fire occurred in the area, one train of the CCP system will be maintained free !

; from fire damaae.

In the Unit 1 480-volt shutdown board 181-B room 734.0-A6, cables 1B111 and*
<

1B16I (which are the 125-volt normal control power fceds to Unit 1 480-volt t
'

shutdown boards 1Al-A and 1A2-A) interact with 480-volt shutdown board IB1-B i

and associated cables. Thus, a postulated fire condition in this area could
jeopardize both redundant trains of the 480-volt power capabilities to safe
shutdown equipment.

TVA has rerouted conduit 18201 and junction box 1622 (which contains cables
18191, 18111, and 18161) as they pass through the Unit 1 480 volt shutdown
board room 1B1-B. This condition was identified by TVA.'s Appendix R.

j re-evaluation interaction study no. 80. !
(

As a result of the above fire protection modification and the sprinkler protec- |
tion in the 6.9-kilovolt shutdown board room 734.0-A2, the staff finds there is

, reasonable assurance that, if a fire occurred in this area, one train of the
; 480-volt power distribution capabilities would be maintained free from fire
{ damage.

!
! '
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iIn the Unit 2 traiKP 48,0-volt trensformer room 749.0-A10, cables 244975A and4,

2PL4978Afrom480-v31t<shutdownboards2Al-Aand2A2-Atodieselgeherator;

auxiliary boards 2A4-A andi2A2-A interact with,dnd associated cab h to diesel
.

lt.he 480-volt shutdown and
emergency transformers IB1-B,182-B, and IB-l/

,

'
,

,

generator auxiliary boards 2B1-B ano"2B2-B. /h&efore, a postulated fire in f; ,

this area could cause a loss of,hil Unit 2 onsite nower gapabilities to safe '

(1,," shutdown systems. ( '

. s t t ,

TVA enclosed cab,les'2PL4975A and 2PL4978A in a 1-hour fire barrier as they pass' \ |
'

; through the Unit 2 train B 480-volt transformer room. This' condition was
identified by TVA's Appendix R re-evaluation interaction stcdy no, 11.i

<

t

Based on the above fire protection modification and the sprinkler protection in
, ,

the 480-volt transformer room 749.0-A10, the staff finds there iryrtasonable :
4

; assurance that, if a fire occurred in this area, one train of the Unit 2 onsite
power di tribution capabilities will be maintained free from fire damag'.s e

. ,
,

' / Power cables PP7108, PP711B, PP590B, and PP591B to tSe Units 1 and 2 train B >

A.9-kilovolt shutdown boards interact with the Unit'2 train A 480-volt reactor,

motor-operated valve (MOV) bohds and associated c41cs at the conduit bank
near column A-11 and columr,lide I in the Unit 2 t win A 480-volt reactor M0V( '

board room 749.0-A16. Thr.refde, a hostulated tire M this plant area could,

jeopardizetheoperationofallUnit2trainAjafedutdownMOVsandUnit2train B afe shutdown eqvfpment. ,' i

i .

TVA has enclosed 6.9'-kd ovolt shutdown boards 1> B ard 2B-B power supply d bles
PP710R, PP711B, FP5908, and PP591B in a 1-hour fire barrier as they pst 2 i

i thr@ gh the 49G-volt reactor MOV board room 2A, This modification was identi-
| fied by TVA's' interaction study no. 14.

' '

;

is

Thus, as a result of the above fire protection modification and the sprinkler ,

; protection in the Unit 2 train A 480-volt reactor M0V board room 740.0-A16, the !
staff finds there is reasonable assurarice that, if c. fire occurred in this '

area, Unit 2 train B 6.9-kilovolt power distrib /,ien capabilities wAl be main-
tained free from fire damage.,

l: <

Cables 1PL4982B and 1PL49858 from the Unit 1 480-volt' shutdown boards 1B1-B and
182-8 to the diesel generator auxiliary boards IR1-B and 182-8 interact with
the 480-volt shutdown and emergency transformers 1Al-A, 1A2-A, and 1A-A in the

i Unit 1 train A 480-volt shutdown transformer room 749.0-A7. Postulating a fire
in this plant area could cause a loss of all Unit 1 onsite power capabilities
to safe shutdown systems. '

(
TVA has enclosed cables 1PL49828 and IPL4985G In) a 1-hour' fire barrier as they

s

pass through the Unit 1 train A 480-volt shutdown transformer room. This'

]
condition was identified by TVA's interaction study no. 10.

Based on the sprinkler protectim im the Unit 2 train A 480-volt shutdown:
' transformer room and the above stWfication, the staff finds there is reason-
| able assurance that, if a fire occirrsd in this area, one train of the onsite
.

power capabilities for Unit 1 would be maintained free from fire damage. ,,

!

! ., ,
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Auxiliary Building, Elevation 759'-0"

In Unit 2 control rod-driven equipment room 759.0-A3, cables 2PL4975A and
' 2PL4978A from Unit 2 480-volt shutdown boards 2Al- A and 2A2-A to the diesel

i generator auxiliary board interact with cables 2PL49828 and 2PL4985B from the
1 Unit 2 480-volt shutdown boards 2B1-B and 2B2-B to the diesel generator boards.

In addition, cables PP5908, PP5918, PP710B,1PP820B, and 2PP820B to diesel
generators 18 and 2B are located in this area. Thus, a postulated fire in this
area could cause a loss of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC),

! diesel fuel transfer, and ERCW support systems to emergency diesel generators
g

2A and 2B. .

.

TVA has enclosed cables 2PL4975A and 2PL4978A in a 1-hour fire barrier as they
pass through the Unit 2 control rod-driven equipment room. This condition was
identified by TVA's interaction study no. 13.

As a result of the above fire protection modification and the sprinkler protec-
tion in control rod drive equipment room 759.0-A3, the staff finds there is
reasonable assurance that, if a fire occurred in this area, the A train of
those systems necessary to support Unit 2 onsite power capabilities will be
free from fire damage.

Cables IPL4982B and 1PL4985B to Unit 1 diesel genewtor auxiliary boards 181-B
and 1B2-B interact with train A 480-volt cables 1Pl4975A and 1P14978A to Unit 1
diesel generator auxiliary boards 1Al-A and 1A2-A in Unit 1 control rod drive
equipment room 759.0-A1. A postulated fire in this plant area could cause a

|
loss of HVAC, diesel fuel transfer, and ERCW support systems to diesel,

' generators 1A and 18.

TVA has enclosed cables 1DL4982B and IPL49858 in a 1-hour fire barrier as they
.

; pass through the Unit 1 control rod drive equipment room. This condition wasA1
' identified by TVA's interaction study no. 12.

! Thus, as a result of the above modification and sprinkler protection in the
Unit 1 control rod drive equipment room 759.0-A1, the staff finds there is

s reasonable assurance that, if a fire occurred in this area, one train of thoses

S systems necessary to support Unit 1 onsite power capabilities would be main-
tained free from fire damage.

Auxiliary Building Between Elevations 669'-0", 690'0", and 714'-0"

Near the unprotected north stairway opening associated with the auxiliary
building common area from columns A4 to A5 and between column lines 5 and T on
elevation 669'-0", cable 1SG220A for de control power to the turbine-driven
auxiliary feedwater pump interact through this opening with cables 1PP650A,
1PP652A,1PP662B, and 1PP664B for the 1A- A and 1B-B motor-driven auxiliary
feedwater pumps and ISG221B for alternate dc control power to the ;

turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump on elevation 690'-0". In addition,

cables 1PP700B, 1PP712B, 2PP700B, and 2PP7128 for ERCW pumps L-8, N-B, M-8, and
.

P-B on els ation 690'-0" interact through this opening with cables PP328A,
? PP330A, PP4 E and PP450A associated with diesel generator heat exchanger

valves 1-FVC-67-M and 2-FCV-67-66 on elevation 714'-0". Thus a postulated''

fire on elevation 6t,9'-0" in the area of the unprotected stairway opening could
jeopardize ERCW to Units 1 and 2 diesel generators and impact the operability

,
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of both Unit I redundant motor-driven and turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater
pumps.

.

| In regard to interaction studies nos. 104 and 6, TVA has installed additional
closely spaced sprinklers around the perimeter of the north stairway at each,

i elevation. When the sprinkler is actuated, this arrangement will form a water
curtain, which should preclude fire propagation from one auxiliary building
elevation to another.

Therefore, based on the staff's evaluation and approval (May 29, 1986) of TVA's
outstanding Appendix R deviation requests and completion of the sprinkler water
curtain around the north stairway opening, the staff finds that there will be
reasonable assurance that, if a fire occurred in the area of the stairway, one

! train of the Units 1 and 2 ERCW and Unit 1 auxiliary feedwater systems would be
maintained free of fire damage.

In the area of the unprotected south stairway opening associated with the;

auxiliary building common area from columns All and A12 and between column'

lines 5 and T on elevation 669'-0", cables 2SG220A for de control power to the
i turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump interact through this opening with

cables 2PP6628, 2PP664B, 2PP650A, and 2PP652A for the Unit 2 train A and B
motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps and 2SG221B for alternate de control

; power to the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump on elevation 690'-0". In ,

addition, on elevation 669'-0", cables 2PP550A, 2PP552A, 2PP5628, and 2PP564B
for charging pumps 2A-A and 28-B interact through this opening with 2PL4731A,,

2PL47348, 2PL47428, 2PL4743B, and 2PL4748A for Unit 2 train A, train B and
j common component cooling system pumps on elevation 690'-0" and cables 2PL4725A, !

2PL4726A, and 2PL4732A for component cooling system Unit 2 train A pump 2A-A on,

j elevation 714'-0". Therefore, a postulated fire on elevation 669'-0" in the
j area of the unprotected stairway opening could impact the operability of both
1 redundant trains of Unit 2 auxiliary feedwater capabilities, charging pumps,
j and component cooling system pumps,

j In regard to interaction studies nos. 57 and 101, TVA has installed additional
i closely spaced sprinklers around the perimeter of the south stairway at each |

j elevation. When the sprinkler is actuated, this arrangement will form a water
; curtain, which should preclude fire propagation from one auxiliary building
' elevation to another. TVA has indicated that cabling associated with the CCS

pump 2A-A has been routed out of the interaction area.
,

Thus, as a result of the staff's evaluation and approval (May 29, 1986) of,

: TVA's outstanding Appendix R deviation requests and completion of the sprinkler
: water curtain around the south stairway opening, the staff finds there will be
i reasonable assurance that, if a fire occurred in the area of the stairway, one
J train of the Unit 2 auxiliary feedwater, CCP, and CCW systems would be maintained

free from fire damage.

3.1.2.2 Compliance With 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.J (SNPP Part 7.2.2)
.

: The new fire shutdown logic (SDL) identified additional plant areas where
: operator action is required, necessitating additional emergency lights in these

areas and in access / egress routes. Some of the emergency lights had 25-watt
lamps, whereas 10-watt lamps must be used to ensere there is an 8-hour
capacity. As an interim measure, the operations staff had portable
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battery powered lighting to use if the normal lighting, standby lighting .

'(onsite powered), and de lighting (station batteries) systems fail. Design
,

changes were made to replace the 25-watt lamps with 10-watt lamps and to addI

more than 50 additonal light packs in various plant areas.

During July 7 through 11, 1986, the staff conducted a site visit and verified :,

the adequacy of the emergency lighting. For a fire within the control room,

; TVA procedure A01-27 (Control Room Inaccessibility (Revision 5)), lists a
j number of manual operations required for plant shutdown. Manual operations

must be conducted in the following plant areas:;

6.9-kilovolt shutdown board rooms A and B for each unit is

480-volt shutdown board rooms (four rooms / unit)
'

480-volt reactor MOV board rooms (four rooms / unit)
diesel generator building, 480-volt diesel generator auxiliary board rooms
(four rooms)

During the site visit, emergency lighting tests were conducted in electrical
board rooms 734.0-A2, 734.0-A5, 749.0-A15, and 749.0-A16. Based on these
tests, the lighting provided in these rooms met the minimum requirements of
Appendix R, Section III.J.

3.1.2.3 Compliance With 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.0 (SNPP Part 7.2.3)

The drain piping between the RCP motor oil collection basins and the con-
tainment floor (oil drains to the auxiliary reactor building sumps) is designed
to Category I requirements so the piping will not fail during a safe shutdown
earthquake and damage nuclear safety-related equipment. This drain piping to
the auxiliary reactor building sump has not been designed to maintain its ',

; pressure boundary integrity after a safe shutdown earthqqake. The RCP motors,
the lubricating oil systems, and the auxiliary reactor building sump are'

r

designed to seismic Category I requirements so they will not fail during a safe
shutdown earthquake. Therefore, random oil leaks are not assumed to occur
simultaneously with a design event because of the system design. TVA contends'

that the total system provides more than reasonable assurance that a RCP motor-

lubrication oil fire will not occur as a result of a seismic event. Assuming

]j then only a random single failure, the oil collection system would only be
required to hold the oil resulting from the largest spill resulting from that1

1 single failure. ;

The sump vents do not require the installation of flame arresters because the
! high flashpoint characteristics (390 F) of the RCP motor lube oil preclude the

hazard of fire flashback.
,

Based on the above system description and the staff's evaluation and approval'

(May 29, 1986) of TVA's outstanding Appendix R deviation requests, the staff .

finds there is reasonable assurance that the existing RCP oil collection system
j provides an equivalent level of fire safety to that required by the technical

requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.0,'

3.1.2.4 Interim Compensatory Fire Protection Measures (SNPP Part 7.2.4)
3

i In accordance with the NRC's Confirmatory Action Letter issued August 10, 1984,

|
TVA established roving firewatches to provide continued surveillance of
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selected areas in the auxiliary building, control building, and the turbine
building. These firewatches covered areas of the plant that contain cable /
safe shutdown system interactions that did not meet the requirements of 10 CFR
50, Appendix R, Section III.G. In addition, these roving firewatches were
required to cover their assigned areas at least once an hour and document their
actions in accordance with TVA's Operations Section Letter Administrative 73.

As a result of the recent inspection (March 13-17, 1988), the staff found addi-
tional interactions that had to be addressed. These interactions and the
corrective steps taken are detailed in Inspection Reports 50-327/88-24 and
50-328/88-24. The corrective actions resulting from this inspection included
the addition of sprinkler heads to the pre-action system in the reactor building
annulus and the continuation of a fire watch in areas of the reactor auxiliary
building where cable interactions between the volume control tank (VCT) isola-
tion valve and the B train centrifugal charging pump exist. Fire watch coverage
was being maintained there because of an interaction for the source range nu-
clear instrumentation. This was to be corrected during the next refueling out-
age. Since TVA was already covering the partinent areas for this interaction,
the use of additional fire watches was not necessary.

3.1.3 Conclusion

On the basis of its evaluation, the staff concludes that when the fire modifica-
tions and implementation of the procedural corrective actions associated with
TVA's deviation requests (as identified in the staff's SERs of May 29 and

| October 6, 1986) and modifications and procedures (as identified in Inspection
; Reports 50-327/88-24 and 50-328/88-24) are completed, TVA's Appendix R program

will provide an acceptable leve' of fire protection, equal to that required by
10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Sections II.G, III.J, III.L. and 111.0.

3.2 Environmental Qualification of Electric Equipment Important to Safety
1
' 3.2.1 Compliance With 10 CFR 50.49

3.2.1.1 Introduction

A licensee must demonstrate that equipment that is used to perform a necessary
safety function is capable of maintaining functional operability under all
service conditions postulated to occur during its installed life for the time
it is required to operate. This requirement (which is in General Design Cri-
teria (GDC) 1 and 4 of Appendix A and Sections III, XI, and XVII of Appendix Bi

to 10 CFR 50) is applicable to equipment located inside as well as outside con-
tainment. More detailed requirements and guidance relating to the methods and
procedures for demonstrating this electrical equipment capability are in
10 CFR 50.49, "Environmental Qualification of Electric Equipment Important to
Safety for Nuclear Power Plants"; in NUREG-0588, "Interim Staff Position on
Environmental Qualification on Safety-Related Electrical Equipment" (which
supplements IEEE Standard 323 and various NRC regulatory guides and industry
standards); and "Guidelines for Evaluating Environmental Qualification of
Class 1E Electrical Equipment in Operating Reactors" (Division of Operating
Reactors (00R) Guidelines).
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On February 8, 1979, the NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) issued
to all licensees of operating plants (except those included in the systematic
evaluation program (SEP)) IE Bulletin (IEB) 79-01, "Environmental Qualification
of Class 1E Equipment." This bulletin, together with IE Circular 78-08 (issued
on May 31, 1978), required the licensees to review the adequacy of their envi-
ronmental qualification programs.

On January 14, 1980, NRC issued IEB 79-01B, which included the 00R Cuidelines
and NUREG-0588 as attachments 4 and 5. Commission Memorandum and Order
CLI-80-21, issued on May 23, 1980, stated that licensees must meet the D0R
guidelines and portions of NUREG-0588 regarding environmental qualification of
safety related electrical equipment to satisfy those aspects of GDC 4. Supple-
ments to IEB 79-01B further clarified and defined the staff's needs, These
supplements were issued on February 29, September 30, and October 24, 1960.

In addition, the staff incorporated license conditions into the license for
Sequoyah Unit 1 requiring that TVA (1) provide a report, by November 1, 1980,
documenting the qualification of safety-related electrical equipment, (2)
establish, by December 1, 1980, a central file location for the maintenance of
all equipment qualification records, and (3) comply with NUREG-0588 by June 30,
1982. Item (3) also was included in the licensee for Unit 2 which was issued
in 1981.

The staff issued an SER on environmental qualification of safety related
electrical equipment to TVA on June 23, 1981. This SER directed TVA to "either
prpide documentation of the missing qualification information which demon-
strated that safety-related equipment meets the 00R Guidelines or NUREG-0588
requirements or commit to a corrective action [requalification, replacement
(etc.)]." TVA was required to respond to NRC within 90 days of receipt of the
SER. In response, TVA submitted additional information regarding the quali-
fication of safety-related electrical equipment. This information was evalu-
ated for the staff by the Franklin Research Center (FRC) to (1) identify all
cases where TVA's response did not resolve the significant qualification
issues, (2) evaluate TVA's qualification documentation in accordance with
established criteria to determine which equipment had adequate documentation
and which did not, and (3) evaluate TVA's qualification documentation for
safety-related electrical equipment located in harsh environments required for
implementation of TMI Lessons Learned. FRC issued a Technical Evaluation
Report (TER) on March 31, 1983. The staff issued an SER on April 26, 1983,
with the FRC TER as an attachment.

A final rule on environmental qualification of electric equipment important to
safety for nuclear power plants became effective on February 22, 1983. This
.ule, 10 CFR 50.49, specifies the requirements for electrical equipment
important to safety located in a harsh environment. In accordance with this
rule, equipment for Sequoyah Units 1 and 2 may be qualified to the criteria
specified in either the 00R guidelines or NUREG-0588, except for replacement
equipment. Replacement equipment installed after February 22, 1983, must be
qualified in accordance with 10 CFR 50.49, using the guidance of Regulatory
Guide (RG) 1.89, unless there are sound reasons to the contrary.
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The staff met with each licensee for whom FRC had prepared a TER to discuss all
remaining open issues regarding environmental qualification, including the
acceptability of the environmental conditions for equipment qualification
purposes, if this issue had not yet been resolved.

On May 10, 1984, the staff and TVA met to discuss TVA's proposed method to
resolve the environmental qualification deficiencies identified in the staff's
SER and FRC's supporting TER transmitted on April 26, 1983. Discussions also
included TVA's general methodology for compliance with 10 CFR 50.49. The
minutes of the meeting and proposed method of resolution for each of the
environmental qualification deficiencies are documented in TVA submittals by
letters dated March 26, December 23, 1985 and January 29, 1986.

On August 21-22, 1985, TVA shut down both Sequoyah units because of concerns
that documentation at TVA nuclear sites might be inadequate for environmental
qualification of electrical equipment within the scope of 10 CFR 50.49. This
decision was based on the results of a TVA management review of the environ-
mental qualification activities for compliance with 10 CFR 50.49 (conducted by
TVA staff and Westec Services, Inc.). Based on this decision and the results
of the review, TVA initiated an in-depth program to ensure that environmental
qualification of all electrical equipment within the scope of 10 CFR 50.49 was
established at Sequoyah and all other TVA nuclear sites.

3.2.1.2 Evaluation

Summary of Review

The staff evaluation of TVA's electrical equipment qualification program is
based on the results of a review of (1) TVA's proposed resolutions of the
equipment qualification deficiencies identified in the SER and TER; (2) TVA's
compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.49; (3) TVA's Corporate Nuclear
Performance Plan, Revision 4, and Sequoyah Nuclear Performance Plan, Revision
1; and (4) the staff's equipment qualification audit November 18-22, 1985, and
the staff equipment qualification inspections January 6-17, February 10-14,
June 23-27, and December 8-12, 1986, and April 6-10, 1987.

Proposed Resolutions of Identified Deficiencies

TVA described its proposed resolutions for the equipment environmental qualifi-
cation deficiencies identified in the SER and the TER in submittals dated
March 26 and December 23, 1985, and January 29, 1986. During its May 10, 1984,
meeting with TVA, the staff discussed the proposed resolution of each defi-
ciency for each equipment item identified in the TER and found TVA's approach
for resolving the identified environmental qualification deficiencies accept-
able. The majority of deficiencies identified were documentation, similarity,
aging, qualified life, and replacement schedule. All open items identified in
the SER also were discussed, and the staff found TVA's resolution of these
items acceptable.

TVA's approach for addressing and resolving the identified deficiencies
includes replacing equipment, performing additional analyses, using additional
qualification documentation beyond that reviewed by FRC, obtaining additional
qualification documentation, and determining that some equipment is outside the
scope of 10 CFR 50.49 and need not be environmentally qualified (equipment
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f

located in a mild environment). The staff discussed the proposed resolutions
) in detail, on an item-by-item basis, with TVA during the meeting of May 10,

1984.

Replacing or exempting equipment, for an acceptable reason, is an acceptable ;

: method for resolving environmental qualification deficiencies. More lengthy ;j

discussions with TVA concerned the use of additional analyses or documentation.
Although the staff did not review the additional analyses or documentation dur-3

) ing the meeting, the staff did discuss how analysis was being used to resolve f

deficiencies identified in the TER and the content of the additional documenta-
' tion to determine the acceptability of these methods. During November 18-22, i

1985, the staff and a consultant from EG&G Idaho, performed an audit of the *

Sequoyah electrical equipment environmental qualification binders and inspected
selected equipment. During January 6-17, February 10-14, June 23-27, and
December 8-12, 1986, and April 6-10, 1987, the staff and its consultants from

,

Sandia Natit.,a1 Laboratories inspected the Sequoyah equipment qualification (EQ) -

: binders and selected equipment and reviewed Sequoyah's implementation of the *

1 10 CFR 50.49 program.

On the basis of its discussions with TVA, the review of the submittals, and the [
'

i audit and inspections, the staff finds TVA's approach for resolving the identi-
fied environmental qualification deficiencies acceptable. *

,

Evaluation of Compliance with 10 CFR 50.49

All equipment that is located in a potentially harsh environment and is required
to mitigate the consequences of a design-basis event (DBE) at Sequoyah has been,

identified in accordance with 10 CFR 50.49(b)(1). TVA identified the equipment f
'

by reviewing all systems on which the safety analysis in the FSAR is dependent. !;

| Other systems or equipment necessary to support these systems also were iden-
tified by TVA.

j From the safety systems identified above, TVA conducted a survey of the safety +
related equipment within the potentially harsh environment that resulted from a1

DBE. This survey was conducted using electrical instrument tabulations, mechani-,

cal piping drawings, mechanical heating and ventilation drawings, instrumentation !
'

and control drawings, electrical equipment drawings, and conduit . a grounding,

drawings to identify the safety-related components. TVA verified the equipment4

4 qualification by a field survey of the installed components to certify proper
correlations between the qualification documents and the in situ equipment.,

!

! TVA determined that DBEs in the area covered by 10 CFR 50.49 are high-energy ;

line breaks (HELBs) both inside and outside of containment and loss-of-coolant i

accidents (LOCAs). Equipment in the 10 CFR 50.49 program was evaluated for the I1

) harsh environments through which it must function and/or not fail. These en- [
j vironments include flooding both inside and outside containment as a result of !

j a DBE. ;

; ;

1 TVA also evaluated other accidents in Chapter 15 in the Sequoyah FSAR that did !
1 not fit the 10 CFR 50.49 DBE definition as interpreted above, but that have the
I potential to produce environments more severe than those encountered during

normal operation or anticipated operational occurrences. These accidents are
| the waste gas decay tank rupture (WGDTR), the fuel handling accident (FHA), and i

i i
;

||
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the steam generator tube rupture (SGTR). The WGDTR and SGTR do not produce
unusual temperature or pressure environments, and the radiation environments
associated with them are not significant. Radiation doses to equipment neces-
sary for mitigation of these events are less than 104 rads. The FHA results in
relatively mild radiological consequences that are restricted to zones-of-
influence about the auxiliary building gas treatment system (ABGTS) charcoal

3

beds in both units. The only equipment in the scope of 10 CFR 50.49 affected i

by the FHA is reflected in the category and operating times document for>

Sequoyah and is qualified to more harsh environments than that produced by the
FHA.

,

.

In summary, the 10 CFR 50.49 DBEs at Sequoyah that produce harsh environments I
are those events that are identified as LOCAs and HELBs inside containment and '

outside containment. The FHA, occurring in the fuel handling area, is the only
,

other Sequoyah FSAR Chapter 15 event which produces a harsh environment.

TVA environmental data drawings are design output documents that identify and
define the conditions of all harsh zones that contain 10 CFR 50.49 scope equip-
ment. These harsh zones result from the DBEs. All environmental parameters
necessary for design, procurement, and qualification of equipment in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.49 are specified on these drawings. These parameters include
normal, abnormal, and accident values for temperature, pressure, relative humid-

j ity, radiation (expressed as a 40 year integrated dose and an accident dose), .

i flooding level (from a LOCA and HELB including contribution from spray), and '

; spray chemistry. LOCA and HELB pressure, temperature, and relative humidity |
profiles are provided. The environmental parameters shown on the drawings are !

i derived from a number of supporting calculations that are referenced on the ,

'

! drawings.

TVA's approach for identifying equipment within the scope of 10 CFR 50.49(b)(1)
is in accordance with the requirements of that paragraph, and, therefore, is
acceptable.

The paragraphs Delow summarize the method used by TVA to identify electrical l

equipment within the scope of 10 CFR 50.49(b)(2), "Nonsafety-related electric
equipment whose failure under postulated environmental conditions could prevent
satisfactory accomplishment of safety functions...."

Electrical equipment that is not safety related and is exposed to harsh acci-
dent environments must not fail in a manner that can prevent safety-related
electrical equipment from performing its safety function. In response to IE
Information Notice 79-22, TVA evaluated devices that are not safety related for

| their potential to adversely affect safety-related devices as a result of environ-
mentally induced failures. Flow, control and logic diagrams for all safety-:
related process systems were reviewed to determine all interfaces with equipment
that is not safety related. Detailed wiring diagrams were used if the nature of

i an interface was not clear from the control and logic diagrams. Each interface
with equipment that is not safety related was evaluated for its potential to
adversely affect safety functions, and the results were documented.;

j
i The result of this study showed that six devices (three per unit in the re-
! sidual heat removal (RHR) system) that are not Class 1E have the potential to
j adversely affect RHR. However, a f ailure modes evaluation of these devices

:
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concluded that the devices would not adversely affect RHR if their cables were
environmentally qualified. These cables are environmentally qualified and have
been added to the appropriate binders and the 10 CFR 50.49 List to ensure their -

continued qualification. The evaluation also identified cases where disruptive
signals could be generated, but in each case the operator has sufficient indica-
tion of the event and sufficient time to take corrective action.

TVA performed separate evaluation of the Class 1E power system to investigate
the effects of environmentally induced failures. The design basis of the Class
1E power systems includes protective features for coordinated, selective clear-
ing of single random faults and overloads. Most failures of non qualified
equipment from environmental causes will occur in a random fashion. The Class
1E power system is therefore adequately protected by its own design for most
environmentally induced failures. The operation of this electrical protection,

I was examined in analyses done to verify the protection of primary containment
electrical penetrations and in analyses done to identify associated circuits as

| defined for 10 CFR 50, Appendix R. The protection has been shown to satisfy
j its design basis. Submergence and spray effects may, however, cause multiple

non qualified electrical equipment and cable termination faults. This type of
failure is outside the design basis of the Class 1E power system. Devices and
junction boxes exposed to containment spray or to submergence inside containment
or to submergence outside containment that are not qualified for these condi-
tions have been identified. Evaluations of the effects of multiple faults from
these circuits on the ability of the Class 1E power system to provide power toi

essential equipment show that unacceptable degradation of the Class 1E power,

system would not occur.
*

The staff finds the methodology being used by TVA acceptable bec use it provides
reasonable assurance that equipment within the scope of 10 CFR 50.49(b)(2) has
been identified.

I With regard to 10 CFR 50.4S(b)(3), TVA evaluated existing system arrangements t

and identified equipment for the variables defined in RG 1.97, Revision 2. TVA
has submitted for staff review a report outlining the results of the review and
schedules for modifications. Because the review is not complete, some of thee

equipment items jointly within the scope of NUREG-0737 and RG 1.97 have not4

I been included in the 10 CFR 50.49 scope. When the RG 1.97 report and equipment
lists contained therein have been finalized and accepted by the staff, appro-

,
priate equipment not already in the 10 CFR 50.49 scope will be added in accor-

! dance with the RG 1.97 implementation schedule.
.

| TVA will complete environmental qualification of the applicable FSAR Class 1E-
| designed instrumentation and the FSAR post-accident monitoring (PAM) instrumenta-

tion before plant restart. For those instruments already added to the plant be-
cause of a commitment to meet post-TMI requirements (NUREGs-0578 and -0737), TVA
will ccmplete its environmental qualification in accordance with its responses
to those NUREGs or any extension granted with respect to those responses.

For instrumentation that is not considered operable or not installed but that
will be complete by sta* tup from Unit 2, Cycle 4 refueling outage in accordance
with the implementation schedule for RG 1.97 or post-TMI NUREGs, environmental
qualification will be complete when the equipment is installed and operable.
For that instrumentation that exists at the plants but that was not included in
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the original PAM instrumentation set but that will be Catagory 1 or 2 RG 1.97
instrumentation, TVA will complete environmental qualification in accordance
with the implementation schedule for RG 1.97.'

TVA has investigated whether proper consideration of the equipment used in
execution of emergency operating instruction (E01) requirements has been given
in the development of the 10 CFR 50.49 equipment scope. The following were

,

considered:

(1) Does the plant operator have reliable instruments to identify and mitigate
the consequences of DBEs?

(2) Have those instruments been marked to indicate their importance to the
plant operator?

TVA's installed PAM indicators are specifically identified to the main control
room operator. The indicators are marked either P1 or P2, which indicates the
function these indicators fulfill as PAM channel 1 or PAM channel 2. This method
of marking the indicators on the main control room boards shows their importance
(rather than requiring that they be singled out in the plant procedures as being
environmentally qualified and safety related).

These installed PAM indicators are served by instruments (e.g., transmitter)
that are qualified to meet the 10 CFR 50.49 requirements. When other activi-
ties are implemented (in accordance with NUREG-0737 and RG 1.97), instruments
presently installed but not requiring specific identification and qualification
may have to be upgraded.

TVA has concluded that the PAM equipment that will be installed and qualified
at plant restart will give the operator the information necessary to identify
and mitigate DBEs and will be appropriately marked to indicate its importance.

The staff finds TVA's approach to identifying equipment within the scope of
10 CFR 50.49(b)(3) acceptable because it is in accordance with the requirements
of that paragraph.

3.2.1.3 Conclusions

On the basis of its evaluation, the staff has reached the following conclusions
with regard to the qualification of electric equipment important to safety
within the scope of 10 CFR 50.49:

(1) The Sequoyah electrical equipment environmental qualification program
complies with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.49.

(2) TVA's proposed resplutions for each of the environmental qualification
deficiencies identified in the staff's SER and the FRC's TER are4

acceptable.

The staff's findings regarding compliance with 10 CFR 50.49 rely on certain
modifications / replacements that must be completed fcr the affected equipment to
be qualified. By letter dated February 27, 1988, TVA provided certification
that all restart work is complete.
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3.2.2 Superheat Transient (Main Steam Temperature Issue)

TVA designed Sequoyah to withstand an unisolable break in a main steam line
either inside containment or in the main steam valve vaults (MSVVs) located
outside containment. As part of this design the electrical equipment used
during this accident would be required to operate in the high temperatures
generated by such a line break. After the plant was completed, the information
on which the design was based was changed by Westinghouse. This resulted in
increased accident peak temperatures in containment and the valve vaults. As a
consequence, the design of the equipment located in these areas required re-
evaluation. This issue is discussed in Section III.6 of the SNPP.

3.2.2.1 Main Steam Line Break in Main Steam Valve Vaults

This is an issue generic to recirculating steam generators and is not peculiar
to Sequoyah. The issue arises from the consideration that during certain pos-
tulated line break accidents, portions of steam generator tubes will be un-
covered. This uncovering would result in the release of superheated steam
rather than saturated steam. This issue of higher temperatures during a main
steam line break (MSLB) was initially considered for inside containment; how-
ever, TVA also identified it as an issue in the MSVVs. The valve vaults are
adjacent to the containments for Units 1 and 2. Each unit has two vaults (east
and west valve vaults).

TVA considered three options in resolving this issue and chose the option of
having Westinghouse re-analyze the MSLB in the valve vault using an updated
containment /subcompartment computer code, COMPACT. This code models buoyancy
due to steam temperature, which is an important model for the vaults because it
accounts for the chimney effect which is physically present in the vaults. The
code shows that outside air is pulled into the vault, which produces a
significant temperature reduction. By letter dated August 13, 1986, TVA sub-
mitted a report, "Main Steamline Break Environmental Qualification Study for
TVA Sequoyah Units 1 and 2 Main Steam Valve Vaults."

The mass and energy relea:e data from Westinghouse Topical Report WCAP-10961,
Revision 1, were used as input to tne Westinghouse computer code COMPACT for
calculating the temperature profiles in the valve vaults. TVA then performed a
thermal lag analysis to obtain the component temperature response.

Mass and Enercy Release Data

The mass and energy release data for Sequoyah are in "Category 2" of
' WCAP-10961, which was prepared under the auspices of the Westinghouse Owners

Group High Energy Line Break /Superheated Blowdown Outside Containment subgroup
program.

The Westinghouse computer code LOFTRAN was used for this calculation. The code
was modified to account for heat transfer to the steam during steam generator
tube bundle uncovery. (This modification is described in WCAP-8822, Supple-
ment 1, which the staff acknowledged as acceptable by letter dated May 27,
1986.)

TVA postulated a spectrum of breakt.,, including a double-ended 1.4-square-foot
rupture of the steam line, a 0.9-square-foot break upstream of the main steam
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line check valve, and a 0.9-square-foot break downstream of the main steam line
check valve. The 1.4-square-foot break results in automatic isolation of the
main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) and the most rapid uncovering tube bundle,
and, therefore, the earliest onset of superheat. The 0.9-square-foot break up-
stream of the check valve is similar to the 1,4-square-foot break except that
the blowdown rate is lower and the duration of blowdown is longer. Even though
automatic isolation of the MSIVs does not occur, the check valve prevents the
other three steam generators from blowing down. The 0.9-square-foot break
downstream of the check valve does not initiate MSIV closure, and, therefore,
all four steam generators blow down. As a result, the tube bundle is uncovered
late in the transient. The total blowdown energy from the four steam
generators is significantly higher than that from one steam generator. The
results of the analyses indicate that the 0.9-square-foot break downstream of
the check valve is the limiting case.

Compartment Temperature and Component Thermal Lag Analyses

In calculating compartment temperature profiles using the COMPACT computer code,
the buoyancy force resulting from temperature stratification and the density of
the steam are represented by the gravity term in the momentum equation. TVA
found that buoyancy initiates a natural circulation pattern that pulls cold
outside air into the vault and pushes hot air out through the blowoff roof
panel. Natural circulation significantly reduces the temperature in the vault.
The natural circulation phenomenon and its effects were originally identified
in the COMPACT code calculations and later confirmed by a TVA calculation using
the RELAP5 computer code. They were also confirmed by the staff's consultant,
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL), using the COBREE computer code.

In the calculation of the valve vault temperature response, the concrete walls
and steel structures were counted as heat sinks. Condensation heat transfer
based on the Uchida correlation was modeled until the surface temperature
reached the saturation temperature corresponding to the pressure in the vault.
Afterwards, natural convective heat transfer was modeled. For the components,
different heat transfer coefficients were used to maximize the component sur-
face temperature responses. Four times the Uchida correlation and forced-
convection, heat-transfer coefficients were used in modeling the condensing
mode and saturation mode, respectively. This approach is conservative and in
accordance with the staff guidance in NUREG-0588. It is, therefore,
acceptable.

Results of the Analysis

Westinghouse analyzed six cases for the two valve vaults using the COMPACT com-
puter code. The rapid blowdown of the steam generator for the 1.4-square-foot
and 0.9-square-foot breaks upstream of the check valve cause natural circula-
tion to occur early in the transient. Therefore, the cooling effect of natural
circulation mitigates the temperature rise in the valve vaults. However, the
0.9-square-foot break downstream of the check valve results in all four steam
generators blowing down and delays the natural circulation effect. This delay
results in a higher vault temperature. The results in the TVA submittal in-
dicate that the 0.9-square-foot break downstream of the check valve in the west
valve vault is the worst case. For this case, the vault air temperature rises
to 302 F from 140'F in the first 10 seconds after the break. Thereafter, the
vault air temperature slowly rises to 323 F by 250 seconds. At that time, the
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tube bundles start to uncover; the vault temperature increases to 430 F at
about 510 seconds, and stays at about 430 F for 70 seconds. At 543 seconds,

,

the mass release rates have dropped enough for natural circulation to begin.<

Natural circulation and the termination of the blowdown at 600 seconds cause a,' rapid cooldown of the vault to temperatures below 200 F.

A sensitivity study showed that the results are not sensitive to the nodaliza-
tion model chosen for the valve vault. f. blowoff roof flow area sensitivity
study also showed that the compartment air temperature rise is only slightly
sensitive to the flow area. '

The resulting surface temperature profile for a MSIV is shown in Figure 6.3-5
of the TVA report submitted August 13, 1986. The peak temperature is 365 F.
The resulting surface temperature profiles of an ASCO solenoid valve and con-
duit are shown in Figures 6.3-11 and 6.3-19, respectively, of the TVA report.
The peak temperature is about 380 F in both cases. These peak component sur-
face temperatures are higher than the qualification temperature limit of 325 F.

:

Confirmatory Analyses Performed by TVA and PNL

Westinghouse performed the analyses discussed above for TVA, using the COMPACT,

J computer code. TVA performed an independent, confirmatory analysis using the
RELAP5 computer code. The results based on RELAP5 are similar to those obtained
using COMPACT with respect to the shape of the temperature profiles and the l

phenomenon of natural circulation. The predicted timing of the temperature
spike and the onset of natural circulation cooldown were in close agreement in
the two calculations. The predicted peak temperature and steady-state temper-
ature values also were close, with the RELAPS results being somewhat higher.

i Using RELAP5, TVA analyzed additional cases assuming a smaller break size (0.3
] squire feet) and different initial power levels (102 percent and 70 percent).

The effect of initial power on the vault temperature response was insignificant,
and the temperature response for the smaller break size was less severe. There-
fore, TVA believed that the spectrum of break sizes chosen in the Westinghouse
COMPACT analysis was acceptable. lhe staff agrees with TVA on the adequacy of
tha break spectrum analyzed.

'

At the staff's request, PNL performed an independent confirmatory analysis using
the COBREE computer code. (This code has previously been used for the calcula-'

tion of compartmental pressure / temperature response following a postulated HELB.)
The results of the PNL analysis show good agreement with the shape and timing

| of the temperature profiles obtained for the three cases analyzed in the
,

Westinghouse COMPACT analysis (the 1.4-square-foot break, the 0.9-square-foot,

break upstream of the check valve, and the 0.9-square-foot break downsteam of
the check valve in the west valve vault). The PNL results confirm the effecti

' of the natural circulation phenomenon identified in the TVA analysis. Quanti-
1 tatively, the COBREE calculations predicted higher room temperatures but lower
j component surface temperatsres. One of the main reasons for this is the way in '

: which the COBREE code mode:s heat transfer. The current version of the COBREE
| code used the same heat transfer coefficient for strucural heat sinks and safety-
j related components. The COMPACT code, however, minimizes heat transfer to the

l
f

$
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j structural heat sinks and maximizes the heat transfer to the safety-related com- ;

: ponents. This approach is more conservative for component surface temperature j
i calculations and is consistent with the guidance in NUREG-0588. Therefore, the !
j staff finds the component surface temperature profiles calculated with the i
j COMPACT code to be acceptable for equipment qualification. '

i !
j Internal Heat Transfer !
! :

j TVA analyzed the thermal response of electrical components to the surface |
temperature profiles to show that the internal temperatures reached during the !,

] MSLB are bounded by the internal temperatures from the quantification testing,

j This modeling methodology was the subject submittals to the NRC as well as |
several meetings with the NRC concerning the acceptability of using the metho- !

j dology for establishing environmental qualification of equipment. A detailed |

) review and technical evaluation of the licensee's submittals on this issue was i
J conducted by FRC under contract to the NRC. The results of that work wero |
1 reported in FRC TER-C5506-658, "Review of Thermal Analysis of Electrical Equip- |
: ment for Main Steam Line Break Environmental Qualification, Sequoyah Units 1
j and 2," dated May 8, 1987. This TER is included as Appendix C to this SER. |
1 NRC staff has reviewed the TER and the staff agrees with the conclusions in the j
j FRC TER that there is reasonable assurance that the heat transfer modeling :

j accurately reflects component temperatures during a MSLB. Where assumptions j
! were required during the modeling, TVA maintained a conservative approach,

i
j providing additional assurance that the predicted component temperatures during !

I the MSLB approach a worst-case scenario. Therefore, TVA has effectively demon- |
j strated that the components located in the MSVVs identified in Table 1 of the .

| TER would not exceed their qualified temperature profile during a MSLB and are !

| considered qualified for this condition. The staff further concludes that this
j methodology would be acceptable (with proper application) for demonstrating qual-

ification of equipment which was not included in Table 1 of the TER and was
located in the valve vaults.;

! 3.2.2.2 Main Steam Line Break Inside Containment
1

1 Westinghouse, on behalf of TVA and Duke Power, modified the LOTIC III computer
| code to include the cooling effects of the ice melt water spraying out of the
; ice condenser drains. A test program that included full-scale modeling of the
j spray out of a drain was undertaken to support the changes to the LOTIC code.
j A COBRA NC analysis was also performed to provide a very detailed analysis of
j the containment temperature transient. This work is contained in two topical
a reports, WCAP-10986 and -10988. These analyses showed that the spray effects
| of the ice melt water totally offset the energy addition due to superheated
f steam after tube bundle uncovery. The peak temperature inside Watts Bar
! containment was reduced frcm 327'F to 315 F. Duke Power saw similar results
j for its Catawaba plant.
:

TVA reviewed the Watts Bar analysis for applicability to Sequoyah and deter-'

mined that a Sequoyah specific analysis was necessary. This additional analy-
sis was required because of the minor differences between the two plants in.

j structural arrangements inside containment. The analysis used Sequoyah-
| specific steam line break masses and energy releases. The results of this

)
i
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i

analysis indicated that the curreit FSAR steam line break temperature profiles
were conservative and additional analysis was not required.

The staff concludes that the containment temperature profile is acceptable con-
tingent on the verification that the analysis contained in the Westinghouse
Reports WCAP-10986 and -10988 is accurate. The staff's review of these reports2

is being conducted on a generic basis and the results of the generic review
'

will be addressed separately..

I 3.2.2.3 Conlusion i

: I

! The staff finds that this issue is resolved on the basis of the NRC staff review
$

of (1) the TVA main steam temperature issue discussion provided in Part III, ;
j Volume 2, SNPP Revision 1, March 1987; (2) the FRC TER-C5506-658, May 8, 1987; *

4 and (3) the documentation evaluated during the April 6-10, 1987, NRC environ-
mental qualification inspection report 50-327/328 87-22.

3.3 Piece Part Qualification (Procurement).

3.3.1 Introduction

TVA Nuclear Safety Review Staf f (NSRS) reports R-84-17-NPS and R-85-07-NPS
identified deficiencies in TVA's practices for the procurement of safety-related
replacement items. NRC Inspection Report 50-327/328 86-61, dated November 14,

- 1986, cited related deficiencies which were classified as a potential enforce-
"

ment item (50-327/328 86-61-01) for failure to take corrective action. Specifi-
J cally, the TVA program could allow previously qualified equipment to be degraded
; by purchasing replacement components and parts as commercial grade, without

documentation of its qualification and without adequate dedication of the items
by TVA.; ,

t,

! While TVA has taken corrective action to improve the procurement program, TVA '

i had no programmatic requirements for the dedication of commercial grade Items
and had failed to address the effect that past procurement may have had on the'

j quality of installed equipment.

3.3.2 Evaluation
.

} The staff evaluation of TVA's component and piece part qualification program is
1 based on a review of Section 12.0, Component and Piece Part Qualification," of '

1 Part III, "Special Programs," of Volume 2, SNPP, Revision 1, and of an April 1,
j 1987(b) TVA submittal.
J

TVA has established the Sequoyah Replacement Items Project (RIP); the three '

j primary goals of this project are to
a

! (1) verify that previously qualified equipment (seismic and environmental) has
j not been degraded through the use of spare and replacement items ;
1 ;

! (2) establish programs and practices that will ensure that previously qualified
; equipment (seismic and environmental) will not be degraded in the future
j through the use of spare and replacement items
1

i !

!
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j

(3) involve the Division of Nuclear Engineering (DNE) in the procurement process
as an integral function

The major activities of the RIP project follow.,

(1) Before restart TVA will review the plant's maintenance history to identify
the activities where safety-related components or items have been !

replaced.
<

(2) Before restart TVA will perform an evaluation on previously installed 10
CFR 50.49 (environmentally qualified) replacement items and on seismically

I'sensitive components that are installed with'n the Phase I design baseline
and verification program (DBVP) boundary. |

(3) Before restart TVA will establish a conditional release program for
Quality Level II items. This conditional release program permits these
items to be issued and installed before the dedication process for those
items is complete. These items will be tracked from the tite they are
issued through their specific application to ensure future evaluation. ;

(4) After restart TVA will dedicate commercial grade material installed or
currently in stock for use in safety-related applications.

(5) After restart TVA will evaluate commercial grade items located in the
power stores warehouse. The purpose is to determine what may be released
and used for present maintenance.

i (6) After restart TVA will perform an engineering evaluation of the other
safety-related replacement items. j

(7) After restart TVA will develop pre-engineered specifications detailing i

technical and quality requirements, source audit and inspection
requirements, receipt inspection requirements, part conditioning
requirements, and, if applicable, post-maintenance test requirements

Through its RIP, TVA will establish a maintenance history of plant replacement
activities by reviewing maintenance requests, preventive maintenance activi-
ties, surveillance instructions, and work plans. Replacement items are sorted

. with respect to their application (e.g. ,10 CFR 50.49, critical systems, struc-i

tures, and components). DNE will perform a documented engineering review and
evaluation to establish the suitability of replacement items for their intended-

application.

TVA has revised the Sequoyah site procedures to require dedication of new pro- I
curements of commercial grade items used as basic components. A contract i

j engineering group has been established to provide the technical and quality
,

; requirements for new procurements.
I

The NRC inspection of the RIP is discussed in Inspection Report 87-40. All

restart commitments have been completed. An issue was raised regarding the
! screening process used by TVA for replacement parts in seismically qualified

equipment. In some cases, TVA used the historical data base of equipment'

operating experience in earthquakes to conduct its review of the seismic
adequacy of replacement parts. The staff concluded that this was not ar.
acceptable approach for long-term resolution of this issue at Sequoyah as
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i !

discussed in an October 29, 1987 letter to TVA. However, the staff further con-
; cluded that this process could be used to support plant restart. TVA responded

to the staff concern by letter dated December 8, 1987(a); TVA has provided a
long-term program plan by letter dated February 10, 1988, which is under staff
review.

,

3.3.3 Conclusion
s

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, with proper implementation of
the plans, this special issue should be satisfactorily resolved,

i 3.4 Sensing Line Issues '

3.4.1 Line Slope
t

3.4.1.1 Introduction
:

Issues were raised through the employee concerns program concerning the instru-
ment line slope. It was determined that the actual configuration did not match
the requirements for line slope indicated on plant drawings at Sequoyah. Errone-
ous instrument line slope can affect instrument sensor accuracy and lead to an -

instrument error in detecting process conditions outside the safety limits. -

Instrument lines act as a coupling between processes and sensors and, to be ef- ;fective, they must be filled with a known fluid. Insufficient line slope can
cause gas to be entrapped with the liquid medium or may cause gas to condense to
liquid and cause a degradation in instrument accuracy. Some designs allow the
use of high point vents, along the sense line, for venting where the slope can-
not be maintained to ensure that no gas is entrained. Some designs also allow4

the use of condensate collection chambers, for instrument lines where slope can-,

not be maintained, to collect condensed liquid from the gaseous medium. The
employee concerns noted that some instrument lines had either no slope or reverse'

,slope without high point vents.

There appears to be a number of different problems with different solutions.
Some instrument lines have insufficient positive slope while others have a nega-
tive slope. Some instrument lines, such as those within the auxiliary feedwater
system, have been relocated to ensure system functionality, while others in the ,

:effluent gas treatment system (EGTS) require the addition of condensate collec-
|

-

tion chambers. TVA has submitted a report that contains technical details of ;
! such observed problems and the the corrective actions it has taken. TVA has |
] submitted this information by letters dated April 2. July 20(a), December 8,
j 1987(b) and January 22, 1988. In the letter of December 8, 1987, TVA issued

a six volume report titled "ECTG Slope Closure," Rev. 0, dated October 27,i

1987 (RIMS B25 871027015). As a result of this review, TVA has taken the .

) actions listed below.
1 '

t; (1) TVA expanded the identified concern of upward sloping liquid filled lines '

to also include condensation entrapment in downward sloping gas filled,

lines. ;

i

(2) Based on various calculations (SQN-ISL-002), TVA has developed criteria for '

i determining instrument line walkdowns where process and ambient conditions
could cause unacceptable instrument performance for reactor trip, engineered
safety features actuation, or accident monitoring functions.
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(3) Based on these criteria, TVA physically walked down 57 instruments and 83
instrument lines and measured for instrument line slope. TVA recorded all
observed discrepancies on the instrument line slope sketches and each
individual discrepancy was evaluated, dispositioned, and verified by a
second individual for technical adequacy.

(4) TVA issued Electrical Design Standard DS-E18.3.7 to be used for instrument
line slope criteria for future Sequoyah modifications.

(5) TVA conducted a series of tests to determine the velocity of entrapped air
as a function of instrument line slope to determine acceptable slope
criteria (Norris Laboratory Report WR28-1-85-124-R1).

(6) TVA issued calculations to determine the amount of entrapped air in closed !
instrument lines under various temperature and pressure conditions in
order to permit the sizing of the high point vent reservoir (VENTRES 001
JAN, B 43 870123 901).

(7) TVA issued two design change notices (DCN) to add a number of condensate
collection chambers in EGTS (System 65) instrument lines (DCN-X00007 and

i DCN-X00014).

(8) TVA issued a DCN (DCN-X00004) to revise RHR (System 74) instrument line
for slope and to eliminate a number of high point vent valves.

(9) TVA issued a DCN (DCN-X00009) and two ECNs (ECN-7171 and ECN-7172) to
revise auxiliary feedwater (System 3) and containment spray (System 72)
instrument lines for slope and rotate the pressure switch tap for the
auxiliary feedwater system to 120 from top of the suction header, j

!

(10) TVA has revised and issued an instrument maintenance instruction for
filling of scaled instrument systems (IMI-118, Rev. 7).

(11) TVA has prepared and issued maintenance instructions (MI) for backfilled
instrument lines for various systems (MI 19.1 series). i

'

(12) TVA has prepared and issued surveillance instructions for verification of
essential instrument operability (SI-604).

3.4.1.2 Evaluation

TVA prepared a list of all instruments that either detect or mitigate those4

events in FSAR Chapter 15, the reactor protection system, provide an input to
the reactor protection system, or perform engineered safeguard functions. A

number of instrument lines were eliminated from physical walkdown on the basis
of the criteria listed below.

J (1) all instruments mounted by vendors on a vendor supplied package or skid |

(2) all instruments where pressure at the root valves remains above 100 psig,

1 (based on calculation VENTRES 001 JAN)

(3) instrument lines that are sealed
,

4

!
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(4) ambient temperature is low and pressure excursion will not drain the
instrument line during an accident condition

(5) all gaseous filled sense lines that are not subject to condensation,
i

The staff has reviewed these criteria and found them reasonable. Based on
these criteria, 57 instruments and 83 sense lines were identified which
required the physical walkdown.

The staff also has reviewed Norris Laborator,, Test Report WR28-1-85-124.R1,
which indicated that entrapped air in instrument lines sloped at 0.125 inch per
foot or more have no effect on the static transmission of pressure in liquidi

filled lines, even though some air may become entrapped in socket weld fit-
tings. However, the dynamic transmission of pressure may cause significant
oscillation at the transmitter over a transient period of time. TVA has calcu-
lated that an instrument line that tends to be oscillatory during DBA condi-
tions because of entrapped air will exhibit oscillatory behavior during normal
operation and testing. Therefore, this provides the opportunity for corrective

,

i

actions for tne instrument lines that tend to be oscillatory as a result of
entrapped air.

The Norris Laboratory test results did not address the migration of entrapped
air bubbles within horizontal sections or in downward sloping sections fol-
lowing upward sloping portions. However, TVA calculations indicate that air
bubble formation is a concern only in instrument lines operating below 100
psig. This analysis also provided the methodology for sizing of a high point ;
vent reservoir to ensure that the instrument lines remain liquid filled. |

| TVA has applied these test results and conclusions to the 57 instruments and 83
j instruments lines that were physically walked down. Based on this review, the

following findings were identified:

(1) instrument lines that are acceptable met acceptance 12
criteria

(2) instrument lines that are acceptable met acceptance 4
criteria af ter minor adjustment

'

(3) instrument lines that did not meet the acceptance criteria but 47
are acceptable because of the justification provided

(4) instrument lines that require rework before restart 20i

1

i For the 20 instrument lines that required rework, DCNs (X00004, X00007, X00009
and X00014) and ECNs (7171 and 7172) were issued. TVA has dispositioned these
DCNs and new slope values were recurded on the revised diagram. These 20 instru-

| ments covered the wide range of plant systems including auxiliary feedwater,
residual heat removal, containment spray, and effluent gas treatment systems.
For the instrument lines that did not meet the acceptance criteria, TVA has,

evaluated each discrepancy individually on the basis of system requirements,
i

response time, accident environments, operating experience, industry experience
] and Norris test results.

!
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The NRC staff assisted by its consultant, Science Applications International
Corporations, has reviewed the information submitted by TVA and has also met
with the personnel who performed the walkdown and who were responsible for
disposition of the individual findings.

TVA has issued an electrical design standard to be used for instrument line
slope criteria in future modifications. TVA also is planning to issue in the
near future an instrumentation engineering requirements specification that
specifies the design standards and the required QA inspections. The staff has
reviewed the new electrical design standard and believes that design standard

,

together with the instrument specification will prevent the future recurrence |of the problem.

3.4.1.3 Conclusion

The TVA study has adequately considered the needed accuracy requirements for
safety-related instruments and the technical justification contains the
rationale for allowances in instrument inaccuracies. Based on its review of
test results, analysis, and design standards for instrument line slope, the
staff finds the instrument line slope issue is adequately resolved for
Sequoyah.

3.4.2 Compression Fittings

Compression fittings from multiple manufactures are in stock at Sequoyah. Many
of them are similar in appearance, but not interchangeable in design. Issues
arising from the employee concerns special program were that there are mixed
fittings and improper installation resulting from lack of training and inadequate
quality assurance. Tests were performed at Singleton Materials Engineering
Laboratory of various configurations of compression fittings. The report con-
cluded that regardless of different manufacturers or installation techniques, a
compression fitting that successfully passes hydrotesting will serve its
intended purpose.

TVA has initiated corrective actions that include periodic training for craft
perscnnel and a procedure defining requirements for installation of compression
fittings. Sequoyah will also stock and emphasize the use of one type of
fitting, except for equipment interfaces with special types of fitting connec-
tions. On the basis of its review of Element Report C017304 and the above in-
formation, the staff concludes that the concerns regarding compression fittings
are resolved.

3.4.3 Teflon Tape

Teflon tape has been used as a sealant in pipe thread fittings at TVA plants.
Under high temperature or radiation conditions, the teflon tape may release
flourides that would induce stress corrosion cracking of the stainless steel
fitting. Although Sequoyah plant procedurec prohibit the use of teflon under
high temperature / radiation conditions, a concern at Watts Bar led to an inspec-
tion at Sequoyah. Two cases not conforming to the procedural requirements were
found and repaired. This issue was tracked as Finding A-5 of the Nuclear
Manager Review Group findings, Element Report OP30901, and in Section 111.9.3
of the SNPP. As discussed in NRC Inspection Report 87-37, actions for plant
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restart are complete. As a long-term action, corporate guidance on the use of
teflon tape and a single-defined tape replacement plari will be issued.

3.5 Welding |
,

| 3.5.1 Introduction

In Section III 8 of the SNPP, TVA discusses the welding project program to eval-
uate the adequacy of the TVA welding program for all of the TVA plants and the
suitability of welded structures and systems for service. In addition, approxi-
mately 30 percent of the safety-related employee concerns pertain to various ;

aspects of the TVA welding program. Of these concerns, 26 pertained specifically
to the Sequoyah plant and 119 were judged to be generic, thus may be applicable
to the Sequoyah site. TVA efforts to resolve welding issues were directed first
at the Sequoyah site.

,

By letter dated January 17, 1986, TVA formally submitted its program plan to
address employee concerns related to welding for staff review. In essence, TVA
formulated its program to evaluate the welding program at each TVA nuclear
power plant in two separate work phases. The Phase I effort consisted of a
review of the written TVA welding program (design documents, policies, and
procedures) to ensure that the welding program correctly reflects TVA's licens-
ing commitments and regulatory requirements. The Phase II effort consisted of,

actual reinspection of selected welds and the inspection results were used to
evaluate the implementation of the written welding program. The sampled welds
evaluated to determine whether the welds made by TVA in the field meet the

; applicable code requirements and are adequate for service.
1
) In both phases of the program plan, TVA was to identify and categorize any
! deficiencies in the existing program, correct the problems, and implement

changes to prevent recurrence.i

3.5.2 Evaluation

Phase I Program Plan

The Phase I program consisted of the following subtasks:

review TVA commitments to NRC

* verify that the written program reflects those commitments
' ' determine that weld-related commitments are reflected in design output

' determine that the programs implemented by the Offices of Construction ,

'and Nuclear Operations, as applicable, reflect design output and quality
! documents

' assemble employee concerns by type and plant
,

' analyze and evaluate quality indicators that may have impacted on the
,

programs'

i

i
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' issue an adequacy statement regarding written programs to
implement / control welding activities

As a result of the evaluation of the Sequoyah related employee concerns, TVA
concluded that there were five problem areas of a programmatic nature which are
to be addressed. These five areas concerned (1) box anchor design deficiencies
(2) Nuclear Operations (NO) prog;cmmatic defielencies regarding compliance with
ANSI N45.2.5 where a required inspection was performed by someone other than
the OC inspectors, (3) inadequacies in the inservice inspection (ISI) program,
(4) 4. spacific case of poor welder performance, and (5) minor implementation
deficiencies in the NO welder qualification continuity program. None of these
problems involved hardware deficiencies. The most significant recommendation
is to stop the practice that allows welders to update their welder performance !
qualifications by running a bead on plate rather than making a full penetration '

weld.

The staff found that TVA's Phase I effort of this program required a review of
its requirements and commitments and search for the specific TVA document
(e.g., specification, procedure, or instruction) that provided for implementa-
tion of these commitments or requirements. However, TVA had so many tiers of
documents with overlapping requirements that were produced by different TVA
organizations that it made it almost impossible to understand and verify that
all of TVA's own requirements were implemented.

For example, in the FSAR TVA stated that structural steel welding would be
conducted in accordance with the American Welding Society (AWS) D1.0-69, "Code
for Welding Building Construction," or later versions, up to AWS D1.1-Rev.
2-74, "Structural Welding Code." Section 6 of all these codes specifies: "The
inspector shall examine the work to make certain that it meets the requirements
of Section 3...." The requirements for fit up are specified in Section 3.

The staff recognizes that fit up inspections for fabrications that are not
safety related may be waived, but for safety-related fabrications, fit up re-
quirements must be met in these codes to meet Appendix 8 of 10 CFR 50. If an
unacceptable fit up is incorporated in a welded fabrication, the effective weld
size may not be adequate for structural integrity. The results of the TVA
welding project revealed that fit up inspections were not performed as a
quality control function because they had not been incorporated in the draw-
ings. TVA's proposed actions to resolve these problems are addressed in
Section 3.5.3 below.

Phase II Program Plan

The Phase II program consisted of the following subtasks:

contract with an outside consultant, APTECH Engineering, to assess plant
fitness for service

O contract with an outside consultant, Bechtel Power Corporation, to perform
independent audits of the welding programs of TVA's Office of Construction
and the Office of Nuclear Operations

evaluate the need for reinspections based on the result of an evaluation
of quality indicators
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* implement any additional reinspections and deficiency resolutions

The res11ts of the Phase II efforts of TVA's welding program are discussed
below.

The APTECH Engineering review consisted of a review of (1) historical records
and activities related to the production of welds under Sequoyah's welding and
inspection program, (2) preservice and inservice inspection records of welds,
and (3) licensee event reports (LER) relating to weld quality. APTECH
concluded that (1) the welding program contained the necessary controls to
ensure high quality welds (2) the rate of significant indications detected
during the preservice and inservice inspections is low, and (3) no LERs were
generated that are related to poor quality field welds. In summary, there is
no evidence that the quality of welds at the Sequoyah plant is such that they

,

are not fit for their intended service,
i

The Bechtel audit concluded that TVA had an effective program related to weld-
ing and NDE at the Sequoyah site. However, the auditors noted that some of the
program documents were confusing, overlapping, repetitive, and unclear. The
Bechtel audit team recommended that the quality control program be centralized
to one level of authority for uniformity and consistency.

The Bechtel audit provided an outside evaluation of TVA's approach to meeting
; its FSAR commitments. The auditors selected the weld joints for the systems

selected by TVA and reviewed the documentation. The audit team reviewed each
weld document package for the 17 key elements listed below.

* implementation of technical and welding program requirements
adequacy of design output document (not in terms of technical adequacy)

* initial welding operator qualifications
* maintenance of welding operator qualifications
* renewal of welding operator qualifications |

initial welding inspector qualifications t

* maintenance of welding inspector qualifications
* renewal of welding inspector qualifications

use of appropriate welding porcedures;

| use of appropriate inspection procedures
use of appropriately trained and qualified personnel

' use and control of welding filler materials ;
* in process control of welding
* documentation of the above activities
* nonconformance reports and corrective actions

adequacy of the training programs
,

The Bechtel audit resulted in one audit finding concerning procedural errors in
the use and control of filler materials by the Office of Construction. Tho
effect of the errors (the post weld heat treatment temperature and time were

i less than specified and yield strength not recorded as specified) was minimal
on the hardware produced. The code requirements (FSAR commitments) were met,
but this indicated that TVA did not follow its own procedures.

,

1

The most significant recommendation made by the Bechtel auditors is that TVA, !
wherever possible, should centralize the quality assurance program to one level l

,

of authority for uniformity and consistency.
,

1

!
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The staff found that the APTECH Engineering review of preservice and inservice
inspection results did not appear germane to the employee concerns. Because of
the attributes visually inspected and because the operating stresses were so
small compared with the seismically induced stresses or stresses induced by
postulated design events, the staff does not attach any significance to the
study except to indicate that defects and deficiencies great enough to have
resulted in failure during normal plant operation probably do not exist.

The Bechtel audit of records was performed in Phase II after TVA had reviewed
its records. TVA's review and resolutions of discrepancies are reported in the
Welding Project Generic Employee Concern Evaluation Reports WP-03-SQN,
WP-06-SQN, and WP-07-SQN. Because of this sequence of review, it is
understandable that the Bechtel audit did not find any discrepancies of
significance.

TVA Welding Reinspection

The Sequoyah Welding Reinspection Plan specified, among other elements, a
reinspection of (1) 333 piping welds in 7 systems, (2) 15 welds in spiral
welded duct, and (3) 403 joints (1394 welds) in 50 structures.

Inis reinspection scope was purposely skewed towards areas where less stringent
criteria were specified and, thus, fewer QC checks were required and applied
during construction. The reasoning behind this approach was that, if there
were welding problems, these are the areas where the problems would most likely
be reflected in the plant hardware. The results of the TVA reinspection effort
are summarized below.

(1) Pipe Welds

Table 3.1 prese.its the results of TVA's reinspection of piping welds. In terms
of components, the rejection rate is about 55 percent (184/333). In terms of
deficient weld attributes contained per weld, the rate of deficient welds is
about 4 percent (184/4566). Obviously, both numbers are misleading in that the
first number tends to magnify the severity of the problems, particularly when
one considers that 104 out of 184 are in the arc strike / spatter category. The
weld spatter / arc strike indications are superficial indications and should have
been reportable, but they should not be a cause for rejection. The superficial
arc strikes and spatters should have been removed by light grinding, as
required by TVA's internal procedures. The second number (4 percent rejection
rate) is also misleading; it tends to obfuscate the fact that these indications
are generally indicative of poor quality and should have been detected and
properly addressed during construction.

Cracking is an important attribute for inspection and no cracks were found.
Five welds required additional surface rework to remove NDE surface indica-
tions. Grinding encroached upon the rinufacturer's minimum wall thickness in
one of these five welds; however, the remaining wall thickness was more than
twice the design wall thickness. It should be noted that the paint removing
techniques used (rotary wire brushes and flapper wheels) also changed the
original inspection surface and presented an altered surf ace for 7tdnspection.
These slightly altered surfaces will provide different reinspectiori results.
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Discrepan les other than those related to size, shape, location, undercut, and
i

contour / transition that were discovered by visual examination were accepted based :

on NDE results, that is, by magnetic particle or liquid penetrant testing. The !
engineering evaluations showed that all of the visually detected indications for >

all attributes were acceptable; i.e., they met the applicable design stress
limits. ;

The reinspection results for piping welds are shown in Table 3.1. Table 3.2 is i

a rearrangement of the same data in Table 3.1, which was provided by TVA in its ,

August 1, 1986(b) response to a staff request for additional information dated
June 10, 1986. The table shows that most of the welds reinspected were made by I

the Office of Construction (0C), and that the reportable indication rate was
significantly higher for OC-made welds.

Table 3.1 Piping weld reinspection results

No. of Welds No. of Welds Percent of Welds
Attribute Reinspected Accepted / Rejected Accepted / Rejected

Contour / Transition 333 317 16 95.2 4.8

Offset / Alignment 333 331 2. 99.4 0.6

Undercut 333 331 2 99.4 0.6
;

Reinforcement 333 326 7 97 9 2.1

1
Weld spatter /

Arc strike 333 229 104 68.8 31.2"

,

'

I Weld Location 333 333 0 100.0 0.0

a Weld Size 333 320 13 96.1 3.9

Weld Metal /1

Base Metal 333 333 0 100.0 0.0
!

l
Weld convexity 333 333 0 100.0 0. 0

1 Incomplete Fusion 333 328 5 98.5 1.5 -

1

| Weld Overlap 333 325 8 97.6 2.4

) Ur.derfilled 333 321 12 96.4 3.6 j

Surface Porosity 333 318 15 95.5 4.5

Surface Slag 333 333 0 100.0 0.0
1

: Total / Average: 4,662 4,478 184 {
!

,

1
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Table 3.2 Reportable indications for pipe welds

No. of Welds No. of Welds
No. cf Welds With Reportable Rejected l

Type of Weld Reinspected Indications by Code

Socket Welds
Office of Construction (OC) 204 78 0
Nuclear Operations (NO)- 34 6 0

Butt Welds
00 68 46 0
NO 22 6 0

Attachment to Pipe Wall
OC 5 3 0
NO O 0 0

Total Welds
OC 277 127 0
NO 56 12 0

(2) Structural Welds

The reinspection results of structural welds are summarized in Table 3.3.
Table 3.4 is a recompilation of the same data in Table 3.3, as provided in
TVA's August 1, 1986(b) response to a staff request for additional information.

The rejection rate on the basis of deficiencies per inch of weld is about 16
percent (1194/7369), even though the components containing these deficiencies

.are suitable for service by engineering calculations. The rejection rate on I

the component basis is about 15 percent (211/1394). On deficient attributes
per linear inch basis, the rejection rate is about 2.3 percent. Again, these
numbers could be misleading. For welds made by the OC, these rejectable welds
should have been detected and disposed of either by analysis or repair during
the original construction.

No crack or reportable porosity indications were found. The reinspection
results also showed nine missing welds. No underlength welds were identified.
The number of reported attributes for size and profile are rather high for the
number of welds inspected; however, the engineering evaluations demonstrated
that, as constructed, none of the structural welds, including the structures
with missing welds, required weld repair.

The staff found that the TVA reinspection effort probably provides the most
direct measure of the degree of control exercised by the welding program at
the Sequoyah site. The rejection rates cited in TVA's letter of August 1,
1986(b), illustrate a general lack of control or sloppiness during implemen-
tation of the welding program in some instances during plant construction. This
statement is made on the basis of high rejection rates in piping welds for
contour / transition, weld size, underfilling and surface porosity and, in
structural welds, for site, undercut, incomplete fusion, and profile. Despite
these discrepencies, no weld repairs are required to meet Code requirements.
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Table 3.3 Structural welds reinspe: tion results

Inches of Weld Weld Attrii.' ate (Inches) Percent
Attributes Examined Acceptable, Rejectable Acceptable / Rejectable

Size 7369 6604 765 89.62 10.38

Incomplete Fusion 7369 7351 18 99.76 0.24 ;

Overlap 7369 7366 3 99.96 0.04 [

Craters 7369 7362 7 99 91 0.09 j

Profile 7369 6999 370 94.98 5.02

Undercut 7369 7338 31 99.58 0.42
,

Correct Filler
Metal Type 7369 7369 0 100.00 0.00

Tota 1s: 51,583 50,389 1,194

Table 3.4 Reportable indications for structural velds

Ne. of Welds No of Weld Joints *
No. of Welds Wi h Reportable not Meeting

Type of Weld Reinspected Ino; cations Design Requiree.ents

Fillet Welds
Office of Const. 1080 160 0
Nuclear Ops. 148 21 0

Butt Welds
Office of Const. 50 4 0
Nuclear Ops. 0 0 0

,

Other (specify) - Flare
- Office of Const. 92 24 0

Nuclesr Ops. 24 2 0

Tota 1s: 1394 211 0 ,

:
4

* Weld joints were evaluated, not individual weld segments. {
4 i

i Employee Concerns

The NCR staff categorized all of the concerns related to we' i- ng to identify [
the issues that may affect the quality of welds at Sequoyah. The first five i

categories represent elements that the staff believes to be essential for a '

successful welding program. The categories are listed below, t

(1) welding procedures#

(2) welder qualification / training i-

i
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(3) welding inspection and inspector trainirg/ qualification
(4) weld design and configuration,

(5) filler material control
(6) miscellaneous /one of a kind

Each individual employee concern was assigned to one of these categories.
Within each category, the concerns were evaluated as to whether they affected

a hardware quality or were a programmatic deficiency. The staff review was con-'

centrated on information pertaining to these elements. The information was
provided by TVA,,as the result of its contractors' orogrammatic reviews and by
its samp?e reinspections of plant hardware, ag hy independent inspections
conducted by the NRC. TheNRCthenevaluatedthidinformationagainsteither

J TVA's licensing commitments or industry standards in each of the above six
9

e.csential elements of an effectively implemented. welding program,
t

There are 41 final element reports of employer doncerns primarily involving
welding. The staff grouped these reports into'five essential element cate-
gories that the staff believes are necessary for a welding program and a sixth
category, miscellaneous /one of a kind, was created for those concerns which did
not fit easily into any of the five essential categories. Each of these
essential categories were addressed separately. Of the 145 employee concerns
involving welding (specific and generic) applicable to Sequoyah, all except one
are addressed in one of these six SERs. The exception, potentially generic
concern 2850162005, discussed in TVA's Final Element Report WP-25 SQN, "Effect
of Weld Repairs Not Meeting ASME Code," is addressed by.the staff in another
SER. The conclusions of the staff's SERs are summarized below.

For the first element, welding procedures, there was 6nly"one employee concern
expressed for the Sequoyah site which involved a standed fabrication operation
with a welding procedure that was not referenced on .a puticular drawing. The
staff team inspections did not find any problems W this area.

For the second element regarding Welder Qual $fication/ Training, there are 27
employee concerns. Most had to do with irregularities in the dating of welder
certifications. A welder is required to renew his/her qualification every 90
days, and this may be done by the welder's use of the welding process certiied
by his/her employer. The time between takinpie test and the handling of a
welder's paperwork and actual signing by the raponsible authority often gives
the appearance of the 90-day requirement being violated, and that backdating or
updating occurred. In instances, where it may have occurred, the safety
significance ir rather minimal because the welder's skill would not be that
much different between not welding for 90 days versus 100 days. It would be a
cause of concern when someone like a foreman who had not done any welding on
the job and maintained his qualification by falsification for lengthy periods.
However, its safety significance would be rather minimal as long as the
individuals in question did not make actual production welds; and there is no
evidence, nor employee concerns, to indicate that this was practiced at the
Sequoyah site. In addition, the welds would have been inspected and those
welds that demonstrated a lack of electrode manipulative skill by the welder
would have been rejected. The TVA and NRC reinspections showed that welds with
defects indicative of poor electrode manipulative skill by the welders were
usually rejected by the original TVA acceptance inspections.
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The results of the TVA reinspection, the Bechtel audit, and the staff's inde-
pendent examinations indicate that the level of workmanship was adequate for
the structures and systems involved. No instances of unsatisfactory workman->

ship significant to the degree that required weld repair were identified.
Workmanship type flaws / defects were found, but these were either removed by
filing and grinding or an engineering evaluation was performed and the systems
or structures were demonstrated to meet applicable code requirements. However,'

these types of defects / flaws should have been found and disposed of during
,

construction by the QC inspectors under an effectively implemented QA program.
The overall quality of welds showed that the welders at the Sequoyah site had
the capability to make sound welds and, by definition, were qualified. The
impact on the produced plant hardware by welders updating / backdating qualifi-
cation records was found to be insignificant.

TVA has committed to standardize among all nuclear plant sites the means of' ' '

maintaining welder qualifications. This will be accomplished by having the QC
inspector or the welder foreman initialling the welder's rod issue slip
indicating that the welder has maintained qualification by the use of the
process.

The third element regarding welding inspection and inspector training /qualifi-
catinn had the largest number of employee concerns (45). The results of the
reinspections and audits indicate that the welding inspectors performed their
duties in a generally acceptable manner, although they may not have been fully
qualified to perform visua; inspections. The adherence to code requirements

1

for addressing weld discrepancies should have been more stringently applied.
The high rejeccion rates revealed by the reinspections of welds that were
accepted by the original TVA inspections demonstrate that TVA had not performed
the original acceptance inspections in accordance with their licensing commit-
ments. As no repairs are necessary to meet the code requirements that TVA had

'

W committed to in their licensing application, the significance of these
violations is rather slight.'

The fcurth element, weld design and configuration, had seven employee concerns
for the Sequoyah site. Five of the concerns related to a particular box anchor
design for piping. These concerns are adequately addressed for the Sequoyah
plant because of the special care and drawing changes for these installations.
The other two concerns were individually investigated by TVA and the responses'

are adequate for closecut. Accordingly, the staff does not believe there are
major problems under this element.

The fifth element regarding the filler material control had 29 concerns. Many
of the concerns related to no portable rod ovens and the lack of material
accountability. These issues were adequately addressed by TVA. There were
concerns alleging that welders kept unused electrodes and used them later for t

welding without baking to remove moisture. However, the reinspections should
have detected some cracking in weldments if this was a pervasive, common
occurrence. The employee concerns regarding the poor quality electrodes were
investigated by TVA and the responses are reasonable. The two instances of
incorrect electrodes being used were investigated by TVA and the responses are
cdequate. The results of the reinspections and audits found no signs of
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inadequate filler material control. Even if there were deficiencies in the
filler material control, they did not appear to have impacted the produced
hardware.

For the miscellaneous /one-of-a-kind category, there are 35 employee concerns,
27 of which are addressed in WP-19-SQN, "WBN Concerns with No Generic Appli-
cation to SQN." The TVA Welding Task Group had evaluated all of the employee
concerns assigned and had determined, based on further investigations as
reported in the various element reports, that these 27 employee concerns were
not applicable to Sequoyah. The remaining employee concerns had issues per-
taining to unpainted welds, inadequate welding machines, and that the results
of the TVA Internal Report QAE-8^-2, "Review and Evaluation of the OEDC Welding
and NDE Program," were not applied to the Sequoyah site. The uncoated welds
are being addressed by TVA under a corrective action report. Although the
welding machines might not have all features and aids a welder would like, the
machines were adequate to perform the weld when used by a qualified welder.
The QAE-80-2 Report was completed after the construction of the Sequoyah plant
was completed and, therefore, is not really pertinent.

NRC Team Inspections

Between January 20 and July 11, 1986, the NRC staff conducted three team
inspections of TVA's activities related to the welding at the Sequoyah site.

These team inspections have been conducted in accordance with established
procedures and with predetermined areas for inspection. The second team
inspection, conducted February 18 through 28, 1986, also included independent
examinations by the NRC Region I NDE Van, of welds randomly selected by the NRC
inspectors. Listed below are the summary results of the NRC inspections.

(1) Inspection Report 50-327/328 86-09

The qualifications of the personnel performing the Bechtel audit, organiza-
tion, internal procedures, and policies were reviewed and were found
satisfactory. The selection process for determining which welds were to,

be included in the samples and other procedures were reviewed. The sample
selection was based on engineering judgment and the availability of
records.

The Bechtel audit determined only if the records were present and correct;
it did not address the technical suitability of the documents which were
audited.

This inspection report also summarizes the staff's review of the TVA
Reinspection Program in the areas listed below.

TVA inspectors qualifications / certifications and nondestructive
evaluation procedures

1

performance of TVA reinspections

' records of reinspections that TVA had already performed
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possible bias of the sample by determining when the selected items were'

originally fabricated and comparing them to the level of effort of con-
struction in the past

distribution of welds reinspected between Units 1 and 2

TVA's reinspection of at least the minimum number of welds in each group
as specified in the Welding Project Program Plan

TVA's reinspection effort identified various weld deficiencies, undersized
fillet welds being the major problem. TVA's engineering calculations of
these deficient welds found them to be acceptable "as is" and adequate for
their intended application. These deficiencies should have been identified
during construction and disposed of in accordance with the governing
procedures and specifications. However, there are no records to indicate
whether or not these deficient welds were identified during construction.
Most deficiencies for ASME fabricated pipe welds were of a surface nature,
that is, arc strikes and spatters. These too should have been removed
during construction by light grinding.

(2) Inspection Report 50-327/328 86-13

To further assess the overall TVA welding program and to evaluate the re-
sults of the TVA reinspection effort at Sequoyah, the NRC staff and the
NRC NDE van reviewed a sample of the TVA reinspection weld data packages
and independently examined a selected number of welds. There were some
minor problems in the reinspection weld data packages that required TVA
action to resolve. However, no violations or deviations were identified
during this inspection of TVA current activities. The staff concluded
that the TVA reinspection results were accurate.

(3) Inspection Report 50-327/328 86-33

This inspect. ion report summarizes the NRC team inspections conducted during
June 2-6, June 16-20, and July 7-11, 1986, at the Sequoyah site. The NRC
welding team reviewed eight followup items that had been identified during
previous NRC inspections; the team was able to close seven of those items.
The licensee resolved the remaining open item and it was reported as
closed in Inspection Reports 50-327/328 86-59 and 50-327/328 87-21.

The NRC staff found the hardware and documentation for the inspected weld-
ing activities were generally in accordance with requirements and licensee
commitments. The staff noted a number of weld discrepancies, most of which
had been identified and evaluated as a result of the TVA reinspection effort.
Thus the staff concluded that the current TVA welding project reassessment
program was effective in identifying weld deficiencies. However, the
staff did identify a number of irregularities, which in most cases related
to the accuracy of weld documentation. These irregularities are summarized
below.

The inspection guidance provided in drawings and specifications was
confusing for supports of instrumentation, electrical, and heating,
ventilating, and air conditioning installations as well as pipe
supports. The team could not clearly identify which supports required
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Quality Level 1 inspection and which required Quality Level 2 inspec-
tion. Qual.ity Level 1 inspections require documentation for each weld
while Quality Level 2 inspections only require documentation for the
completed support.

n number of welds were found to deviate from the requirements of the
. applicable design drawings. For instance, the drawing required a
| full penetration weld while the hardware was installed using a flare

bevel weld.

Section III-3 of TVA's revised SNPP provides an action plan that will im-
prove the design control program for Sequoyah when implemented. This plan
includes the reconcilation of "as constructed" and "as designed" drawings
to achieve a single set of plant drawings. This plan should address the
irregularities identified above to ensure that the welds and welding
requirements stated on the "as designed" drawings match the installed
hardware.

Expert Consultant Team Evaluation

The NRC staff was assisted by the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) in con-
ducting this review and evaluation. The Technical Evaluation Report (TER) pro-
vided by BNL is incorporated as part of this evaluation (Appendix D). The TER
evaluates specific employee concerns in more detail and is incorporated as part
of this staff safety evaluation. The principal finding of the Expert Consultant
Team is that, although there were discrepancies, these discrepancies were not
significant or extensive enough to conclude that the plant was not ready or un-
safe to start up. Since much of this review was performed in 1986, the staff
consultants also reviewed the final element reports on welding late in 1987.
However, no new issues were identified that would require resolution before
restart.

3.5.3 Conclusions

On the basis of its evaluation, the staff has reached the specific conclusions
listed below.

(1) During construction of both Sequoyah units, TVA's implementation of the
QA/QC program in the area of welding, while generally effective, was
ineffective in certain instances. For example, a significant number of
deficient welds were found that required engineering calculations to
demonstrate their suitability for service. These calculations should have |

been performed during construction. In addition, discrepancies between
the design drawings and the actual hardware installed were identified.
Notwithstanding these findings, the fact that no welds required repair to
meet design code requirements indicates an overall effective implementa-
tion of the QA/QC program in the area of welding.

(2) The ef' ectiveness of TVA's process for QC inspector training and
qualification / certification to visually inspect welds during plant con-
struction and after operation is questionable. The welding deficiencies
discussed above should have been detected and corrective actions should
have been taken.
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(3) In spite of the deficiencies found in the implementation of the QA/QC
program for welding activities, including some that were of a programmatic
nature, the staff finds that these deficiencies have not significantly
affected the suitability for service of plant hardware.

(4) With the exception of QC inspectors' training and qualification /certif-
ication, the staff finds that other essential elements (i.e., welding
procedures, welder qualification and training, weld design and configu-
ration, and filler metal control) of a sound welding program were
functioning and the resultant hardware is suitable for service.

Therefore, the staff concludes that TVA's welding re-evaluation program has
been carried out adequately and that TVA has demonstrated that the hardware as
constructed is suitable for service, that is, the design load limits for welded!

connections have been met. The staff further concludes that restart of both
Sequoyah units will not endanger the public health and safety.

|
For an overall improvement of the welding program at Sequoyah, the staff

) endorses the following TVA proposed changes in its internal control documents
contained in the SNPP:

(1) Combining the requirements of General Construction Document G-29 and
Process Specification N73M2 into a single document.

(2) Replacing the general construction specifications for each unit with
specific specifications.

(3) Maintaining indirect quality control of fit up inspection by monitoring
processes as provided in 10 CFR 50, Appendix B (1) by having the welder
and his foreman document that fit up is suitable for the QC inspector to
verify weld size during final inspection and (2) by having the QC inspec-
tor selectively inspect a sample of fit ups to verify this documentation.

(4) Consolidate inspector training and certification into one program under
the control of a certified Level III NDE examiner.

(5) Provide training or orientation to engineers, designers, technical super-
visors, and engineering managers on the content and use of the internal
control documents.

(6) Standardize the process of maintaining welder's certification by having
the QC inspector or welder foreman initial the rod issue slip indicating
that the specific welder has used the process.

In a letter dated January 30, 1987, TVA committed to an augmented and acceler-
ated inservice inspection as recommended by NRC staff. The inspection program
will include the elements listed below.

(1) A 100 percent examination of the ASME Class 1 and 2 piping field welds
will be completed in the first 10 year in-service interval. Those welds
that remain to be examined will be scheduled for examination in the next
two consecutive refueling outages following the submittal of the revised
plan and the restart of any unit.
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(2) A 100 percent examination of the ASME Class 1 and 2 pipe support field |welds will be completed in the first 10 year in-service interval. Those
welds that remain to be examined will be scheduled for examination in the |
next two consecutive refueling outages following the submittal of the i
revised plan and the restart of any unit.

(3) Major component support wolds made in the field on the reactor vessel,
steam generator, pressurizer, and reactor coolant pumps that have been
identified to be examined in the first 10 year program will be completed.
Those welds that remain to be examined will be scheduled for examination
in the next two consecutive refueling outages following the submittal of
the revised program and the restart of any unit.

(4) Where possible, the percentage of welds examined during the program will
be maintained as required by the code in the Tables IWB-2412-1 and
IWC-2412-1 (Inspection Program B). Note that the required percentages may
not be met for all categories of specific systems, or item numbers,
because certain systems contain a large number of socket welds that are
field welds and the majority of pipe support welds are also field welds.
Where conflicts arise with the percentage requirements, the revised
augmented / accelerated program will identify specific requirements for
relief.

Credit for program examination will be taken for all examinations performed and
no additional Class 1 and 2 field welds will have to be re-examined in the
remaining time of the first 10 year interval, with the exception of the Code
required additional examinations resulting from unacceptable indications in the
initial or required successive examinations. Future 10 year interval examina-
tions will follow their original schedule and will not be required to meet the
accelerated program.

Because the first refueling outage is scheduled to occur approximately 4 to 6
months after restart of Unit 2, the short duration of the operating time may ,

not provide the needed time for the increased planning and scheduling, staffing !
and craft support required to perform the increased inspections of items 1, 2,
and 3 above. In this case, the implementation of any accelerated program

3would be deferred to the second and third outages following restart of Unit 2. '

Scheduling parts of the actual inservice inspection for Unit 2 for the second
and third refueling outage after restart rather than the first and second
refueling outage after restart is acceptable to staff.

Further, the staff recommends that TVA consider the following:

(1) using industry generated standards where possible, particularly using
American Welding Society (AWS) standards for certifying the AWS scope
weld inspectors

(2) amending relevant FSAR sections to reflect changes in commitments and to
formalize the intent as stated above

(3) training personnel in the application of the standards adNM.
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3.6 Containment Isolation

3.6.1 Containment Isolation System Design

3.6.1.1 Introduction

General Design Criteria (GDC) 54 through 57 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 contain
NRC design requirements for isolation of piping systems penetrating containment.
In particular, G0C 54 contains general pro visions for leak detection, redundancy,
and reliability. GDC 55 requires each line that is part of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary (RCPB) and that penetrates the containment to have isolation
valves as listed below, unless it can be demonstrated that the provisions for a
specific class of lines are acceptable on some other defined basis.

(1) one locked closed valve inside and one locked closed valve outside

(2) one automatic valve inside and one locked closed valve outside,

(3) one locked closed valve inside and one automatic valve outside

(4) one automatic valve inside and one automatic valve outside

A simple check valve may not be used as the automatic valve outside contain-
ment. GDC 56 contains similar provisions for lines that connect directly to
containment atmosphere and that penetrate containment. GDC 57 addresses systems
that penetrate containment but that do not communicate with either the RCPB or
containment atmosphere and requires at least one valve (not a simple check
valve).

The rationale for allowing a demonstration of acceptability on "some other
defined basis" (i.e., a deviation from the explicit requirements of the GDC) is
that in certain instances (e.g., lines in essential systems that are required
to operate following an accident) compliance with the explicit requirements of
the GDC would be detrimental to safety.

Isolation designs which are adequate on "some other defined basis" are described
in the Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 6.2.4, "Containment Isolation System,"
and American Nuclear Standards Institute (ANSI) Standard N271-1976, "Containment
Isolation Provisions for Fluid Systems." For containment spray line penetra-
tions, as well as for other essential systems, the SRP and the ANSI standard
identify the use of remote manual valves in lieu of automatic valves as accept-
able. TVA, on the other hand, has traditionally relied on the closed system ,

outside containment rather than identify an outboard remote manual valve as an
isolation valve.

This was considered by TVA to be an acceptable isolation design on another de-
fined basis. The staff SER for the SQN license, NUREG-0011, Section 6.2.4,
issued March 1979, concluded that the design of the containment isolation system
was acceptable, but did not specifically address the acceptability of "other
defined basis" for any containment isolation figure. The present staff position,
particularly following development of the THI Action Plan, is that a closed sys-
tem outside containment is not generally acceptable as an isolation barrier for ,

lines covered by GDC 55 or 56.
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The staff identified apparent discrepancies in system compliance with contain-
ment isolation requirements during an inspection conducted at Sequoyah on
March 3-14, 1986. Specifically, Inspection Report 50-327/328 86-20 documents
five containment penetrations of the chemical and volume control system (CVCS)
that did not appear to meet 10 CFR 50, Appendix A GDC for containment isola-
tion. The penetrations cited in the inspection report are penetration X-16,
the normal charging supply, and penetrations X-43A, -43B, -43C, and -430, the
four reactor coolant pump seal injection lines.

The staff requested TVA to provide its position on the design bases for the
isolation system, as well as a complete description of the isolation provisions
for all penetrations that do not meet the explicit requirements * of GDC 55, 56,
and 57. TVA by letter dated May 30, 1986, provided a complete evaluation of
containment penetration isolation provisions against the licensing requirements
of GDC 55, 56, and 57. On the basis of this information, the staff concluded
that, in addition to the five CVCS penetrations, there were numerous
penetrations whose isolation provisions as described in the FSAR were in non-
compliance with the explicit requirements of the applicable GDC. |

TVA and the staff discussed the particular isolation capabilities for the five
CVCS penetrations, the designated isolation design and the isolation capability
for numerous essential system lines, and the isolation design logic in general.
The staff advised TVA that while the designated isolation design for a number
of penetrations in essential systems was unacceptable, adequate isolation
capability existed in the form of existing remote manual valves that had not
been identified as isolation valves. Therefore, in most instances involving
isolation of essential systems, the isolation design could be made acceptable

,

per the GDC by designating certain available valves and subjecting them to the
operability, surveillance, and testirg requirements appropriate for isolation,

valves. As part of these discussions with the staff, TVA agreed to re-evaluate
the isolation capability for all penetrations, identify and describe those
penetre.tions whose isolation provisions complied with the explicit criteria of
the GDC, and identify and describe those penetrations that satisfy the GDC on
"some other defined basis." Furthermore, TVA agreed, where applicable, to
designate certain available valves as containment isolation valves, subject to
appropriate operability, surveillance, and testing requirements, to comply with
the GDC.

By letter dated September 24, 1986, TVA provided information reflecting agree--

ments reached between TVA and the NRC on August 13, 1986, and in particular,
discussion of the original design provisions, responses to NRC questions, and

. re-evaluation of the isolation provisions for the five CVCS penetrations and
i for additional specific penetrations identified by the staff. During the

course of reviewing this submittal, the staff identified a number of items
requiring additional information or clarification. By letter dated January 2,
1987, TVA provided additional information clarifying several issues, including

""Explicit requirements" refer to the specific containment isolation valve
arrangements listed in the GDC without need for a demonstration of accept-
ability on "some other defined basis" as allowed by GDC 55 and 56.

!

!
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(1) evaluation of the isolation system regarding design criteria specifications
for seismic Category I, Quality Group B, and protection from missiles and pipe
whip; (2) administrative controls over certain local manual valves; (3) position
indication for motor- or air-operated isolation valves; and (4) leak detection
capability to allow the operator to identify and isolate essential systems that
havo become leak paths. These items are discussed later in this section.

Additionally, during the pr' cess of reviewing the Sequoyah containment isolation
system design, the staff r' .cermined that, although in most instances the system
met the GDC or could be .:ceptably modified by designating additional existing
valves as containment .,olation valves to satisfy the GDC, there were eight
penetrations who m t olation provisions, even after modification by designation
of additional existing isolation valves, would not satisfy the GDC. More signifi-
cant design modifications would be necessary to bring the isolation design for
the subject penetrations into compliance with the appropriate GDC. The eight
penetrations involve the four reactor coolant pump seal injection lines, the
reactor heat removal (RHR) discharge line, and the three containment vacuum re-
lief lines. In response to the staff determination, TVA accordingly submitted,
by letters dated January 23 and February 3, 1987, requests for exemption to the
requirements of 10 CFR 50 GDC 55 and 56 for the penetrations in question. Sup-
plemental information to these requests was submitted by TVA on April 8, 1987(c).

In the evaluation below, the staff discusses each penetration not meeting the
explicit GDC requirements as identified by TVA in Table 2.2 of its submittal of
January 2, 1987.

3. 6.1. 2 Evaluation

Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Injection Lines (Penetrations X-43A through X-43D)

The containment isolation for these lines provided a check valve inside con-
tainment and a closed system outside containment. GDC 55, which applies to
penetrations that serve as part of the RCPB, is the applicable criterion for ,

these penetrations. GDC 55 requires either automatic or locked closed isola- |
tion valves, one inside and one outside containment. However, as discussed

'

earlier, the GDC allow for a demonstration of acceptability on "some other
defined basis," principally in order to avoid situations in which compliance
with the GDC is counterproductive to overall safety. For certain transients
and accidents, it is desirable that the reactor coolant pump seal injection
lines remain in service to protect the reactor coolant pump seals; thus these
lines are not automatically isolated or locked closed.

It is acceptable and common practice, therefore, to satisfy the requirements of I

GDC 55 on "some other defined basis" for the reactor coolant pump seal injectioni

lines by providing a remote manual containment isolation valve outside contain-
ment, in addition to a check valve inside containment. However, the Sequoyah
design is of an early vintage and remote minual valves are not installed in those
lines. Since the staff indicated that the originally designated isolation design
for these penetrations did not satisfy GDC 55 explicitly and was not acceptable
on "some other defined basis," TVA re-evaluated the options for improving the
isolation design. As a result of its evaluation, TVA selected the local manual
globe valves in the seal injection line header as the outboard containment
isolation valves. After an accident, the globe valve at the seal water filter
outlet is accessible from the standpoint of dose assessment.
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As a related issue, the staff requested TVA to address the matter of leak
detection for the seal injection lines because local manual isolation imposes
an additional burden in post-accident management. The reactor coolant pump
seal injection flow is provided by the centrifugal charging pumps. A leak in
either pump room can be associated with the pump involved and action taken to
isolate the affected equipment. From the pump room the seal injection line is
generally routed through common pipe chases. However, the leak detection
system does not provide detection for the lines running through a common pipe
chase. Leak detection for the seal injection lines basically consists of flood
detection, which provides non specific indication of leakage from a variety of
sources. Isolation of leaks will be accomplished by arbitrarily selecting and
isolating subsystems and evaluating the response of the flood detector system.
In the event a leak in the seal injection filter valve packing should occur,
drains in the cubicles carry spillage to the tritiated drain collector tank.
The drains are sized to accommodate a maximum leak rate of 50 gpm, correspond-4

ing to the leak rate estimated for failure of a reactor heat removal (RHR) pump
shaft seal. Valve packing leaks should be substantially smaller; therefore,
the drains would accommodate valve packing leakage, thus allowing access to the
cubicles housing the seal injection line filter valves.

By designating the local manual globe valves in the seal injection line header
as containment isolation valves, TVA has provided a design that satisfies the
redundancy requirements of GDC 55 in that an inboard and outboard valve are
included. However, reliance on the local manual valve does not satisfy the
valve actuation requirements of GDC 55, nor does it meet the criteria (as out-
lined in the SRP Section 6.2.4 or ANSI Standard N271-1976) to satisfy the GDC
on some "other defined basis." The use of local manual valves in lieu of power-
operated valves with remote manual action is a degradation of design criteria
that, in this instance, precludes compliance with the GDC.

After being apprised of the staff position on this matter, TVA requested an
exemption from the requirements of GDC 55 for the four reactor coolant pump
seal injection lines. TVA has noted that in addition to the inboard check
valves and the outboard local manual valves, there are other isolation barriers
that provide additional protection against leakage to the environs from these
penetrations. First, each of the seal injection lines has another check valve
inside containment, albeit located inside the missile barrier and therefore not
considered missile protected. Secondly, the system outside containment is a
closed system designed to seismic Category 1 standards and meets at least
Safety Class 2 design requirements. Furthermore, these lines are normally in
service under normal, transient, and accident conditions, with at least one
centrifugal charging pump providing a water seal at a pressure sufficient to
preclude containment atmosphere leakage. The piping is leak tested by visual
inspection relative to NUREG-0737, Position III.D.1.1, and is included in the
ASME Section XI inservice pressure test program.

The staff concluded that the proposed containment isolation provisions for the
seal water injection lines, with the newly designated containment isolation
valves, are adequate and that an exemption from the requirements of GDC 55 with |

respect to valve type could be granted for those reactor coolant pump seal
injection lines. The exemption was issued on December 4,1987.

,
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Charging (Penetration X-16)

TVA stated in the FSAR that the containment isolation design for this line con-
sisted of a check valve inside containment and a closed, seismically qualified,
safety class system outside containment. The use of a check valve inside con-
tainment and a closed system outside containment is not acceptable for meeting
staff guidelines with respect to the requirements of GDC 55. Therefore, the
staff requested TVA to identify an outboard containment isolation valve. TVA
identified the available outboard automatic isolation valve closest to the con-
tainment as the outboard containment isolation barrier. This valve automati-
cally closes on a safety injection signal and was provided in the original
design. Its new designation as a containment isolation valve, subject to
appropriate operability, surveillance, and testing requirements, renders the
isolation design for this penetration acceptable and in compliance with the
explicit requirements of GDC 55. '

Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Injection Lines (Penetrations X-20A,
-20B, -21, -22, -32, -33, -108, 109)

The containment isolation provisions for the ECCS injection lines as described
in the FSAR, consist of a check valve inside containment and a closed, seismi-
cally qualified, safety class system outside containment. In accordance with
the staff's request, TVA has identified (submittal of January 2, 1987) addi-
tional outboard remote manual valves for these penetrations and has designated
those valves as containment isolation valves, subject to the operability, sur- '

veillance, and testing requirements associated with containment isolation valves.
,

These newly designated containment isolation valves were provided in the orig-.

inal design but were not identified as containment isolation valves. The use of
remote manual valves, in lieu of automatic valves, in conjunction with a closed
system is acceptable for meeting the requirements of GDC 55 on another defined
basis, for essential safety systems which are intended to operate following an
accident.

RHR Discharge (Penetration X-17)<

The containment isolation provisions for the RHR discharge line (penetration
X-17), as described in the FSAR, are identical to that for other ECCS lines
(i.e., it utilizes a check valve inside containment and a closed system outside
containment). However, when the staff requested TVA to identify an outboard
isolation valve, TVA responded that there was no suitable outboard remote manual
isolation vah e because the Sequoyah design called for the motor-operated (remote
manual for containment isolation) valve for this system to be located inside

i containment upstream of the check valve. Thus TVA has proposed to designate the
inboard remote manual valve as a containment isolation valve, subject to
appropriate operability, surveillance and testing requirements. This will
satisfy the redundancy requirements of GDC 55. While the proposed designation
of the additional motor-operated valve as a containment isolation valve is
acceptable and necessary, this modification to the design does not bring the
isolation design into compliance with the requirements of GDC 55 concerning
valve location.

TVA has designated the remote manual valve in the RHR discharge line to the
loop 1 and 3 hot legs as a containment isolation valve. This line has multiple
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isolation provisions: a remote manual valve and two missile protected check
valves inside containment and a closed system outside containment.

The staff concluded that the containment isolation provisions for the RHR
discharge line are acceptable. The exemption for valve location was issued on
December 14, 1987(a).

Relief Valve Discharge (Penetration X-24)

The containment isolation provisions for the relief valve discharge line (dis-
charging to the pressurizer relief tank), as described in the FSAR, consist of
a check valve inside containment and a closed system outside containment.
Again, TVA evaluated the system configuration to identify a second isolation
valve and concluded it was appropriate to identify the three parallel relief
valves outside containment as the outer isolation barrier. The staff found it
acceptable to use relief valves outside containment as isolation valves in this
instance because containment pressure is applied opposite to the direction the i
valves relieve and acts as a closing force on the valve. Therefore, the staff l
concluded that the designation of the outboard relief valves as isolation i
valves, in conjunction with the c.losed system outside containment, renders the
isolation design acceptable for meeting the requirements of GDC 55 on another
defined basis.

Component Cooling Water Supply and Return to Excess Letdown Heat Exchanger !
(Penetrations X-035 and X-053

These lines are subject to the requirements of GDC 57, and isolation is ,

provided by a closed system inside containment and an automatic valve outside
containment. A relief valve is provided on the system inside containment.
Since the containment pressure would act in the direction opposite to that in
which the valve relieves, the staff found this acceptable.

Chemical and Volume Control System Letdown (Penetration X-015)

The CVCS letdown meets the requirements of GDC 55 with automatic isolation
valves inside and outside containment. One of the inboard valves is a pressure
relief valve, which relieves to the pressurizer relief tank inside containment.
However, because containment pressure would act opposite the direction that the
valve relieves, thereby acting as a closing force, the staff considered this
configuration acceptable.

Residual Heat Removal Suction (Penetration X-107)

The suction line from the loop hot leg to the RHR pumps is isolated by two
motor-operated valves in series, which are closed with power removed while the
plant is at power. The valves are interlocked to prevent opening when the i

reactor coolant system (RCS) is at high pressure. Both valves are located
inside containment. The staff considered this configuration acceptable on
another defined basis in accordance with ANSI Standard N271-1976.'

The relief valve inside containment that discharges to the pressurizer relief
'

;

tank inside containment is also acceptable per the ANSI standard.

s
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Containment Spray and RHR Spray Lines (Penetrations X-48A, B, X-49A, B)

TVA has indicated in the FSAR that the isolation design consists of a check
valve inside containment and a qualified, closed system outside containment.
GDC 56 is the applicable criterion for these penetrations because these lines
c wmunicate with the containment atmosphere. Since certain penetrations,
ir Guding the containment spray and RHR spray, are part of systems required to
operate following an accident, it is imprudent to follow the explicit require-
ments of GDC 56 and automatically isolate or lock closed the isolation valves.
In those instances where post-accident operation is required, remote manual
valves are acceptable for meeting the GDC as described by SRP Section 6.2.4 and
the ANSI standard. For the containment spray and RHR spray line penetrations,
TVA has identified additional outboard valves that have remote manual closure
capability as containment isolation valves. The designation of those valves as
containment isolation valves brings the isolation design for these penetrations
into compliance with the staff guidelines for meeting GDC 56 contained in the
SRP.

Vacuum Relief Lines (Penetrations X-111, 112, 113)

TVA states in its FSAR that the containment isolation design for the vacuum
relief penetrations consists of a single automatic isolation valve located
outside containment. However, the FSAR also identifies spring-loaded vacuum
relief (check) valves in series with the containment isolation valves. By its
letter of January 2, 1987, TVA has identified redundant isolation valves for
these penetrations, including the air-cperated automatic isolation valve and
the spring-loaded check valve, both located outside containment. Thus, while
TVA has provided a design that complies with the requirements of GDC 56 in
terms of the number of valves, the staff found that there is a deviation from.

the explicit GDC requirements with regard to valve location. TVA, therefore,
requested an exemption from the requirements of GDC 56 for the isolation
provisions on the containment vacuum relief lines. Specifically, an exemption
is required from the requirements of GDC 56 regarding valve location; the
isolation design satisfies the redundancy and valve actuation requirements.

With regard to the adequacy of isolation, the staff concluded that with both
the spring-loaded check valves and the automatic butterfly valves cited as con-
tainment isolation valves, the design is adequate for assuring containment iso-
lation. Another consideration is the fact that the first outer isolation
valve, the automatic butterfly valve, is bolted directly to the containment
penetration sleeve. The penetration sleeve between primary containment and the
butterfly valve has been evaluated by TVA to demonstrate that stresses in the
penetration sleeves are well below allowable values in accordance with Branch |

Technical Position MEB 3-1. Therefore, the staff found that an exemption to
the requirements of GDC 56 in the case of the containment vacuum relief lines
was justified. An exemption for valve location was issued on December 14,
1987(b).

Another related issue for the containment vacuum relief line isolation design
that was considered by the staff in this re-evaluation was the failed position
of the isolation valves, specifically the butterfly valves.

The butterfly valves in the vacuum relief lines are normally open valves that
are designed to fail-open. This design feature was chosen because the
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valve-open position has been evaluated as providing for the greatest safety for
the plant. In the event of an inadvertent actuation of containment sprays or
air return fan operation, a failure of the vacuum relief system to perform its
intended task could result in the collapse of the containment. Since the
valves are normally open, each of the three butterfly valves in the vacuum
relief system is provided with two solenoid actuators powered from redundant i

air supplies. Thus, a single failure will not prevent closure of the valve, if I

needed, except if a mechanical failure occurred in the butterfly valve itself.
Both the butterfly valve and the check valve have position indication in the
main control room. The staff concludes that for Sequoyah, due in part to its
low capability to sustain reverse differential pressures, the fail-open
position of the butterfly isolation valves is acceptable.

Blind Flanges (Penetrations X-003, -0400, -054, -079A, -079B, -088, -117, -118)

The containment isolation design for the hydrogen purge line penetration con-
sists of a blind flange equipped with double 0-ring seals. The flange is
located outside containment in the auxiliary building. The staff originally
expressed concern over this design because it significantly deviates from the
requirements of GDC 56. TVA responded that there was no intent to use this
penetration following an accident; post-accident hydrogen control is accom-
plished by redundant safety grade recombiners or, in the case of degraded core '

1 accidents, by the hydrcgen igniter system. Therefore, this penetration is '

inactive and is prevented by technical specifications from being opened except'
during cold shutdown or refueling modes of operation. Under these circum-
stances, the staff concludes that the isolation design is acceptable.

Several other penetrations also are equipped with blind flanges, including |
those for shutdown maintenance access, ice blowing and layup water treatment. '

These penetrations are only used in Modes 5 and 6; therefore, the staff finds
] this acceptable.

; Spare Penetrations (X-008, -018, -028, -031, -036, -037, -038, -039C, -0390 ;
'

-040C, -055, -0848, 084C, -084D -085C, 0850, 0860, 087A, -087C, -089, -096A i

-0968, 105, -116B, -116C, -1160, -119, -120, -125E, -130E,-135E)
,

!

Spare penetrations are seal-welded and thus are part of the passive barrier of:
" the containment structure itself. The staff finds this acceptable.

E

Equipment Hatch (Penetration X-001)

The hatch is provided with a double 0-ring seal as its isolation barrier. The
i staff finds this acceptable.
<

Personnel Airlocks (Penetrations X-002A, 002B)

The two airlock doors each have double resilient seals and a mechanical inter-
lock to prevent both doors from being opened at the same time. The staff finds
that this design provides acceptable isolation for airlocks.

,

Main Steam (Penetrations X-013A, B, C, D)

The main steam system piping is subject to the requirements of GDC 57. The 7

safety relief valves form part of the outside containment barrier. The set

;
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point for the valves is greater than 1.5 times the post-accident containment
pressure; therefore, the staff finds these valves are acceptable as isolation
valves in accordance with SRP Section 6.2.4.

|
Sump Supply to ECCS (Penetrations X-109A, ObB)

For the lines from the sump tn the RHR pumps, a single remote-manual valve ,

(outside containment) and a closed system outside containment provide the
isolation barriers. This system has an essential post-accident function and -

its reliability could be adversely affected by the presence of additional or
! automatic isolation valves. In accordance with SRP 6.2.4, the staff finds this
! configuration is acceptable on another defined basis for conformance with
! GDC 56.

Hydrogen Analyzer (Penetrations X-092A, B, -099, X-100)
i

TVA has modified the hydrogen analyzer penetrations to provide fail-closed
solenoid-operated valves inside containment and solenoid-operated valves out-
side containment. This satisfies the requirements of GDC 56, and is therefore
acceptable.

Delta P Sensor (Penetrations X-025B, -026A, -027A, -27B, 85B) |

These sensor lines provide containment pressure inputs to instrumentation.
They are missile protected and designed for accident conditions. Isolation is :

provided by redundant bellows. Considering the safety function of these lines,
the staff finds the isolation provisions are acceptable on another defined

i basis in accordance with ANSI N271-1976.

Reactor Vessel Water level Instrumentation (Penetrations X-025C, -26C, -270, !

-86A, -868,-86C

These sensing lines provide indication of reactor vessel water level and are
required to function after an accident. The lines are armored, filled with

water and sealed. No valves are provided since they could interfere with
performance of the system. The sensor inside containment is sealed, and out-
side containment, a bellows device provides isolation. The staff considers the
isolation configuration acceptable for these lines based on the guidance of the
ANSI standard.

Electrical Penetrations (X-20E to X-170E),

i Electrical penetrations are not subject to the valving requirements of GDC 56.
However, the isolation barriers are provided by the epoxy-sealed penetration, ,

assemblies. The staff finds that this provides adequate isolation for these '
,

penetrations.

IOther Issues

As stated previously, as part of a general reevaluation of the Sequoyah con->

tainment isolation design prompted by the NRC team inspection, the staff, in
addition to GDC requirements, also evaluated other issues related to con- ;

tainment isolation. First, since the containment isolation system is part of
the engineered safety feature network in that it serves a vital role in

i
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reducing offsite releases, the staff requires the isolation system meet the
usual criteria for an engineered safety feature system. In that regard, TVA
has confirmed that all containment isolation valves including newly designated
containment isolation valves and all associated piping meet the standards of
ASME Section III Class 2 and are seismic Category I or the equivalent of those !
standards. Second, the staff normally requires that all power-operated con- !tainment isolation valves have position indication in the main control room. '

TVA recent.ly confirmed that with the exception of 22 valves, all other power-
operated valves have position indication in the main control room. Position
indication for the 22 exceptions are provided in either the auxiliary building
or the hot sample room. Installation of position indication for the 22 con-
tainment isolation valves in the main control room is planned for the cycle 4
refueling outage.

Since the local manual globe valves in the seal water filter outlet lines and
filter bypass lines in the reactor coolant pump seal injection system provide
the function normally provided by remote manual, power-operated isolation
valves, the staff has questioned the provisions for position indication of
those valves. TVA has responded that while those manual valves do not have
position indication in the conventional sense of power-operated valves, the
valve position is recorded in the plant configuration log that is kept in the
main control room. The staff concludes that by this method the licensee
provides position indication in an appropriate and acceptable manner.

3.6.1.3 Conclusion

On the basis of its evaluation, the staff concludes that with the approved
exemptions. the containment isolation design is in accordance with Appendix A
to 10 CFf. d; therefore it is acceptable.

3.6.2 Containment Leakage Testing Program

3.6.2.1 Introduction

As discussed above, Inspection Report 50-327/328 86-20 contained open items
regarding the containment isolation design for certain containment penetra-
tions. By letter dated September 24, 1986, and January 2, 1987, TVA proposed
to partly resolve these open items by redesignating certain valves as con-
tainment isolation valves. The acceptability of these proposals is addressed
above. TVA also has evaluated the redesignated containment isolation valves in
regard to the requirements of Appendix J to 10 CFR 50 concerning local leakage
rate testing. The staff's review of this issue follows.

3.6.2.2 Evaluation

Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Water Injection Lines (Penetrations X-43A, -438,
-43C, and -430) and Normal Charging Line (Penetration X-16)

TVA states that the valves in these penetrations will be sealed with water
during an accident by ECCS pumps at pressures greater than 1.1 Pa and with at
least a 30-day supply of water, even considering a single active failure. TVA
has concluded that these valves are not subject to Type C (local leakage rate)
testing.
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Based on the above description of the system operation, the staff agrees with
TVA that if these penetrations and associated containment isolation valves are
closed to perform their containment isolation function, they will be sealed
with water via the ECCS pumps with a continuous supply cf sealing water from
the containment sumps. In accordance with paragraph III.C.3 of Appendix J to
10 CFR 50, because the containment isolation valves of these penetrations will
be maintained under a water seal for at least 30 days following the onset of an
accident, they are not potential containment atmosphere leak paths; therefore,
they do not require a Type C test with air or nitrogen. In addition, a water
leakage rate test is not needed since a continuous supply of sealing water is :
provided from the containment sump,.

Emergency Core Cooling System Lines (Penetrations X-22, -33, -32, -21, -20A,
-208, -17, -108, and -109)

For the high-head and intermediate-head safety injection pumps (penetrations
X-22, -33, -32, and -21), TVA states that a water seal is provided during an
accident at pressures greater than 1.1 Pa and with a continuous supply of
water, even with conside' ration of a single active failure. Therefore, the
staff finds, by the same reasoning as stated in the last paragraph above, the
valves in these penetrations are not subject to Type C testing.

For the injection line penetrations (X-17, -20A, and -208) for the low-head
safety injection pumps (RHR pumps), a water seal cannot be guaranteed with a

,

single active failure of an RHR pump. Any leakage past the two in-series '

leak-tested check valves in each line would be into a seismically qualified
closed system; testing is performed to demonstrate integrity of the piping.
TVA requested an exemption to the Type C test requirements of Appendix J for
these lines. An exeo tion was issued on January 15, 1988. '

For the upper-head injection (UHI) lines (penetrations X-108 and -109), a
limited supply of water would be available for a water seal during an accident.3

'

The water seal is maintained by the water and nitrogen overpressure in the UHI
accumulator. If this pressure should be lost, any leakage would be contained
in a closed system. Two valves in a test line will be Type C tested with
pressure applied in the opposite direction of containment pressure. TVA
requested an exemption to the specific provisions of Appendix J for these
lines. An exemption was issued on January 15, 1988.

Containment Spray and RHR Spray Lines (Penetrations X-48A, -488, -49A, and
-498)

The containment spray lines (penetrations X-48A and -488) are considered by the
staff to be water sealed and not potential containment atmosphere leak paths.

A water leg is maintained during normal operation in each riser between a
closed valve and the spray ring header. These closed valves now are leakage
rate tested with water to verify that there is sufficient inventory in the4

risers to maintain a water seal for 30 days, even after the containment spray
pumps are shut off; this testing is specifically required by Technical Speci-
fication 4.6.1.2.g. Therefore, the staff concludes that the present testing of
penetrations X-48A and -48B is acceptable.,

;

t
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The RHR spray lines (penetrations X-49A and -498) are very similar to the
containment spray lines, except that no leakage rate testing is performed. The
staff would find it acceptable if TVA performed the same type testing as it
does for the containment spray lines, or normal Type C testing with air or
nitrogen. By letter dated January 2, 1987, TVA has proposed to test the RHR
spray valves in the same manner as for the containment spray lines. Thus, the
staff finds this is acceptable.

Relief Valve Discharge to PRT (Penetration X-24)
,

TVA states that all of the redesignated containment isolation valves (which are
relief valves) for this penetration are located in closed systems outside
containment. These are pressurized after an accident and, therefore, the
valves are not subject to Type C testing. These valves are connected to the
safety injection system, CVCS, and containment spray system. The staff raised
the issue of whether the seals would be maintained with a single active fail-
ure. TVA noted that installation of block valves to permit Type C testing
would conflict with requirements of the ASME Code for relief valves. There-
fore, TVA requested an exemption to Appendix J for this penetration. An
exemption was issued on January 15, 1988.

Hydrogen Purge (Penetration X-400) and Containment Vacuum Relief
(Penetrations X-111, -112, and -113)

TVA is not proposing to redesignate any valves as containment isolation valves
in these penetrations, nor to otherwise change the isolation provisions for
these penetrations. These penetrations presently undergo appropriate local
leakage rate testing (Type B or Type C testing) for their current containment
isolation barriers, in accordance with Appendix J. Therefore, the staff finds
the local leakage rate testing of these penetrations acceptable.'

!

3.6.2.3 Conclusion

The staff finds that with the above exemptions, the proposed local leakage rate
testing (Type B and C) program for penetrations is in accordance with the
requirements of Appendix J to 10 CFR 50, and is therefore acceptable.1 ,

3.7 Containment Coatings

The deficiencies found during a TVA review of maintenance records relating to
TVA's programs for coatings inside containment are listed below.
* Vendor-coated items had been installed inside containment without being

accounted for in the coatings analysis.

Some inorganic zinc primer was improperly applied and random delamination
occurred.

Coatings were not subject to periodic inspection and a maintenance
program.

,

Assumptions were not verified for the calculations that established the
! amounts of coatings that could fail.

|
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The effects of containment temperature for the main steam line break
(MSLB) accident on coatings were not assessed.

Following a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) or MSLB, water from the containment
sump is used for makeup to the core and for containment spray. The sump has a
6-inch trash curb around the base with 1/4-inch wire mesh screens that slope
upward and outward from the sump to prevent debris from entering.

Failure of coatings during a LOCA or MSLB could lead to blockage of sump screens, !
thus an inadequate recirculation flow to the core or blockage of spray systems. l

! As a result of these weaknesses, TVA undertook corrective actions, which included i
physical repair of coatings, erection of screens to prevent transport of material,
and implementation of a program to establish and maintain a log of the status4

of coatings and their qualification. As part of this effort, TVA has proposed
to establish a new basis for operability of the plant with respect to the amount '

of coatings that could fail in a design-basis accident and how that material is
treated in the transport analysis. TVA discussed this approach in its submittal

! of September 16, 1987.

The original basis for qualification of coatings was the accident conditions|

| resutu ng from a design-basis LOCA.

The ccotMinment temperature profile for the LOCA does not bound the temperature |
profib opected from an MSLB. Thus approximately 12,000 square feet of top-s

coateo $ teel and 7500 square feet of concrete inside containment, which were :
previo W V qualified, would not be qualified for the MSLB conditions. There-
fore, th dcbris from coatings following an MSLB would be more severe than
f9110 wing 6 LOCA.

.

Staff discussions with the licensee and the material manufacturer provided
t

information about the containment coatings. Carbozinc II, also known as ~

Carboline CZ II, was the inorganic zinc primer used on the steel. The topcoat '

on the steel was a phenolic, Carboline 305. For the concrete, Carbozinic 295,,

i a waterbase polyamine or polyamide was used without the need for a primer.
The topcoat was also Carboline 305. The primer coating on the RCP motor,
which was the vendor-supplied component that was recoated, was Ameron D6. It
was given a polyamine topcoat. The topcoat has performed satisfactorily in

.
>

radiation resistance and decontamination testing. The licensee has qualified i

the organic coating materials for conditions up to and including the design L
basis loss-of-coolant accident. '

r

As a result of this information, TVA re-evaluated the licensing basis for the'

; containment sump screen blockage. In the FSAR, an arbitrary blockage of 50 '

3 percent of the screen area had been assumed. :
; !

Westinghouse performed a physical transport study to determine if the contain-*

,

ment spray and emergency core cooling systems could be operated safely if i
debris were present from coating failures. The Westinghouse study examined the ;

effects on net positive suction head (NPSH) of sump screen blockage caused by j
!

coating and insulation debris. The study focused on a near-sump region that
,

would be affected by post-accident flow fields and addressed the potential :
!

,i

!

f
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effects of the return of containment spray flow through the refueling canal :

drains. Both reflective metallic insulation and fibrous NUKON insulation were
included in the study, as well as other coatings that potentially could fail.

The study indicated that under MSLB and LOCA conditions with sump screen block-
ages of up to 90 percent, adequate NPSH would be provided for the containment
spray and RHR pumps. The study also showed that at least 12 percent of the
sump screen area would be protected from blockage by the shielding provided by
a 45-inch-diameter crossover pipe located directly in front of the screen, an,

8-by-8-inch wide flange material to one side of the screen. In addition to
the shielding, the sump screen is designed with an upward and outward side
slope from the sump, which further prevents debris from blocking the screens.

-

On the basis of this information, the staff concludes that a sufficient area of
the sump screen would remain unblocked following an MSLB or a LOCA to allow the
containment spray and RHR pumps to operate safely. Therefore, the containment

.

coatings issue is considered resolved. !

3.8 Moderate Energy Line Breaks

3.8.1 Introduction

In Section 111.15.2 of the SNPP, TVA identified the actions it would take '

before restart to correct the moderate-energy line break (MELB) flooding issue.
These corrective actions were originally identified in Sargeant and Lundy i

Report SL-4424, transmitted by a TVA letter dated July 2,1987 (R. Gridley).
This report defined the scope and design criteria for the evaluation as well |.

' as the results and recommendations for corrective actions to achieve safe shut-
down during a MELB flood. The evaluation covered plant operating conditions
during reactor startup, refueling, testing, operation at power, hot standby,
reactor cooldown, and cold shutdown.

| In addition to the Sargeant and Lundy report, TVA performed an analysis to i

determine the effects of internal flooding during different modes of operation. |

The results of this study were used to determine which recommendations (from
the Sargeant and Lundy report) must be accomplished before restart and which-

could be delayed until later. The staff reviewed the original TVA analysis, .t

dated March 27, 1987, during an audit. Revision 1 of the analysis was
.

'

submitted to the NRC on October 9, 1987. |
'

| |
The purpose of the analyses performed by the licensee and its contractors was

,

to demonstrate that safe plant shutdown could be achieved for design-basis MELB
flooding events or to determine what modifications to the plant were necessary! ,

to achieve safe shutdown. These studies included the elements listed below. !

;,

flood level calculations (including field verification of input i.

! parameters)

structural load assessment

safe shutdown evaluation (including field identification of submerged i

- Class 1E electrical equipment) ;

! !

I
'

! ;
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' safe shutdown power supply analysis

' cable submergence analysis

3.8.2 Evaluation

The staff's evaluation of TVA's analyses is discussed below.

Flooa level Calculations

Two important modeling assumptions were made for the flood level calculation
analyses: (1) only one piping failure was assumed for each MELB event, and (2)
no credit was taken for flow in floor drains. Using these assumptions, flood
level calculations were performed for flooding events in 250 flood zones in the
auxiliary, control, diesel generator, and reactor buildings and in the ERCW
pumping station. Two flood levels were calculated for each flood zone, one for
flooding sources originating within the zone (hl) and one for flooding
originating outside of the zone (h2).

The duration of fluid inflow from a postulated MELB was generally assumed to be
taken as 60 minutes. This inflow time is significantly longer than for high-
energy line break (HELB) events because of the general unavailability of auto-
matic isolation for moderate energy systems. For most zones (approximately
80 percent) calculated flood levels are independent of the assumed inflow dura-
tion. These levels represent steady-state levels where inflow is balanced by
outflow.

The staff considers the basic assumptions used by the licensee in the calculation
of flood levels to be acceptable.

Structural Flood Load Assessment

. The structural assessment included a review of the affected slabs, beams, columns,
| and walls for each zone. The qualification of the slabs, beams, and columns

was based on a comparison of postulated flood loads to the allowable floor live
loads provided by TVA. Walls were qualified by comparing postulated flood

I levels to the wall capacities that were generated by Sargeant and Lundy.
The staff considers this structural assessment to be adequate.

Safe Shutdown Evaluation

The safe shutdown evaluation examined MELB flooding on a zone by zone basis.
TVA conducted field walkdowns to identify Class IE electrical equipment that
was indicated to be submerged by the calculated MELB flood levels. When the
field walkdowns verified which essential equipment would be submerged, the
ability to achieve safe shutdown was evaluated for flooding events that could>

submerge that equipment. Other Class 1E electrical equipment that could be ;

submerged concurrently also was considered. Required system controls and
instrumentation were examined through use of block diagrams. The licensee has
stated that components needed for safe shutdown are not submerged by the MELB
flood levels. The staff finds the licensee's safe shutdown analysis to be

i acceptable.
i
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Safe Shutdown Power Supply Analysis j

An evaluation of the auxiliary and the control power systems was made to ensure
the availability of required shutdown boards and control circuits. The crimary
objective of the auxiliary power systems review was to evaluate the likelihood
of increased board loading that would result from equipment that is not safety
related being submerged and to determine if this increased loading could be
sufficient to trip the main breaker. The control circuit study also was per-
formed to determine if the flooding of shutdown equipment that was not safety
related could potentially disable required shutdown boards. The staff considers
this approach to be acceptable.

Cable Submergence Analysis

Cables in cable trays and in conduits were evaluated to determine which would
become submerged if flooding occurred. It was assumed that cable trays routed
below the maximum expected flood level would become submerged, as would cable
trays routed from floor to floor. Cables in conduits were assumed to become
filled if the conduits have openings or fittings that are not water tight and
if they are located below calculated flood levels. Cables that may become
submerged were identified as requiring flood protection. The staff considers
this approach to be acceptable.

Evaluation of Neoprene Seal Modification on Door C-14

The October 9, 1987 submittal also provided evaluation of the modification to
fire-rated door C-14, connecting the turbine building floor with the auxiliary
instrument room at elevation 685. The modification will consist of placing a
small strip of neoprene on the door frame sides and on the bottom of the door,
leaving a 1/32-inch gap to the sealing surface. The licensee determined that
the neoprene seal will not have a significant impact on the fire rating of door
C-14. The staff agrees with this determination.

.|

Summary

The Sargeant & Lundy analysis identified 10 recommendations for correctivo
action. In addition, Sargeant & Lundy recommended that TVA consider resetting
the auxiliary building supply fan breaker to reduce the degraded voltage
duration. TVA used the result of this analysis to determine what modifications
were needed to ensure full protection of the plant from HELBs flooding in all
modes of operation.

TVA broke down these 10 items into 27 separate tasks. Six of these tasks were
to be accomplished before Unit 2 restart, and the remaining 21 items would be ac-
complished before startup from the cycle 4 refueling outage. The justification
of delaying these 21 items until after restart is addressed in Calculation
SQN-SQS4-0088, "Justification for Continued Operation with Unimplemented Correc-
tive Actions for Moderate Energy Line Breaks." A new item was added to the 21
pos'.-restart items in Revision 1 of the calculation. In its SQN-SQS4-0088 cal-'

cu',ation, the licensee examined the effects of such factors as operation of the
condenser cooling water pumps, the operability of the annulus sump alarm
system, electrical equipment flooding, and the probability of MELB occurrences
to establish justification for postponing certain action items until after
restart. These factors were used to implement the restart requirement criteria
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as listed in the SNPP. Effects of cable submergence, conduit sealing, spurious
equipment operations, backflow through drains, safety injection test mode, and
surveillance on flood alarms also were addressed to justify the chosen restart
actions. Revision 1 to the calculation states that degraded bus voltage will
be resolved as a generic issue rather than as part of the MELB issue.

The staff has reviewed the logic presented in SQN-SQS4-0088 and accepts the
justification for limited deferral of selected tasks. However, the staff ;

believes that possible adverse effects from MELBs can be further limited by '

requiring appropriate licensee personnel to familiarize themselves w;th shutoff
valves for all moderate-energy lines leading to safety-related areas.

,

:

3.8.3 Conclusion

The staff accepts the licensee's procedures and assumptions for evaluating MELB '
.

flooding. The staff further accepts the licensee's commitment to complete the
,

' actions listed below before restart.
j

(1) ensure adequate sealing between the turbine building, control building,,

]
and the auxiliary building

I (2) provide administrative control for possible flooding in the annulus

(3) verify that the electrical equipment and electrical boards on the 734' and
749-foot level are above MELB flood levels

' (4) update the previous review of unimplemented ECNs to determine if
subsequent ECNs impact the flooding evaluation.

The staff concludes that completion of these actions (which includes all six
restart tasks) will be sufficient for restart. However as a post-restart,

i action, the staff recommends that TVA be able to demonstrate quick response to
MELBs in safety-related areas. !

3

3.9 ECCS Water loss Outside Crane Wall / Air Return Fan Operability

3.9.1 Introduction
i
i By letter dated July 8, 1987, and as supplemented August 4, 1987, the licensee
' identified a condition involving the collection of water from the containment

and residual heat removal sprays following a design-basis accident (DBA).
,

I Spray water collecting on the operating deck floor could drain directly into |
areas outside the crane wall through the opening for the containment air return4

fan A-A. The concerns were that this drainage could result in undesirably low '

water levels above the sump and in flooding of the air return fan A-A. ;
;

3.9.2 Evaluation '

The primary purpose of the air return fan (ARF) is to enhance the ice condenser
and containment spray heat removal. The secondary purpose of the system is to
limit hydrogen concentrations in potentially stagnant regions of containment by -

ensuring a flow of air from these regions. Two fans are provided. [
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The operating deck, located above the containment sump, is designed to collect
falling spray water and divert it to the inner crane wall region through the
refueling canal to the sump. The 10.ensee identified a condition whereby,
during containment spray operation, spray water could bypass its intended flow
path to the inner crane wall region by draining directly to areas outside the
crane wall through an opening for the containment air return fan A-A. Subse-
quently, the equipment access hatch and personnel access door tre nes also were
identified as potential inner crane wall bypass leakage paths. These trenches
also would direct spray water through the opening for containment air return
fan A-A. (The intake for fan B-B is above the floor elevation and this fan is
unaffected by water drainage.)

The licensee has determined that the root cause of this condition to be a design
deficiency that does not adequately prevent spray water interaction with the
ARFs. In addition, the kick plates have not been maintained as required by
design drawings. The kick plates on the operating deck were designed and
installed to prevent runoff at the personnel access hatch. However, a portion
of these kick plates were removed and not replaced because they would have
interfered with movement of the personnel airlock door.

It has now been determined that, had the kick plate been maintained as designed,
the estimated flow runoff through fan A-A would have been reduced. However, this
reduction in runoff would not have been sufficient to preclude failure of ARF
A-A. The licensee has since installed kick plates of a different design that
prevent the spray water that has collected u. the floor from draining into the
air return fan and settling outside the crane wall.

Excess moisture in the containment atmosphere can be drawn through the air return
fans and then exhausted to the accumulated rooms outside the crane wall.
Containment spray is designed to direct spray inside the crane wall only.
However, for the purposes of the a1 1vsis, the licensee conservatively assumed
that they would be a homogeneous distribution of spray throughout the total air
volume above the operating deck, including the region outside the crane wall.
Using this assumption, the total rate of entrained water that would pass
through the two fans has been calculated to be 70 gallons per minute per fan.
The containment air return fans have been evaluated by the vendor and found to
be capable of performing their intended function with this amount of entrained
water in the containment air.

The RHR and containment spray pumps require a 13.2-foot sump water level to
maintain the proper NPSH. Entrained spray water that would pass through the
air return fans would be diverted from the sump; thereby, reducing the sump
water level and the pump's NPSH. However, to maintain the sump water level and
the proper NPSH, the licensee has proposed certain modifications to trap the
de-entrained spray water and drain that water back inside the crane wall. The
necessary modifications to the drainage areas outside the crane wall (accumulator
Rooms 3 and 4) consist of the following:

(1) install 5-inch curbs in each accumulator room, as required

(2) seal penetrations through the accumulator room floors

(3) using 4-inch piping, construct a drain line that runs from each
accumulator room floor to inside the crane wall
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,

(4) install orifices on the existing accumulator room floor drain lines to ;

limit the total flow through them to less than 5 gallons per minute i

i
'

All efforts associated with the curb and drain modifications have been
completed on Unit 2; those modifications for Unit 1 will be completed before .

restart. '

: :

3.9.3 Conclusion i
'

The staff concludes that re-design of the containment drainage system will
1 ensure that spray water will not damage the air return fans or bypass the sump; ;

therefore, the design is acceptable.t

;

3.10 Platform Thermal Growth
.

In its preliminary evaluation dated March 25, 1988, the staff approved TVA's plan [
for the resolution of the structural thermal growth issue as described in its '

SNPP, item 15.5, "Platform Thermal Growth." The staff has completed a review of
the details of the licensee's resolution of the issues that include enhanced
calculations, generic implications, and other effects of the corrective action.

As the staff indicated in its prelimin ' evaluation, the primary purpose of
TVA's evaluation was to determine if tk structure was ductile and if the
stresses are secondary and self-limiting. The rec;uirements in the licensee's
design criteria SQN-DC-V-1.3.3.1 specify that thermal loads can be neglected
when it can be shown that they are secondary and self-limiting in nature and i

'

where the material is ductile. TVA had experienced design engineers performing !

a thorough drawing review to identify all structural and miscellaneous steel !|

structures that appeared to be thermally restrained to the point that the re- :,

sulting thermal growth might damage the structures and adjacent structures, i
'

This evaluation showed that scveral miscellaneous steel structures required
modifications, including the instrument room access platform, the reactor
.colant pumps access platform for loops 3 and 4 and the pipe support framing
in accumulator room 4. The connections to concrete at the ends of the steel ;

beam were determined to be non-ductile. In addition, there was a potential i

j for the radial beams to damage concrete columns. To correct these conditions, i

j the structures were modified by using sliding joints; thus relieving thermal '

: loads. The applicable drawings have been revised and the implementation of f

j the revision has been completed, as documented by TVA in its letter dated
~

; July 20, 1987(b). |
| :

.
For a better quantitative evaluation of the thermal stress, the staff requested

7

i TVA to provide a detailed calculation of a structural response and total combined j

stress of a selected structure. In a submittal dated January 8, 1988, the li- j,
' censee outlined the result of a finite element analysis of a steel frame that ;

supports piping systems 48N937-1. The licensee selected this structure as t
a

: conservatively representative because, even though there have been modifications }
to the structure to relieve thermal stress, it is still the most complex with .

'

regard to thermal loading that has the potential that thermally induced stress !.

could be a concern. It is a structure made of two platforms at different eleva- ;

tions that are interconnected by column framing. The platform framing is [
composed of relatively small steel members varying in size from W8X20 to W12X36. '

;

!
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To quantify the the effects of thermally induced loading on the as-modified
structure, a linear elastic analysis was performed. The structure was subjected
to a temperature rise of 216 F, which represents the difference between the
operating temperature inside containment and the design-basis accident tempera-
ture. The resulting member stresses and connection reactions were reviewed to
determine the worst-case locations. The maximum flexural stress caused by the
thermal loads is 15 kips per square inch (k/in ).2

The licensee states that thermally induced stresses are generally secondary and
self-limiting in nature; therefore, they are not additive to the other stresses
in the structure. However, for comparative purposes, thermal stresses, such as
deadload, piping support reaction loads, and se,smic inertia loads were added
to the primary stresses. The results showed that at only one iocation, the
midspan of the radial beam W8X20, the combined maximum primary and secondary
stresses exceed the elastic yield stress of the material. The ratio of the
elastically calculated strain to yield strain is 1.28. The fact that there is
only one location in the structural frame that experiences such a strain indi-
cated that the level of the stress field is not significant considering that
thermal load is associated with a high-energy steam line break. The licensee's
calculation further indicated that, after initial yielding, subsequent stress
cycles resulting from seismic motion would shake down to within elastic range,
thus minimizing a fatigue failure of the structural beam.

The licensee investigated concrete anchors and found that sufficient safety
margin exists when thermal effect is considered. The staff agrees that the
representative structure is adequate to withstand thermally induced load 1 and
will continue to perform its safety-related functions in 'che event of design-
basis occurrences.

The issue of the structural thermal grcwth is a derivative of an employee con-
cern on temperature variation in pipe hangers and supports. The pipe hangers
and supports issue has been separately reviewed by the staff.

TVA contracted Bechtel North American Power Corporation to review the corrective
action plan; Bechtel recommended several additional items. TVA provided supple-
mental information on this issue in its letter of February 29, 1988. The re-
commendations consisted of additional calculations for design justification and
modification of some structures and their supports Examples to be reviewed in
the future by the staff include structures within the main steam line valve vault
rooms as well as snubbers within the reactor building. TVA has determined that
these modifications are to be completed after Sequoyah restart.

On the basis of the discussion above as well as its previous review of SNPP
item 15.5, the staff concludes that the issue of the structural thermal growth
has been adequately addressed by the licensee.

3.11 Pipe Wall Thinning Assessment

3.11.1 Introduction
i

On December 9, 1986, Unit 2 at the Surry Power Station experienced a catastro-
phic failure of a main feedwater pipe, which resulted from the erosion / corrosion
of a carbon steel pipe wall. Although erosion / corrosion pipe failures have
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occurred in small diameter piping containing a water-steam mixture anC in water
systems containing solids, there have not been any previously reported failures

| in large diameter carbon steel piping systems containing high purity water;
j thus, the licensee did not have a procedure for the systematic examination of ,

the thickness of the walls of the feedwater and condensate piping.t

Main feedwater systems, as well as other power conversion systems, are important |
to safety. Failure of piping containing high-energy fluids such as the feedwater i

system can result in complex challenges to the operating staff because of poten- |

tial interactions of high energy steam and water with other systems, such as
electrical distribution, fire protection, and security. The licensee's commit-

I ments for the functional capability of systems containing high-energy fluids are
| a part of the licensing basis for the facility; an important nart of this com-

mitment is that piping will de maintained within allowable thickness values.

3.11.2 Evalua+. ion !
;

The staff's evaluation is based on Volume 2 of TVA's Nuclear Performance Plan
and meetings with the licensee on June 29, September 14 and 30, and October 29, ,

1987. Information was also obtained from the licensee's response to NRC t

Bulletin No. 87-01, "Thinning of Pipe Walls in Nuclear Power Plants," which is
,

being evaluated separately. TVA's response of September 18, 1987, included its
tests and inspections of piping.

Erosion / corrosion for carbon steel piping is a combination of rusting and loss4

; of material as a result of moving water or steam or both. The licensee se-
; lected areas susceptible to erosion / corrosion based on base metal composition, i

flow velocity, pressure differentials, unusual flow path or geometry, a' i1

1

1 operating temperature. Inspection was by visual and ultrasonic testinr (UT) '

methods. The five susceptible systems are listed below.;

condensate (single phase)-

feedwater (single phase)- >

extraction steam (two phase)-

heater drains and vent lines (two phase) .
-

turbine drain and vent lines (two phase) |-

The licensee submitted inspection reports detailing the extent of wall thickness
testing. In 1983 the licensee replaced a porti m of the Unit 1 moisture separa-'

tor reheater drain tank steel line that had fC. led as a result of steam erosion. ;

; In 1984 the extraction steam lines were examined. There was evidence of wall 1

; thinning in some areas, but the thicknesses, as measured by UT, exceeded the ;

i calculated minimum wall values. The piping downstream of the level control ,

valves was changed to stainless steel to prevent future problems. -

A preliminary report of the suspected erosion / corrosion areas on the condensate ;4

and feedwater piping, dated January 27, 1987, described the testing procedures !

and the selection of locations to be tested. Some loss-of-wall thickness was
detected on a reducing elbow downstream of a feedwater pump, but this was deter-

,

"

mined by the licensee to be the result of cavitation. Erosion / corrosion had not,

occurred in the areas most likely to be damaged.
,

I

;

!

i
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I

I The recent inspections for Unit 2 re summ rized in TVA reports, "Preliminary
Evaluation of the Turbine Building Heat Cycle Pi
"Wall Thinning Assessment Program Final Report" ping" dated March 6, 1987, and'

dated April 8, 1987. Approxi-
cately 70 areas ~we e examined by UT and the results were compared with the mate-'

;
rial specification'= minimum wall thickness and the licensee's design minimum '

wil thickness. An, measurement below specifications was noted, and those areas
found below or rapidly approaching the design minimum were targeted for replace-
ment. This data is belag used to establish a data base for tracking purposes.
Significant thinning was detected in several locations. One 2-1/2-inch high- !

'

pressure reheater operating vent line elbow had about 50 percent erosion; this '

elbow was replaced in all three lines. The elbows in the four 16-inch feedwater -)lines immediately downstream of 12-inch valves were eroded below the minimum
!

4

wall value as a result of high local water velocities. These safety-related '

'

elbows have been repaired by overlay welding.
!'

Chemical samples were taken of degraded and erosion / corrosion-resistant fittings. t

As expected, the resistant fittings contained elements known to give corrosion
*

resistance while the degraded fittings did not.

The licensee submitted copies of the UT procedures and surveillance instructions
for the wall thinning program. The licensee plans to monitor susceptible areas
and trend the resuli.s.

3.11.3 Conclusion
4

The NRC staff concludes that the licensee's inspection and surveillance program,

is acceptable. The staff finds that monitoring the licensee's implementation
of the surveillance program is not necessary at this time.

'

3.12 Cable Installatioj j

! A number of employee concerns were received relating to construction practices
at Watts Bar, particularly with re'spect to cable installation The evaluation4

] of these concerns was extended to the Sequoyah, plants.

4 The NRC and its consultant, Franklin Research Center (FRC), conducted a review
1 of installation procedures at Sequoyah, plant walkdowns, and interviews with

electricians who had installed cables in the plants. The results of this review
were transmitted to TVA by letter dated March 9, 1987. In that evaluation, the
staff concluded that tests should be conducted for Sequoyah before restart to.

assess potential damage for three situations: (1) cable pullbys. (2) cable jam-
ming, and (3) vertical cable supported by 90-degree condulets. TVA developed a

'

test program to address the staff's concerns, which was subsequently revised in jconsultation with the NRC; this program is described in a TVA submittal dated
July 31, 1987. TVA has completed its testing of cables for these three is3ues;.

the results were submitted to NRC by letter dated November 20, i A7.; t

'.
During its testing, TVA identified potential insulation deficiencies with sili-
cone rubber insulated cables supplied by three vendors: American Insulated Wire
(AIW), Anaconda, and Rockbestos. Some silicone rubber insulated cables have

; failed in-situ high potential tests and some uninstalled, new, but drop-weight
j impacted cables have failed laboratory testing that was conducted to ascertain t

the potential for cable damage from normal stresses expected during shipping,1

j handling, and installation. TVA provided a report dated September 10, 1987,
j
q r
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,

with regard to these failures pursuant to 10 CFR Part 21 because it believed
the findings could affect other plants. There are about 960 silicone rubber
insulated single conductor cables inside containment, totaling about 60,000
feet.

In a letter dated November 13, 1987, the staff informed TVA that based on TVA's
9 information developed up to that time, all the silicone rubber insulated cables

at Sequoyah were considered suspect. Although the generic concerns associated
with the use of this material in other plants are under review by the staff, it,

,

was the staff's position that this issue must be resolved for Sequoyah before
restart. TVA was told that if it elects not to replace these cables, then TVA
will have to demonstrato, before restart, that these cables will perform their,

'

intended safety functions in a harsh environment.
T

On November 24, 1987, in a meeting between NRC and TVA, TVA presented results
from tt:sts conducted at Wyle Laboratory. The results were also submitted to
the staff in a letter dated November 24, 1987. The results demonstrate that a '

significantly lower insulation thickness than originally anticipated is necessary
for installed cables to perfe a their intended function during and after a LOCA.

P In a letter dated December 28, 1987, TVA documented its basis for concluding
.that the silit.one rubber insulated cables installed at Sequoyah are adequate to '

perform their intended function. TVA also informed the staff that, as a result ,

of a decision made before the Wyle Laboratory test results were known, all the
,

;

AIW cables in safety-related harsh environment applications and the associated ,

Anaconda and Rockbestos cables mixed in the AIW cable conduits in Unit 2'

i containment have been replaced. These cables were replaced with cables
acceptable to the staff.

The staff has reviewed the TVA test data and concluded that the remaining in- t
. !
I stalled silicone rubber cables--Anaconda and Rockbestos--are acceptable for ser-

vice. The Wyle Laboratory tests represent partial qualification of the silicone
; rubber cables for a period of 10 years, which provides sufficient marnin for

startup. However, TVA will qualify the cables for the expected life of Sequoyah'

before return to operation from the refueling outage.
,

3.13 Fuse Replacement |

Bussman, the KAZ fuse manufacturing company, informed TVA in early 1986 that
KAZ actuator devices cannot be used as a fuse in 6 ampere or lower rated 125-volt i

.

de circuit and 600-volt ac circuit applications. The device can only be used f

in parallel with a higher rated fuse, so that when the higher rated fuse blows, !i

j the KAZ also blows; and the indicator pin actuates the annunciator circuit.

! In June 1986, TVA decided to replace the KAZ actuators with MIS-5 indicating
fuses manufactured by Bussman. However, Bussman could not provide fuses that'

<

had been seismically qualified. Hence, TVA contracted Northern International, , ;
:

; Inc., to supply seismically qualified MIS-5 fuses. As of October 1986, TVA had
'

replaced approximately 2,500 KAZ actuators with MIS-5 actuating fuses.
'

:
; In October 1986, TVA suspected that MIS-5 fuses were' defective beccuse of the i

failures that had occurred, and suspended installation of MIS-5 fuses. A 10 CFR
~

,

| Part 21 report was submitted to NRC on October 29, 1986. ;

!

l
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In January 1987, TVA contracted Littlefuse, Inc. , to supply indicating fuses,
FLAS-5 model. TVA contracted Wyle Laboratories to seismically qualify the
FLAS-5 fuses. The FLAS-5 fuse consists of a fuse wire, 560 ohm resistor,
spring-loaded indicator pin, and sand-like filler. The indicator pin is
mechanically attached to the spring. At the end of the spring, the resistor
and the fuse wire are soldered together. The solder material used is a eutec-tic alloy that has a low melting point. During overcurrent or fault condi-

'

tions, the solder joint melts and releases the indicator pin. The indicator
pin serves to cause annunciation only and does not trigger any safety features. ,

i

TVA installed the FLAS-5 fuses by March 1987, and Region II completed the in- (
spection (Inspection Report 50-327/328 87-20) during the week of March 23, 1987 '

and found the replacement acceptable. However, on June 20, 1987, an FLAS-5
fuse blew in a diesel generator (DG) start circuit that started all four DGs.
TVA investigated the problem and found that FLAS-5 fuses from lots 2 and 3 were

.

,

i

inadvertently blowing without the component in service or any other activity in
progress. Discussion with Littlefuse, Inc. revealed this to be a creep failure
problem introduced dt. ring the manufacturing of the fuses in lots 2 and 3.

The problem was believed to be corrected by changing the solder material and ;

soldering process during the manufacturing of subsequent lots. TVA submitted a
licensee event report dated July 21, 1987, on this problem.

By letter dated November 17, 1987(b), TVA submitted the testing performed on the
FLAS-5 fuses to determine the cause of failure in lots 2 and 3 and to d(monstrate i
the reliability of subsequent lots of fuses. '

Scanning electron miscroscope photographs indicated partial melting was present
in all of the failed fuses. Those photographs showed a large amount of porosity
in the solder and one fuse with almost no solder. These problems point out the
poor quality control exercised during the manufacturing process of these fuses.
This was a preliminary conclusion before the creep failure mechanism was iden-
tified by later tests. TVA also subjected four fuses from lot 3 and four fuses
from lot 6 to a temperature of 200 F under no electrical load. The first fuse

: from lot 3 failed within 12 hours. All other fuses from lot 3 failed within 80
.

'
"

hours. The first fuse from lot 6 failed at 44 days and the last fuse from lot
;6 did not fail even after 71 days. '

It should be noted that bismuth was included in the solder for fuses in lots 2 !

and 3 while cadmium was used on fuses from lots 4 and higher. Bismuth, because
; of its low melting point, is believed to be the cause of failure of the fuses
! in lots 2 and 3.

] TVA also subjected these fuses to a long-term current test. Fuses from lot 3 |
were subjected to 2 ampere and 4 ampere circuits. Out of 20 fuses, 11 fuses '

4

; failed in the 4 ampere circuits within 33 days. The first fuses failed within
j 5 days. In the 2 ampere circuits, only one fuse failed (at day 26) during a

test of 40 days. No fuses from lots 4 and 6 failed in the long-term current
,

'
'

test.

i TVA, at its Singleton Materials Engineering Laboratory, has performed tests on
; the FLAS-5 fuses with cadmium bearing solder (lots 4 and upward) to evaluate

the temperature dependence of the treep rate. During these tests, TVA conducted
:

!
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i

limited stress rupture tests on the fuses at 100, 120, and 143 F. These data
j combined with results of tests performed by Littlefuse, Inc., at 78'F and 200 F,

provide the predicted service life of the FLAS-5. These tests prove that solder-
ing material used in these fuses are expected to undergo a time-dependent in-

TVAcrease in length (creep) under a constant load at elevated temperatures.
also has measured the temperature rise above ambient at various points of the
FLAS-5 fuses. Based on the expected life tests and fuse temperature rise tests,
together with knowledge of fuse loading and ambient temperature, TVA has pre-
dicted the service life of the solder junctions to be 80 months average and 25 .

,
months minimum.

.,

TVA clso has performed short circuit tests on samples of both types of fuses in
which the bismuth solder fuse indicating mechanism operating in 37.15 seconds
whereas the cadmium indicating mechanism operated in 37.45 seconds, an insig-
nificant time difference.

TVA h6s committed to replace bismuth solder FLAS-5 fuses from lots 2 and 3 with
cadmium solder fuses before operating at mode 4.

|
On the basis of these tests, it can be reasonably determined that the failure

i
of the fuses had been caused by a creep problem. These tests also prove that
cadmium solder fuses from lots 4 and higher are more reliable and will have
less tendencies of failure because of the creep problem than bismuth solder
fuses of lots 2 and 3.

TVA has informed the staff that cadmium fuses (FLAS-5 lots 4 and higher) have
blown because of short circuit conditions and not creep failures as experienced
with lots 2 and 3. Based on the test results and experience with the FLAS-5
cadmium solder fuses from lots 4 and higher, the staff finds the replacement
fuses acceptable. However, because the analysis performed by TVA on the

' service life of the solder junction is predicted to be 80 month on the average.;

and 25 month minimum, TVA should either replace these fuses every 25 months or
extend the life of these fuses with further testing and analysis based on the

,

4
- ambient conditions and failure rates of these fuses. ,

'
,

4
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4 RESTART READINESS

There are a number of programs necessary for safe conduct of nuclear activities -

at Sequoyah. These include management performance, maintenance, quality assur-
ance and training. The management controls, initiatives and procedures related
to these activities are discussed below. Numerous inspections of the effective- :

'

ness of these programs also have been conducted and will continue.

4.1 Operational Readiness

4.1.1 Introduction

TVA has historically demonstrated weaknesses in performance of nuclear activ-
ities as has been discussed in previous systematic assessment of licensee
performance (SALP)-reports. On September 17, 1985, on the basis of continued
poor performance as described in the fifth TVA SALP, the NRC issued a letter
delineating their concerns pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(f).

Enclosure 2 to the staff's 10 CFR 50.54(f) letter posed certain questions to'

TVA regarding

(1) equipment qualification (Questions 1 and 2) ,

i (2) operational readiness (Question 3)
(3) cable tray support (Question 4) ,

(4) design control (Question 5) ,

Items (1), (3), and (4) above are discussed in Sections 3.2, 2.5, and 2.1, re-
spectively, of this report. Operational readiness will be discussed in this
section.

TVA has undertaken a significant effort to address and correct operational
readiness issues. A special Sequoyah Task Force was established by the
Manager of Nuclear Power on March 19, 1986, to identify problems and initiate
those actions necessary to resolve the problems before restart of either
Sequoyah unit. The Sequoyah Nuclear Performance Plan (SNPP), Revision 1,

a

provides the assessment and plans for resuming operation of the Sequoyah units
and Section V discusses those topics related specifically to operational ,

readiness.

TVA has stated that the overall purpose of operational readiness is to provide '
the Site Director with verification that activities, programs, and commitments
required for restart are completed. This is to be accomplished by designating ,

an Operational Readiness Manager who reports to the Manager, Office of Nuclear :
'Power (0NP) and a Sequoyah Operational Readiness Manager who reports to the Site

,

Director. The Operational Readiness Manager provides independent oversight of: the development and implementation of the operational readiness program and i'

'

assists the site in ensuring the program adequacy while also providing indepen-
dent assessments and evaluations to the Manager of Nuclear Power. The Sited

Director will use the results of the operational readiness program and other

-

,

.
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status reviews to make his recommendation for Unit 2 restart to the Manager,
ONP. The Manager, ONP, will not approve restart of Unit 2 until he is satisfied
that all preparations for restart have been satisfactorily completed.

The Sequoyah Operational Readiness Manager assesses whether corrective action
plans have been established to address the underlying causes of deficiencies or
problem areas, evaluates the adequacy of corrective action, reviews the close-
out practices, and provides comments to improve the process and program content.
The Sequoyah Operational Readiness Manager is responsible for working with the
site and line organizations to obtain verification of program implementation,
to obtain verification of organizational readiness through the evaluation of
performance objectives, and to develop the restart prerequisite checklist. The
checklist will be used to verify that hardware issues directly impacting system
operability are closed before applicable mode changes.

l 4.1.2 Evaluation
f
'

Success of the operational readiness program is contingent upon the successful
implementation of the three program elements: the SNPP completion of Volume 2
programs, the establishment and assessment of performance objectives, and the
restart prerequisite verification (Restart Test Instruction 1.1-Master Test

{ Sequence).

Implementation of the first element will be to verify (1) that restart activ-
ities as defined in the Sequoyah Activities List (SAL) have been completed,
(2) that SNPP Volume 2 text statements of intention have been completed, and
(3) that major projects, having broad impact on other plant activities, have
been completed prior to restart. Some long-term program enhancements will be
open at restart and will be tracked through routine NRC observations of the
TVA corporate commitment tracking system.

The purpose of the performance objectives evaluation is to ensure that site
organizations function effectively and are prepared for plant restart and
operation. Generic performance objectives and criteria have been established
and assigned to site organizations so that they may address the areas of pro-
cedures, staffing, supervisory involvement, internally and externally identi-
fied findings, housekeeping, and readiness of support organizations during
restart. Additional performance objectives and criteria have been developed

I for the functional areas of organization and administration, document control,
maintenance, training, licensing, engineering, and configuration control.
Performance objectives in these functional areas also have been assigned to

| the appropriate site organizations.

| TVA's performance objectives are based on the guidance provided by "Perfor-
i mance Objectives and Criteria for Operating and Near Term Operating License

Plants," INPO 85-001, Institute for Nuclear Power Operations, January 1985.

| This interim operational readiness evaluation will include the following:
"

; establishing appropriate objectives and criteria
' " evaluating readiness against established criteria

assessing impact of deficiencies identified

NUREG-1232, Vol. 2 4-2
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developing and implementing additional corrective actions for identified.! '

deficiencies
verifying that performance objectives have been met and readiness is assured

TVA has established plant instructions and tracking systems to ensure that hard- ,

ware issues directly impacting system operability are closed before mode changes.
To ensure that these hardware issues are complete, a restart prequisite check-
list has been developed. This checklist was developed by the Sequoyah opera-
tional readiness staff and serves to consolidate hardware operability issues,
including those listed below.

maintenance or work request backlog'

outstanding clearances
modification status
outstanding temporary alteration control forms (TACFs)'

| outstanding preventive maintenance packages
J instrumentation availability*

outstanding hardware-related potentially reportable occurrences (PR0s) and* '

significant condition reports (SCRs)

The restart prerequisite checklist will be provided to the Sequoyah Restart
Test Manager for inclusion in the plant restart test sequencing instruction.
This instruction will provide for review by the Plant Operation Review Committee
(PORC) and plant manager approval of results prior to leaving specified hold;

points. In addition to incorporating the restart prerequisite requirements,
this instruction will address the completion of required special testing during
the restart of Sequoyah.

TVA will provide two reports, an initial report and a final report to document
the operational readiness program.

The initial report provided

the status of each SAL item
1 the status of each Volume 2 restart text intention

closure criteria approved by the principal manager for each defined major!

project / issue
the status of the performance objective / criteria evaluations -

a copy of the current draft restart checklist
' The final report will provide

a revised update of the initial report to document operational readiness

a detailed description of the remaining open items'"

the specified mechanism for ensuring closure and the method by which closure
will be documented for open items

the final restart prerequisite checklist as submitted to the Sequoyah '
<

} Restart Test Manager
,

| A parallel, independent assessment of operational readiness was performed
]

by the Operational Readiness Manager. This review was conducted by senior
4

,

$
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personnel with plant experience from both inside and outside TVA. The team
provided its findings and recommendations to the Manager of ONP in a letter
dated January 5,1988. This managerial group may be augmented from time to time
by additional senior personnel within or outside TVA to provide special expertisein particular areas. Further, the Manager, ONP, has requested that the Sequoyah
Nuclear Safety Review Board (NSRB) review the SNPP Volumes 1 and 2 and the actual
status of preparation for restart of Sequoyah units from a safety perspective.
The NSRB has reviewed and accepted the overall approach outlined in the SNPP.
The Board also has reviewed the special programs and certain secondary hardware
issues and the onsite safety review process, maintenance planning, and procedure
development. The Board will review the restart test program, and, on the basis
of these reviews, it will provide NSRB recommendations to assist the Manager in
his restart decision.

| The initial report has been reviewed by the staff. The NRC staff will review
and evaluate the final report and the Independent Readiness Review as part of
the ongoing staff evaluation of the implementation of the Operational Readiness
Review Program.

4.1.3 Conclusions

Initially, the staff believed that TVA needed to clarify the meaning of hardware
issues in the paragraph describing the restart prerequisite verification element.
In addition, provisions needed to be included to ensure that TVA assesses hard-
ware operability for the cumulative effect on system performance. Overall the
staff has concluded that the implementation portion of the operational readiness
program represents a realistic and systematic format to ensure that plant acti-
vities, programs, and commitments required for restart are completed.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that this program is acceptable. As
designed, the program should provide the Site Director and Manager of Nuclear
Power verification that activities, programs, and commitments required for re-
start are completed.

4.2 Management

4.2.1 Introduction

TVA's SNPP states that in the past there has been a lack of clear assignment
of responsibility and authority to managers and their organizations. To correct
this weakness, TVA has reorganized the Sequoyah site organization. TVA also has
taken specific actions to clarify each manager's authority and area of responsi-
bility and to establish accountability. TVA also has programs under way to
improve the level of plant knowledge of plant managers and supervisors.

The staff has reviewed several efforts by TVA to improve the management and
organization at Sequoyah and agrees with the type of programmatic changes
being made. The staff inspected some of these programs during Inspection
50-327/328 87-59; the purpose of which was to evaluate the management systems
at Sequoyah by focusing on the following specific functional areas: operations,
maintenance, quality assurance, modifications, engineering, and licensing. The
inspection looked at the process by which TVA was implementing the commitments
in Volume I and Volume II of the TVA Nuclear Performance Plan.
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4.2.2 Evaluation
i

| 4.2.2.1 Organization at the Sequoyah Site

i Sequoyah site organization is organized into functional departments that gener- '

ally parallel the functional departments in TVA's headquarters Office of Nuclear i,

! Power. The functional alignment of the Office of Nuclear Power is discussed in
the staff's SER of the Corporate Nuclear Performance Plan (NUREG-1232, Volume 1).
In that SER, the staff stated that corporate functional area managers are re-
sponsible for the technical direction in each functional area at each of the
nuclear sites. The Sequoyah site organizatior showing this functional alignment
is presented in Figure 4.1. Each site functicinal department is responsible fori

a discrete type of function.
,

The Sequoyah Site Director, through his organization, approves and controlsi ,

all activities conducted on site. The Site Director is responsible for plan-
| ning, scheduling, coordinating, and providing direction for the activities of

the site organizations. The Plant Manager, Site Services Supervisor, Manager
Lof Projects, Planning and Scheduling Supervisor, Financial Planning Supervisor,

Radiological Assessor, and Personnel Services Supervisor report directly to !

the Site Director. The site Project Engineer, Licensing Manager, Site Quality
Manager, Site Procedures Staff Manager, and Modification Manager report to the .

Site Director for day-to-day functional supervision, but each of these individ--

uals reports administratively and technically to his director in the corporate '

office. The Site Director maintains an interface with the Directors of Nuclear: '

7 Engineering, Nuclear Licensing and Regulatory Affairs, Nuclear Quality Assur-
ance, Nuclear Construction, and other TVA organizations to ensure effective4

|
implementation of corporate goals and objectives.

The Sequoyah plant organization is shown in Figure 4.2. The Plant Manager is
4

.

responsible for conducting the day-to-day plant operations in compliance with
licensing regulatory requirements. A plant management organization has been ;

2

implemented with a unit superintendent assigned to operations and a unit super-
intendent assigned to maintenance. ;

,

| .In summary, the staff considers the site organization acceptable and in ac- '

i cordance with the guidance of Section 13.1.2 of the Standard Review Plan, ;

NUREG-0800.

i 4.2.2.2 Responsibility, Accountability, and Authority

As described in the revised Corporate Nuclear Performance Plan (CNPP) the lines
; of authority and responsibility have not always been clear. To correct this

problem, TVA is revising the position description program.
|

; The position description program is a continuing program that is constantly [

being updated. Af ter the organization charts and functional statements are
approved, a great many of the position descriptions will need to be rewritten. |;

NRC recognizes that this will be a large effort. Position descriptions have i

: been written for each manager within the Office of Nuclear Power (ONP). Posi- i

I tion descriptions define the functions, responsibilities, reporting relation- ;

| ships, and qualification requirements for each management position, Each !

t

.

i
:
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position description will eventually be written according to TVA Procedure
No. 0906.01, "Position /0rganization Control Process." The line manager is
responsible for the position descriptions for managers and the job descriptions
for non-managers. Job descriptions are essentially the same for non-managers
and managers.

Organizational charts will include functional statements for each group
depicted on the chart. Interface agreements between organizations will define
accountability and will be part of the organizational chart approval process.
Each organizational chart is being signed by the Director of ONP. The process
provides strong centralized control of the organization development process.

The Organization Charts Manual will be a controlled document that contains
approved charts, thereby providing control. A position control system will
provide a number for each position within ONP.

In summary, the position / organizational control process establishes the controls
necessary to develop and maintain position descriptions, job descriptions,
organization charts, and staffing plans. The process has very strong corporate
management direction. However, because of the large number of organizations
and individuals involved, the process is moving slowly.

4.2.2.3 Management's Level of Plant Knowledge

TVA has taken action at Sequoyah to increase the level of plant knowledge in its
line managers. Figure 4.3 shows the staffing qualifications necessary for key
Sequoyah plant managers and supervisors. In addition, many other site super-
visors have received the systems portions of either managers and engineers
certification training or shif t technical advisor training.

The Managers and Engineers Certification Program provides an opportunity for
individuals with a degree, who are considered to be potential candidates for
upper plant management positions, to receive training necessary to gain simula-
tor certifications. This program is designed to provide the trainee with an,

extensive knowledge of plant theory and operations. Included in the program
are 15 weeks of systems and theory training along with 7 weeks of simulator /
operations training. Candidates must pass comprehensive written and oral exam-
inations similar in nature to senior reactor operator (SRO) certification exam-
inations before receiving their simulator certification.

Technical training for technical staff and managers is one of the TVA training
programs accredited by INP0. Sequoyah Procedure 202.17 describes the require-
ments for the TVA Technical Staff and Manager Training Program, which is de-
signed to provide general technical training needed by plant technical person-
nel. It is not intended to supply discipline-specific training. The Management
Training Program provides management and supervisory skill training.

The first phase of the technical staff and managers training is called the
orientation phase. The orientation phase is normally accomplished within .he
first 18 months of holding a technical staff position. The following training
is included:
* General Employ;e T aining
* Plant Rc' rc x e Haterial

NUREG-1232, Vol. 2 4-8
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' Nuclear Codes, Standards, and Regulations
* Plant Modification and Work Control
" Plant Systems and Components

After the orientation phase, several types of advanced-phase training are
available. Procedure 202.17 outlines the typical contents of Segment 1 and
Segment 2 and portions of the advanced phase training.

These programs have resulted in increased management involvement in technical
training. The staff believes that these programs should contribute to the
overall technical and managerial capabilities of the Sequoyah management,
thereby enhancing plant safety.

4.2.2.4 Management Goals and Objectives

The level of management involvement in controlling work practices has been
inconsistent at Sequoyah in the past. To address this problem, the Manager of
Nuclear Power established new goals and objectives, as listed below.
' ensure that Sequoyah has a strong, effective management team with clear

lines of responsibility, authority, and accountability

fully implement required prerequisites for safe operation of Sequoyah

bring Sequoyah back into operation expeditiously

conduct operation of Sequoyah in a safe and efficient manner

create a working environment built on trust and confidence that will
permeate the entire organization

Each of the stated goals is supported by several objectives to achieve the goal.

The staff endorses the goals established for Sequoyah. While achievement of
these goals would not, by itself, resolve all past problems that have been
identified, it would produce an atmosphere conducive to resolving the control
of work practices.

4.2.2.5 Communications

Since every employee has responsibility for safety, employees must receive and
understand the relevant information. Therefore, the staff endorses the import-
ance of communication channels within Sequoyah organizations as well as between
Sequoyah organizations and corporate offices. Inspection Report 50-327/328
87-59 addresses these issues. In that report, the staff found that the com-
munication channels at Sequoyah are adequate.

4.2.2.6 Procedures

TVA has a program to upgrade all of its procedures to correct documented defi-
ciencies, incorporate organizational changes, and reflect plant modifications.
A short term effort will focus on the technical content and clarity of TVA's
nuclear operation and surveillance procedures. TVA intends that the long-term

,
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|

;

procedures-upgrade program will ensure that recent industry and NRC concerns,
i such as human factors considerations, are properly addressed.

Long-term and short-term actions are under way to improve the plant proce- .

dures. Procedure development or revision is necessitated by (1) documented !
deficiencies or weaknesses in the existing procedures, (2) results of completed !

plant modifications and system walkdowns, and (3) changes in responsibilities
and authorities as a result of the organizational changes that have been made.
The short-term effort will consist of the development or revision of those-

procedures necessary to support plant restart. Changes that are not necessary |
prior to plant restart will be handled as part of the long-term procedure !

upgrade program. y

1 The long-term procedure upgrade program is a corporate-wide effort that will '

j extend beyond restart of a Sequoyah unit, As part of this program, the !

Sequoyah plant procedures will be incorporated into an overall five-tiered 4
,

} package of policies, directives, standards, procedures and instructions that
will govern the operations of TVA's entire Office of Nuclear Power. A Site
Procedures Group has been established on a permanent basis at Sequoyah to par-
ticipate in this long-range program. The group will assist the line organiza-
tions in developing and revising site procedures and instructions and will be

; responsible for scheduling, tracking, editing, verifying, incorporating good
i human factors practices, and coordinating the review and approval of site
i procedures.
'

An interim directive or plan has been issued that provides a description of
.

the overall implementation plan for the TVA Nuclear Procedures System. This
| plan includes requirements that control both the transition period and the
; implementation process. TVA has indicated that its nuclear management has ,

placed increased emphasis on compliance with procedures and will monitor i'

; compliance. Supervisors must ensure that there are proper procedures in their
j areas of responsibility. Personnel performing the work must follow the appro-

priate procedures or initiate management approval for a temporary change to1

the procedures. The nuclear headquarters staff and the site Quality Assurance'

(QA) Manager are to monitor compliance with procedures when they conduct their
plant performance assessment activities.

On the basis of its review, the NRC staff finds TVA's proposed actions acceptable. |

4.2.2 7 Management Training

Management training is conducted by the Management Training Branch, which is
part of the Division of Nuclear Training, but also reports directly to the
Manager, Nuclear Power. The primary functions of the Management Training;

Branch are listed below,i

develop productive supervisors
i

j increase utilization of appropriate and efficient supervisory skills i

i

) assist supervisors / managers in moving from a reactive management style to'

! a proactive management style

i

NUREG-1232, Vol. 2 4-11
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' facilitate the development of consistent management throughout the ONP

The Management Training Branch personnel document and track training perform-
ance of supervisors and managers within ONP. In addition, the Branch evaluates
the training as it is conducted and provides feedback to line management.

Each of the core courses is taught by TVA although vendors may be involved in
such things as the printed materials. The core courses are Orientation to
Nuclear Supervision, Supervisor Development Course, and Managing for Excellence.

On the basis of its preliminary review, the NRC staff finds the management
training program acceptable.

4.2.3 Conclusion

On the basis of its evaluations, the NRC staff concludes that TVA has accept-
ably addressed the Sequoyah-specific management concerns and weaknesses.

4.3 Quality Assurance

4.3.1 Conditions Adverse to Quality

TVA has acknowledged that it had not always taken timely action to resolve
conditions adverse to quality (CAQs) in its nuclear activities. This problem
included a lack of upper-level management involvement and a lack of timely
processing of conditions adverse to quality involving multiple organizations.

TVA took actions to improve performance, including those listed below.
' standardization of CAQ reporting and of the method used for determining

significance

automatic escalation to higher levels of management when the timeliness or
responsiveness at lower levels is inadequate to resolve the CAQ

training of personnel on use of the new CAQ process

' frequent status meetings

' procedure changes requiring prompt assessment of safety significance
when a CAQ is identified

The staff finds that the measures described in the SNPP (Section 11.2.5) for
handling CAQs are acceptable. NRC inspections (see Inspection Report 50-327/328
87-55) have shown that significant management attention is being directed to
this program but that problems still exist that will take time to fully resolve.
These problems include additional employee training, accurate problem tracking,
and general procedure compliance.

4.3.2 Quality Assennce Prograg

The TVA organization for QA that has been in use since mid-1976 is described in
a Topical Report TVA-TR75-1 entitled, "QA Program Description for Design,
Construction, and Operation of TVA Nuclear Power Plants," This report contains
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organization charts, a description of the organization, and the QA responsibil-
ity assignments. The staff has reviewed and approved program revisions that
have been submitted by TVA. However, although the staff accepted each QA pro-
gram described by TVA, problems were encountered in program execution, and the
staff's systematic assessment of licensee performance (SALP) reports for TVA
nuclear activities from 1980 through mid-1985 showed a need to improve QA.

As noted in the revised SNPP, TVA's nuclear QA and quality control (QC) func-
tions had not been effectively unified in a single department. One nuclear QA
organization was responsible for conducting corporate-level audits, a separate
nuclear QA group within the construction division was responsible for inspect-
ing construction activities, and a third nuclear QA group withio engineering
was responsible for conducting audits of engineering activities. To further
compound the problem, each nuclear site had its own QA group responsible for
QA/QC activities at that site. As a result, TVA's nuclear QA activities were
not conducted according to a consistent set of programs and procedures, and the
QA groups reported to various management groups within TVA, thereby diminishing
the visibility and importance of these activities to top-level management. As
a result, the staff believes that the QA program has not always been implemented
on aa effective, consistent basis.;

The staff evaluation of TVA's Sequoyah Quality Assurance Program is based on a
review of SNPP Section 2.6, "Quality Assurance."

Under the new organization, the responsibility for all nuclear QA/QC functions
has been consolidated under the Director of Nuclear Quality Assurance, whv

,

reports directly to the Manager of Nuclear Power. This responsibility includes
all QA/QC activities related to engineering, construction, and operations, as
well as QC inspections of construction and maintenance / modification activities.

A standarized TVA QA program, nuclear quality standards and directives, and
model QA procedures for the sites are being developed. The standard nuclear
QA program is to be implemented at each site, with site-specific adjustments
allowed only if (1) they do not degrade the level of quality provided by the
standard program and (2) they are approved by the Director of Nuclear Quality
Assurance.

The staff concludes the overall revisions to the TVA nuclear quality assurance
program as generally described in the revised SNPP represent QA programmatic
improvements and, if properly implemented, are acceptable.

TVA submitted to Region II (May 1, 1986) a revised and upgraded version of its
QA topical report for NRC review. The report described the then-current organi-
zation and QA procedure system. After a review of the report and a meeting
with TVA representatives, the staff forwarded a request for additional informa-
tion to TVA. TVA revised the topical report to address tnese staff questions
and to fully reflect the organization of the Office of Nuclear Power.

Determining if the changes in the TVA QA topical report will resolve past prob-
lems can only be done by observing TVA's performance over an extended period.
As noted above, the problems in TVA's nuclear activities occurred under a pre-
viously approved QA program; however, that program was not implemented the way

.
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it was described. Thus, it is important to note that the staff's re-
view and acceptance of the QA topical report means only that TVA's commitments
meet the programmatic requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, as described in
Section 17 of the NRC Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800). The staff will
assesswhetherthesecommitmentsarefullyandeffectivelymetinitsongoingoversight and inspection of TVA's technical and QA programs. Because of TVA s
past problems in the QA area, the Region II staff approved this revision (Revi-
sion 9) to the QA topical report on January 30, 1987, for a period of 2 years.
The staff's decision on extending the approval of the topical report will
depend on how effectively TVA implements the program.

,

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the Quality Assurance Program I
is acceptable as described.

4.4 Operating Experience Improvement

Item C.3 of Enclosure 2 to the 10 CFR 50.54(f) letter requested a detailed
description of the Sequoyah Operational Readiness Plan. In response to this
request, TVA described operating experience actions (in terms of enhancements
made through reactor trip reduction, limitation of spurious engineered safety
features actuations, review of the Davis-Besse event for lessons learned, and
review of nuclear operations experiences) in the SNPP. Each of these enhance- s

ments is addressed below. '

4.4.1 Reactor Trip Reduction

From initial criticality to the present shutdown, the number of reactor trips
for Units 1 and 2 has been 83 and 53, respectively. To reduce unnecessary
challenges to the reactor protection system and increase plant reliability, TVA
established a reactor trip reduction program using input from vendor and other
nuclear industry organizations.

The staff reviewed Sequoyah's reactor trip reduction program during a special
NRC team inspection (Inspection Report 50-327/328 85-46). The program consisted
of an evaluation of the areas identified in the INP0 report, "Scram Reduction
Practices" (INP0 85-11), dated November 21, 1985. The TVA evaluation addressed

| in detail each of the INPO items and identified which were being implemented
and which were standard practice.

TVA identified 27 trips at Sequoyah that have occurred since January 1, 1984,
and categorized them as follows:

equipment malfunction or failure 13 trips

manual feedwater control of steam generators 8 trips

personnel error 5 trips

inexperience with single element controller 1 trip
for steam generator feedwater bypass regulating
valve
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The root causes of the 13 trips associated with equipment malfunction or fail-
ure were identified. Long-term corrective actions consisting of preventive
maintenance, design reviews, and posting of warning signs to prevent recurrence
were taken for five trips. (No long-term corrective action was felt appropriate
for the remaining eight trips.) Structured to reduce these types of equipment
malfunction / failure-induced trips, TVA's preventive maintenance program includes
the following:

|

* Critical plant equipment that can cause scrams is inspected and tested
during each refueling outage.

* Vendor simulators are used for testing systems.

Preventive maintenance on important equipment is minimized while the
plant is operating.

* Instrumentation and control (l&C) technicians verify that control systems
are functioning properly by stroking components through their full range.

* Major equipment performance is monitored so anticipatory corrective action
can be taken before a scram.

A design change to provide automatic control of feedwater bypass regulating
valves was installed to reduce the trips that occurred from manual control
during startup and shutdown evolutions. Additional feedwater system modifica-
tions made as a result of the Davis-Besse event will improve the auxiliary
feedwater system reliability. .

To address those trips caused by personnel errors, TVA has implemented the
following additional training:
* I&C technicians receive a half day of systems training each week as part

of the continuing training program.
* Simulator training is provided for I&C technicians, engineers, and certain

maintenance personnel based on availability of the simulator.

Newly hired technicians must complete a certification program that in-
cludes procedures, policies, system training, and practical factors.
Certification must be completed satisfactorily before a technician performs
unassisted testing.

On-the-job training is conducted by a foreman as part of the training /
qualification process.

* Vendor training programs are used for critical plant equipment (e.g.,
electro-hydraulic control, governors, and motor-operated valves).

Operations personnel receive training on plant modifications before new
'

equipment is placed in service. (Single element feedwater cratrullers "

have been added to the Sequoyah simulator and are used c -cerator4

retraining,)

!

-
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* Trainees, including avall ele auxiliary operators, observe and, in some
cases, receive hands-on experience during such plant evolutions as
startup, synchronization, and shutdown in the control room.

* Operations personnel are given additional in-depth training on balance of
plant equipment.

TVA has implemented the following practices to reduce plant trips through
increased personnel responsibility and enhanced root-cause determinations:
* beginning to assign a system engineer to be responsible for each plant

system

*
| performing a comprehensive post-trip review for each reactor trip

* delaying startup until a multi-discipline committee reviews the trip to
determine the cause and implementation of corrective actions (A historical
data base is maintained to allow analysis and trending by scram cause
codes.)

* participating in the Westinghouse Owners Group, which has a program for
investigating each scram

As documented in the SNPP and the special NRC Inspection Report 50-327/328
85-46 TVA has taken positive steps to improve plant reliability through trip
reduction. Based on its review of the SNPP and the information gained from
the special inspection, the staff concludes that the actions taken by TVA to
reduce reactor trips are acceptable.

4.4.2 Limitation of Engineered Safety Features (ESF) Actuations

To reduce unnecessary challenges to safety systems and maintain system avail-
ability, TVA has an established program to limit spurious / unnecessary ESF
actuations.

In 1985, the number of spurious unnecessary ESF actuations was significantly
reduced from the number that occurred in 1984. The main contributors to the
number of ESF actuations historically have been containment ventilation isola-
tions and auxiliary building isolations caused by spurious and inadvertent
radiation monitor high radiation trips. To reduce the number of isolations,
TVA initiated several actions.

One of the actions taken by TVA was to have the Chemical Engineering Section
revise the sampling instructions to coordinate activities with operations and
to block the applicable radiation monitor channel before changing filter paper
or obtaining air samples. Additionally, proper sample flow on monitors is
verified once per shift, thereby limiting spurious high radiation actuations
that result from sample flow switch actuation from low flow conditions.

Other actions have included raising the set points for the noble gas channels
of the upper and lower containment monitors from 20 percent to 40 percent of
the allowable value of the technical specification. NRC has approved a tech-
nical specification change to raise the set point of the fuel pool radiation
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monitors to further reduce the number of auxiliary building isolations caused
by movement of contaminated trash and elevated background radiation levels.

Time delay relays have been incorporated on the vent monitors in the contain-
ment, control room, auxiliary building, and fuel pool to reduce the impact of
short-duration electrically induced spikes on these radiation monitors. The
General Atomic RP-30 radiation analyzer has been modified on the noble gas and

'

air particulate channels to operate with an upper level and a lower level
,

discriminator, and radiation monitor signal cables have been installed in
conduit on all ESF and effluent radiation monitor channels.

The spurious and unnecessary ESF actuation reduction program has been effective
in reducing the number of actuations caused by electrical noise. Although the ,

program has been less effective in reducing personnel errors during testing '

activities, continued upgrading of the implementation of this portion of the
program will help to increase its effectiveness.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds TVA's program to limit spurious and
unnecessary ESF actuations acceptable.

4.4.3 Review of Findings From Davis-Besse Event

i TVA assigned a task team to evaluate NRC Generic letter 85-13, which trans-
i mitted NUREG-1154 in response to the staff's findings of the June 9, 1985
] Davis-Besse event, and INPO Report 85-036 entitled "The Operational Performance

of Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) Systems in U.S. PWRs 1980-1984."t

i
| A special NRC inspection team (Inspection Report 50-327/328 85-46) reviewed
| TVA's evaluation of NUREG-1154 and the INPO AFW report. TVA's evaluation ;

addressed the significance of the Davis-Besse loss of main and auxiliary feed-'

water event with regard to Sequoyah. TVA used the INP0 report to review the|

Sequoyah AFW system for problems that have been experienced by other utilities.
1 As discussed in the SNPP, the nine major topics from the Davis-Besse event that

were evaluated are listed below.
' interaction of plant security features and operator actions
' availability of shift technical advisors (STAS)
' reliability of the AFW containment isolation valves and other safety-

| related valves

reliability of AFW pump turbines,

:
' ' reliability of power-operated relief valves

' adequacy of control room instrumentation
!

' adequacy of plant procedures
,

' adequacy of safety system testing
1

| acceptability of current safety assessment methods' '

4
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j The NRC inspection team confirmed that the interaction of plant security fea- |
1 tures and operator action problems that occurred at Davis-Besse would not have '

{ occurred at Sequoyah. Additionally, the STA would be available at Sequoyah
during such an operational event.<

} Unlike Davis-Besse, Sequoyah's AFW system does not have any containment isola-
i tion motor-operated valves (MOVs). However, reliability problems with other
j H0Vs in the AFW system, as well as with the main feedwater isolation valves,
j have occurred as a result of improper limit switch settings. TVA is implement-

ing increased MOV maintenance, and the motor-operated valve and test systemj; (M0 VATS) is being used to adjust limit switch settings.
) |

| Operator training sessions have been conducted with the Unit 1 turbine-driven
; AFW pump covering problems experienced by operators during the Davis-Besse !

event, and a laminated sign has been installed near the turbine throttle valve'

with a drawing of mechanical overspeed trip. Management has indicated that all,

) operators will receive training of a similar nature before startup of either *

! unit, and annual simulator training on a complete loss of feedwater (normal and '

*

emergency) has been implemented.

Sequoyah surveillance programs provide some assurance of operational readiness !
of the power-operated relief valves (PORVs). However, TVA does not support the [,

; automatic block valve closure suggested in NUREG-1154 as a potential remedy j
for PORV failures. The acoustical monitoring instrumentation for both units .

is located in the common area of the control room, approximately equidistant {from the Unit 1 and Unit 2 controls. TVA has evaluated the adequacy of the
location of the acoustic monitors and the pressurizer tail pipe temperaturei

7indicator during the detailed control room design review. TVA will relocate<

| the acoustic monitors to the panels that contain the tail pipe monitors. The
staff's safety evaluation report assessing the adequacy of the control room j
design review and TVA's corrective actions was issued on August 27, 1987.

I TVA's evaluation of NUREG-1154 shows that the Davis-Besse event should not
1 occur at Sequoyah because of several differences. Sequoyah's design provides
j two motor-driven and one turbine-driven AFW pump per unit, as opposed to

Davis-Besse's two turbine-driven pumps. Also, Davis-Besse only has two steami '

: generators where Sequoyah has four, with only one required for decay heat :
'

removal. Additionally, Sequoyah does not have an automatic system like Davis-
,

i Besse's steam and feedwater rupture control system, which could allow a single
operator error to totally isolate AFW. Total isolation of AFW at Sequoyah ;

requires several deliberate manual operations for each AFW pump and could not
,

be accomplished by a single-operator error,,

i 1

On the basis of its review, the staff finds the TVA actions in response to l-

Generic Letter 85-13, combined with its AFW reliability improvement program, [
j are acceptable.

,
4

e

'

4.4.4 Review of Nuclear Operations Experience3

! t

: In January 1985, TVA transferred the responsibility for experience review to L

the site. At that time, Sequoyah assigned the Site Services Group the func-;

j tion of handling such items and made several program improvements,
i

!

J

l h
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!
; The staff reviewed the nuclear operations exp . er. < .c um during a .,

special NRC team inspection (Inspection Repo. '0 ^ J 85 ... Improvements.

to the program include the following: ;
;

i

j The procedure covering experience review was rewritten, t
'

; >

| A formal computer system was initiated for the tracking experience i
'

review items at the site until they are closed out.

!
' A system w n set up for putting together "packages' on Sequoyah events and ;

making this information available to other utilities and TVA plants. i,

Provision was made for consolidating site experience review information [
*

i into one file. This will facilitate the tracking of evaluations and other !

actions on individual review items.

j ' Provision was made for Sequoyah items to be routinely communicated to
other TVA nuclear facilities for their experience review, including nuclear
network releases on Sequoyah events, licensee event reports, and studies
that may be applicable to other plants (e.g. , auxiliary feedwater study).
When items are received from other TVA nuclear facilities, they are ;

evaluated on site for applicability to Sequoyah.
I ' Provision was made, since September 1985, for the Sequoyah Plant Manager

to participate in a-regular weekly conference call with the Browns Ferry
3

and Watts Bar Plant Managers. The purpose of the call is to exchange
information on operating experience, programs initiated, and other,

: activities at this management level.
i

'
: Inspection findings have indicated that the revised procedure is vague on how
! the operating experience received outside TVA is being processed to different ;

departments within the Sequoyah organization. However, TVA's Division of !1

!Nuclear Services receives operating experience information from outside the TVA
system, such as NRC generic letters, information notices, and bulletins and ;

3

INP0 reports and vendor letters. This information is then routed to various -

departments, including the TVA 1 raining Center, and to the training shift4 .

; engineer. A sampling of this process indicates that the information is being t

provided to the operators.,

4

j TVA's SNPP addresses measures to improve dissemination of information on operat- '

i ing experience. A site nuclear experience review program (NERP) has been
established as part of the corporate program managed by Nuclear Licensing and;

Regulatory Affairs. The site licensing organization interfaces with the -

corporcie HERP to disseminate information to operations and engineering depart- !
'

ments. The training department reviews operating experience items to incorporate ;

| them into the training programs. :
:

Based on a selective sample review of TVA's operator experience feedback i
,

process, it is apparent that the necessary information (e.g., operating experi- :

i ence reports and plant modifications is being provided to the operators. These [
] program improvements should enhance the program. Accordingly, the staff consi- t

j ders the feedback program acceptable. |

;

! !
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4.5 Post-Modification Testing

Past NRC inspections have identified problems with respect to the adequacy of 4

testing on systems and corrponents following modification. TVA assembled a task
force to review the Sequoyah post-modification testing (PMT) program. The
task force examined 124 completed engineering change notices (ECN) to check
the testing that was performed, In addition, TVA committed to review all
Unit 2 or common ECN packages associated with the systems that are within the
scope of Phase 1 of the design baseline verification program (DBVP) that have
been issued since Unit 2 received its license. These TVA programs are
discussed in Section III and Appendix 2 of the SNPP.

The staff inspected modification testing July 28 through August 1, 1986 (Inspec-
tion Report 50-327/328 86-43). Two violations were identified with respect to
failure to specify a required surveillance test in the work package and improper
changing of PORC-approved procedures. In response to the PMT task force re-
view and the NRC notices of violation, TVA has improved its plant procedure on
PMT. Training also was conducted on specification of correct testing in the
work plans.

TVA conducted a review of all work plans issued after the post-modification
task force and the DBVP reviews and identified a total of 117 modifications
that will need additional testing to document functional operability. The'

staff is following the scheduled testing as discussed in Inspection Report
.

50-327/328 87-30. 1

The staff subsequently conducted a reinspection which examined 16 DBVP systemj~
evaluation reports for adequate screening by TVA of work plans and ECNs (Inspec-
tion Report 50-327/328 87-18). While isolated deficiencies were identified, the'

staff's overall conclusion was that the licensee had adequately determined4 -

testing requirements for previous modifications, j

The staff concludes that the programs instituted by TVA to address post-
modification testing are acceptable.-

4.6 Surveillance Instruction Review

4.6.1 Introduction

Staff reviews and audits of Sequoyah surveillance instructions (sis) identified'

I technical and administrative weaknesses in these instructions. To remedy these
i weaknesses, TVA has undertaken a comprehensive and disciplined program to re-
i view and revise these instructions. The program has undergone several evolu-
; tions since it was initiated in the summer of 1986. These changes have resulted
j in increasing the technical and administrative depth of reviews, the scope of

reviews, the independent evaluations of the process and its products, the field
verification of Sls and their supporting instructions, and the technical content'

and sU -ificity of sis. The staff has evaluated the program that has existed
since sanuary 1987, which includes the improvements and was discussed in TVA's

! March 24, 1987 submittal and in Section II.2 of the SNPP.
1

) 4.6.2 Evaluation

The staf f assessment of the descriptive material providing the basis for the
TVA program to review and revise certain Sequoyah Unit 2 sis that implement

,
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,

technical specification surveillance requirements before restart included the
scope, methodology, and organization of TVA's surveillance review and revision
program. The staff also conducted inspections in this area as discussed in
Inspection Reports 50-327/328 87-36 and 87-50. t

i The basic objective of the SI program is to ensure all technical specification
requirements are addressed and that the sis and their supporting instructions
covered by the program scope are technically adequate to fulfill the surveil-
lance requirements of the technical specifications, have an appropriate level
of dependence on the skill of the performer of the instruction, and comply with
basic administrative -0quirements that make performance of the SI reliable.,

This program will be completed before Unit 2 restart.

Although the staff concurs with TVA's objectives, TVA should define the skill,

level required to write, revise, and review the sis and supporting procedures
and TVA should describe, including starting and completion dates the long-term

i program which will be undertaken to ensure complete administrative consistency,
achieve standard format and organization and make other improvements and en-
hancements as are determined to be needed.

The scope of TVA's review program includes those technical specification sis
and supporting instructions that are required for startup, operation, and safe
shutdown of Sequoyah Unit 2 to the point of the next refueling, Tne licensee
noted that the criteria for determining which instructions would not be included
in the SI program prior to restart were provided in a memorandum separate from
the SI review program. During NRC inspections, the staff reviewed those proce-
dures not in the restart scope and did not identify any cases which were
considered necessary for restart.

TVA has indicated that some irstructions that are not required for startup and I

operation will be reviewed using the latest SI-1 Appendix F (Part 1) checklist
to confirm that the instruction was adequate for its last performance; this
review will be completed before restart. If this review indicates that the
instructions are not technically adequate to verify equipment operability,

! these instructions will be revised and another review performed before restart. <

The program methodology and the governing organization, required training and-

qualification, and instruction validation and verification are discussed below
with staff comments, as required.

The program is under the control of the Plant Manager, and it is implemented i

by the established plant organization under the day-to-day direction of the;

Instruction Review Project Manager.

The site procedures staff performs the functions of typing (word processing),
process control to move the revised instructions through the various parts of
the cycle, and process tracking to maintain visibility of progress. The Plant'

Manager approved list of instruction to be reviewed and identifies any'

deficiencies for tracking to ensure that they are resolved. ,

'

Whichever section is responsible for a particular instruction performs the re-
' view, produces the revised instruction, and validates it. In some cases the
) validation of the instruction is performed by a section other than the section
,

!
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responsible for instruction preparation because the second section is normally
responsible for performance of the instruction.

The Technical Support Section (TSS) ensures that personnel are appropriately
trained to perform the review in accordance with the established checklist
and that the review is properly documented. This section ensures that there
is an SI to satisfy each applicable technical specification surveillance
requirement; in cases where the surveillance requirement is satisfied by more
than one instruction (each instruction partially satisfying the requirement),
this section ensures that the group of instructions fully satisfies the
surveillance requirement.

The staff concludes that since most of the personnel performing the review had
previously approved questionable instructions, it is appropriate for TVA to
specify the training / screening process used to ensure that reviewing personnel
have adequate systems knowledge and expertise in their assigned areas.

An independent review group (IRG) is responsible for verifying that the check-
lists used to determine the need for instruction revision have been properly
completed and for verifying that the reviews are performed by trained and
qualified individuals. The IRG ensures that updated drawings are appropri-
ately reflected in the sis whenever these affect the instruction. The IRG also
conducts independent technical reviews of a sample of the revised procedures to
ensure that program objectives are being met. The IRG selects the instructions
to be reviewed so that representative instructions are sampled, but the IRG
also may perform the functions of qualified individual reviews while performing
such independent reviews. As of the first week in March 1987, the IRG had per-
formed 186 independent reviews for the primary purpose of identifying defici-
encies in the detailed process and approach being used by the responsible i

section. These reviews were conducted at various stages in the section re-
vision and approval process so the problems could be remedied at the earliest
posrlble time. The IRG provided written comment to each responsible section.

Ine future activity of the IRG will concentrate on review of instructions after
they have been released by the responsible sections into the approval cycle.

; The IRG will review about 10 percent of the instructions introduced into the
|

approval cyr.le.

The site QA organization reviews instructions during the PORC approval cycle
j and performs program surveillance. In addition, QA is performing technical
! reviews of selected instructions to ensure that the program is achieving its

objective. Since the program began in the summer of 1986, QA performed tech-
nical reviews of instructions in various stages of the revision and approval

j process and determined that program changes were necessary; its comments were
provided and changes were implemented. To provide additional assurance that
the program objective is being achieved, QA will perform a technical review of
at least 10 percent of the instructions that have been submitted for PORC
approval.'

,

'

The program calls for a detailed checklist to be used during the technical
review of an instruction to identify technical deficiencies. Part I of this
checklist focuses on the technical adequacy of the instruction, with an
operability evaluation being performed only if the instruction is found to be;

i

=t
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technically inadequate. Part II of the checklist focuses on the administra-
tive adequacy of the instruction, but all items within this section do not
need to be fulfilled to ensure instruction adequacy. Part II of the check-
list does not have to be completed for this program. Certain items in Part II
of the checklist, such as SR0 approval to perform the test and verification or
double verification signoffs, stem from other documents and are checked to

,

ensure necessary compliance.

A number of sources identified instruction deficiencies that needed to be
remedied. These sources include INPO reviews, NRC inspection reports, employee
concern reports, QA deficiency reports, corrective action reports, conditions-
adverse-to quality reports, and audit reports. These deficiencies are listed
and tracked by the site procedures staff in a temporary tracking system. This
staff ensures that these deficiencies are satisfactorily resolved, as appro-
priate, when the instruction is revised. Such deficiencies include correct
identification of site organization and organizational responsibilities.

The developed checklist is used during the training for personnel performing
the reviews. Most of the involved individuals (about 80 percent) received
this training on December 10, 1986. The remaining personnel received training
using the training package at other times. The list of trained personnel is
maintained by the IRG and is used to ensure that the evaluations of instruc-
tions using the checklist are performed by these personnel. This appears
inconsistent with the description of the duties of the IRG in the organization
description where it is stated that the TSS will ensure appropriate reviewer
training takes place and is documented. It is not clear why the roles of the
two groups are indicated this way. The staff believes that IRG also should
verify that training has taken place to ensure that the reviewers are indeed
trained.

Reviews of the procedures revised by the responsible sections are performed as
part of the onsite independent review, as specified in Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
Standard Practice SQA21. SQA21 lists the organization members of the PORC and
identifies the qualifications of individuals who may function as qualified
individuals in the performance of review. The appendix to SQA21 lists the
individuals (by name) who meet the requirements and have been approved by the
Plant Manager as qualified to perform qualified-individual reviews.

Validation and verification are important activities that help to ensure that
the program objective is accomplished. The fundamental purposes of the vali-
dation and verification activity are to ensure that the instruction is correct
and accomplishes the intended purpose, that the instruction is clear to the
performer, that it is written to a sufficient level of detail, that the plant
equipment and instruction identifications are consistent, and that the instruc-
tion can be accomplished by the performer without reference to information or
consultation with personnel not indicated in i.he instruction.

The technical specifications do not permit full performance of a surveillance
instruction that involves manipulation of equipment and changes in critical
safety system components (CSSC) configuration until the instruction has been
approved. TVA has reviewed the plant conditions and technical specifications
and has not found a reasonable justifiable approach to satisfy this interpreta-
tion and constraint. In addition, there are some instructions that cannot be
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validated by performance until applicable plant conditions and configuration
are attained,

TVA has adopted a progressive validation and verification approach that obtainsr

| the best validation tnd verification perr.itted by plant conditions and the
approval status of the instruction. During the latter stages of instruction!

preparation, the responsible section will perform or has performed nonmanipula- |

tive walkdowns to confirm that the instruction is correct. Once the instruc- ;

| tion has been through the approval cycle and appropriate plant conditions are
attained, the responsible section will perform or has performed a validation by
:.ctual performance. TVA anticipates that performance may involve temporary
changes in the instruction because some deficiencies may not reasonably be
discovered without performance at requisite conditions. Any such changes will
be made according to approved procedures. This would only be acceptable to the
staff if, after the problems were resolved, those temporary changes necessary
for performance of the surveillance instruction were permanently incorporated

| into the affected instruction, the revised instruction is approved oy PORC, and
the newly revised / approved instruction is then performad satisfactorily out in

,

L

the field.

In addition to the vilidation and verification activities described above,,

| this program involves an independent sample review of sis by personnel not '

involved in their preparation, review for approval, or performance. These ;
personnel will review a 20 percent sample of the sis for clarity and complete-
ness, and they will observe the validation (walkcown or performance) of at !
least 10 percent of the instructions in the field to help ensure that they are
performed ce written. The guidelines for this activity are drawn from "Proce-
dures Evaluation Checklist for Maintenance, Test and Calibration Procedures
Used in Nuclear Power Plants," NUREG/CR-1369, Revision 1 (September 1982). This
activity also has a progressive character as a result of plant configura!. ion
limitations, but it will be performed only with approved instruction. The staff
has determinrJ that the arogram should clearly indicate the necessary qualifi-
cations of personnel who will be used to perform this independent sample review
of S!*. Since such personnel are not involved in the preparation, review for ;

approval, or performance of these surveillance instructions, the program should
explicitly define the persons allowable relationship to the surveillar, e
instruction and the required level of training and expertise for these ancillary
reviewers.

4.6.3 Conclusions (
On the basis of its review and the NRC inspections, the staff concludes that
the Surveillance Instruction Review and Revision Program has produced adequate -

procedures to support Unit 2 startup. However, the staff believes that the
,

program for long-term control of surveillance instruction upgrades, including *

resolution of the issues of temporary changes, qualification of reviewers, and
schedule, needs to be provided to completely resolve this issue.

4.7 Operability "Look Back"

As a result of violations regarding the adequacy and timeliness of corrective
actions for repetitive equipment failures and out-of-tolerance conditions, ;

the licensee implemented a trending and tracking program at Sequoyah (see also
Section 4.8, Maintenance). Because this program was geared toward identifying

!
1
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future deficiencies, the staff raised concerns regarding potential operability
questions resulting from past, undetected, repetitive failures. TVA committed
to conduct an operability "look back" review, as described in its submittal of
December 12, 1986.

The operability look back program was designed to identify adverse conditions
associated with eauipment operability, to evaluate the safety significance of
these conditions % document the effectiveness of corrective actions, and to
propose furtheri active actions where necessary. Data was collected from
maintenance-relh ad potentially reportable occurrences and from interviews
with senior plant engineers. The review pro -- identified 44 conditions with
corrective action recommendations requiring reolution before restart. An
additional 163 issues were identified for corrective action after restart.

NRCinspectionandassessmentofQ1eSequoyahoperabilitylookbackreviewpro-
gram was performed the week of April 27, 1787 and is documented in Inspection
Report No. 50-327/328 87-24. The inspectih) staff performed a detailed review
of the issue summary packages for @ items.o systcms, selected reviews in other areas,as well as a review of 44 restart Additionally, interviews were con-
ducted with the reviewers and otheriplant personnel.

The staff concluded that the scope, guidelines, and implementation of the
'Sequoyah operability look back re, view program satisfactorily accomplished its
intended purpose. j
4.8 Maintenance

4.8.1 Introduction

Previous NRC inspections at TVA nuclear units indicated programmatic deficien-
cies in the site maintenance programs. These findings are documented in SALP
reports for the TVA nuclear plants and in numerous inspection reports. TVA
conducted a detailed review and reassessment of maintenance performance be-

,

ginning in March 1987. The review, including findings contained in the most
,

,

recent SALP report, NRC notices of violation, licensee event reports, the r
'

latestINPOevaluation,internallyidentifiedfindings,andapplicableDav{s- <

Besse issues. These programmatic deficiencies have been attributed to (1) man-
agement problems in the development and administration of appropriate controls
for maintenance of nuclear safety-related equipment, and (2) the failure to
implement effective and timely corrective action when problems have been
identified.

In Revision 1 to the SNPP, TVA discusses specific problems identified by the
NRC and TVA that have wisted at Sequoyah. These deficiencies include failure

| to implement appropriati preventive maintenance prograns, failure to provide
adequate planning of maintdiance activities, and inaMquacies in the training 5

programs for the corporate and site personnel involved in maintenance activities.,

To further assess the maintenance programs at Sequoyah, TVA's Manager of
Nuclear Power directed TVA's Nuclear Manager's Review Group (NMRG), to cor. duct
a comprehensive assessment of corrective and preventive maintenance practices.

) ,
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As a. central part of their corrective actions, in part to address the results
of this report, TVA w;11 increase maintenance management involvement by stress-
ing personnel accountability. This will be accomplished through

better review and improvement of maintenance procedures
placirg emphasis on trending equirment failures and preventive maintenance
requiring improved training of craft personnel
monitoring and use of established performance indicators

4.8.2 Evaluation

The NRC staff evaluated the scope, organization, and methodology of TVA's
maintenance prngram and found it to be adequate.

NMRG Study Findings

The NRC staff has reviewed the scope and findings of the NMRG study of Sequoyah
/ maintenance and finds that it was a comprehensive evaluation of the maintenance

programs at the TVA sites and corporate offices. The performance areas re-
viewed were based on those identified in the INP0 guidelines for the content of
maintenance at nuclear power stations and included competent programmatic re-
views and field observations of maintenance activities. The staff noted that
the findings of the NMRG study closely parallel those findings identified by |

NRC inspections.

The NMRG study states that the most significant improvement areas needed, in-
cluded the aggressive correction and prevention of hardware problems, corporate
involvement in nuclear maintenance, and implementation of challenging goals
and objectives for maintenance. The discussion on correction and prevention
of hardware problem cites the diffusion of responsibility for maintenance
control and checks, the lack of aggressive and coordinated efforts to solve
problems and a lack of clear accountability for solving specific problems.

Specifically, the NMRG found deficiencies in corporate involvement in the main-
tenance program, inadequate training and qualifications of planners, preventive
maintenance program deficiencies, inadequacies in maintenance instructions and
the performance of instructions and work requests, deficiencies in the planning
and scheduling of maintenance, inadequate control of maintenance activities,
failure to provioe adequate post-maintenance testing, problems with materials
suitability, inadequate control of maintenance tools and equipment, lack of
management involvement in ongoing maintenance activities, incomplete maintenance
history programs, a failure to use trending techniques to guide maintenance,
ineffective quality assurance reviews of maintenance, and a lack of follow-
through on corrective action for maintenance deficiencies.

TVA's maintenance plan addresses the findings of the NMRG report and also |
addresses the role of Sequoyah plant management in emphasizing adherence to
Sequoyah procedures. TVA's actions to address the NMRG findings are discussed
below.

O Agressive correction and prevention of hardware problems

Sequoyah has reviewed the technical specifications and the FSAR for main- -

tenance requirements; corrective action for deficiencies noted in the
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maintenance program are being implemented (SNPP Section 11.4.3.2). This
will be completed before restart.

.

Sequoyah has established a Maintenance Planning Section under the Mair.te-
nance Superintendent to plan, coordinate, and prioritize work (SNPP Sec-
tion 11.1.2.2). Administrative controls have been strengthened to ensure
that preventive maintenance is performed as planned.

Training will be provided to maintenance planners on post-maintenance test-
ing that will enable the planners to specify adequate post-maintenance
testing requirements to ensure equipment operability. This training also
will provide instruction on determining the required level of detail needed
in maintenance plans and instructions. Training will be completed before
restart.

Sequoyah's long-term approach to correct deficiencies includes the follow-
ing: (1) Sequoyah'will hire outside specialists to assist in a complete
update of the preventive maintenance program, which is expected to extend
over at least 2 years. (2) A master plan will be developed to address
space and equipment needs for the maintenance groups by March 1988. (3) A
structured training program will be developed and implemented for mainte-
nance planners that will develop the requirements and skills for planners.
This will ensure that new and existing planners can capably develop and
issue work instructions. (4) Finally, Sequoyah has hired a Preventive
Maintenance Manager who reports to the Maintenance Superintendent and is
responsible for implementing ano improving the preventive maintenance
program.

The NRC staff agrees that completion of these actions will help to correct
and prevent hardware problems through increasing resources dedicated to
maintenance and better equipping the maintenance organization to handle
day-to-day maintenance activities.

Corporate involvement in nuclear maintenance

TVA corporate management is dedicated to providing more corporate direc-
tion for nuclear maintenance and establishing a viable preventive
maintenance program.

A position has been established for a corporate Nuclear Maintenance Man-
1 ager. This manager will be responsible for developing and implementing
i improved maintenance programs and policies at all TVA nuclear plants.
| Knowledgeable maintenance personnel from all nuclear sites will contribute
; to these maintenance improvement efforts under the guidance and direction
i of the corporate Nuclear Maintenance Manager. Although each nuclear site
| will remain responsible for planning, scheduling, and executing its own

n'aintenance, the corporate Nuclear Maintenance Manager will be responsibleI

i for regular assessment of the effectiveness of site maintenance and for
i assisting site maintenance personnel with needed improvements.

Significant corporate-initiated improvements have been planned. These
improvements will emphasize reducing recurring corrective maintenance,

| improving use of preventive maintenance, and adherence to established
j preventive maintenance routines.
J
,
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The full scope of significant maintenance activities will be defined
before performing the activity; will be coordinated with the appropriate
organizations, including Operations and Quality Assurance; and will be
completed and documented before closeout of the activity.

Enhanced training for planning and scheduling personnel will be developed
and implemented. This training will include training on the selection of
proper safety classifications for maintenance work and identification of
proper post-maintenance testing.

The staff agrees that a centralized corporate Nuclear Maintenance Manager
can contribute to an effective maintenance organization. The staff is
particularly interested in how the site maintenance personnel will inter-

I face with this corporate nuclear maintenance organization. Results of
the corporate Nuclear Maintenance Manager's efforts will be reported
regularly to the Manager of Nuclear Power.

Implementation of challenging goals and objectives for maintenance

Corporate standards and goals for maintenance are being established to
measure the effectiveness of each plant's maintenance program. Action
plans are being developed to achieve corporate maintenance goals, to
assist in the prioritization of maintenance activities, and to accomplish
corporate objectives.

In addition to addressing the concerns identified by the NMRG, Sequoyah
plant management is stressing management dedication to procedure adherence.
Plant directives and procedures will be issued by the Site Director that
require management involvement in the work place.

The NRC staff agrees that the implementation of these goals and objectives
should result in improved equipment performance and reliability. These
actions should contribute to the safe operation of Sequoyah.

'Sequoyah Management Involvement

The Sequoyah site management has determined that a common root cause for many
of the issues is inadequate management involvement and the resulting failure to
establish ccnsistent accountability for work performed. Actions to correct .

this problem include
1

i increasing management attention and oversight of craft work
:

providing increased training to craft personnel on QA requirements, the
maintenance work control system, clearance procedures, temporary altera-
tions, and procedural adherence

increasing accountability by having had the Maintenance Department imple-
ment and continue to use an improved program for employee performance
reporting

implementing a new Maintenance Request System that includes establishing
a Maintenance Planning Section and providing additional detail for the
work request tags / cards
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These actions should programmatically help to focus management's attention on
factors that have in the past contributed to maintenance program weaknesses.

,

! However, management must aggressively pursue its attention to and oversight of
| the maintenance program.

Maintenance Instruction Enhancement

A writers guide has been included in Sequoyah Plant Procedures (SQM-1) and all
maintenance procedures submitted to Sequoyah's work processing group after
June 30, 1986, are in accordance with the writer's guide and SQM-1. Cumbersome
maintenance instructions will be replaced with stand-alone instructions and
procedures with a series of steps will be minimized. Generic maintenance
instructions will be incorporated into specific procedures. Experience and
improved procedural quality also will be incorporated into procedures as they
are updated. Craftsmen will be instructed to review maintenance instructions
with their foremen, to list any suggestions to improve the instructions for
future use and to prepare new maintenance instructions for major maintenance
work related to critical safety system components equipment.

Maintenance instruction clarity, consistency, and accuracy are of paramount
importance in a successful maintenance program; implementing these enhancements
should improve the maintenance procedures.

Long-Term Preventive Maintenance

TVA has embarked upon a systematic effort toward shifting maintenance emphasis
and resources from corrective maintenance and short-term operations support to
proactive, long-term preventive maintenance for Sequoyah. This effort will be
focused through:

Efforts to improve preventive maintenance, which include increasing super-
visory personnel within the Mechanical Maintenance Engineering Section,
continuing to use the Plant Vibration and Diagnostic Unit, establishing a
Maintenance Trending and Environmental Qualification (EQ) Section, increas-
ing electrical maintenance participation in the development of preventive
maintenance instructions, performing detailed review of the technical
specifications and FSAR to ensure that maintenance requirements for
preventive maintenance are identified, and establishing a Reliability and
Performance Branch within Design Nuclear Engineering.

Establishing significant enhancements in the area of motor-operated valves
(MOVs), which includes developing a comprehensive safety-related M0V pro-
gram for visual inspection, lubricating and testing Unit 2 M0Vs during the
Cycle 3 outage, forming a composite crew with cross disciplinary experience
to perform maintenance on MOVs, and developing a history data base for each
valve. The MOV testing and maintenance program is based on the motor-
operated valve automated test system (MOVATS) and uses equipment and
training of personnel provided by M0 VATS, Inc.

Providing better control of measuring and test equipment (M&TE) by assign-*
ing primary responsibility for control of out-of-calibration M&TE to the
site services organization that maintains a computerized data base for
M&TE and providing each maintenance group with a qualified individual to

' perform the M&TE out-of-tolerance evaluations.
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A proactive, long-term preventive maintenance program is essential for an effec-
tive maintenance effort at a nuclear facility. The NRC staff views positively
TVA's efforts to shift maintenance emphasis and resources from corrective
maintenance and short-term operations to a proactive, long-term maintenance
program.

Maintenance Training

Sequoyah management is fully committed to upgrading its maintenance training
programs by seeking INP0 accreditation. The instrument maintenance training
program was accredited in January 1987. Mechanical and electrical maintenance
training programs were accredited May 7, 1987.

Mechanical craft personnel have completed training on Limitorque actuator
maintenance, emergency diesel generators, systems familiarization, air compres-
sors, bearings, rigging and various pumps and valves. Electrical craft person-
nel have completed training on Limitorque actuator maintenance, emergency
diesel generators, ac and de motors, control circuits, generators, and M&TE.

INP0 accreditation of TVA's entire safety related maintenance training programs
provides an adequate basis for NRC staff acceptance of these programs.

Additional Maintenance Restart Activities

The Sequoyah Operations staff will review the pre-start checklist of surveil-
lance instructions, system status files, configuration logs, and TACF logs to
determine the status of plant systems as required by general operating instruc-
tions (G0I), G01-1 and G01-2. SI-604, "Essential Instrumentation Operability
Verification," also will be performed by the instrument maintenance group to
ensure that the essential surveillance instrumentation needed to monitor plant
processes during normai operating conditions is available and operable. The
Maintenance Department will also review outstanding maintenance requests on
safety related equipment to ensure that unworked items will not degrade equip-
ment or impede operator action necessary for safe operation of the plant.

To assess the reliability of technical specification equipment, potential
reportable occurrences initiated for equipment failures that occurred between
January 1984 and December 1985 were reviewed to determine if the corrective
maintenance performed was adequate to prevent recurrences. Ten items required
additional action; all will be completed before restart.

In addition to these initial effort 3, Sequoyah has performed an evaluation of
plant equipment operability. This effort included evaluating PR0s associated
with the plant maintenance sections and interviewing plant managers, senior,

engineers, and senior reactor operators. The evaluation of the PR0 history
files provided assurance that equipment deficiencies identified therein, from
the beginning of the PR0 program until the start of this evaluation, had been
properly dispositioned. The interview process provided input from senior plant
personnel with years of experience in operation, testing, and maintaining plant
equipment. These two processes together provide a high level of confidence
that any deficiency with safety equipment was identified and properly disposi-
tioned. This review of plant equipment operability has been completed and
items identified as required for restart will be scheduled and completed before
restart.
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4.8.3 Conclusions

The NRC staff has conducted a series of maintenance inspections at Sequoyah to
ensure that TVA has identified the programmatic problems and is taking adequate
corrective action to correct the deficiencies. The staff has inspected the
actions TVA has taken to correct the deficiencies related to the restart of
Sequoyah. The inspections included an evaluation of the program as outlined in
this SER and an assessment of the current status of the Sequoyah maintenance
program as well as a review of corrective actions for NRC open items and a
review of status of SNPP commitments and NMRG findings.

The staff concludes that significant progress has been made in improving the
maintenance area. The structure of the maintenance organization has been
evaluated and numerous constructive changes in the maintenance organization
have been accomplished.

TVA engineering and management staffs have devoted many staff hours to identi-
fying the problems in the maintenance areas and finding solutions to these
problems. Management interest in improvements has been shown by the dedica-
tion of management resources to this area, including additional staff, addi-
tional time spent in plant staff engineering reviews, and additional management
effort dedicated to reviews such as the NMRG study and equipment operability
study. Support of management iniatives is indicated in the dedication of
the plant and corporate staff to achieve improvements.

During recent inspections the staff determined that TVA had spent significant
resources in resolving the issues that have been identified by the NRC, NMRG,
employee concerns program, and other review groups. The staff confirmed during
recent inspections that the plant has issued a comprehensive action plan for
resolution of the NMRG findings and has established tracking systems for
restart and long-term issues.

In addition, progress has been made in establishing effective programs for
preventive maintenance and corrective maintenance and in establishing clear
assignment of responsibility and accountability.

Through interviews and reviews of resumes, the staff observed that managers in
the maintenance area are well qualified and are aware of their responsibilities
in the implementation of the maintenance program. The staff also observed that
upper management, both plant and corporate, supports the implementation of
corrective and enhancement efforts.

The staff noted that managers do not adequately address long-term program
development and that improvements are needed in time management, interface with
support groups, and stabilization of the corporate organization.

Interviews indicate that TVA has taken the first steps in resolving these
problems as evidenced by:

(1) TVA has conducted a time study of managers at the plant and has identified
problem areas. It is the staff's understanding that this study involved
evaluations of management skills, work processes, climate and stress
factors, facilities and tools and that a report with recommendations on
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improving the utilization of management talent will be provided to TVA in
the near future and evaluated by TVA for corrective actions.

(2) The staff noted that the maintenance management appears to be working {
with support groups to establish effective interfaces as evidenced by |

management planning meetings with QA and utilization of SR0s in the work
planning process.

(3) The staff noted that the permanent corporate organization is beginning to
take shape with the hiring of several very capable managers. The staff
feels that the corporate organizations can have a significant impact on
the establishment of an effective program, but believe that the stabili-
zation of the corporate staff is essential to making this a positive
impact and not a negative impact.

Therefore, the NRC concludes that TVA's Maintenance Program is acceptable.

4.9 Restart Test Program

4.9.1 Introduction

In response to employee concerns, TVA conducted a reassessment of its plants'
operational safety. A major re-review of the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, Unit 2,
initial design construction, and operating practices has been conducted and a
Restart Test Program (RTP) was also instituted to ascertain the functional
integrity of the accident mitigation and safe shutdown systems. The program
is described in TVA letters of May 26 and July 6, 1987.

The NRC has conducted several inspections of the restart test program as
documented in Inspection Reports 50-327/328 87-30, 87-43, 87-54.

The principal objective of the RTP is to instill confidence that certain pre-
operational tests conducted during initial plant licensing and surveillance
inspections routinely conducted following plant licensing and during the long
plant shutdown are valid tests that can ensure the current functional integrity
of safety systems and components. This assurance is required because the func-
tional integrity might have been jeopardized by plant modifications, maintenance
practices, or the like.

This assurance is obtained by reviewing post-modification and maintenance tests
and any other tests, or programs that might have a potential impact on the
validity of the subject tests.

The scope of the RTP includes testing of integrated safety system functions,
beyond periodic surveillance requirements at the component or subsystem level.
Such testing is being considered for systems where major modifications could
have potentially altered system performance. TVA is presently reviewing all
major plant reassessment programs (e.g., design baseline and verification
program, calculations, and post-modification tests) and has determined that a
form of integrated testing is required for (1) portions of the onsite power
supply system (diesel generators), (2) the auxiliary feedwater system, and
(3) the heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system.
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The main systems identified by the RTP that will require testing to ensure
their functional integrity are those systems reviewed by the design baseline
and verification program (DBVP). The DBVP was instituted to assess the ade-
quacy of the plant design and the as-built plant configuration and reconcile
potential differences between the design basis and plant modifications. The
systems reviewed by the DBVP are the accident mitigation systems that aret

' included in Chapter 15 of the plant FSAR, and the safe shutdown systems. The

| RTP included verification of the normal functions of these systems.
,

The accident mitigation and safe shutdown systems that were identified by the
RTP for testing, were further subdivided into component or subsystem level
functions for which individual functions tests are being conducted. In this

program, the integrated performance of the main system N ction is largelyi
ascertained from valid individual component or subsystem level tests.

The restart test organization was established to implement the RTP and con-
'sists of the restart test group (RTG) and the joint test group (JTG).

The RTG consists of test personnel who report to the Restart Test Manager.
This group is responsible for developing the function review matrix, function
analysis reports, test outlines (all contained in a function analysis package),
detailed test instructions, as well as detailed test plans and schedules. The
group also is responsible for performing special testing and preparing test
analysis packages, test analysis reports, special test instructions, functional
test matrices, and reviewing completed test results.

The JTG is responsible for review and approval of various aspects of the RTP.

The function review matrix (FRM) is developed by the RTG to list the identified
functions, the tests that acceptably prove these functions, the programs that
were reviewed for potential impact on these functions, the results of this
review, and any applicable remarks. This matrix is primarily used for internal
control and tracking by the RTG. This matrix is presented to the JTG as part
of a function analysis package developed by the Restart Test Engineer.

A function test matrix is developed by the RTG to list by system the identified
functions, the results of the function test reviews (which include test results),
and any remarks. This matrix is completed after the final JTG review of the
test analysis package. The JTG reviews and approves the test matrix before it
is transmitted to the Site Director.

A restart test program punch list is generated by the RTG to provide an inter-
nal method for identifying and tracking open items generated during a review.
Open items on this list have unique identifiers to facilitate tracking.

Design functions of systems covered by the RTP are developed by the Division of
Nuclear Engineering (DNE) and additional functions may be identified by the RTG
as a result of the function review process. As identified previously, these
functions include systems required to mitigate FSAR Chapter 15 events as well
as systems required for safe shutdown of the plant. Normal functions of these
systems also are included. A function under review that affects one or more
additional system (interface function) is tracked on the FRM to ensure adequate
review in the function review process. These functions are cross-referenced to
a previously completed test or a test planned to be implemented during restart,
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such as a surveillance test or post modification test. The identified test
documents are reviewed to verify that they contain test results that prove the
adequacy of the function in the as constructed condition. This process is docu-
mented in the functional analysis report (FAR). If it is determined, however,
that a particular function is not adequately tested, new test instructions are
generated (special test instructions) and scheduled for implementation at the
appropriate time during restart to demonstrate acceptable operation of the
identified function.

The above decisions, as well as any applicable test results documented in a
test analysis package, that are required to prove the functions, are
reviewed by the JTG which, in turn, presents its recommendations to the plant'
operations review committee and the Plant Manager for review and approval.

Several procedures were written to address the various aspects of the RTP,
including the restart test organization, qualification of restart test
directors, and the RTP methodology.

4.9.2 Evaluation

Although the RTP did not repeat the pre-operational tests, it did take the as-
built plant configuration and assess the effects of subsequent modifications
on these test.results. Credit was taken for any testing performed as a result4

of these modifications, for regularly performed surveillance instructions, and
for other program outputs.

The staff determined that individual component or subsystem level testing,
though not completely equivalent to a fully integrated system test, is equiva-
lent to testing required at other licensed facilities, following initial pre-
operational testing, where major modifications have not altered plant configu-
ration and system response requirements. Moreover, the performance of larger
tests for systems where major modifications could have potentially altered
system performance provides assurance that some tests equivalent to pre-
operational tests have been or are scheduled to be conducted. Therefore, the
staff has determined this approach to be acceptable.

The staff identified major functions that are omitted from the program, includ-
ing plant natural circulation and core performance tests. TVA's justification
for omitting these functions from the RTP is based on the following:

Natural circulation tests conducted for Unit 1 at Sequoyah continue to be
applicable to Unit 2.

" Plant configuration has not been altered to affect the heat sink relation-
ship to the heat source and core geometry has not been changed.

Tube plugging for the steam generators has been maintained within allowable
margins and no modifications have been made to the reactor coolant flow
path since the issuance of the operating license.

Core performance analyses for each reload have been reviewed and approved
by the staff, and no modifications have been made to the core geometry
since the operating license was issued.
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Core physics tests also are performed following each refueling outage to
verify that core performance parameters are within the reload analysis
envelope. Other tests required by the Technical Specifications will be
performed during power ascension to verify present core performance
characteristics.

TVA's line slope program (see Section 3.4.1) resulted in some hardware modifica-
tions. The RTP has verified that, for all affected cases, instrument function-
ality and test integrity were preserved.

The staff reviewed TVA's bases for use of the DBVP for identifying systems
whose functional integrity must be ascertained before restart of Sequoyah Unit 2.
The staff has determined that the DBVP has provided a comprehensive evaluation
of the accident mitigation of safe shutdown systems and that the modifications
proposed from this evaluation have served to re-establish system functional
integrity for the affected systems.

The staff review of the RTP systems resulted in the inclusion of the flood mode
boration makeup system and the control rod drive system. The inclusion of the
normal functions of these systems, in addition to functions required for acci-
dent mitigation and safe shutdown, enhances the completeness of the TVA review.

The staff reviewed the RTP organization and determined that it contains the
essential elements required for the proper execution of the program objectives.

Staff audits and field inspections have determined the following:

The input provide to the RTP by the DNE is comprehensive.

RTG's review of this input is thorough and has, in some instances, re-
suited in additional functions not previously identified by the DNE.

The function review process is thorough, taking into consideration the
results of some 18 programs, processes, and related material including
post-modification tests, as-constructed drawings, post-maintenance test
surveys, surveillance instructions, design criteria, technical
specifications.

,

The generated documentation that includes the function analysis reports
and test analysis reports is thorough.

The staff's audit reviews and inspections of the implementation of various
aspects of the program have provided assurance that the administrative controls
and implementing procedures applied in the development of function and test
review documentation and test results reviews are properly executed.

The staff performed the safety injection audit during plant recirculation to
ensure that the programmatic aspects of the RTP, which include the RTP method-
ology, have been properly implemented and demonstrate that the chosen mode of
operation has been adequately tested. This particular mode of safety injection
was chosen for review because Sequoyah probabilistic risk assessment studies
have determined that a small-break LOCA event with loss of plant recirculation

i
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results in the highest probability for core meltdown. The staff has determined
the following:

The FARs are thorough in scope and contain adequate documentation for
addressing component or subsystem level functional testing. They include
related tests performed on a component or subsystem level during
pre-operational tests, surveillance instructions, etc. and include the
effects of other program outputs on system functions.

Test Analysis Report (TARS) were assembled for tests completed after the
inception of the RTP, including regularly performed surveillance inspection.

* Punch list items were closed, in most instances, soon after the TARS were
approved and remaining punch list items will be closed befure restart.

The RTP relies principally on pre-operational tests conducted during
initial plant licensing, and surveillance tests, for ensuring functional
integrity.

4.9.3 Conclusion

On the basis of its review of the RTP, the staff concludes that continued
implementation of the program, as presently constructed, will ensure the func-
tional integrity of safety systems at Sequoyah Unit 2.

4.10 Training

4.10.1 Introduction

Because of the programmatic concerns arising from licensed operator requalifi-
cation deficiencies identified at Browns Ferry and deficiencies identified in
operator and shift technical advisor (STA) knowledge of the safety parameter
display system (SPOS), the staff determined that the Sequoyah training program
would have to be reviewed for adequacy prior to startup.

Section II.2.3 of the SNPP documents TVA's review and evaluation of training
and staffing. In addition to review of this information, the staff conducted
an inspection at the Sequoyah site and at the TVA Power Operations Training
Center the week of February 17, 1986. The results of this inspection are docu-
mented in NRC Inspection Report 50-327/328 86-17. The areas inspected are all
INP0 accredited and included licensed operator and non-licensed operator train-
ing and licensed operator requalification training.

Operator requalification examinations were administered by the NRC to licensed
holders at TVA December 15 through 18, 1986. Additional inspections of the
requalification program were conducted December 14 through 18, 1987 (Inspection
Report 50-327/328 87-75).

4.10.2 Evaluation

The overall pass rate of 74 percent for the past 3 years at Sequoyah was cause
for staff concern. Contributing causes appeared to be the short length (12
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weeks) of the licensee's training course and a shortage of instructors to '

support the training.

In the SNPP, the licensee committed to increase the reactor operator certi-
fication program to 16 weeks. In addi+ ion, the licensee has developed observa-
tion training qualification cards for reactor operator (RO) and senior reactor
operator (SRO) candidates to establish specific study and job assignments dur-
ing their 13-week observation training phase, to help accomplish the goals of
this phase of training. The staff concludes that these measures will enhance
the training program and address the concerns previously raised.

The requalification period for licensed operators was 4 weeks, and the staff
considered this period brief considering the amount of material to be covered.
This conclusion was supported by discussions with the operations and training
staff.

The requalification examination administered in December 1986 found the
Sequoyah program to be marginal. Three of four R0s and one of eight SR0s
failed the written examinations, all passed the simulator examination. The
R0s who failed have received additional training, were re-examined (success-
fully) and have returned to licensed duty. The weaknesses identified during
the NRC requalification examinations were addressed in the requalification
training program.

In the SNPP, TVA committed to increase the requalification period to 6 weeks.
In 1987, the licensee implemented a six-shif t rotation to provide 1 week in
6 for training, as discussed in Inspection Report 50-327/328 87-37.

Concerns also were raised concerning the amount of requalification training for
non-licensed operators. In the SNPP, TVA noted that training for assistant
unit operators was increased from 1 week to 2 weeks in 1986 and will be 6 weeks
in 1987 and thereafter. The staff finds this commitment acceptable.

In Section 11.2.3.6 of the SNPP, TVA describes the training that will be given
to project managers. The duties of the project managers involve ensuring that
proper planning and controls are in place for projects requiring the approval
of the Manager of Nuclear Power. Training of the project managers is intended
to provide them with the understanding needed to function quickly and effec-
tively. Also, the program will help to develop the skills necessary to achieve
proper planning and control over the projects.

The staff has reviewed the information provided in the SNPP and has determined
that the training program for project managers is acceptable to permit restart
of the Sequoyah facility. However, the staff will continue to monitor this
program to ensure proper implementation.

As described in the SNPP, a training program for new technical staff has been
developed. The training consist of 4 weeks that are devoted to plant reference
material and procedures along with the appropriate codes and regulations. This
training is in addition to the INP0-accredited Engineers and Managers Certifi-
cation Training Program.

|
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The staff concludes that the training program for nuclear site personnel is
acceptable for restart.

TVA has attained INP0 accreditation for non-licensed operator training, li-
censed R0 training, licensred SR0 training, STA training, technical staff and
managers training, instrunnent and control technician training, chemistry tech-
nician training, radiation protection technician training, electrical main-
tenance and mechanical maintenance training. Thus, their program is accredited
in all areas.

The SPDS was installed and implemented on Sequoyah Units 1 and 2 in September
and October 1985, respectively. Inspections in November 1985 determined that
adequate training had not been conducted for operators and STA on the SPOS.
As a result of this finding, TVA conducted retraining, which included a com-
prehensive operational performance test. TVA also developed an SPDS user's
manual that will be a controlled plant document available in the control room.
These corrective actions were inspected as documented in Inspection Report
50-327/328 86-28.

Tecnnical support managers have completed either STA training or the engineers
and managers certification training. This exceeds industry norms and the staff
finds this level of training acceptable.

Maintenance training is discussed in Section 4.8 of this safety evaluation.

4.10.3 Conclusion

The staff concludes that the training plans set forth by TVA are acceptable.

4.11 Security

In the 10 CFR 50.54(f) letter (September 17, 1985), the staff noted that there
were several areas in which TVA had not been performing adequately. These areas
were identified from their low ratings within their respective SALP categories.
As a result of these concerns, TVA has initiated several actions intended to
upgrade performance. In the most recent SALP, the staff found an improving
trend in the area of security, compared to the degradations previously noted.
However, to ensure that this improvement would continue, TVA undertook several
actions. These actions, which are discussed in Item 4 of Appendix 2 to the
SNPP, are evaluated below.

TVA identified in the SNPP those measures it will take to enhance the knowledge
of supervisors and employees in their responsibilities for complying with
security requirements. Public Safety Service, a division of the Office of
Corporate Services, will trend all security degradations to identify areas for
improvement and revise the training program for public safety to include
experience from prior security incidents. To ensure the planned improvements
were being properly implemented, the staff conducted physical security inspec-
tions at the Sequoyah plant as documented in Inspection Report Nos. 50-327/328
86-30, and 50-327/328 86-47.
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The staff has reviewed the information provided in the SNPP and has performed
several physical security inspections as part of its evaluation of the improve-
ments to the Sequoyah plant security. Based on the results of its evaluation,
the staff concludes that the action taken by TVA to improve security addresses
the staff's concerns. In addition, the staff finds that with the implementa-
tion of these actions, TVA will have an acceptable security program for restart
of either Sequoyah unit.

4.12 Emergency Preparedness

4.12.1 Introduction

SNPP Appendix 2, Section 6, Revision 1, documents TVA's actions taken in the
Sequoyah emergency preparedness (EP) program to resolve problems identified in
NRC SALP evaluations. The corporate Emergency Preparedness Branch (EPB) has
been reorganized and additional staff identified to provide additional re-
sources in the areas of emergency planning and procedures, state and local
government interfaces, development and conduct of exercises and drills, and
onsite and offsite facilities. Additional staff has been identified at the
sites for program implementation.

Problem areas which have been addressed by TVA include (1) inadequate coordina-
tion between the Central Emergency Control Center (CECC) and the Radiological
Dose Assessment (RDA) staff, (2) inaudible inplant alarms, and (3) vaguely
written implementing instructions for protective action recommendations. Im-
provements have been made in emergency organization, emergency facilities and
equipment, emergency classification system, accident assessment, training and
drills, and procedures to enhance the licensee's emergency capabilities.

4.12.2 Evaluation

Improvements to TVA's Radiological Emergency Plan (REP) have been made in the
areas addressed below.

TVA has changed the emergency organization so that the RDA staff operates as
an integral function of the CECC. This change involved the consolidation of
the RDA staff from Muscle Shoals, Alabama, to the CECC offices in Chattanooga,
Tennessee. The effectiveness of this change was demonstrated by the successful
performance of the CECC staff during the Sequoyah emergency preparedness
exercise November 19, 1986.

Another organizational change included providing engineering support from the
onsite Division of Nuclear Engineering (DNE) as well as DNE engineers located
in Knoxville, Tennessee, to the onsite Technical Support Center (TSC) by onsite
DNE staff. This support was previously provided indirectly to the site through
the CECC or by DNE staff in Knoxville.

TVA has completed installation of sirens and strobe lights in accordance with
| approved engineering change notices issued to meet the requirements of

IE Bulletin 79-18, Audibility of Alarms in High-noise Areas. Tests to verifyi

the system's effectiveness with the added sirens and strobe lights will be
completed after restart of both units, when the equipment operating noise

i levels are normal.
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The SPDS has been installed at Sequoyah to meet the requirements of NUREG-0737,
I Supplement 1, Item I.D.2. The SPDS and the onsite TSC functions of the TSC

computer are functional for both units and are accessible in the CECC. The
installation and validation program for the SPDS is considered adequate and the

i systems were declared operable by TVA within commitment dates.

TVA has evaluated and revised the emergency classification system criteria,
I which was identified as being vague in the 1985 emergency preparedness exer-

cise. Additionally, TVA is continuing evaluation of the criteria for possible
further enhancement. As revisions are made, TVA will enhance operator training
on emergency .etion levels and emergency classification.

TVA also has revised the protective action recommendation (PAR) chart used by
the Site Emergency Director / Shift Engineer for a licensee declaration of a
General Emergency to enable them to make consistent offsite protective action
recommendations, including utilization of specific plant status indicators.
The use of the revised PAR was satisfactorily demonstrated during the Sequoyah
emergency preparedness exercise November 1986.

Previous problems with coordination of offsite monitoring teams has been
addressed by TVA by assigning the CECC RDA staff the responsibility for direct-
ing offsite TVA radiological environmental monitoring efforts in supoort of
site government operations in an emergency once the CECC is staffed. Emergency
preparedness procedures have been revised to reflect this change in respon-
sibility and the 1986 Sequoyah exercise demonstrated satisfactory coordination
of environmental monitoring efforts.

TVA has included a training module on offsite PARS in the licensed operator
requalification training program. Simulator and classroom training on the use
of the SPDS as well as training on the onsite TSC functions of the TSC computer
have been included in requalification training.

TVA has designated a full-time staff position at Sequoyah; the site EP Program
Manager is responsible for implementation of the EP program on site. To assist
the Manager, a full-time technical position also has been identified. The
Manager's duties include coordinating the development of the site-specific
portions of the emergency plan and the site-specific implementing procedures;
implementation of onsite drills; onsite EP training program; providing support
to the annual exercises scenario development efforts; maintaining site emer-
gency facilities, equipment, and supplies; and providing timely resolution of
internally and NRC identified weaknesses for Sequoyah.

TVA has established the EP Exercises and Facilities Section within EPB, with
EP exercise scenario development and implementation being one of its major
functions. The Site EP Program Manager provides input to EPB on development of
the annual exercise. The site manager assists, as necessary, in the exercise
scenario implementation including training, supervision of exercise controllers
and designated observers, and the critique of the onsite exercise performance.

Over the past 2 years, TVA has put considerable effort into revising and enhanc-
ing onsite and corporate EP procedures. The REP has been revised to reflect
organizational changes that have taken place and redefined responsibilities
and interfaces needed because of the changes. Additionally, a proposed
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| "generic" REP for the Office of Nuclear Power has been developed and is cur-
| rently under internal TVA review. This "generic" REP would consolidate the

individual site REPS into a single ONP Emergency Plan with site-specific
appendices.

The NRC inspection of the exercise conducted on August 6, 1987 (Inspection
Report 50-327/328 87-49), identified no violations or deviations. An addi-
tional inspection of the REP was conducted in September 1987 (Inspection Report
50-327/328 87-58).

4.12.3 Conclusion

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, with proper implementation,
past EP problem areas should be satisfactorily resolved.

4.13 Radiological Controls

In Section II.1.2.3 of the SNPP, TVA discusses its improvements to the radio-
logical controls (RC) organization. These include the following:

A site Radiological Assessor position has been established on the Site
Director's staff to provide programmatic overview of the Sequoyah RC
program.

The Superintendent of Site RC now reports directly to the Plant Manager.

The contamination area control program has been implemented.

A new decontamination facility has been placed in operation.

An inventory and centralized storage area has been designated for radiation
shielding materials.

The Health Physics Shift Supervisor participates in maintenance planning.

A training position has been established in support of RC.
* Additional staff positions on site have been established for professional

health physicists.

The staff concludes that these measures will strengthen the RC program at
Sequoyah. Several inspections have been conducted of the Sequoyah radiation
protection program, as discussed in Inspection Reports 50-327/328 86-54, 87-03,
and 87-56. The staff concludes that the actions taken by the licensee, includ-

ting correction of previous weaknesses in its program for maintaining exposures
as-low-as-reasonably-achievable, are sufficient to support plant restart.
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5 EMPLOYEE CONCERNS

During the spring of 1985, a number of TVA employees informed the NRC and
selected members of Congress of safety concerns, primarily related to the
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. In addition, TVA learned of many employee concerns
through its own organization. The concerns indicated that many TVA employees
had lost confidence in TVA's nuclear management and its ability to properly
conduct nuclear activities. In addition, some of these employees expressed
fear of reprisal from TVA management if they raised their concerns directly.
Two programs relating to employee concerns have resulted; they are referred to
as the new program and the special program. These two programs are discussed
in detail in the staff's Safety Evaluation Report on the Tennessee Valley
Authority Revised Corporate Nuclear Performance Plan, NUREG-1232, Volume 1,
dated July 1987.

The new employee concern program (ECP) was implemented at Sequoyah on
February 1, 1986, as described in a TVA submittal of February 3, 1986. The key
element of the program is the ECP Site Representative at Sequoyah. The ECP
staff receive and investigate concerns from employees who feel that normal
channels of resolution have failed. The program is further described in other
TVA submittals including the SNPP. The staff issued its safety evaluation
accepting the TVA new ECP on September 30, 1987.

In May 1985, TVA awarded the Quality Technology Company (QTC) a contract to
develop and implement a program for conducting confidential interviews with TVA
employees performing assignments for the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. Concerns
also were collected from TVA employees at the Sequoyah and Browns Ferry plants.i

This program, which emphasized the identification of employee concerns dealing
'

with nuclear safety at all TVA facilities, identified more than 5000 employee
concerns. In February 1986, TVA initiated a program to evaluate and resolve
these employee concerns. The employee concern special program (ECSP) was devel-
oped to review the concerns received through the QTC or from the Nuclear Safety
Review Staff (NSRS) for applicability to Sequoyah. This work was performed
by the Watts Bar employee concern task group (ECTG). The staff evaluation of
the ECSP was issued to TVA by letter dated October 6, 1987.

The employee concerns were grouped into nine categories for evaluation and
resolution. The categories are construction; engineering; industrial material
control; operations; quality assurance / quality control; welding; management and
personnel; industrial safety; and intimidation, harassment, wrongdoing, or
misconduct.

Because the Sequoyah plant is presently scheduled to be the first TVA plant
restarted, the concerns applicable to Sequoyah only, within each employee con-
cern subcategory, were divided into individual element reports that addressed
related concerns. For Sequoyah, over 300 element reports were prepared cover-
ing six of the categories. TVA has submitted element reports to address the
resolution of employee concerns for Sequoyah. The NRC staff has issued, by
letter dated March 11,1986(b), its "Preliminary Safety Evaluations on the
Tennessee Valley Authority Employee Concern Element Reports" and plans to issue
the final SERs on these element reports in June of 1988.
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Subcategory and category reports will address the resolution of employee con-
cerns for the other TVA nuclear plants. TVA will not submit any element report
for the management and personnel and industrial safety categories because TVA
has concluded these do not contain safety-related concerns. The staff has con-
cluded that employee concerns in these two categories have been adequately
addressed as discussed in letters to TVA (December 14, 1987(c), and August 24,
1987, respectively). Concerns in the ninth category, relating to intimidation, ;

harassment, wrongdoing, or misconduct, will be investigated and the results ,

reported separately'by the TVA Office of General Counsel or the TVA Inspector
General. The staff s review of TVA's handling of these concerns is discussed
in an October 8, 1987 letter to TVA.

,

:

On the basis of its review of the TVA employee concerns program, the NRC staff
i

concluded in Volume 1 of NUREG-1232 that TVA now has a policy that promotes
quality ano safety and TVA has taken steps to ensure that this policy is under-
stood by TVA employees and that the policy is strictly enforced. The actions
taken by TVA to improve employee confidence define an acceptable program for
dealing with employee concerns. In combination with the other improvements in
the nuclear program that TVA is implementing, these steps should improve the
confidence of employees in TVA's management. The staff considers effective
implementation of the new employee concerns program necessary if TVA is to sig-
nificantly change its prior performance record.

The staff will continue to monitor program implementation and the effectiveness
of actions taken to deter intimidation and harassment.
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6 ALLEGATIONS

A number of allegations of safety problems at TVA have been made directly to
the NRC staff rather than being provided to TVA under the employees concerns
program. In a number of instances, the technical content of the allegation
has been provided to TVA for its review and response to the NRC. For these !

cases, TVA has entered the allegation into its employee concerns program and
the technical resolution of the issue is discussed in the safety evaluation '

for the specific element report. The ramaining allegaticns will be handled by
the staff in accordance with established NRC policies for allegations. The NRC
has reviewed all potentially safety significant Sequoyah-related allegations
and concludes that these allegations have been satisfactorily resolved. '
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APPENDIX B
i

I REFERENCES

American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC), Manual of Steel Construction,
Seventh Edition, 1973.

American National Standards Institute (ANSI), Std B31.1-1967, Power Piping.

-- , Std 831.7c-1971, 1971 Addenda to Nuclear Power Piping B31.7-1969.

-- , Std N271-1976, Containment Isolation Provisions for Fluid Systems.

-- , Std C37.010-1979, Application Guide for AC High-Voltage Circuit Breakers
Rated on a Symmetrical Current Basis, Section 4.5, Short Circuit Rating; Sec-
tion 4.10.1, Symmetrical Interrupting Capability; Section 4.10.3, Service fCapability.

-- , Std C37.04-1979, Rating Structure for AC High Voltage Circuit Breakers
Rated on a Symmetrical Basis.

-- , Std C37.06-1964, Preferred Ratings and Related Required Capabilities for
AC High Voltage Circuit Breakers.

-- , Std N45.2.5-1974, Supplementary Quality Assurance Requirements for Insula-
tion, Inspection, and Testing of Structural Concrete and Structural Steel During
the Construction Phase of Nuclear Power Plants.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), Boiler and Pressure Vessel Coce.

-- , Section III, Rules for Construction of Nuclear Power Plant Components Sub-
section NF, Component Supports.

-- , Section III, Appendix I, Design Stress Intensity Values, Allowable Stresses,
Material Properties, and Design Fatigue Curves.

| -- , Section XI, Rules for In-Service Inspection of Nuclear Power Plant
i Components.

American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), Std A36-1981, Standard
Specification for Structural Steel.

! -- , Std A441-1984, Specification for High-Strength Low Alloy Structural
Manganese / Vanadium Steel.

-- , Std A527-1984, Specification for Steel Sheet, Zinc-Coated (Galvanized)
by the Hot-Dip Process, Lock-Forming Quality.

-- , Std A572-1983, Specification for High-Strength Low Alloy Columbium-Vanadium
Steels of Structural Quality.
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American Welding Society (AWS), Std D1.1-1985, Structural Welding Code, Sec-
tion 10.5.31, Uneven Distribution of Load.

-- , D1.0-69, Code for Welding Building Construction, Section 3, Workmanship,
Section 6, Inspection.

-- , D1.1-74, Structural Welding Code, Section 3, Workmanship, Section 6,
Inspection.

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, IEEE Std 279-1971, Criteria
for Protection Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations.

-- , Std 308-1974, Criteria for Class 1E Power Systems for Nuclear Generating
Stations, Section 5.2.1(6), Protective Devices.

-- , Std 323-1974, Qualifying Class 1E Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating
Station.

-- , Std 603-1980, Standard Criteria for Safety Systems for Nuclear Power Gen-
erating Stations.

-- , 70 Tp 557 PWR, July 1970, Ampacities for Cables in Randomly Filled Trays,
J. Stolpe, IEEE Summer Power Meeting EHV Conference.

Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INP0) Report 85-001, "Performance Objec-
tives and Criteria for Operating and Near Term Operating License Plants," January
1985.

-- , Report 85-036, "Operational Performance of Auxiliary Feedwater Systems in
US PWRS 1980-1984," September 30, 1985.

-- , Report 85-11, "Scram Reduction F.ictices," Navember 21, 1985.

Insulated Power Cable Engineers Association (IPCEA) P-46-426, Power Cable Am-
pacities Volume 1, Copper Conductors, Volume 2, Aluminum Conductors.

-- , P-54-440, Ampacities for Cable in High-Top Cable Trays.
,

Instrument Society of America Std S67.04-1982, Setpoints for Nuclear Safety- .

Related Instrumentation Used in Nuclear Power Plants.

Military Standard 105D, "Sampling Procedures and Tables for Inspection by
: Attributes," April 29, 1963.

National Electrical Code (NEC), Article 310, Conductors for General Wiring,
1987.

Norris Laboratory Test Report WR 28-1-85-124-R1, Laboratory Tests of Air Entrap-
ment in Slightly Sloped Sensing Lines and the Consequent Pressure Transmission
Error, March 1987, Norris, Tennessee.

Sandia National Laboratory Proprietary Report, "LOCA Calculations for Upper Head
Injection Plants," TRAC-PFI/M001 Calculations, January 29, 1986.
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Tennessee Valley Authority, October 3, 1980, letter from L. Mills to A. Schwencer
(NRC), Subject: "Test Report on Verification Testing."

-- , October 1, 1981, letter from L. Mills to E. Adensam (NRC), regarding com-
pliance with Appendix R.

-- , December 18, 1984, letter from J. A. Domer to E. Adensam (NRC), transmit-
ting deviation requests for Appendix R.

-- , December 21, 1984, letter from J. A. Domer to E. Adensam (NRC), regarding
Appendix R.

'

-- , January 11, 1985, letter from J. A. Domer to E. Adensam (NRC), transmitting
deviation requests for Appendix R.

-- , March 4, 1985, letter from J. A. Domer to E. Adensam (NRC), transmitting
deviation requests for Appendix R.

-- , March 26, 1985, letter from R. Shell to E. Adensam (NRC), on environmental
qualification of equipment.

-- , August 5, 1985, letter from J. A. Domer to E. Adensam (NRC), transmitting
deviation requests for Appendix R.

i

-- , November 1,1985, untitled letter from C. H. Dean to William J. Dircks
(NRC), transmitting TVA Nuclear Performance Plan, Volumes 1 and 2.

.

-- , November 25, 1985, J. W. Hufham to U.S. NRC Region II, Subject: "NRC-01E
Region II Inspection Report 50-327/85-29 and 50-328/85-29 - Response to
Violations. .

-- , December 23, 1985, letter from J. Hufham to B. J. Youngblood (NRC),
regarding environmental qualification of equipment.

-- , January 17, 1986, letter from J. A. Domer to H. Denton (NRC), Subject:
"Welding Review Program Description."

-- , January 29, 1986, letter from R. Gridley to B. Youngblood (NRC), Subject:
"Environmental Qualification."

-- , February 3,1986, letter from R. Shell to H. Denton, Subject: Employee"

Concerns Program."3

,

: -- , February 27, 1986, letter from R. Gridley to B. J. Youngblood (NRC),
Subject: "Electrical Design Calculations."'

,

-- , March 10, 1986, letter from S. White to Lando W. Zech (NRC), transmitting.

Revised Corporate Nuclear Performance Plan.
!

-- , March 19, 1986, letter from R. Gridley to B. J. Youngblood (NRC),
Subject: "Compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R."

|.

-- , May 1, 1986, letter from R. Gridley to J. N. Grace (NRC Region II), trans-
] mitting Revision 9 of TVA's QA Topical Report.
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-- , June 2, 1986, letter from R. Gridley to B. J. Youngblood (NRC) transmit-
ting additional information on auxiliary power system.

-- , June 27, 1986, letter from R. Gridley to J. Taylor (NRC), Subject: !

"Sequoyah Design Control Program Information."

-- , July 17, 1986, letter from S. A.. White to Lando W. Zech (NRC), transmitting
Sequoyah Nuclear Performance Plan and Revision 1 to Revised Corporate Nuclear
Performance Plan.

-- , July 31, 1986, letter from S. A. White to Lando W. Zech (NRC),
transmitting Revision 2 of Revised Corporate Nuclear Performance Plan.

- , August 1, 1986(a), letter from R. Gridley to B. J. Youngblood, regarding
electrical design calculations.' '

-- , August 1,1986(b), letter from R. Gridley to B. J. Youngblood (NRC), '

Subject: "Welding Program."

-- , August 13, 1986, letter from R. Gridley to B. J. Youngblood (NRC), trans-
mitting "Main Steamline Break Environmental Qualification Study for TVA Sequoyah
Units 1 and 2 Main Steam Valve Vaults."

-- , August 18, 1986, letter from R. Gridley to B. J. Youngblood (NRC), Subject: |
"Interim Acceptance Criteria, Civil Engineering Programs."

.
4

) i

! -- , September 4, 1986, letter from R. Gridley to B. J. Youngblood (NRC), trans-
mitting interim acceptance criteria.

; -- , September 11, 1986, letter from R. Gridley to B. J. Youngblood (NRC), Sub-
; ject: "Additional Information on PSB-1."

-- , September 24, 1986, letter from R. Gridley to B. J. Youngblood (NRC), Sub- >

ject: "Response to Inspection Report item 86-20-09."

-- , October 29, 1986, letter from C. Mason to J. Taylor (NRC), transmitting f
i 10 CFR Part 21 notification on MIS-5 fuses.

-- , November 10, 1986, letter from R. Gridley to B. J. Youngblood (NRC),
transmitting interim acceptance criteria. f

-- , December 3, 1986, letter from R. Gridley to B. J. Youngblood (NRC), |

Subject: "Additional Information on PSB-1 Test Data." ;

-- , December 4, 1986, letter to Lando W. Zech (NRC), untitled letter transmit-
j ting Revision 3 to the revised Corporate Nuclear Performance Plan. !

-- , December 11, 1986, letter from R. Gridley to B. J. Youngblood (NRC), ,

| Subject: "Additional Information on Sequoyah Design Baseline and Verification
j Program." ;

i ,

-- , December 12, 1986, letter from R. Gridley to J. N. Grace (NRC), Subject.'

.

"Operability Lookback." ;

!
,

!
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i

-- , December 23, 1986, letter from R. Gridley to B. J. Youngblood (NRC),
Subject: "Cable Ampacity Information."

-- , December 29, 1986, letter from R. Gridley to B. J. Youngblood (NRC),
Subject: "Electrical Design Calculations."

-- , December 31, 1986, letter from R. Gridley to B. J. Youngblood (NRC),
forwarding supplemental information on the Design Baseline Verification Pro-
gram (DBVP).

-- , January 2, 1987, letter from R. Gridley to B. J. Youngblood (NRC),
Subject: "Containment Isolation Design Pertaining to Chemical and Volume
Control System."

'

-- , January 14, 1987, letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk
(NRC), Subject: "Interim Acceptance Criteria for Cable Tray Supports."

-- , January 23, 1987, letter from J. A. Domer to Document Control Desk
(NRC), Subject: "Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design |Criteria 55."

s

-- , January 28, 1987, letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
Subject: "Sequoyah - Interim Acceptance Criteria frum Small Bore Piping."

-- , January 30, 1987, letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC), i

forwarding response to open items in welding review.

-- , February 3, 1987, letter from J. A. Domer to Document Control Desk (NRC),
Subject: Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design Criteria 55 and,

56."

-- , February 4, 1987, letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
Subject: "Supplemental Items Interim Acceptance Criteria for Cable Tray
Supports."

l ' r

-- , February 6,1987, letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
Subject: "Concrete Evaluation Report."

-- , February 27, 1987(a), letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
forwarding comments on draft SER on DBVP.

-- , February 27, 1987(b), letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC), |Subject: "Electrical Design Calculations."

-- , February 27, 1987(C , letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
Subject: "Summary of Cable Ampacity Sampling Program."

-- , March 12, 1987, letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
transmitting list of commitments on electrical calculations.

-- , March 24, 1987, letter from R. Gridley to S. Ebneter (NRC), Subject:.

"Surveillance Instruction Review Program.";
.

T
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-- , March 26, 1987, letter bom S. White to S. Ebneter (NRC), transmitting I

Revision 4 to Revised Corporu N Nuclear Performance Plan.

-- , April 1, 1987, letter from S. White to Document Control Desk (NRC),
transmitting Revision 1 to the Sequoyah Nuclear Performance Plan.

-- , April 1, 1987(a), letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
Subject: "Sequoyah Drawing; to be Maintained as Configured."

-- , April 1, 1987(b), letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
Subject: "Program Plan for Replacement Items Project."

-- , April 2,1987, letter from R. Gridley, Document Control Desk (NRC),
Subject: "Instrument Sensing Line Slope questions."

-- , April 8,1987(a), letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
Subject: "Sequoyah - Alternate Analysis Program Phase II."

-- , April 8,1987(b), letter from R. Gric;)ey to Document Control Desk (NRC),
Subject: "Concrete Evaluation Supplemental Information on Concrete Sampling."

,

-- , April 8, 1987(c), letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
Subject: "Exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design Criteria 55
and 56."

-- , May 12, 1987, letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
Subject: "Post-restart Scope and Schedule for the Design Baseline and
Vertfication Program." *

-- , May 13, 1987, letter from H. Martin te D<>cument Control Desk (NRC),
transmitting element reports on material control.

-- , May 15, 1987, letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC), for-
: warding "Engineering Assurance Oversight Review Report - DBVP." :

-- , May 26, 1987, letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC), e

Subject: Restart Test Program."

-- , June 12, 1987, letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
Subject: "Electrical Calculations - Revised Final Status Report."

-- , July 2,1987, letter from S. A. White to Docurrent Control Desk (NRC),.

transmitting Revision 2 to the Sequoyah Nuclear Nuc, lear Performance Plan.

.
-- , July 2,1987, ? atter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),

| Subject: "Moderate Energy Line Break Evaluation."

-- , July r, 1987, letter from J. A. Domer to Document Control Desk (NRC),
Subject. "Restart Test Program."

l
'

-- , July 8, 1987, letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
Subject: "Leakage of Spray Behind the Crane Wall Following a Postulated
Design Basis Accident."
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-- , July 20, 1987(a), letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
Subject: Instrument sensing Line Slope Questions Norris Report"

No. WR 28-1-85-124.RL."

-- , July 20, 1987(b), letter rom R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
Fubject: Revision 1 to Supplemental Information Regarding Miscellaneous and"

Structural Steel Growth."

-- , July 21, 1987, letter from L. Nobles to Document Control Desk (NRC), trans-
mitting licensee event report 37-30, notification on FLAS-5 fuses.

-- , July 31, 1987, letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC), Sub"
ject: "Revised Cable Test Program."

-- , August 4,1987, letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
Subject: Leakage of Spray Water Behind the Crane Wall Following a Design"

Basis Accident."

-- , August 10, 1987, R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC), Subject: '

"Comments on Safety Evaluation Report (SER) - Short-Circuit Study, Medium
Voltage (6.9 kV) System."

-- , August 17, 1987, letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
Subject: Interim Acceptance Critoria for Alternate Analysis.""

-- , August 31, 1987, letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC)
Subject: Unit 2 Support Modification Restart Criteria for Rigorous Analysis"

Piping."
.

i-- , September 10, 1987, letter from S. A. White to J. G. Keppler, Subject:
"Preliminary 10 CFR 21 Report on Silicone Rubber-Insulated Cables."

'

-- , September 16, 1987, letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
Subject: "Containment Coatings.""

-- , September 18, 1987, letter from R. Gridley to Do::ument Control Desk (NRC),
,transmitting response to IE Bulletin 87-01.

! (
-- , October 6,1987, letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),

'

Subject: Sequoyah Unit 2 - Pipe Support Modific ation Restart Criteria Meeting"

Summary.".

| -- , October 9, 1987, letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC), !
'

Subject: Moderate Energy Line Break Flooding Evaluation.""

i
-

-- , October 23, 1987, letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
transmitting. Supplemental EA Oversight Review Report for DBVP. i

-- , October 29, 1987, letter from S. White to J. Keppler (NRC), regarding
findings from Integrated Design Inspection.

i

-- , November 17, 1987(a), letter from R. Gridley to Documental Control Desk
(NRC), Subject: Unit 2 Support Modification Restart Criteria Supplemental"

i Revision."

j NUREG-1232, Vol. 2 8-7
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-- , Novembe .!,1987(b), letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
Subject ...uitional Information Requested by NRC on Fuse Replacements."

-- , Novembe 20, 1987, letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
transmitting results of cable testing.

-- , November 24, 1987, letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
trancnitting Wyle test results.

-- , December 4,1987, letter from R. Gridley to Document Contro desk (NRC),
transmitting response to Inspection Report 50-327/328 87-44. f
-- , December 8,1987(a), letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Oesk (NRC),
Subject: "Replacement Items Project (RIP) Seismic Adequacy Verification."

9

-- , December 8, 1987(b), letter from J. Russell to Docuw.ent Control Desk (NRC),
Subject: "Employee Concerns Special Program - Sequoyah Element Report C017301."

i -- , December 10, 1987, letter from S. A. White to Document Control Desk (NRC),
transmitting Revision 5 to Revised Nuclear Performancu Plan.

-- , December 15, 1987, letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
Subject: "Design Control Program."

-- , December 28, 1987, letter from S. A. White to S. Ebneter (NRC), Subject:
"Silcone Rubber Insulated Cable Issue Resolution."

-- , December 29, 1987, letter from S. A. White to S. Ebneter (NRC), Subject: ["Inteorated Design Inspection (IDI): Response to NRC Inspection Report
50-327/328 87-48."

-- , January 5,1988, S. A. White to S. Ebneter (NRC), Subject: "Operational
Readiness Review.":

-- , January 8, 1988, letter from R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC),
Subject: "Enhanced Calculations for Platform Thermal Loading Conditions.",

-- , January 22, 1988, J. Russell to Docume'.t Control Desk (NRC), Subject:'
i

"ECTG NRR RAI Sequoyah Element Report C017301."i

-- , February 10, 1988, R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC), Subject:
"Replacement Items Project Program Plan."

-- , February 16, 1988, R. Gridley to Document Control Oesk (NRC), Subject: 1

"Response to Violation Nos. 50-327, 328/87-65-01, -02, -03 and Unresolved Items
(URIs) 50-327, 328/87-65-04."

-- , February 18, 1988, R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC), Subject: -;

"Electrical Calculations - Revised Final Status for Unit 2 Restart."

-- , February 27, 1988, R. Gridey to Document Control Desk (NRC), Subject:
| "Compliance with 10 CFR 50.49, Environmental Qualification (EQ) of Electrical
| Equipment Important to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants."

,

1

l
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-- , February 29, 1988, R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (NRC), Subject:
"Revised Instrumenation Accuracy Calculations."

-- , March 2,1988, letter from M. J. Ray to Document Control Desk (NRC), Sub-
ject: "Integrated Design Inspection (IDI) - NRC Inspection Report 50-327/87-48
and 50-328/87-48." '

-- , March 3,1988, R. Gridley to Docucnent Control Desk (NRC), Subject: "Diesel
Generators (DGs) - Operability Analysis."

-- , March 10, 1988, R. Gridley to Document Control Desk (flRC), Subject: "Diesel
Generator Voltage and Margin Analysis Revisions."

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, June 23, 1981, E. Adensam letter to
H. Parris (TVA), transmitting safety evaluation on environmental qualification
of electrical equipment.

-- , April 26, 1983, E. Adensam letter to H. Parris (TVA), transmitting safety
evaluation on environmental qualification of electrical equipment.

-- , August 10, 1984, J. P. O'Reilly letter to H. Parris (TVA), Confirmatory |
Action Letter on Appendix R Compliance. '

-- , August 5, 1985, H. Thompson transmitting Generic Letter 85-13, issuing
NUREG-1154.

-- , September 17, 1985, W. Dircks untitled letter to C. Dean (TVA), transmitting
staff concerns and 10 CFR 50.54(f) issues.

i

-- , March 26, 1986, B. Youngblood letter to S. White (TVA), regarding Verifica- '

tion Testing.
2

-- , May 27, 1986, C. F. Rossi letter to E. P. Rahe, Jr. (Westinghouse),
Subject: "Acceptance for Reference of Licensing Topical Reports WCAP-8822-P-51/
WCAP-8822-P-S2, "Mass and Energy Release Following a steam Line Rupture."

-- , May 29, 1986, B. Youngblood letter to S. White (TVA) regarding deviation
requests from Appendix R.

-- , June 10, 1986, B. Youngblood letter to S. A. White (TVA), Subject:
"Welding Program Request for Information.";

-- , August 1,1986, B. Youngblood letter to R. Gridley (TVA), Subject:
; "Verification Testing for Auxiliary Power System Voltage Study for Sequoyah."
i

; -- , August 7, 1986, B. Youngblood letter to R. Gridley (TVA), transmitting
questions on verification testing,;

!

-- , September 9, 1986, B. Youngblood letter to R. Gridley (TVA), Subject:
| "Request for Information on Sequoyah Design Baseline and Verification Program."
:

-- , October 6, 1986, B. Youngblood letter to S. A. White (TVA), regarding
i deviation requests from Appendix R.

.

i
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-- , January 20, 1987, letter from B. Youngblood to S. A. White (TVA), forward-
ing draft SER on OBVP.

,

t

-- , January 30, 1987, letter from B. K. Grenier to S. A. White (TVA), Subject:
"NRC Acceptance of Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) QA Topical Report TVA-TR-75-1A,
Revision 9."

-- , February 10, 1987, letter from B. Youngblood to S. A. White (TVA), Subject:
Transmittal of Draft Safety Evaluation on Electrical Design Calculations."

-- , March 9, 1987, letter from B. Youngblood to S. White (TVA), Subject:
"Evaluation of Sequoyah Units 1 and 2 Cable Pulling and Bend Radii Concerns."

-- , June 9,1987, J. A. Zwolinski letter to S. A. White (TVA), Subject: {
"Restart Criteria."

-- , August 24, 1987, J. A. Zwolinski letter to S. A. White (TVA), Subject:
"Industrial Safety Element Report Safety Evaluation."

-- , August 27, 1987, letter from J. A. Zwolinski to S. A. White (TVA), Subject:
"Safety Evaluation Regarding DCRDR In-Progress Audit."

,

. t

'-- , September 18, 1987, letter from J. A. Zwolinski to S. A. White (TVA),
transmitting Amendments 51 and 59 to Operating Licenses for Sequoyah Units 1
and 2.

1 -- , September 30, 1987, J. A. Zwolinski letter to S. A. White (TVA), Subject: .

"Employee Concern Program Safety Evaluation." ;

-- , October 6, 1987, J. A. Zwolinski letter to S. A. White (TVA), Subject:
; "Employee Concerns Special Program."

i -- , October 8,1987, S. Ebneter letter to S. A. White (TVA), Subject: "Employee
j Concerns Related to Harassment and Intimidation (H&I), Wrongdoing and Misconduct."

-- , October P.9,1987, letter from J. Keppler to S. A. White (TVA), Subject:
' "Seismic Screening Methodology."

-- , November 13, 1987, letter from J. Keppler to S. A. White (TVA), Subject: -

"Cable Testing Program." .

-- , December 4, 1987, letter from G. Zech to S. A. White (TVA), Subject:
"Exemption from 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 55 for
Seal Injection Lines."

-- , December 14,1987(a), letter from G. Zech to S. A. White (TVA), Subject:
"Exemption from 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 55 for

,

Residual Heat Removal."
,

1

-- , December 14,1987(b), letter from G. Zech to S. A. White (TVA), Subject: i

"Exemption from 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 56 for
Vacuum Relief Lines."

! !

t
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-- , December 14,1987(c), letter from G. Zech to S. A. White (TVA), Subject:
"Safety Evaluation for Management and Personnel of the Employee Concern Program
for Sequoyah."

:
4

-- , January 7, 1988, letter from G. Zech to S. A. White (TVA), transmitting
Amendments 64 and 56 to Operating Licenses for Sequoyah Units 1 and 2.

-- , January 15, 1988, letter from G. Zech to S. A. White (TVA), subject:
"Exemption from Type C Requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J."

-- , February 23, 1988, letter from G. Zech to S. A. White (TVA), Subject:
"Non-Nuclear Heatup for Sequoyah Unit 2 Prior to Restart." ,

-- , March 11, 1988(a), letter from G. Zech to S. A. White (TVA), Subject:
"Restart Criteria."

-- , March 11,1988(b), letter from G. Zech to S. A. White (TVA), Subject:
"Preliminary Safety Evaluations on the Tennessee Valley Authority Employee

i Concern Element Reports."

-- , March 25, 1988, letter from S. D. Ebneter to S. A. White (TVA), Subject:
"Revised Safety Evaluation on the Tennessee Valley Authority Sequoyah Nuclear
Performance Plant."

-- , July 17-18, 1986 Meeting, Summary J. Holonich to TVA, July 24, 1986.

-- , August 13, 1986 Meeting, Summary J. Holonich to TVA, August 15 1986.

-- , January 21, 1987 Meeting, Summary T. Alexion to TVA, February 2, 1987.

-- , March 26, 1987 Meeting, Summary T. Rotella to TVA, May 18, 1987. -

-- , November 24, 1987 Meeting, Summary E. McKenna to TVA, December 2, 1987.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, WCAP-10961, Rev. 1 (Proprietary) and WCAP-11184
(Non-Proprietary), "Steam Line Break Mass / Energy Release for Equipment Qualifi-
cation Outside Containment," October 1985.

-- , WCAP-10986, "Ice Condenser Drain Test Results, Data Analysis and Development.

' of Drain Flow Models for LOTIC-III Ice Condenser Code," (Proprietary), November
1985.

'-- , WCAP-10988, "COBRA-NC, Analysis for Main Steamline Break in Catawba Unit 1
Ice Condenser Containment," (Proprietary), November 1985.

-- , WCAP-8822-P-SI/WCAP-8822-P-S2, "Mass and Energy Release Following a Steam
Line Rupture," January 1985 and September 1985, respectively.
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FOREWCRD

.

This Technical Evaluation Report was prepared by Franklin Research Center
under a contract with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Coneission (Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Divisidn of Operating Reactors) for technical
assistance in support of NRC operating reactor licensing actions. The
technical evaluation was conducted in accordance with criteria established by

the NRC.

|

|

|
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TER-C5506-658

i

i
1. INTRCDUCTICN AND SOOPE CT REVIEW ;4

!
i

1.1 INTRCDUCTICN

Equipment that is used to perform a necessary safety function in a nuclear
;

power plant must be shown to be capable of maintaining functional operability
under all service conditions postulated to occur during its installed life for

the time it is required to operate. This requirement, which is embodied in

General Design Criteria (CDC) 1 and,4 of Appendix A and Sections III, XI. and

XVII of Appendix B to 10CTR$0, is applicable to equipment located inside as
well as outside containment. More detailed requirements and guidance relating

i

to the methods and procedures for demonstrating this capability in electrical .

equipment have been set forth in 100TR50.49 and Regulatory Guide 1.89, Rev. 1.

During and following postulated accidents in nuclear power plants, safety-
related electrical equipeent may be subjected to harsh envirer. tents. As part

of the effort to demonstrate that equipment is capable of maintaining qualified
,

functional operability under all service conditions, the U.S. Nuclear h
| Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations state that testing with supporting

Ianalysis may be used to show that equipment is acceptable.

The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) opted to use thermal analysis in
conjunction with qualification test results after new temperature profiles for

,

the main steam line break (MSLB) for the Sequoyah Nuclear Power plant main
steam valve vaults '"SVVs) were found not to be bounded by the qualification

test temperature prot!1es. The analyses were submitted to NRO to demonstrate i'

qualafication for the hSLB. The NRO staff requested Tranklin Research Center ;<

;

(TRO) to review the analyses and to verify the validity, completeness, and '

acceptability of the hea': transfer calculations provided to the NRC staff in
! the Licensee's submitta13. The TVA analyses represent time-dependent thermal !

responses of safety-related electrical equipment located in the main steam,

isolation valve vaults of Sequoyah Nuclear plant Units 1 and 2.

This report provides an evaluation of the TVA submittals for the heat
!

transfer analysis of components in the main steam isolation valve vaults. |
!

;

1 i
'

i.
'

;

I |
!

i
5
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TER-C5 506-6 5 9

1.2 SCCPE Cr REVIEW

FRC was contracted by the NRC to provide technical assistance in

determining the acceptability of TVA's analyses for fulfilling the require-
monts of 10CTR50.49. The following tasks were to be performed:

1. Review the list of equipment provided in the submittal to determine
if the most critical subassembly was being used to conduct the
analysis.

2. Review the failure modes identified in the submittal for completeness.

3. Review the heat transfer calculations for acceptability to determine
if:

the eethodology was reasonable and was an acceptsble means toa,

analyze the conditions of interest

b. the results were sufficiently accurate to reasonably represent
reality.

,

,

,

r

,

{

t

1

i

i

i

i

.
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TER-C5506-658

2. BACKGROUND t

Af ter having been informed by the NRC that certain mass and energy
releases had not been taken into account in calculating the response of the

primary containment atmospheres to an MSLB, TVA became aware that the issue
would also affect the MSWs located outside the primary containment. TVA
reevaluated its Sequoyah Nuclear Plant's MSW temperature profiles considering
the additional energy from the MSLB and calculated a peak atmospheric
temperature of $35'T using a standa*rd subcompartment code. This temperature
was substantially higher than the 325'F design temperature used in the
equipment qualification (EQ) program. From a list of options for resolving

this problem, TVA chose Westinghouse's suggested approach of reanalyzing an
MSLB in the valve vault by taking into account the circulation of the cool

outside air in the vaults that would occur after such a break. This effect

was not modeled in the subcompartment code used in the previous analysis. The
Westinghouse analysis indicated a peak MSLB atmosphere temperature of 435'r,
which was still higher than the EQ program peak temperature of 325'T.

To demonstrate that electrical equipment located in the MSVV will be able
to operate as necessary during an MSLB, TVA opted to analyze the thermal
response of Categories A and B components to the MSLB profile and to compare
the results to existing results from qualification tests. (A Category A

device is required to operate to mitigate an event; a Category B device is not

needed to mitign.te a design basis event, but must not fail in a manner

detrimental to safety. Category C devices are not needed to mitigate design
basis events and have no failure modes that affect safety functions or could

mislead the operator.) TVA believed that although high surface temperatures

were possible, it was unlikely that the internal components of equipment would
rise above the temperatures they experienced during qualification testing.
This premise formed the basis for their approach.

TVA calculated the surface and internal temperatures for equipment that
would be exposed to the expected MSLB temperature profile and to the EQ test
temperature prMiles. The TVA proposed that, by comparing the results from;

these calculatic;s, the qualification of the equipment for MSLB service can be '

determined from existing qualification test documentat2on if the surface or

internal temperatures during the MSLB event are bounded by the surface or
internal temperatures from the existing qua12facation test.

NUREG-1232, Vol 2 3 Appendix C
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3. DISCL'SSICN CF TVA St.TBMITTALE

The Licensee submitted three documents relating to MSLB equipment

qualification. The first document, which was submitted to the NRC on August
,

13, 1986, contained wxtensive information on the east and west valve vaults,
and identified thermal response of a limited number of pieces of electrical
equipment located in the vaults to an MSLB. The information included a
physical description of the valve vaults with the size of vent areas. The
results of the Westinghouse COMPACT analyses of the vaults' atmospheric
temperature profile were also presented as were assumptions and detailed
descriptions of the vault models supported by data on the compartments and
heat sinks.

The CCMPACT results were presented for three postulated MSLB events,
2 2namely, a double-ended rupture of the steam line (1.4 ft 3, , n,9 gg

break assumed to occur upstream of the main steam line, and a 0.9 ft break
downstream of a main steam isolation valve (MSIV). The thermal response of a
solenoid for the MSIV, an ASCO solenoid valve, and a cable in a conduit were

presented for all of the break cases analyzed. These components were analyzed
by use of the CCEPACT code. The justification for choosing these components
for analysis was that if it could be shown that the components' response to
the MSLB tarperature profile did not exceed the chamber temperature

profile from EQ testing, no component in the valve vaults would exceed its EQ
temperature during a MSLB. This methodology relied on the assumption that
these components had the least thermal mass of all of the components _and would
respond most rapidly to the MSLB temperature profile. The devices were
modeled as one-dimensional slab heat sinks except for the cable in the conduit
which was modeled in two dimensiens.

Analyses of the components done independently by the Licensee using the
HEATINGS heat conduction code were included in the August 13, 1986 submittal.
The purpose of these analyses was to evaluate the effect of different
modeling. This submittal also contained the results of REIAP5 modeling
perforved for verification of the COMPACT results for the atmospheric;

profilms.;

1

In response to a request fer additional informatson (RAI) dated November
14, 1986, TVA forwarded a second submittal dated December 23. 1986. :n

,

response to the request to provide a logical bas:s for the selection of the '

i
t
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ASCO solenoid coil and cable as the critical devices for evaluation. TVA
replied that the selection was based on the concept that the corponents with
the least thermal inertia would heat up most during the MSLB. The valve vault4

equipment lists had been reviewed, and components with low mass and thin #

housings were selected for analysis. TVA believed that the thermal response
of these components would bound the response of all other larger and heavier '

components. However, upon receipt of the RAI, TVA performed thermal analyses
for all of the equipeent in the vaults that required qualification. These
analyses were submitted to support 'the basis of the original selection of
equipment for evaluation.

TVA also reported that no equipati.a was removed from consideration in the

MSLB EQ study on any basis other than function. This response was prompted by
,

the request to demonstrate that failure of a device that was removed from the

list on a basis other than function will not degrade any safety system or
provide misleading information to the operators. Revised lists of the j

Categories A and 3 equipment expected to be in the valve vaults at the time of
restart of Sequoyah Unit 2 and the cable types located in the vaults were
provided in the Oecember 23, 1986 submittal. The information in the tables

included device number, manufacturer, model number, and a description of the
function of the component as requested. Table 1 identifies the equipment
requiring qualification. The critical internal coeponents of Categories A and
B electrical equipment were identified by TVA to be the cable insulation,
other elastomers, and solenoid coils. A discussion to support TVA's conclu-
sion that these coeponents would not fail was presented. TVA's type pJJ*
cable was chosen for evaluation because it is a small multiconductor cable and .

thus would have a relatively rapid heatup. In addition, its thermoplastic f
; jacket and insulation materials are more heat sensitive than the thermoset b

materials in other cables in the valves.j

Analyses were provided in the December 23, 1986 submittal for the
Limitorque valve operators, junction boxes, terminal connectors, and Namco

limit switches in addition to the MSIV solenoid valves and ASCO solenoid
I

*PJJ 1s a TVA code referring to nulticonductor cable with polyethylene insula-
tion and polyvanyl chlorade Jacket.

1

!

|
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Table 1. List of Equipment Requiring Qualification
for Main Steam Line Break Temperature Profile i

in the East and West Main Steam Valve Vaults -

7

i

.Eauipment ID No. Manuf acture r

MSIV r$V-001-004A Gould Allied iSolenoid Through FSV-001-004J '

i PSV-001-029A *

Through r$V-001-029J
r$V-001-011A

'
4

Through r$V-001-011J '

TSV-001-022A
iThrougn TSV 001-022J i

i Valve Operator- FCV-001-015 Limitorque
6

Auxiliary Teodwater TCV-001-016
! Pump - Turbine FCV-001-017

Steam Supply FCV-001-018

rValve Operator - Main TCV-003-033 Limitorque
Teodwater PCV-003-100
Isolation TCV-003-047

iTCV-003-087

Main Steam TSV-001-147 Asco !
I Line Warming TSV-001-148

Solenoid Valve TSV-001-149
TSV-001-150,

; Steam Generator PVC-001-012 (LS) NAMCO
PCRV Limit Switches PVC-001-023 (LS)

,

PVC-001-005 (LS)
PVC-001-030 (LS)

Steam Generator TSV-001-007 Asco
Blowdown Isolation TSV-001-014 '

Solenoid Valves TSV-001-025
TSV-001-032

:Steam Generator TSV-001-007 (LS) NAMCO !

Blowdown Isolation TSV-001-014 (LS)
Limit Switches TSV-001-025 (LS)

TSV-001-032 (LS)

i Level Control LSV-003-174 Asco I
J Solenoid Valves LSV-003-175 |

t Junction Boxes 1-JBox-991-1987-B N/A
1-JBox-991-1988-A I
2-JBox-991-1998-A

4

|
'

:

|
,
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Table 1. List of Equipment Requiring Qualification '

for Main Steam Line areak Temperature Profile
in the East and West Main Steam Valve Vaults (Cont.)

Eauipment ID No, Manufacturer

Junction tones 1-JBox-991-1985-A N/A
(Cont.) 1-JBox-991-3067-3

1-J50s-991-3114-A
1-J3cx-991-3116-3
2-J5cx-991-1986-A
2-J5ca-991-3070-3
2-J5ox-991-3115-A
2-JBox-991-3117-3

| 1-JBox-991-2041-B
1-JBox-991-2042-A
1-JBox-991-2857-3
1-JBox-991-2858-A
2-JBox-991-2890-3
2-JBox-991-2891-A
2-J3cx-991-2092-5
2-JBox-991-2893-A ,

1-J3ox-991 3041-A
1-JBox-991-3042-A ;

1-JBox-991-3061-A
1-J5ox-991-3065-B
1-JBox-991-3066-3

) 2-J3ox-991-3062-A
2-JBox-991-3063-A
2-JBox-991-3064-A-

2-J3cx-991-3068-B
,

2-JBox-991-3069-B !

2-JBox-991-1997-B
,

t
"

Terminal SQN-XXX-TB-991 GE'

! Connector

'Raychem Splices WCST-N Series Raychem Corp.

L

. i
! :

i

| *

.

P

i

,

,

i

i
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valves which had been subeitted in the August 13, 1986 docu ent as one-
dimensional analyses. All of the new analyses were two-dimensional. An
explanation of the heat transfer methodology was also included. Assumptions
and derivations of heat transfer coefficients were discussed. *he Oecenter 23
submittal also documented the assumptions made in each individual analysis.

A justification for modeling equipeent as multilayer slab-type heat sinks
was provided in a December 23 submittal. TVA stated that a one-dimensional

model, in conjunction with proper selection of heat transfer paths, can be
used to conservatively maximize the' equipment's external and internal
temperatures. The results of the analyses were presented in the form of
temperature-time profiles of the responses.

A third submittal, dated February 17, 1987, was forwarded to the NRO in
response to an RAI dated January 20. 1987 *his document addressed specific
questions in the RA:. Responding to a request to identify the pieces of
equipment which have been tested to determine internal temperatures, it was
stated that qualification of all HSVV equipment types to the superheat profile
is based on thermal analysis. Telephone discussions with TVA had indicated
that sone testing was done that would supersede the analysis. A list of
equipeent to be relocated prior to restart was also provided.

TVA's response to a request for information concerning acceptability of ,

the terminal blocks for use in a steam environment referred to testing in
which terminal blocks were expcsed to the worst-case a::ident profile postu-
lated for Sequoyah's containment. It was stated that as a result of these

tests, terminal blocks had been removed from transmitter circuits that required
qualification an a :ordance with 10CTR50.49, but had been determined to be
acceptable for other 10CTR50.49 applications.

In response to a request to provide a description of the justification
for the change in reclassification of the Masoneilan valve positioners to
Category C from Category A, it was stated that failure of the positioners an
conjunction with a single a:tive failure does not place the plant in a con-
figuration that would prevent the availability of one intact steam generator
and one motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pump and that the devices no longer
required qualification.

,

NUREG-1232, Vol. 2 8 Appendix C
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TVA also provided details of the guidelines used in constructing the heat
transfer models. TVA's assumptions were made to conservatively increase the
terperature predicted during a MSLB, while lowering the surface and internal
torporatures resulting from analysis of TQ test chamber profiles. In this

way, higher than expected surf ace and internal temperatures resulting f rom
MSLBs are compared to lower than expected surface and internal temperatures
derived from the qualification tests, thereby adding conservatism. The values

; of heat transfer coefficients used f,or the MSLB analyses were provided along ,

with schematics of the models used. The Licensee concluded that qualification

of the MSVV devices was established for each component by comparison of the

calculated thermal response during a MSLB to the calculated response during
r

qualification testing. The qualification for steam and moisture exposure is

based wholly upon the existing qualification test results. The review of the

existing qualification test results was not within the scope of this

evaluation. The results of the existing qualification tests have been assured
,

| to be acceptable during this evaluation. A saep'.0 of Licensee-supplied
taxperature profiles is included as Figures 1 through 3. Figure 1 represents
the EQ terperature profile of a MSIV solenoid versus the MSLB temperature
profile. Figure : is a plot of the calculated MSIV solenoid surface

tenperature during the MSLB. Figure 3 represents the calculated internal coil

temperature during a MSLB as coepared to the EQ test tenperature.

i

f

P

i

I

l
1

I
i

:

!
r
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4. EvAwATleN

4.1 TVA METHCDOLOGY

TVA used two-dimensional sections in developing the heat transfer models.
Although the two-dimensional models may produce temperature profiles that are {
lower than actual because of the reduction in heat transfer surfaces, the i

relative position of the MSLB and EQ profiles would not change and, therefore.
[

a qualification determination can sgill be made. Except for the cable-in-
conduit model, it was stated that no gap resistances were modeled so as to

i

maximize the heatup of internal components in response to a MSLB.
i

TVA methods used to derive the heat transfer coefficients in the analyses

| were consistent with guidelines in NUREG-0588. Appendix 3 where applic4ble and ,

were conservatively obtained in other cases. An important concept in this;
i

evaluation is the understanding that qualification testing was performed for
several hours under saturated conditions. This would allow for nearly ideal
heat transfer conditions. The MSLB event being analyzed would be of euch |

shorter duration and at lower saturation temperatures. While this would allow ,

for high surfae:e ter;eratures the internal torperature of vital components
should actually be significantly lower than that shown in the EQ profiles.

The spectit: a;Msaches used to analyze the MSW equipment are based on f
t

generally acceptable analytical practices. The demonstration of qualification [
i t

of solenoid valves, the junction boxes and terminal blocks. the Limitorque |

j valve operator, and the Namco limit switch were based on direct compartsons of
lthe MSLB and EQ thermal responses of "worst-case" equipment configurations. ;

'Where several models of equipment from the same manufacturer required qualifi-
cation, the model having the smallest thernal inertia was used, adding con-
servatism to the overall conclusions.

.

i

4.2 COMPChW T EVALUATION !-

1 !
j 4.2.1 MS1V Solenoid

i

: The qualification of the M51V solenotd valves for the thermal effects of |

an MSLB was demonstrated by comparing the HEATIN35 computer model results of !
t

the solenoid valve thereal response during an MSLB to the results of the !

computer model for the E; testing. Heat flow between the environ.-en and the ;

MS1V solenotd was defined by heat transfer coefficients spectised at the i

| boundartes of the two-dteenstenal model of the valve. !
"

i
'

i
i
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The heat transfer coefficients used in the MSL3 model were obtained from
the Westinghouse COMPACT code analysis of the value vault environment. The
coefficients accounted for convective and radiant heat transfer, which are

expected to be the dominant modes. No condensing heat transfer is expected to
take place, because the housing terperature of the energized solenoid exceeds
the saturation temperature. The heat transf er coefficients used to determine

the heat flow between the EQ test chamber and the MS1V solenoid conservatively
represent the physical thermal dynamics of the EQ testing. For condensing
heat transfer, four times the maximum coefficient from the Uchida correlation

was used. Stagnant natural convection was modeled during the remainder of the
EQ test when the surface temperaure exceeded the saturation terperature of the
test charter. During the spray periods in the qualification test profile, a

laminar convection heat transfer correlation for film flow wam used. *

i

The major assumptions made in the MS1V solenoid analyses are acceptable
because they can be expected to produce results which reasonably represent the
actual thermal responses. The assurption of stagnant natural convection
neglects any velocities in the test chamber that might be induced by the

|
periodic addition of steam to maintain test conditions. However, the

velocities are small and of short duration and conseguently will not have an
appreciable effect on the heat transfer rate to the MS1V solenoid. This

assumption also conservatively accounts for heat flow during those periods
I

when the surface temperature exceeds the charter temperature since it reduces
the rate at which the solenoid cools down.

The model used for the HEATING 5 analysis of the MS1V solenoid was a two-

dirensicnal cut through the coil (critical component), which minimized the
thermal shielding between the atmosphere and the coil and thus maximizes the
response of the coil temperature to the atmospheric transient. Analysis was
performed in the rectangular coordinate system, which is acceptable since the
thermal mass of the cylindrical coil is essentially conserved. No heat was
assumed to be transfered through the valve body to the coll. This is
reasonable in view of the relatively large thermal mass of the body.

The results of the MS1V solenord valve analyses show that the thermal
response of the coil to an MSLB ts bcunded by the response to the E; test
profile. Cn that basts. the coli may be constdered qualtited for the therral
profile for the MSLB event.

NUREG-1232, Vol. 2 14 Appendix C
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4.2.2 A500 Solenoid

The there41 qualification of the MSVV solenoid valves for an MSLB was

demonstrated by comparing the KEATING5 results of the MSLB analysis to the
results of the model for the EQ test profile. Heat transfer between the MSLB
environment and the ASCO housing surface and internals was accounted for in

coefficients which conservatively describe the heat transfer process that
occurs during the event. For an energized solenoid. heat transfer was assumed
to occur by convection and radiation. Since the surface temperature of the
energized solenoid is higher than the MSLB saturation temperature, no
condensation is expected to occur. For the unenergized solenoid, a
coefficient of four times the maximun Uchida coefficient was used to model
condensing heat transfer. Heat transfer between the ASCO and the test chamber

environment was defined as stagnant natural convection correlation since the

ASCO was energized during the EQ test and its surface toeperature was higher
than the EQ saturation temperature at any given time.

The major assumption made in the HEATING 5 modeling of the AS00 solenoid's

responses to the MSLB and EQ environments was that no condensing heat
transfer to an energized A500 solenoid existed. This is reasonable since the

surface temperature of an energized ASCO solenoid exceeded the saturation
temperature.

The model of the ASCO valve was constructed in the polar system of
coordinates. Ty.s' method realistically represents the basically cylindrical
assembly in which the components are arranged in a cencontric manner. To
maximize heat transfer to the coil and minimize thermal lag, a vertical
section was taken through the valve so as to include the opening in the steel
yoke of the coil's magnetic circuits.

The results of the HEATING 5 analyses of the AS00 solenoid response to a
MSLB and the IQ test profile show that both the housing surf ace *.emperature
and the coil temperature responses to the MSLB are bounded by the respective

| responses to the EQ test profile. This is sufficient to demonstrate

qualification to the thermal effects of a MSLB.

NUREG-1232, Vol. 2 15 Appendix C
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4.2.3 Junction Boxes

4.2.3.1 Terminal Blocks

Qualification of the MSW terminal blocks inside 3 action boxes was
demonstrated by coeparing the HEATING 5 results of the thermal response to the
MSLB profile of a junction box containing the smallest terminal block to the
results of the computer code for an identical configuration in the EQ test
profile. The heat transfer methodology employed was similar to that used for
other components already described.'

The model that was constructed for the HEA!!NG5 analysis of the termimi
block inside a junction box was a two-dimensional section of the box taken
through the terminal blocks and the concrete structure to which it is attached.
A section thus chosen can be expected to minimise the thermal shielding between
the environment and th: terminal blocks. Conduction of heat away from the
junction box to the concrete heat sink would be negligible for two reasons:

1. The concrete is a poor condu: tor of heat.

2. The atta:Peent point between the junction box and the con: rete wall
would be expected to heat up faster than the Junction box cecause of
its relatively low thermal mass. Heat would thus tend to flow from
the attacrcent to the junction box housing.

The results of the HIATING5 modeling of the thermal response of the
terminal block inside a junction box indicate that the response to the EQ
prof tle bounds 1.he response to the MSLB profile. This evaluation represents
adequate demonstration of MSLB temperature profile qualification.

4.2.3.2 Cables and Splices

Qualification of the cables and splices inside junction boxes was demon-
strated by calculating the transient thermal response of the inside surface
and the air contained within an empty junction box. The basis for this
approach was that if the tetperature of the inside surface and the air

contained within an empty junction box during a MSLB is bounded by the EQ test
profile for the most crittcal cable and the splices. then these items are
qualified for an MSLB event. This approach as reasonable and conservattve
since the peak teeperature of any piece of equiprent within the :un:tten box
cannot exceed the peak terperature of the inside surf ace of box. The heat

i
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transfer methodology used in this model was the same as for the terminal block
with the junction box. The results indicate that the response of the empty [

'

junction box is bounded by the EQ profile for the most limiting cable and the
splices. !

:
i

,

4.2.4 Limitorque Valv_e CTerators !

;

Qualification of the MSW Limitorque valve operators was established j1

Lusing the same approach as described for the equipmented discussed earlier. t

i Heat transfer between the environnent and the operator was defined by ;
'coefficients that were determined using the general approach described. No

' special assu.mption was e4de for this rodel.
I

| The two-dinensional model of the Limitorque valve operator was the input |

for the HEATING $ code is an acceptable representation of the physical device
l for use in the thermal analysis. The analysis was conducted using a cross-

sectional model made perpendicular to the motor through the electrical

| components. The motor was not included in the model due to its large mass, ,

which would allow for it to act as a heat sink. The results of the HEATING 5 !
modeling of the Limitorque valve operator indicate that the surface j

temperature during an MSLB is bounded by the surface temperature during EQ

I testing. This is to be expected because of the rather large rass and hence f
thermal inertia of the device. Consequently the thermal responses of the i

! operator internals would be similarly related. On this basis, thernal ,

qualification of the Limitorque valve operator is demonstrated
I

!

. 4.2.5 NAM 70 Limit Swatch !
| ?
i The approach to'estabitshing qualification of the NAMTO limit switch to f

the therw41 transient of a MSL3 is the same as was used for devices previously [
evaluated. The application heat transfer rethodology was consistent with a ;

reasonably accurate predtetion of the heat transfer mode which predominates at
|

,

any given time. No device specific assunptions were applied to the NAMCO
! switch model.

i

!

The model const.ucted as the input for the limit swatch as two-dtren- j;

f stonal. A cut was taken so that heat entered the device from ene side. An |
| insulated boundary was defined on the other sade. Thts boundary conditton
I

! L

i :
:

I

i
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accounted for the fact that thermal diffusion across the aetal corrponer.ts on
the other side of the boundary was much slower than on the side where the
critical plastic components were located due to a therm 1 inertia of the |

parts. Accordingly, for practical purposes, it can be assuned that no heat
crosses that boundary. Consequently, the location of the cut is justified.
The results of the analysis indicate that although the surface temperature of
the limit switch housing during a MSLB exceeded the torporature during EQ
testing, the response of the terminal block (critical component) to the EQ
test profile bounds the response of the block to a MSLB.

!

4.2.6 Cable in Conduit

Qualification of the cable in conduit was demonstrated by a eethod i

similar to that used for the other devices. A direct corrparison of the cable-
in-conduit MSLB profiles with EQ test profiles could not be performed because [
only the cable was subjected to EQ testing. The modeling was therefore
performed using the contact torperature inside the conduit. This approach
provided conservatism since the cable is subjected to more severe condition
during EQ testing than it would be during an MSLB.

The specific assumptions made for the IZATING$ analyses can to expected
to give results with reasonable accuracy. The models neglected the thermal
resistance between the cable material layers. This approach is conservative
in that it would give a faster heatup rate for the cable. A gap resistance of

213 Btu /ft hr/*r was used to model the contact between the cable and the
conduit. Experimental results have been reported to indicate contact

2 2resistance between 2 to 5 Btu /ft hr/*T: therefore, a value of 10 Btu /ft hr/'T

is conservatave, permitting faster heat transfer from conduit to cable. The

model used to determine response of the cable in conduit was constructed in
the rectangular coordinate system. This approach sirplied the modeling since
the circular cross sections of the conductors were not concentracally arranged.
The conservatism of the modeling was maintained by keeping the area bounded by
the rectangular representations the same as that of the physical coreponent
since this increases the area and hence the heat flux to the anternal com-
ponents. The effect of the thackness of hollow sections such as the conduit

NUREG-1232, Vol. 2 18 Appendix C
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!

and wrap is negligible because the thickness is arall coepared to the other ;
dimensions. Repr$sentation of solid internal sections, such as conductors. in '

rectangular coordinat'es is justified on the basis that the temperature of the
'

component is directly proportional to the atmospheric temperature in both
coordinate systems. Consequently, if the response to an MSLB is bounded by
the response to the EQ test profile in the rectangular coordinate system, the
same relationship can be orpected to hold for a model constructed in the polar
coordinate system.

The results of the analysis of the response of the cable in conduit to an
MSLB event and the response to the EQ testing indicate that although the peak |

temperature of the conduit during the MSLB event exceeds the peak temperature
: cable temperature during EQ testing, the cable surface thermal response from
; the MSLB is boanded by the cable surface temperature from EQ testing. The
i cable can thus be considered qualified for the MSLB tenterature profile on '

this basis.a

>

.

,

;

E

:
J

8

1

i |
'

i
1
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l

5 CONCLUSICN |
!
l

I

j Based on the above evaluation, there is reasonable assurance that the
; heat transfer modeling accurately reflects component torporatures during an
i MSL3. Where assunptions were required during the modeling, the Licensee

maintained a conservative approach, providing additional assurance that the,

; predicted component temperatures during an M5LS approach a worst-case
|

scenario. Therefore. the Licensee h.s effectively demonstrated that the ;
i components Ic'cated in the main steam valve vaults identified in Table 1 would

!
not exceed their qualified terrporature profile during an #3L8 and may be !

.| considered qualified for this condition. ! '
u
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Specific concerns brought up by TVA employees indicated several areas of the
TVA welding program at the Sequoyah Nuclear Units 1 and 2 (construction and
operation) which, if accurate, question the adequacy of the program. This,
coupled with the utility's review of various quality indicators (NRC inspec-
tions, audit findings, etc.), suggested that conditions existed in the TVA
welding program which did not meet industry / regulatory codes or standards.

The utility's approach to resolution of the Employee Concern Program was to
evaluate the concerns with a three-way investigation. The first evaluation
consisted of a review of a sample of documents from the plant which were com-
pared to TVA's commitments to the USNRC. In the utility's Phase I report,
they believed that these commitments had been met with the exception of
preweld inspections.

The second approach to the resolution of the Employee Concern Program by TVA
was composed of two independent audits of the Sequoyah welding program. The
first audit performed by Aptech Engineering consisted of an in-depth review of
the two units' PSI /ISI prograss. This audit, in general, concluded that the
welding program contains the necessary controls to ensure a high quality of
welds. An additional independent audit of the welding program at Sequoyah was
performed ly Bechtel Engineering. The Bechtel team expended thirty auditor
weeks (five-member team) and audited all aspects of the welding program (both
construction and operations). This audit disclosed no findings relative to any
employee concerns, but did observe that many TVA documents were ".... confus-
ing, overlapping, repetitive ar.d unclear".

The third segment of the TVA investigation consisted of a sample peinspection
of 333 Class 3 piping welds, 15 spiral duct welds, and 403 structural joints
by TVA inspectors. As a result of this reinspection, the utility concluded
that all of the reinspected weld joints meet design requirements and that
additional reinspections (by the utility) are not required.

The USNRC's evaluation of TVA's response to the Employee Concern Program
consisted of rainspections at the plant (both the Region 1 NDE Van and a
combined NRC and BNL Welding Team audit), and the formation of an expert
welding team, under BNL contract, to review TVA's resolution of welding issues
and to make recommendations on the adequacy of TVA's corrective action. This
team consisted of five independent experts in the fields of welding /
materials / structural engineering. The team evaluated the TVA investigation
and responses to 117 concerns (either specific or generic) relative to the
Sequoyah units. These evaluations found areas of the Sequoyah welding program
which suffered programmatic breakdown. Various questions on these areas have

,

been transmitted to the USNRC for forwarding to the utility. Since there were
these areas of "programmatic breakdown", it becomes necessary to address the
question of the adequacy of the Sequoyah welding utilizing a hardware inspec-

| tion approach.

1

: Three NRC inspections involving the Sequoyah units were performed. The first
I NRC inspection was performed during February 18-28, 1986. This inspection
! included 417 inspector hours on site to evaluate TVA's reinspection

|
|

|
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The second inspection took place in February 1986, by the NDE Van. This
involved the inspection of 40 pipe weldments (Class 3, either dye penetrant or
magnetic particle inspection), 361 structural weldments visually inspected,
and 46 piping welds (ANSI B31.7) visually inspected. This report concluded
that "..... the NRC findings were representative of the types found by thelicensee."

The third NRC reinspection took place in June-July 1986 and involved 30 pipe
welds, 502 pipe support welds, 31 instrument tubing welds, 120 instrument
support welds, 130 structural welds (electrical), 280 HVAC support welds, and
100 structural welds and generally concluded that the licensee complied with
the governing codes and specifications for the welds examined.

A review of the evaluations and inspections performed to date have shown that
the Sequoyah units have suf fered some areas of "programmatic breakdown," but
the hardware itself does not have any defects of great detriment or magni-
tude. This being the case, if questions posed to TVA are answered to the
NRC's satisfaction, then the welds at the Sequoyah units are deemed "suitable
for service."

The expert welding team has also sent separate summaries of their
technical opinions of the exployee concern program for the Sequoyah units,which is also part of the TER.

|
[

l
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Various quality indicators (e.g., NRC inspections, audit findings, non-
conformance reports, etc.), manifesting themselves during the construction of
the TVA nuclear units, directed the utility toward possible existing condi-
tions in their welding program which did not meet industry / regulatory codes or
standards.

Specific concerns brought up by TVA employees also indicated several areas of
the TVA welding program (both construction and operations) which, if accurate,
additionally question specific practices at the various TVA units.

The NRC requested a meeting with TVA in order to discuss these welding program
concerns and provide a listing of various comments and questions by the
regulatory body on the adequacy of the TVA welding program. The utility
evaluated these comments and presented a two-phase plan to the NRC at a public
meeting on January 7, 1986. These two phases would be applicable to each of
TVA's nuclear plants and would involve:

Ensuring that the TVA welding program which is currently in effect.

adequately reflects the regulatory requirements and TVA's commitment
to same.

Evaluation of the implementation of the TVA welding program and-

verification that field weldments are adequate for service.

The first phase of the Action Plan is stated in Volume 1 of the Project Review
Plan:

Review TVA commitments to NRC.

Verify that written program reflects commitments:.

- Determine that welding related commitments are reflected in design
output.

Determine that construction and nuclear operations programs, as-

applicable, reflect design output and quality requirements.
Assemble welding program quality indicators (including employee weld--

ing concerns) by type and plant.
Analyze and evaluate effect of quality indicators on programs..

Issue adequacy statement regrading written programs to implement /.

control welding.

The Phase II program is broken into two parts:

Independent Audits*

Hardware Inspections and Corrective Actions.

NUREG-1232, Vol. 2 1 Appendix 0
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1.2 Independent Audits

This part of the program is to encompass an in-depth auditing of the utility's
welding program. It is to be approximately one month in duration accomplished
by a five man audit team. The audit is to cover ASME and AWS, as well as non-
ASME safety-related applications at the site.

1.3 Hardware Inspections and Corrective Actions

A reinspection program was devised by TVA, with NRC concurrence, fer selective
structures of systems from six different groups. This program consists of in-
spections of a minimum of 100 welds from each group. The six groups include:

1. ASME Class 3 and ANSI B31.1 welds and attachment velds

2. Supports associated with Croup 1 (above)

3. Cable tray / conduit supports

4. Miscellaneous structures

5. HVAC support welds

6. Butu welds on spiral welded ducting

The pipe velds were to be reinspected to ANSI B31.1 or B31.7 using both visual
and nondestructive (surface only) examination and the structural welds exam-
ined in accordance with NCIC-01 [4].

The results of these inspections and audits are described later in the TER and
were documented in the "Tennessee Valley Authority Welding Project, Sequoyah
Nuclear Plant, Phase I and Phase 2 Review and Program Results".

2.0 FORMATION OF THE EXPERT WELDING TEAM

The excessive number of employee concerns expressed by TVA employee's regard-
ing the utility nuclear units generated sufficient concern in the USNRC to
form a triumvirate NRC team (NRR, I&E and Region II) manage the overall NRC
staff activities including the TVA resolution to their welding concern
program.

Part of the NRR responsibilities was to: "Contract with Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) to constitute an expert team to review TVA's resolution of
welding issues and to make recommendations on the adequacy of TVA's corrective
actions, as appropriate."

The implemention of these responsibilites was realized in the form of two
contracts to BNL entitled "Evaluation of Welding Concerns at TVA Operating
Reactors," FIN A-3839, and "Evaluation of Concerns at TVA 6 ear-Term Operating
Licenses," FIN A-3836.

HUREG-1232, Vol. 2 2 Appendix D
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The contract under FIN A-3839 is' specific to this TER and has as its objec-
tive: The formation of a panel of independent experts in the field of welding /
materials / structural engineering to evaluate the utility res'ponse and action
plan for addressing the employee welding concerns. The work requirements for
the contract are:

Task 1: Seouoyah Nuclear Power Station

1. BNL will contact, issue and administer subcontracts to various welding /
structural engineering experts in order to form the welding team.

2. SNL will coordinate the receipt and appropriate distribution of TVA's
resolution of the welding concerns and various supporting documents to
the team necessary to develop a comprehensive and informed evaluation of
the TVA welding program.

3. BNL will convene, coordinate and schedule tesa meetings as necessary to
meet the program objectives.

4. BKL will review and evaluate the TVA welding program as a full partic-
ipant of the welding team.

5. BNL will evaluate and categorize welding concerns received f rom TVA and
distribute as necessary to the team members.

6. BNL will coordinate and schedule field inspections if necessary for team
members to assess the program implementation and the structural integrity
of affected components. The team is composed of experts in the various
fields involved with welding. The welding team sec,retary is Carl J.
Czajkowski, a BNL Staff Research Engineer specialized in failure analy-
sis, welding and metallurgical investigations. Every effort was made to
verify that this team did not have a preconceived bias relative to the
utility and the NEC. Based on the above, the following list was proposed
as the team of consultants:

William D. Doty An independent consultant, formerly a Technical
Director of U.S. Steel's Research Center;
author of several bool:s and numerous papers; a
Member of Welding Research Council and Pressuta
Vessel Research Committee.

Carl E. Hartbower An independent consultant, formerly Chief
Welding Engineer at FRA, NRL; AWS Dl.1 member.

Paul E. Masters An independent consultant, formerly Chief
Welding Engineer at American Bridges Co,;
advisory member to AWS D1.1 Committee.

William H. Munse Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering,
University of Illinois; member of AWS & AISC
Cod e Co mmi t t e es .

NUREG-1232, Vol. 2 3 Appendix 0
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Robert Stout Dean Emeritus Lehigh University, specialize.d in
welded steel structures; author of several
books and numerous technical papers on the
s ubj ec t .

More complete copies of the resumes of the welding team are listed as Attach-
ments (1-6) to this TER.

. Additionally, in April 1986, the BNL effort was enhanced by the addition of
Mr. Hilford H. Schuster (resume - Attachment 7), formerly of Long Island
Lighting Company.

As of the writing of this TER, the team has had two group meetings (totaling
3-1/2 days of efforr) and each member has been to the Sequoyah site for dis-
cussions and weld inspections (Attachments 8 and 9). Additionally, all infor-
mation relative to the concerns has been sent and reviewed by the team. A
three-day meeting was also held between Messrs. C. Czajkowski and M. Schuster
(BNL), D. Smith (NRC/NRR) and C. Georgiev (NRC/I&E) on May 13-15, 1986. At
this meeting, the concerns relating to Sequoyah Units 1 and 2 were categor-
ized. The categorization was made in six groups:

.

1. Welding Procedures
2. Welder Qualification / Training
3. Welding Inspection
4. Weld Design and Configuration
5. Filler Metal Control
6. Miscellaneous /One of a Kind

The first five groups were considered to be essential elements in any welding
program which would be necessary to assure that a welding program was adequate
to produce a sound weld as an end product. Into the six categories, all of
the concerns (both generic and Sequoyah-specific) ware divided. The total
input for the concern listing came from three sources:

1. A Franklin Institute listing dated 3/21/86 (F).

2. A list supplied by TVA as the "Concerns" applicable to the Sequoyah
units (TI).

3. The contents of Appendices 51 and 5.2 of the TVA Welding Project
Phase II Report-Volume 3 (T2).

These three sources were cross-checked one against another and a total listing
of concerns generated. The concerns were placed in the categories with these
results:

1. Welding Procedures O concerns-

2. Welder Qualification / Training - 27 concerns
3. Welding Inspection 48 concerns-

4. Weld Design and Configuration 7 concerns-

5. Filler Metal Control 26 concerns-

6. Miscellaneous /One of a kind - 9 concerns

NUREG-1232, Vol. 2 4 Appendix D
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This totals 117 concerns (either generic or specific) for the Sequoyah Nuclear
Units. These concerns and the utility response to these concerns were evalu-
ated in detail by the welding team and are contained in Section 3.0 of this
TER. There were 26 specific concerns relative to Saquoyah (T2) with the
balance being Watts Bar concerns with p>ssible generic implication for the
Sequoyah units.

3.0 EVILUATION OF EMPLOYEE CONCERNJ

It had been previously det ermined (Section 2) that there were 117 em-
ployee concerns considered applicable to the 9equoyah Units and that these had
been divided into one of six categories. This section of the report will list
the employee concerns for each of these categories, the reference for how the
concern was determined (Franklin Institute Report (F), TVA original submittal
(TI), Appendices 5.1 or 5.2 of final report (T2)), the TVA Report which an-
swered the concerns, and a brief description of the concern. A welding team
evaluation of the concern is also included in this section.

It should be noted that the exact number of concerns may differ from

various reports and lists due to the continuous updating and overlapping of
concerns (generic or specific). This TER has therefore listed all of the
concerns that the BNL team consider to be Sequoyah applicable. Even thougn
some differences may occur, it is believed th&t all major categoriwe (fit up
inspection, bad electrode, etc.) of the concern program have been evaluated.

3.1 Category 1 - Welding Procedures ,

There were no concerns found to be specific for this category.

3.2 Category 2 - Welding Qualifications / Training

This category had 27 concerns associated with it, as listed on the following
page.

.
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Report Number
Concern Responding Brief Description
Number Reference to Concern of Concerns

EX-85-042-003 F,T2 WP-03 All positions based on WQ 2Q
position

EX-85-021-002 F,T!,T2 WP-03 No objectives evidence WQ
IN-85-426-002 T1,T2 WP-03 Updating welder certs

inadequate based on bead on
plate

IN-85-346-003 T1,T2 WP-03 Updating welder certs
IN-85-480-004 F,T2 WP-03 Updating certs irregularity
PH-85-052-002 F,T1,T2 WP-03 Updating and backdating of

welder certs
PH-85-052-X03 F,T1,T2 WP-03 Welder certs classified
IN-85-352-001 T2 WP-03 Welder cert

updating-just burned rod
IN-85-424-Oll T2 WP-03 Welder certo

updating-card stamped
IN-85-493-004 T2 VP-03 Welder cert inadequate
IN-85-532-005 T2 WP-03 Welder cert'recertified

without having used process
IN-85-835'002 T2 WP-03 Welder recerts by stamping
IN-85-778-001 T2 WP-03 Welder recerts updating
IN-85-940-XO4 T2 WP-03 Welder recerts updating
IN-85-113-003 T2 WP-03 Welder recerts stamped every

90 days; no rod burning
IN-85-770-002 T2 WP-03 Update on telder certs
IN-85-627-036 T2 WP-03 Welder certified / backdating
IN-85-706-001 F,T1,T2 WP-07 Welder insufficient welder

training and exp.
XX-85-045-001 F,T2 WP-07 Insufficient welder training
XX-85-049-001 F,T2 1-85-135-SQN Updating and backdating of

welder certs
XX-85-049-X03 F,T1,T2 1-85-135-SQN Welder certs classified
XX-85-101-006 F,T1,T2 ERT XX-101-006 Welder performed welds

without proper certs
SQM-6-005-001 F,T2 I-86-I l 5-SON Welder passed though

qualification falsified
SQM-6-005-X02 F,T2 I-86-Il5-SQN Welder certs records

falsified
XX-85-088-003 T2 ERT XX-088-003 Alteration of welder certs

by correction fluid
XX-85-088-X04 F ERT XX-85-088-X04 Correction fluid on welder

certs
XX-85-088-001 F,T2 ERT XX-088-X04 Welder certs altered

(Knoxville) correction
flutd
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3.2.1 Seventeen of the 27 concerns were answered by Welding Project Generic
Employee Concern Evaluation Report WP-03. This report addressed the following
five issues:

Issue #1: Welder Performance Qualification (WPQ) continuity records have been

backdated.

TVA Evaluation: Welder Performance Qualification Continuity Records have not
been backdated. This issue is not substantiated. This issue is closed by
this report.

Issue #2: WPQ continuity records have been falsified.

TVA Evaluation: Welder Performance Qualification Continuity Records have not
been falsified. A detailed investigation of these issues was performed by
NSRS and documented in NSRS Report I-85-135-SQN. Both these issues were not
substantiated. The investigation did, however, discover that program imple-
mentation had been deficient and that NO had already taken steps to correct
identified deficiencies. The Bechtel SQN Implementation Audit cor acted in
January 1986 determined that both OC and NO programs for these act ivities had
been effectively implemented prior to the NO audit. Based upon this analysis,
these issues are closed pending the completion of the corrective actions
regarding review of Welder Performance Qualification Records as outlined in
NSRS Report I-85-135-SQN.

Issue #3: The WPQ continuity program is inadequate because there is no
objective evidence to confirm actual process usage when WPQ continuity records
are stamped by QC.

TVA Evaluation: This issue was not substantiated because it"related to WBN
practice. All welders who have transferred to SQN from other sites have
successfully passed a requalification test administered at SQN.
Implementation deficiencies discovered by SQN, NO, QA have had corrective
actions initiated. This issue to be closed based on the above actions.

Issue #4: The WPQ continuity program is inadequate because continuity can be
maintained by running one weld bead.

Issue #5: A one-position test plate is not sufficient to reinstate all WPQ
tests.

TVA Evaluation: Issues 4 and 5 are acceptable practices and are to be closed
on that basis.

Expert Welding Team Evaluation ( All 5 Issues)

In general, the investigation (NSRS-I-85-135-SQN) appeared to adequately cover
the essential bases for the TVA evaluations. There is a need for more
information, however, on the status of corrective action implementation of
ites I-85-135-SQN-02 from the NSRS report. The welding project report does
not mention this item in its evaluations of the problem.

NUREG-1232, Vol. 2 7 Appendix 0
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I-85-135-SQN-02 - Corrective Action Backfit Evaluation

"TVA formal corrective action processes such as corrective action reports,
nonconformance reports, etc., should be evaluated to include a backfit evalua-
tion provision to determine if the identified deficiency requires such action
to provide substantial, additional protection for the public health and safety
or the common defense and security."

3.2.2 VP-07 was used to address two employee concerns, IN-85-706-001 and '

XX-85-045-001. The issues involved in these concerns were:

1. The TVA Welder Training Program is inadequate for nuclear construc-
tion.

2. Welder performance qualification tests do not test a welder's overall
ability.

TVA Evaluation

The utility felt that these concerns were unsubstantiated for the following
reasons:

1. There is no requirement relative to welder training programs.

2. The base requirement for welder skill is the Welder Performance
Qualification Test Program.

3. The Welder Performance Qualification Test Program is outlined in
both the OC and NO, QA programs.

,

4. The Bechtel SQN Implementation Audit has established that these
programs have been and are being effectively implementated by OC
and NO.

5. No indication of a generic welder skill problem was discovered by
the SQN Reinspection Program.

Expert Welding Team

The expert welding team agreed that sufficient investigation and followup had
been perfomed by the utility. It was additionally agreed that there is no
requirement for a welder training program by current codes or standards, since
the "proof test" of a welder making a sound weld has always been his/her
performance qualification test. Additionally, the welder performance test was
never intended as a gauge of a welder's overall ability; it is merely a method
of determining the particular velder's ability to produce a "sound weld" with
a specified procedure.

3.2.3 NSRS Investigation Report No. I-85-135-SQN was used to evaluate
concerns XX-85-049-001, XO3. The issues involved were:

Issue #1 - Sequoyah Welder certifications have been updated for welders who
did not meet update requirements or backdated to give appearance of
requirement compliance.

NUREG-1232, Vol. 2 8 Appendix 0
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Issue #2 - Sequoyah: Welder certification card falsified. Construction
Department concern. CI has no more information.

TVA Evaluation: The utility feels that although 1 above was substantiated,
the two concerns can be closed out for the following reasons:

1. The concern that the welder update (continuity) requirements were not
being met was substantiated and had been identified recently in a QA
audit finding. All active welder records have been properly updated
by supporting documentation or the welder retested.

2. The concern that records may have been backdated in order to give an
appearance that the welder was qualified could not be substantiated.
There were some clerical-type errors where incorrect dates were
entered on welders' records, but these were corrected when a review
identified discrepancies between velder continuity record sheets and
supportive documentation (i.e., welder performance qualification
record). In addition, the toolroom clerk may have missed entering
weld filler material draws on a welder's record and correctly updated
the continuity records later, but this is not considered backdating.
No evidence was found that indicated falsification of records had
occurred.

I

t 3. There appears to be no safety concern since all active welder records
were either corrected or readily restored to requirements. Also, all
safety-related welding is independently inspected per an approved QA
program.

4. Corrective Action Report SQN-CAR-85-09-14 (P.ef.13) did not address
the consequences of the previous (nonactive) welder continuity
program.

Expert Welding Team

The expert welding team agreed with the corrective actions and investigations ,

associated with the welder falsification concern. It did not, however, feel r

that sufficient information was presented on the eight welders identified in
I-85-135-SQN (e.g.):

1. Did they pass their retest the first time?

2. Did TVA inspect any welds made by these welders while they were
"out of certification?"

3. How long were they out of certification?

4. The eight welders found out of certification were out of all
welders reviewed or just the twenty-five?

3.2.4 Concern XX-85-101-006 was investigated by ERT Report XX-101-006. Thi s
report had as its issue that a welder performed welds without having the
proper certification. The report substantiated the concern and had four
recommendations.

|NUREG-1232, Vol. 2 9 Appendix 0
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TVA Evalation

Appendix 5.2 of the TVA Report states "WP has determined that this analysis
missed the point of the concern. WP recommends this concern not be
substantiated.....".

Expert Welding Team

Before any evaluation can be made on this concern or report, more information
is required from TVA on why the report and recommendations are dismissed.

3.2.5 NSRS Report No. I-86-115-SQN was written in response to concern s
SQM-6-005-001,X02. The issues involved were:

1. Whether a known welder was capable of making proper welds.

2. Whether there was collusion to certify this welder resulting in
falsified records.

TVA Evaluation:

1. The concern that the welder in question was incapable of making
proper welds was partially substantiated by virtue of the poor
performance evaluation of work performed in the turbine
building. The welder does make adequate welds in the shop.

2. The concern that the welder was passed by collusion between
engineering and the general foreman resulting in falsified
records could not be substantiatef.

Expert Welding Team

The concern appeared to have had adequate investigation and corrective action
by TVA. This concern appears to be a management problem and not a hardware or
a safety issue.

3.2.6 The last three concerns in this category XX-85-088-001, 003 and X04 all
involved the use of correction fluid in altering welding certifications.

TVA Evaluation:

XX-85-088-X04 and 001 were substantiated by a QTC report (same number as
concern). The investigation showed that no sur tantive information was
obliterated.

Concern XX-85-008-003 was considered unsubstantiated by the investigation
report.

Expert Welding Team

The welding team agreed that -003 was unsubstantisted from the available data
reviewed. It should be noted that in the two cases of substantiation, no
corrective action was co'nsidered necessary. In the unsubstantiated case, the
review was limited to only those "hard copies" available, a limited scope.3.3

NUREG-1232, Vol. 2 10 Appendix D
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3.3 Category 3 - Welding Inspection

There were a total of 48 concerns in this category.

Report Number
Conce rn Responding to Brief Description

Number Reference Concern of Concerns

IN-85-282-002 T2 WP-ll Surface grinding

PH-85-040-001 T2 WP-02 Inspection thru paint

WI-85-013-003 T2 WP-02 Inspection thru paint

WI-85-041-006 T2 WP-02 Inspection thru paint

WI-85-041-008 - T2 WP-02 Inspection thru paint

IN-85-458-001 T2 WP-02 Inspection thru paint ,

'

IN-85-767-003 T2 WP-02 Painted welds
'

WI-85-030-008 WP-02 Inspection thru paint

IN-85-406-003 T2 WP-04 No inspection tools

IN-85-134-002 T2 WP-04 No tools
IN-85-007-001 T2 WP-04 No tools*

:N-85-007-003 T2 WP-17 Vendor velds
IN-85-657-001 T2 WP-17 Vendor welds
IN-85-127-001 T2 WP-17 Bergen Patterson/ Vendor veld

appearance
SQM-5-001-001 T2 WP-16 Undersized socket welds
SQM-5-001-002 T2 WP-16 Preweld inspection by foreman
IN-85-212-001 T2 WP-16 Weld inspection

IN-85-406-002 T2 WP-09 No inspection criteria
"

PH-85-012-XO3 F,T2 WP-05 Deleted HVAC
XX-85-069-001 T1,T2 ERT Report NDE certs

XX-85-069-002 ERT Report NDE certs
XX-85-069-003 T1,T2 ERT Report NDE certs
XX-85-069-006 ERT Report NDE certs
XX-85-069-007 T2 ERT Report NDE certs

i XX-85-069-X13 T1 ERT Report NDE certs
XX-85-069-003-R1 T2 I-85-738-SQN NDE certs

XX-85-069-X05 T1 T2 I-85-738-SQN NDE certs
XX-85-069-X07 T2 I-85-738-SQN NDE certs
XX-85-108-001 T2 I-85-776-SQN No inspections performed

XX-85-108-002 T2 I-85-776-SQN No inspections socket welds

IN-85-001-005 F I-85-753-WBN Vendor welds
XX-85-054-001 T2 I-85-346-SQN QC inspector sign off

XX-85-065-001 T2 I-85-750-SQN Remote inspection

| XX-85-083-001 T2 I-85-652-SQN Poor welding inspection

XX-85-102-011 T2 I-85-735-SQN Different programs

I N-85-981-001 F,TI.T2 WP-06 Poor training of inspector
WI-85-041-002 F,T1,T2 WP-06 Inspector quals.

IN-85-476-004 F,T2 WP-06 Inspector quals.
7

SQM-6-008-001 F Undersized socket welds
WBM-5-001-002 T2 WP-16 Preweld inspection by foreman

W1-85-081-007 T2 WP-06 Inspector not qualified

:

NUREG-1232, Vol. 2 11 Appendix D
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3.3 (Cont'd)
.

Report Number
Concern Responding to Brief Description
Number Reference Concern of Concern

XX-85-098-001 T2 WP-18 Laminated piping in Unit 2
NS-85-001-001 T2 WP-02 Inspection of welds thru paint
IN-85-271-001 T2 VP-02 Surface grinding of welds
WBM-5-001-001 T2 WP-16 Preweld inspections
BEM-5-001-001 T2 WP-16 Preweld inspections
BEM-5-001-002 T2 WP-16 Preweld inspections
BFM-5-001-002 T2 WP-16 Preweld inspections

3.3.1 Nine of the concerns were responded to by WP-02. The issues involved
in these nine concerns were:

,

1. Specifications allow inspection of welds after painting or coating
with inorganic zine primer in violation of FSAR and AWS requirements
after tests demonstrated that adequate inspections could not be made. '

2. There may have been/ vere welds inspected through primer.

3. Inspectors did not understand thickness provisions for primer and
could not have performed an adequate inspection. -

4 NRC involvement in approving procedure for inspecting welds
through paint.

TVA Evaluation

The four issues were considered not substantiated for the following reasons:

1. Procedures were and are in effect for OC and NO, respectively,
which provided for initial inspection of welds prior to painting.

2. The Bechtel audit established that those procedures were
effectively implemented for both OC and NO.

3. NRC does not formally approve or disapprove specific construction
practices.

Expert Welding Team

The team believed that sufficient investigation had been performed on these
concerns due to the fact that inspection through paint was not allowed at
SQN. The team agreed with the utility's findings.

3.3.2 Three concerns were addressed by WP-04 The major issue of these three
concerns was:

1. Welding inspection tools were not issued to welding inspectors.

NUREG-1232, Vol. 2 12 Appendix D i
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TVA Evaluation

The utility considered these concerns unsubstantiated for th'e following
reasons:

1. Weld inspection tools were and are furnished to velding inspectors.

2. More sophisticated inspection tools were furnished to welding
inspectors as they became commercially available and as the need <

for more percise verifications,of weld attributes was identified a

through program improvements.

3. Records were and are available which document the purchase and
distribution of these tools.

Expert Welding Team

It was felt that sufficient investigation was performed by the utility to
| close the item. It was also deemed prudent that a definite number of

available records should be reviewed by the I&E Audit Team (July 1986) to
verify issuance of inspection tools. This could not be accomplished and

"

should be reviewed at some later date by the NRC.

3.3.3 Three concerns were aimed at vendor welds and were addressed by -

WP-17-SQN. The issues involved were:

1. Vendor welds are not of the same quality as TVA field welds.

2. Vendor welds are not inspected in the field.

TVA Evaluation

The utility investigated and substantiated these vendor welds and drew the
following conclusions:

,

1. The employee concerns are substantiated as they relate to the
observed general condition of vendor welds.

2. A similar problem had been identified, reported, documented, and
dispositioned in accordance with applicable QA program requirements
at WBN.

Expert Welding Team

The team was in agreement that the investigation and follow up was adequate
but felt that some edditional information was required:

1. Were B-P hangers rejected at receipt inspection or post-facto as
part of the concern investigation?

2. What was the inspection criteria for the hangers at the plant?
| At the vendor's shopf

|
<

i
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The above two questions are not in the scope of the EWT but would more ade-
quately answer the issues raised.

3.3.4 Nine concerns were evaluated by WP-16-SQN. The issues involved with
these nine concerns are:

1. Do uncertified welder foremen perform perform preweld inspections?
2. Is this a violation of the TVA Quality Assurance Program?
3. Is this a violation of ANSI N45.2.5 requirements?

TVA Evaluation

The issues considered in these concerns are not substantiated for the con-
struction era at SQN but are substantiated for the Nuclear Operations era due
to the following reasons:

1. SQN construction had a program in place which contained pro- '

cedures which adequately addressed the elements of ANSI N45.2.5.

2. Nuclear Operations has identified this issue as an area of noncom-
pliance and has documented this noncompliance in accordance with QA
program requirements. Corrective actions have been implemented which
completely address this issue and confirm no effect on hardware.

Expert Welding Team

The team believed that since the utility has now committed to fit up -

inspections (NO) by certified QC inspectors that adequate corrective action ,

has been implemented.' The utility has not adequately answered the question
for construction since they did commit to N45.2.5. This standard does state
"This inspection shall include visual examinations of preparations..." in
section 5.5 entitled "Welding." Additionally, Section 2.4, "Personnel Qual-
ifications" requires that "personnel performing tests and inspections required
by this standard shall be qualified in accordance with ANSI N45.2.6. Per- i

sonnel performing field inspection and testing activities shall be certified
'

for Level I capability.. .". More information is required of the utility on jthis apparent violation of the ANSI standard for the construction phase of |

SQN. This instance might also be a possible violation of Criteria X and I of
;

10CFR50, Appendix B.
<

3.3.5 Concern IN-85-406-002 was answered by WP-09. The concern expressed
was:

1. Prior to 1979, there was no specific weld inspection criteria for use
by inspection personnel.

TVA Evaluation

This issue was not considered substantial for the following reasons:

!

hJ
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1. Inspection procedures which delineated code and standard requirements
were in effect. at SQN for OC.

2. The Bechtel SQN Implementation Audit provides an independent veri-
fication of the adequacy of these procedures.

Expert Welding Team

The investigation and explanation by the utility adequately answered the
concern.

3.3.6 Two concerns were related to spiral-welded pipe and had the following
issues answered by WP-05-SQN.

1. ECT piping is too close to wall for adequate access for welding.

2. Welds should be welded and inspected from the inside of the pipe to
assure adequacy.

3. Welding and brazing inspection may have been/was deleted from the
QA program without adequate justification.

TVA Evaluation

Issues 1 and 2 were substantiated due to:

1. It has been determined by direct inspection that there are areas of
spiral weld duct which are not welded on the outside diameter because .

of the close proximity to walls and other barriers in similar
systems.

2. It has been determined by direct inspection that welds have been
made and subsequently inspected on the inside diameter of the spiral
weld pipe where there are corresponding areas which are not welded on
the outside diameter. Issue three was not substantiated because
there was a program in place for welding inspection on duct work and
duct supports doing construction at SQN.

Expert Welding Team

The follow-through and investigation by the utility was adequate to close out
these concerns.

, 3.3.7 Six concerns related to NDE inspectors were answered on an ERT inves-
| tigation report which had the following issue:
1

1. Employees OJT (on the job training) records have been falsified.

TVA Evaluation
l
| Appendix 5.2 of the TVA final report, page 1 of 2, lists concerns XX-85-069-
! 001, 001-RI, X05 and XO7 as being closed by NSRS Report I-85-373-NPS with "No

|
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falsification of records was substantiated. WP concurs with report recommen-
dations." The ERT report addressed six concerns on OJT and determined that
the concern was substantiated and had the following recommen'dations.

The results of this investigation clearly indicated both a programmatic break-
down and falsification of records within the TVA NDE training / certification
program. Based on these findings, the following is recommended:

1. The turnover of this report to the Office of General Counsel (OGC)
for investigation of legal wrong doing, and

2. TVA issue an immediate stop work order against the certification of
NDE inspectors until such time as the situation can be evaluated and
corrective action taken.

Expert Welding Team

No additional evaluation can be done until more information is received re-
garding these recommendations.

The information needed is:

1. Were any MT/PT/ Visual reinspections done on any of the "uncertified /
unqualified" inspectorst

2. Volumetric examination was not really addressed. What is the impact
on ISI/ PSI previously inspected welds? Did any "qualified" individu-
als reinspect any "unqualified / uncertified" inspectors'previously
accepted work?

3.3.8 Three additional concerns on NDE certification were addressed by NSRS
Report I-85-738-SQN. This report dealt with the following issue:

1. Sequoyah Very of ten, rejected items are accepted by someone other
than a supervisor or a higher level (grade). To illustrate the
point, CI stated that the supervisor will send another examiner /
inspector with less qualification and experience to reexamine the
once rejected items and will get acceptance.

TVA Evaluation

The utility found that the concerns were not substantiated based on the
following:

1. Previously rejected items have been accepted by a second examiner who
was a certified Level III examiner. On each occurrence the examiner
would note on the NOI and the corresponding data sheet the basis for
acceptance of the item which, in effect, voided the NOI. This pro-
cess does not appear to violate any specific regulatory requirement
or ASME rule applicable to the ISI program.

NUREG-1232, Vol. 2 16 Appendix 0
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2. Previously rejected items have been accepted by Level II NDE exam-
iners who were designated as Acting NDE Unit Supervisor. The accep-
tances occurred when Part III of the associated NOI was completed by
the acting supervisor. This process does not appear to violate any
specific regulatory requirements or ASME rule applicable to the ISI
program.

3. One NOI was found to have part III closed without documenting that
all of the corrective action had been completed for the affected
item. This occurrence is a failure to meet the intent of existing
program requirements (reference 6c). This NOI does not clearly fit
the CI's description; however, no other examples could be found which
support the stated concern.

Expert Welding Team

Response appears adequate if the follow up and 1rrective action is completed
(TVA Evaluation 3).

It should be noted that the procedures for handling NOI's had misleading and
insufficient information to make the handling of NOIs consistent. This ap-
pears to be a symptomatic condition in many TVA procedures. The confusing and
misleading procedures were also discussed by the TVA sponsored Bechtel Audit
performed at SQN.

3.3.9 Two concerns regarding lack of inspections of socket welds were evalu-
ated in Report I-85-776-SQN which dealt with the following issues:

1. Sequoyah: C/I states welds in Unit #1 accumulator rooms and/or fan
rooms were never inspected. Time frame is nine or ten years ago.
Welds on 2" stainless steel (socket welds) and hangers on the radius
pipe in those areas. C/I has no additional information.

2. Sequoyah: Programmatic breakdown on the weld inspection process.
Nine or ten years ago C/I states that some welds on 2" stainless
steel socket welds were not inspected as required. C/1 has no
additional information.

TVA Evaluation

The utility determined that the concerns were unsubstantiated for the follow-
ing reasons:

1. The universal computer status system required that all documentation
be present before the system could be trasferred to Nuclear Power.
Any safety class welds that were not examined prior to the utiliza-
tion of the universal program would have been examined at a later
date to meet QA record requirements.

NUREG-1232, Vol. 2 17 Appendix D
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2. The construction instructions and procedures in place at the time of
the concern did require inspections and documentation; therefore, an
adequate program was in place. However, the use of the universal
program provided a better method of determining the present status of
any weld and what remained to be cone. Although the universal pro-
gram provided a more positive means of preventing oversights, the old
manual system could have provided the same assurance but by a much
more laborious method.

Expert Welding Team

It was felt that the concerns were unsubstantiated and that the utility's
programmatic close out of the items satisfactory.

3.3.10 Concern IN-85-001-005 was addressed by NSRS Report I-85-753-WBN which
had as its issue:

1. Vendor welds were bought off even though they exhibited "shoddy
workmanship."

TVA Evaulation

The concerns were substantiated and an engineering disposition of the affected
parts was "use as is."

Expert Welding Team

Utility response was adequate. Will be reviewed for WBN Project.

3.3.11 Employee concern XX-85-054-001 was addressed by NSRS Report I-85-
346-SQN which had as its issue:

1. Sequoyah QC holdpoints are signed off by craf tsmen (craf t known) ,

performing the work. Personal friendship between inspectors and< e

craf t allow this to occur without being reported. Time f rame is
between 1979 to 1984. No specific provided."

TVA Evaluation

The utility felt that the concern was unsubstantiated for the followingt

1. The individual identified by the concerned individual as having,

knowledge concerning this problem did not acknowledge seeing any
craf t personnel signing any QA documentation or know of any instances !

<

where it occurred. '

4

2. The weld documentation system with all its crosschecks and reviews ;

'would have a high probability of not allowing the signof f of a QCi

holdpoint by an unqualified individual.

3. None of the people interviewed knew of any instance where a craftsman
signed off on a QC holdpoint.

|
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4. Since inspections were performed by the next available inspector,
assurance of getting a particular inspector (personal friend) could
not happen with any degree of certainty.

Expert holding Team

The team believed that the investigation and closeout by utility was
satisfactory. r

3.3.12 Concern XX-85-065-001 was handled by NSRS Report I-85-750-SQN. This
concern had as its major issues:

1. Inspectors made inadequate visual irspection of suspended, rigid
ERCW pipe supports in the auxiliary building at the 669' elevation
during the February / March 1984 time frame.

'

2. Visual inspections must be performed at close proximity to verify
specific mandatory inspection attributes (particulars) on the inspec-
tion checklist.

TVA Evaluation

The utility felt that this concern was unsubstantiated for the following
reasons:

i 1. The two inspectors * named by the CI did not work together on ERCW
hanger inspections.

2. The two inspectors who did not work together said it was impossible
to do an adequate inspection remotely and recognized that it would be
a violation of procedures to do so. Both said that it was not worth
jeopardizing their jobs to do a poor inspection since they were not
being pressured to meet a particular quota of inspections each day.

3. The reexamination of ERCW pipe hangers conducted during this
investigation did not identify any major problems.

4. A plant QA staff manager said that he had not heerd of an incident
such as this employee concern and would have been notified if it had
been reported to a supervisor. !

.

5. The onsite ANII said he witnessed the two individuals performing
inspections and did not believe they would do anything other than a -

; proper inspection. >

|

Expert Welding Team

j The team agreed with the utility's findings but also observed that the number
of reportable defects found on the reinspection showed an overall "sloppiness"
in the original inspection sequence.

I

e

.
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3.3.13 Concern XX-85-083-001 was answered with Report I-85-652-SQN. This had
as its major issues:

1. Were Sequoyah welds properly inspected?

2. Were Watts Bar velds excessively inspected resulting in unjustified
welding cost?

TVA Evaluation

The utility felt that the concern was unsubstantiated for the following
reasons

la. The allegation that Sequoyah welds may not have been properly in-
spected could not be substantiated because these velds were in-
spected under an inspection of QC program which met the QA and. Code
requirements applicable to construction activities at Sequoyah.

Ib. The allegation that Watts Bar welds were excessively inspected
could not be substantiated because these welds were inspected under
an inspection and QC program which met the ASME Code requirements

,

applicable to Watts Bar. Since Watts Bar is an ASME Code stamped
plant, the independent third party (ANI) verification of inspections
performed by TVA personnel could be construed as a more strict
inspection program. In addition, Watts Bar has been subjected to
many reinspections to resolve possible safety concerns and to
satisfy NRC inquiries. These, also, could be construed as a more
strict inspection program.

2. A comparis'.on of the overall welding inspection and documentation
requirements between two nuclear plants of dif ferent ages, dif ferent
codes of record, and code plant versus non-code plant cannot be
described succinctly and, if done, differences will be observed.
These differences would not necessarily indicate that one inspection
program is better than the other or that the weld integrity of one
plant is better than the other.

Expert Welding Team

The team believed that:

1. Programmatically the NSRS report does answer the question that the
quantity of inspections between the two plants was similar. Previous
reports, however, give rise to the speculation that the quality of
these initial inspections may have lef t something to be desired at

SQN.,

2. WBN welding cannot be evaluated at this time. The team will evaluate
this issue at a later date for the WEN program.
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3.3.14 concern XX-85-102-Oll was evaluated by report I-85-735-SQN which had
as its two specific issues:

1. NDE inspectors report service-related defects only on Notices of

Indication (NOI).

2. Preservice defects are reported only on a Maintenance Request (HR).

TVA Evaluation

1. The concern of record could not be substantiated because this
investigation revealed that NOIs are prepared for both preservice and
inservice defects found within the area of scope for ASME Section XI
examinations.

Expert Welding Teng

The team agreed with the programmatic closecut of the concern by the utility.

3.3.1.5 Four concerns were addressed by WP-06-SQN, involving the following
issuese

1. Prior to 1981, an inadeounce Welding Inspection Training and
Certification Program allowed welding inspectors to complete their
training in two weeks.

2. The Training / Qualification Program for AWS velding inspectors is
questionable because the inspectors only have two months OJT which is
not documented,

3. The Topical Aeport has been "bastardized" regarding TVA compliance
with ANSI N15 2.6.

4. Welding inspectors are not qualified. They should be velders before
becoming welding inspectors.

TVA Evaluation
.>>

The utility felt that the concerns were unsubscentiated for SQN (WP-06-SQN)
for the following reasons:

'
l. A program was in place during the construction era which adequately

addressed the appitcable requirementa for trsining, qualification,
and certific'ation of both visual welding and, nondestructive testing

|
personnel.

<
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.

'2. The Bechtel-SQN Implementation Audit escablished that this program
adequately addressed the code and standard requiremencs of the con-
struction era and confirmed that the program was effectively imple-
mented for thet era. The part of Issue 4 which states "the y (welding
inspectors) should be welders prior to becoming selding inpectors"
should be distissed. This is not an essencial element of any train-
ing, qualification, and certification program. It is simply a state-
ment of pe!sonal opinion.

>

Expert Welding Tead

The team essentially agreed on the evaluation for SQN only. It should be
noted that in a previous ERT report for these concerns that it was substan-
tinted for the WBN units.

3.3.16 Concern XX-85-098-001 was addressed by WP-18-SQN. This concern has as
its major issue:

1. Laminations in pipe prevented making a good butt weld in Unit 2
condenser.

JVA Evaluation

The utility wrote that the issue voiced in this concern is valid but not
substantiated. It has been determiaed not to be detrimental for the following '

reasons:

1. ASME Class I rules state that weld prep laminations one inch and less
a-

-

in length are acceptable material conditions which do not require
weld repair. Those greater than one inch are allowed to be weld
repaired after grinding to a specified depth.

2. Condensers are constructed to requirements less stringent than ASKE
Class I which do not addresu laminations as injurious defects.

3. Laminations are commonly occurring discontinuities in wrought steel
products and are not prohibited by materials specifications.

4. The effect of a lamination in a pipe subjected to internal pressure
is of no concern. ;

5. Laminations pose no probles to veld joint integrity.

Expert Weldine Team

The team agreed that the resolution was adequate and satisf actory, even though
tfe iten taot safety-related) did not necessarily fall into the scope of its

| r e view.
,

3.3.17 Concerns IN-85-271-001 and IN-85-282-002 were answered by WP-ll-SQN
and had as its major issue:

1 1/ Crinding of welds bay Rask surface defvCCs.
!

'

;
:
'

'
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TVA Evaluation

1. The issue considered in enis concern is not substantieted due to
the fact that grinding is an acceptable practice.

Expert Welding Team
,

*atisf actory closeout of this concern.

3. 4' Category 4 - Welding Design and Configuration

There were seven concerns that fall into this category.

poport Number
,

'

Concern | Responding Brief Description
Number Reference to Concern of Concern

.I
^

EX-85-039-003 T1,T2 WP-15 Box , hanger poor weld design
IN-85-613-001 T1,T2 WP-15 thermal stress pipe / hanger, ,

weld-,

XX-85-086-002 T1,T2 WP-15 / BNL wrong design for box
~

hanger
XX-85-086-003 T1.F WP-15 Weld design for box hanger
IN-85-405-001 T2 WP-15 Ranger over-designed
XX-85-068-007 T1 T2 I-85-635-S?h No stamped spool falsified

piece
XX-85-100-001 T1,T2 EI T> IX- 35-100-001 Improper veld repair

.

. e .1 Five of the concerns were responded to by WP-15-SQN which had as its
issues:

1. Box anchor drawings have a typical detail which shows a weld
configuration which limits pipe movement.

2. There is a possibility of f atigue in service in process piping to box
anchor connections due to lack of provisions for expansion.

3. There is a possibility of f atigue in servics and material degradation
due to continuous welding using large diameter electrodes and
excessive asperage.

4. There is a possibility of thermal stresses degrading piping where
large (half-inch to one-inch) fillet welds on box anchors attach to
process piping.
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TVA Evaluation

The utility considers the concerns unsubstantiated for the following reasons:

1. Engineering evaluations and tests relative to expansion and large jwelds have determined that their effect is not detrimental to process '

piping.

2. Continuous welding with large diameter electrodes is the optimum
method of welding of box anchors.

Expert Welding Team

The team felt that more information was required on issues 2-4 as follows:

2. More information is required on possibility of "fatigue in service"
for hangers. This was not addressed.

3. The answer to this issue is somewhat misleading / erroneous due to the
fact that t};e use of larger diameter electrodes generally results in

reater heat input to the veldment.
<

4. s appears to be a Bellefonte specific issue. More information is
needed to determine if ghe mockups had any bearing on SQN work.

The one installed box anchor at SQN (Issue #1). did not have this problem due
to special handling, while the other seven hangers had the drawing changed.
This issue appears closed.

3.4.2 Concern XX-85-068-007 was answered by NSRS Report 1-85-636-SQN and had
the following issues associated with its

1. TVA may have manuf actured an ASKE Section XI spool piece.

2. TVA replaced a DRAVO spool piece with TVA manuf actured spool piece.

3. The code nameplate was moved f rom the DRAVO piece to the TVA piece.

4. TVA inspector may have been aware of switch but did not report it.

TVA Evaluation

The utility felt that the concern was not substantiated for the following
reasons:

1. No evidence of DRAVO spool piece could be found at Sequoyah, and no
record of their purchase was found.

2. Even though TVA does manufacture spool pieces for repair, replace-
ment, or modification of plant piping systems, there could have been
no exchange with DRAVO.

i
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3. Code nameplates are not required at Sequoyah; therefore, the concern
about any removal attachment is not valid. No evidence of such
activity was found in this investigation.

4. Inspection personnel at Sequoyah are familiar with the fact that
nameplates are not required. There would, therefore, be no reason
for an inspector to report an activity that did not violate a re-
quirement or procedure.

Expert Welding Team

|
It was felt that this report adequately addressed the concern and closed it

! out.

3.4.3 The last concern in this category XX-85-100-001 was addressed by an ERT
report. This concern had as its major issuet

1. An undetermined number of welds may have been repaired improperly.

TVA Evaluation

The utility felt the concern was not substantiated because insufficient
evidence was found to substantiate the occurrence.

Expert Welding Team

Utility response was sufficient to close out concern.

3.5 Categorv 5 - Filler Metal Control

This category has 26 concerns associated with it, as listed on the following
page.
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Report Number
Concern Responding Brief Description
Number Reference to Concern of Concern

.

EX-85-039-001 T1,T2,F WP-01-SQN No portable rod ovens
IN-85-424-001 TI,T2,F WP-01-SQN No portable rod ovens
IN-85-234-001 T1.T2,F WP-01-SQN No portable rod ovens
IN-85-426-001 T1,T2,F WP-01-SQN No portable rod ovens
IN-85-441-003 T1,T2,F WP-01-SQN No portable rod ovens
IN-85-352-002 T1,T2,F WP-01-SQN No portable rod ovens
WI-85-053-004 T1,T2,F WP-01-3QN Weld rod does not meet code
XX-85-068-006 T1 T2,F WP-01-SQN Weld rod control not code

complying
IN-85-337-002 T2 WP-01-SQN Weld rod control, exchange

among welders
IN-85-424-004 T2 WP-01-SQN Improper issue weld

material
IN-85-424-007 T2 WP-01-SQN Lack of weld rod control
IN-85-424-006 T2 WP-01-SQN Weld material accountability
IN-85-454-004 T2 WP-01-SQN Weld material accountability
IN-85-453-009 T2 WP-01-SQN Weld material accountability
WI-85-041-001 T2 WP-01-SQN Weld material accountability
IN-86-150-001 T2 WP-01-SQN Weld material accountability
EX-85-021-001 T2 WP-01-SQN Weld material accountaoility
IN-85-167-001 T2 WP-01-SQN Weld material accountability
IN-85-672-001 T2 WP-01-SQN Weld material accountability
IN-86-158-006 T2 WP-14 Weld material accountability
IN-85-411-002 T1,T2 WP-12 Bad ARCO weld rod
IN-85-247-001 T1,T2 WP-12 Poor 7018 electrode
IN-85-600-001 T1,T2 WP-12 Hobart poor 7018 electrode
IN-86-047-001 T1,T2 WP-14 Po weld rod stub control
XX-85-013-001 T1.T2 ERT XX-85-013-001 309 used for 316 SS pipe
XX-85-041-001 T1,T2 NSRS I-85-756-SQN Wrong weld rod CS to SS

3.5.1 Nineteen concerns were addressed by WP-01-SQN which had as its major
issues:

1. The Weld Material Control Program does not meet code requirements.
The context of this issue gives the inference that the concerned
individuals are referring to the overall traceability of welding
materials from procurement until the materials are consumed in the
final weld.

2. Returned welding material is possibly not accounted for adequately.

3. Possibic lack of portable electrode nolding ovens.

4 Possible collection of moisture in electrodes due to lack of portable
electrode ovens.
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<

TVA Evaluation

The utility considers these concerns unsubstantiated for SQN for the following
reasons:

1. Procedures were and are in effect for OC and NO which delineate the
requirements for traceability and control of filler metals.

2. The provisions of these procedures reflect ASME B&PV Code rules and
have been endorsed by ASME through the ASME survey process.

3. The Bechtel SQN Implementation Audit established that these
proceduree were ef fectively implemented for both OC and NO.

4

4. The effect of noncompliance with these procedures was not found in
the WP Sample Reinspection Program.

4

Expert Welding Team

The team had some comments / questions regarding the answer to the concerns:

1. The statements regarding traceability of material were adequate. It
did appear that they had some progam conflicts, but this would not
effect the hardware.

2. The issue regarding returned welding material was not addressed in
i WP-01-SQN.

3. For SQF (specific) this appears acceptable, but, were holding ovens
*issued at .9QN between 1969-1974 (beginning construction phase)?.

Contradictory infornation received after the SQN site audit questions
.

!the completeness of this response.

4. This issue is only partially answered by the issuance of portable rod
ovens. The accountability of returned rod (possibly left in a gang
box or a glider over night) has a great influence on the rods

i moisture content.

3.5.2 Two concerns were addressed by WP-14-SQN. The issues addressed by
these concerns weres

1. A system is needed which will provide the welder a receipt which can
prove welding material was correct?y returned to the rod issue

,

centers.

.

2. TVA does not ellow apprentices to weld.

TVA Evaluation.
!

The utility felt that the concerns be closed since the issues have no quality
| or technical basis.

I

i

;
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Expert Welding Team

The team felt that:

1. This issue was raised in WP-01-SQN as being "non-anwsered" in
the report. This repore also "non-answered" the concern.

2. This answer appears valid, but the taan needs a copy of the concern
for close out.

3.5.3 Three concerns were evaluated by WP-12-SQN which had the following
issues considered:

1. E7018 electrodes are of poor quality.

2. Poor quality contributes to pinholes and porosity.
L3. E7018 3/32-inch electrodes are of poor quality.

4. Electrode core wire is not centered and flux flakes off.
_TVA Evaluation

The utility felt that these concerns were not substantiated because:

1. Electrode operability is a subjective judgement and cannot be
* measured quantitatively.
!

2. The specific cares discussed in the concerns were WBN occurrences.

3. A search of historic data on this subject by WP for SQN revealed no !

objective evidence of problems with these or other coated ~lectrodes.e.

4. The reinspection effort did not reveal any evidence of electrode
quality problems.

*

Expert Welding Team

The team believed that the utility did an adequate job in answering these
concerns and had the following comments: '

r

1. E7018 (if purchased to the correct codes and er.andards) is acceptable
even though some welders may have a period of adjustment to different ;
manufacturers' electrodes.

i 2. If the concentricity problem had occe' red at SQN, it wer:1d have been
impossible to locate all the electrode due to the electrode control,

procedures for the construction phase of $QN.a
"

> ,

|

I
l
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3.5.4 concern XX-85-013-001 war addressed by a ERT report which had as its
major issue:

1. 309 weld rod was used to weld 316 stainless pipe at Sequoyah
Unit 1.

TVA Evaluation

The utility determined:

Based on the findings in this investigation, a change from E308 to E309
(same A&F designation) is not a violetion of the code or procedure. The
concern as stated may be true. However, the change from 308 to 309
filler metal has no impact to veld quality. This concern is closed.

Expert Welding Team

Utility response is acceptable

3.5.5 The last concern in this category XX-85-041-001 was answered by report
I-85-756-SQN and had as its primary issuet

1. At Sequoyah, a weld was made in '79 or '80 in diesel generator
building, unit 1, using the wrong type rod to weld carbon steel pipe
to stainless steel pipe. A cover pass using the correct rod was run
over the existing seld. Const ruction Dept. concern. CI has no more
information.

,TVA Evaluation

The utility felt that the concern was unsubstantiated because:

1. The concern of record could not be substantiated because all thewelds
examined were found to be f ree of any defects which could be noted on
the surface. All the welds were approximately the same physical
size; therefore, not allowing the detection of any extra filler metal
which might have been added to conceal a defective weld.

2. If the first pass weld was made with E308, the weld would not have
been pleasing in appearance, but would have bonded to both the carbon

!
steel and the stainless. The second pass with the correct electrode

| (E309) would have reselted some of the first pass and provided a
smoother region of bonding.

3. With the rigid support being located adjacent to the weld, there is
no reason to expect the weld would experience stresses to cause a
fatigue failure. Also, if the instrument tube weld should develop
a crack, it would be restrained from separating and creating a
significant leak.

4. All the welds appeared to be sound and were f ree of any detectable
i defects af ter several years of operation.
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Expert Velding Team

i

The team believed that the investigation into the problem wds adequate.

3.6 Category 6 - Hiscellaneous/One of a Kind
,

There were a total of 9 concerns in this category.

Report Number
Concern Responding Brief Description

tNumber References to Concern of Concern

IN-85-192-002 T2 WP-08 Unpainted welds
IN-85-273-001 T1,T2 WP-08 Hanger welds not painted
IN-85-451-001 T2 WP-08 Weld not painted
EX-85-059-001 T2 WP-08
WI-85-030-001 F,T1 WP-10 Welding + NDE corrective

action not implemented
WI-85-030-010 72 WP-10 Weld program study
IN-85-303-001 F,T1 T2 WP-13 No remote switches on

welding machines
IN-85-247-002 F,71,T2 WP-13 Only 2 setting on welding

machines
XX-85-010-001 F SQN-nut to baseplate welding

plus chipped concrete

3.6.1 WP-08-SQN addressed four of the concerns which had as their major
issues

.

1. Welds over six feet of the floor have not been painted in the
Reactor and Auxiliary Buildings.

2. Unpainted welda are in evidence on conduit and piping supports
in the Reactor Building.

3. Ranger welds should be painted as soon as they are finalized by QC.

4. Rust causes welds to be weakened.
e

5. Sandblasting removes metal from welds.

TVA Evaluation

The utility resolved these issues as follows:

Issues 1, 2, 3, and 4 closed pending completion of protective coating
reinspection and resultant corrective action under SQN-CAR-86-01-001.

Issue 5 is closed because the practice to sandblasting is an accepted '

practice in preparation of metals for painting. *
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Expert Welding Team

The team felt these were effectively closed out by the utility even though the
<

|
concerns were not really welding issues.

3.6.2 Two concerns were addressed by WP-10-SQN which were considered with:

The corrective actions specified in Report Number QAE-80-2, "Review and
Evaluation of the OEDC Welding and KDE Program," dated September 8, 1980,
may not have been implemented.

TVA Evaluation

The utility felt this concern is substantiated and has closed the item because
QAI-80-2 was not intended to be implemented at SQN and no impact on SQN hard-
ware could be identified.

Expert Welding Team

Although not SQN-applicable, many of the recommendations in QAE-80-2 encompass
"concern areas" at SQN and will be evaluated in greater detail for VBN.

3.6.3 Two concerns were addressed by WP-13-SQN which had the following issues
associated with them:

1. Welding machines (grid packs) do not have suitable control settings
for welding with 3/32-E7018 electrodes.

2. 1his unsuitability leads to porosity and pinholes in completed
welds.

3. All GTAW equipment should have remote (high f requency arc starting)
switches so that tungsten inclusions can be avoided.

TVA Evaluation

The utility closed out these issues based on the following:

1. There is no industry standard which mandates the use of specific
welding equipment for specific jobs.

2. Equipment in use has sufficient control features to produce welds
within the required criteria.

3. Alternate techniques can be used to compensate for the lack of
sophisticated features on multiple operator-type equipment and still
produce acceptable quality welds.

4. The WP reinspection did not discover any indications of a generic
problem with welding equipment.

5. There is no effect on hardware due to these issues.
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Expert Welding Team

The team determined that:

1. The welding machines described in the report appear to have suffi-
cient settings for current ranges of typical welding procedures.

2. If the machine was unsuitable, porosity or pinholing ecold be a prob-
les and should have been picked up on the reinspection program.

3. The high frequency are start is a beneficial addition to CTAW weld-
ing, but is not essential in making a good quality welded connection.

3.6.4 The last concern, XX-85-010-001, is not a welding issue but should be a
hanger installation concern.

4.0 PROGRAMMATIC REVIEWS BY TVA CONTRACTORS

In addition to the NSRS, QTC and WP reviews, TVA placed a contract with Aptech
Engineering Services to perform a review of the SQN, PSI /ISI programs, as well
as with Bechtel Engineering to pepform an in-depth audit of their QA/ welding
program for both construction and operations.

4.1 Aptech Report

The review by Aptech Engineering Services was nade in addition to the other
TVA activities relative to the SQN welding canearns. The review covered welds
subject to the ASME Section XI program for Class 1 and i pf ning, as well as
Class 1, 2 and 3 component supports.

The review was performed using a two-pronged approach; first was the evadia-
tion of the preservice and inservice inspection results, ac3 second was the
review of the operating experience of the two plants.

There were 1101 welds (both Class I and 2) examined during the SQN-PSI program
out of a total number of 2618 Class 1 and 2 piping welds on the two units.
Therefore, 42.1% of the total number of Class 1 and 2 piping welds were
examined by the PSI program. Additionally, a total of 61 integrally welded
attachments were subjected to the SQN-PSI program out of a total of 146
(41.8%). Less than 10% of the welds in the PSI progran were examined by pene-
trant examination with the more than 90% of the welds examined volumetrically(ultrasonic testing).

The Aptech review of the SQN-PSI program uncovered only one significant NOI
(Notice of Indications) reported. (Significant NOI refers to an indication
which is unacceptable to ASME Section XI and requires repair and reinspec-
tion.)

i
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The SQN-ISI program (to date of Aptech Review) had inspected a total of 456
piping / socket welds (predominantly repeats of PSI welds), 90 hanger integral
attachments, and 100% of all Class 1, 2 and 3 hangers for SQN 1 and 2 (over
3,100 ISI inspections).

The total number of 27 NOIs were reported for Units 1 and 2. Of this total,

12 were significant NOIs (Unit 1) and 5 significant NOIs (Unit 2).

The operational history of the two plants showed that for 24,445 critical re-
actor hours of service (Unit 1), only 5 LERs were written relating to welds.
(Licensing Event Reports (LERs) are written to USNRC to report failures on
operating nueler plants). No failures were attributed to poor quality field
welds.

Unit 2 has 21,985 critical reactor hours of service and has had no LERs
relating to welds.

Based upon their review, Aptech Engineering came to the following conclusions:

The welding program contains the necessary controls'to ensure high.

quality welds (after the 1974 AEC audit).

SNP evaluated the quality of welds made prior to the 1974 audit.

.through reinspection and repair where required. Those welds made
prior to the 1974 audit can now be considered to be satisfactory
despite a breakdown'in the QA program.

The rate of significant indications detected during the preservice.

and inservice inspections is less than 5% with greater than 95%
confidence.

No Licensee Event Reports have been generated which relate to poor.

quality field welds.

BNL Evaluation

Although the Aptech findings give an optimistic prognosis for the plant, it
must be remembered that this review only encompassed a paperwork review of the
PSI and ISI programs and did not attempt to answer any employee concerns. The
review did not require any physical reinspections of hardware and relied on
documentation provided by TVA.

4.2 Bechtel Audit

A Bechtel audit team (five-member team) spent 30 auditor weeks reviewing
records to determine the prior and current ef fectiveness of the TVA Welding
Program (both construction and operations).

The scope of the audit included 17 key elements for review:

1. Implementation of technical and welding program requirements

2. Adequacy of design output documents
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3. Initial welder or welding operator qualifications
i

4. Maintenance of welder or welding operator qualifications i

5. Renewal of welder or welding operator qualifications

6. Initial welding inspection personnel qualifications

7. Maintenance of welding inspection personnel qualifications

8. Renewal of welding inspection personnel qualifications
;

9. Use of appropriate welding procedures

10. Use of appropriate inspection procedures

11. Use of appropriately trained and qualified personnel

12. Use and control of welding filler materials

13. In-process control of welding
,

14. Documentation of the above activities

15. Nonconformances and corrective actions

! 16. Training programs adequacy

17. Additional areas of concern as determined by a review of
employee concerns.

The audit revealed one audit finding and four observations, none of which in-
dicated a need for weld reinspections. The audit report also had no findings
or observations relating to any employee concerns.

4

An observation of the auditors was that many TVA documents were confusing,
overlapping, repetitive and unclear.

The Bechtel audit team slao had this general observation:
4

It is significant to the audit team that procedures were in place
haginning in 1972 to provide the craft supervisors with quality

; assurance documents (procedures). The audit verified that by
"

procedure, craft supervisors signed and returned a transmittal i' letter to indicate receipt of procedures and that an effective
quality program was in place and complied with.

!From the nature of the concerns analyzed, it appears that there was !
a lack of understanding by the craf t personnel of how the Sequoyah [

'

Quality Assurance Systen functioned, and this lack of understanding |
: is the initiator of many of the employee concerns. |'
3 ,

I,
< ,

;

t
'
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BNL Evaluation

This audit found no discrepancies which would indicate the need for weld
reinspections. It must be remembered that this audit occurred af ter TVA has
updated some o,f their records as part of the Employee Concern Program.

Additionally, the reinspection of a sample of welds at the Sequoyah Units to a
less conservative inspection criteria (NCIC-01) did show a significant enough
amount of rejectable structural attributes to assume that the original
construction left something to be desired in meeting original code
specifications.

5.0 RARDWARE INSPECTIONS (TVA AND NRC)

With the concurrence of the NRC staf f, the utility had coenitted to do a rein-

spection on both Class 3 piping welds and structural members. Ad di tionally ,
the NRC NDE van inspection of many velds during a February 18-28, 1986, visit
to the Sequoyah Units, and the combined NRC and BNL Welding Team has done a
"cradle to grave" audit at SQN Units 1 and 2.

5.1 TVA Reinspection

The TVA reinspection program sample consisted of 333 Class 3 piping welds in 7
systems (4604 11near $nches) and 15 welds in spiral weld duct, as well as 403
joints for 50 structures, totaling 7,369 linear inches of structural velds.
All of these welds were examined visually. In addition to the above, 304
piping welds were examined by either HT or PT (f rom the 333 pipe welds total).

5.1.1 Results of the Reinspection

i

of the 304 piping welds receiving MT or PT, 296 were accepted on the first
inspection (97.4%). All of the eight initially rejected welds were finally
accepted as follows:

!

1. One accepted to ASME III af ter cleaning

2. Two accepted to ASME XI

3. Three welds accepted to ASME III af ter filing or grinding + Re-NDE

4. Two welds accepted to ASME XI after filing or grinding + Re-hDE

No weld repair by revelding was required on any of the eight welde.

The 33 piping weld sample (304 of which had the MT or PT done) was visually
inspected for 14 attributes. The inspection disclosed 184 rejectable welds !
out of the original 333 population (55.3%). The attributes inspected were

,
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Attribute Rejected Welds

i

Contour / Transition 16
Off se t/ Alignment 2
Undercut 2 !

,

Reinf orcement 7
iWeld Spatter / Arc Strike 104,

iWeld Location 0
,'Weld Size 13

I Weld Metal / Base Metal 0
Weld Convexity 0

|

,

Incomplete Fusion 5
Weld Overlap 8
Underfilled 12 >

Surface Porosity 15
Surface Slag 0 -

184

All of the visually reinspected and rejected piping welds were eventually
accepted to code requirments either by initial evaluation of engineering or
after surface conditioning and reinspection. No cracks were reported on any
inspections.

The fifteen spiral duct velds were all accepted on initial reinspection.

The structural welds were examined for 7 attributes and had 1,194 inches
rejected out of 7,369 inches inspected (16.2%). These rejects break down as
follows: ,

.

Size 765 :
Incomplete Fusion 18 !
Ove rlap 3

<

, Craters 7
1

Profile 370
Undercut 31
Correct Filler Metal Type 0

1,194 -

,

Additionally, nine veld joints were identified during the reinspection as
having missing welds.

In all cases (rejected welds / missing welds), the evaluation by TVA Office of iEngineering accepted the welds "as is."
!

As a result of the TVA Reinspection, the utility concluded:
!

THE RESULTS OF THE REINSPECTION AND ENCINEERING EVALUATION OF THE L

REPORTABLE D1 PERFECTIONS CONFIRM THAT THE REINSPECTED WELD JOINTS j
MEET DESIGN REQUIREMENTS, AND ADDITIONAL REINSFECTIONS ARE NOT

,

REQUIRED.
i

;
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5.2 NRC NDE Van Inspection

During February 18-28, 1986, the NRC NDE Van conducted an independent
measurement inspection at the Sequoyah Units. Four USNRC representatives
expanded 308 on-site and 24 off-site hours on the inspection. The scope of
the inspection included

27 pipe weldsents - Dye penetrant inspection -

13 pipe weldsents - Magnetic particle inspected

361 structural weldsents and 9 structures (several velds each) were
visually examined to NCIC-01 with paint intact

46 piping weldsents usually inspected to ANSI B31.7 with paint
removed !

The report stated that:

"There were several instances during this inspection where the NRC
results differed from the licensee. In some instances, welds were
rejected by the licensee but accepted by the NRC inspector; these
differences were attributed to very conservative calls made by the
licensee and to limitations present when inspecting welds which are
painted. Conversely, some welds were accepted by the licensee but
rejected by the NRC inspector. The inspector concluded, however, that

; the differences identified were not indicative of inadequate licensee
j programs and the FRC findings were representative of the types found by

the lincensee."

5.3 Combined NRC and BNL Welding Team Audit,
,

A combined NRC and BNL Welding Team audit was conducted at the Sequoyah site |
during June 2-6, June 16-20 and July 7-11, 1986. There were eight auditors ;

!
! performing various "cradle to grave" hardware and paperwork investigations at
4 the site.

This audit had as its main objectives:

| 1. verification of the effectiveness of the TVA program to review,
address, and close out NRC inspection program issues,

! !

| 2. verification of the effectiveness of the TVA program to investigate
and close out employee concerns, and'

i 3. confirmation that the reinspection program carried out by TVA was
performed in accordance with their commitments.

This audit encompassed 30 pipe welds, 502 pipe support velds, 31 inattument
j tubing welds,120 instrument support welds, 130 structural welds (electrical),

,

280 HVAC support welds, 100 structural welds and associated paperwork. i
',

i !
r

i
l
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There were some irregularities found during the audit with most of the
hardware discrepancies having been previously identified as a result of the
TVA reinspection effort. The report concludes that, in general, the inspected
welds were found to comply with the governing codes and specifications.

6.0 DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

During the review of the welding concern issues for Sequoyah Units 1 and 2,
many items of conflicting evidence came to light. There were many disparities
between the VP, NSRS, QTC reports and the results of the Bechtel report and
Aptech survey. These disparities appeared to be primarily programmatic in
content and could be either isolated instances of program transgressions or
problems endemic to the entire welding program at the Sequoyah Units.

In order to determine the TVA welding program effectiveness, it is necessary
to review the six categories of concerns from both a programmatic approach and
then a hardware-oriented approach.

i

6.1 Category 1 - Welding Procedures

i

Programmatically - There were no concerns specific to this categorya.

and there is verification that procedures governing this work were
in effect during construction'and operations.

b. Hardware - The materials of construction for SQN 1 and 2 were not
unique and had been welded by the normal methods of metal joining'

-

(SMAW, GTAW, CMAW, etc.). That these procedures were adequate to
produce sound welds is evident from the operating history of the two
units.

6.2 Category 2 - Welder Qualification / Testing

Programmatically, this category had a significant number of concerns
associated with it. The methods of updating a welder's certifications was

.

questioned and was the largest single area for all the concerns voiced. There;

| 1s no doubt that there were instances where procedural violations probably
occurred (as in the case of the eight welders who had to be retested), but
what is the potential hardware effect?

If the problem of uncertified / unqualified welders welding on critical systems4

'

of the Sequoyah units were all pervasive, then the reinspections done by both
the utility and the USh'RC would have had a relatively high reject rate. If

one reanalyses the visual rejects on piping welds (TVA reinspection) 184/333
| welds, it can be seen that if "welder attributable defects" are extracted,

e.g., undercut, incomplete fusion, weld overlaps, underfill and surface
porosity, the reject rate for poor welding becomes 42 out of 333 welds (13%).
This number may be considered high, but if one takes into account that these
"rejects" were all able to be accepted by engineering without revelding, the
amount of significance one can place in the 13% value becomes insignificant. *

r
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Note: Arc strikes and spatter have not been included since they may have been
caused by adjacent welding operations (above or below the area of interest).

The reject rate of "welder attributable defects" or the structural welds,
e.g., incomplete fusion, overlaps, craters, undercut becomes 59 inches out of
7369, or 0.8%; not excessively high at all.

Additionally, these reinspected welds (Class 3 piping and structural welds)
are the safety-related welds least inspected on the nuclear plant and would
exhibit the most defects if an "all pervasive" welder qualification problem
were in existence.

The apparent good quality of the welds covered under ASME Section XI deter-
mined in the Aptech report also lends credence to the supposition that these
concerns on welder certification are most probably isolated occurrences at

SQN.

6.3 Category 3 - Welding Inspection

Many of the same arguments used in the previous category can apply to the
inspection of welds and the qualification of personnel performing same. The
Bechtel audit verified that inspection procedures and training procedures were
in effect at SQN, vnich programmatically should satisfy the welding progran
requirements.

IIt can be successfully argued that there may have been an overall sloppiness
in initial inspections done by TVA personnel, especially when one looks at the
amount of rejectable welds for size and profile on both the piping and struc- r

tural welds. Both of these ite,ma are inspection / inspector intensive.

This overall "sloppiness" in inspection (during construction) was emphasized
by the TVA reinspection. This reinspection was performed using the less
conservative standard NGIG-01 in lieu of the original construction standard
AWS DI.l. The initially high reject rates recorded on this reinspection are a
clear indiention that TVA had not performed their original inspections to the
original acceptance code (AWS DI.1).

Even though there was a reasonably large number of rejects, none were signif-
icant enough to warrant repair by welding and were all accepted by engineer-
ing. One must also take into account that on a well publicized reinspection,
many "defects" may come to light that would normally be considered nonrelevant
during a regular inspection.

6.4 Category 4 - Welding Design and Configuration

This category contained only seven concerns, five of which related to the same
box ha,ger design. Although some information is still outstanding f rom TVA on
the design issue, none of the requested information would indicate an exten-
sive probles. The other two concerns f rom this category were found to be

.
unsubstantiated by the utility and at best would only indicate a limited

| instance of programmatic breakdown.

i

(
f
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i

!
|6.5 Category 5 - Filler Metal Control

The question of no portable rod ovens at SQN was the single largest ites of
concern. Return of weld rod at the end of the shift would also be allied with
this concern. The Bechtel audit verified that procedures were in effect to
control the issuance and use of filler material, so programastically a system
was in effect. ,

|

|

Before one can analyze the extent of the probles, the question must be asked;
"Why do we want to use portable ovens in the field, and what is the potential
effect if we don'tt"

1

The primary reason for use of weld rod ovens is to prevent moisture pickup on -

the weld rod, which could cause hydrogen delayed cracking. Notoriously, this
type of cracking will make itself known visually f rom a few minutes to a few

|

,

days after the weld is made. The results of the reinspection and PSI /ISI pro- ;
,

grams showed no evidener. of cracked welds being found, so this is probably not
a probles at SQN.

;
6.6 Category 6 - Hiscellaneous/One of a Kind

i

Of the nine concerns in this category, only four were directly related to
welding. Two of these dealt with control adjustments on welding machines '

which, if substantiated, would have caused defects that would have been ob-<

-

served on the reinspection program. They were not. The other two concerns I

were of a programmatic and not a hardware-specific nature. I

fA response (Attachment 10) to the first set of questions sent to TVA from the
NRC was received August 1, 1986. The responses from the utility confirm the ;

fact that there were programs, procedures or inspection plans in effect which
outlined the necessary steps to provide a * sound weld" as an end product to
construction. This does not mean that programmatic transgressions did not t

occur, but that a system was in effect to localise these transgressions and |prevent system-wide quality problems. e
'

.

The supposition that the SQN units did not suffer from "all pervasive * qual- f
4

icy / welding problems is substantiated by the utility's reinspection program
which revealed:

,
'

!

}gtpiping welds (Attachment 10) rejected by Code. F

[}gt structural weld joints which did not meet design requirements =.

!
1 Since there has been presented evidence that some programmatic breakdowns !probably occurred, it appears that an evaluation of the units' "suitability

;

for service * sust rely essentially on the large number of hardware |
reinspections that have been performed to date. This being the case, the

! following conclusions can be drawn: !
,

1. There is evidence that many of the confusing /misi.ading TVA proce-
dures may have led to programmatic errors in the SQN welding pro-'

gram. The espert welding team questions on these have been trans-
!mitted to the NRC for forwarding to the utility. L

F
-

,

!
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i

2. The reinspection of various velds by the utility and NDE Van have not
; discovered defects of any great detriment or magnitude.

:

3. Since the combined NRC and BNL Welding Team audit did not show I
' additional probles areas or concerns; if and the questions addressed

to TVA are answered to the satisfaction of the USNRC, then there is a

no evidence to assume that the welds at the Sequoyah Units are not !

"suitable for service."

These conclusions are those of the BNL members of the welding team. [
These conclusions have be- drawn af ter discussions with the other members of
the team, TVA meetings and site inspections and audits. Each of the other i

'

i members of the tesa have been requested to submit their own summaries of their
1 opinions regarding the TVA Employee Concern Program. These are part of this

TER ( Attscheents 11-15).
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Attachrnent 1

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
of l

CARL J. CZAJK0WSKI

I as currently a Research Engineer at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL),
where I have been employed since 1980. I as in the Materials Technology
Division of,the Department of Nuclear Energy. My current duties are providing
technical assistance (both field and laboratory) to the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (USNRC) in the areas of metallurgy and failure analysis
related to nuclear power plants. Failure analyses performed on both radio-
active and non-radioactive components in my current position have included the
following material systems: austenitic stainless steels, ferritic and marten-
sitic low alloy steels, inconel, aluminua and martensitic stainless steel. I
have performed vendor audits for the Inspection and Enforcement Division of
the NRC in the capacity of Technical Specialist in the aforementioned areas of
expertise. I hAve performed a third party investigation of allegations
pertaining to potential welding and quality control improprieties at a nuclear
construction site. Additionally, I have testified as the NRC Technical
Specialist for welding at hearings for a second nuclear plant.

Prior to my employment at BNL, I was employed for five years by the Long
Island Lighting Company (LILCO). My job title from September 1977 to February
1980 was Chief Welding Supervisor at the Shorehan Nuclear Power Station. My
duties in this position included supervisory responsibility for all welding
problems or major welding efforts for the utility, as well as ordering and
maintenance of equipment / gases / electrodes to support a 400 welder work force
at the site. Additional responsibilities included conducting training
sessions for supervisory and manual personnel on industry codes, standards and
welding inspection, as well as administering the weld test booth for qualifi-
cation testing. Subsequent to my promotion to Chief Welding Supervisor, I was
employed by LILCO as a Quality Assurance Engineer (both home of fice and
Shoreham site). This position was held by se f rom February 1975 to September
1977. The duties of this position encompassed preparation and review of
LILCO's QA manual and procedures, reviewir.g A/E and NSSS quality programs,
evaluating and surveying vendor activities, and performing field audits and
surveillance of mechanical contractors' (Shorehan site) welding and nonde-
structive testing practices.

I also held the job title Quality Assurance Engineer while employed by Ebsaco
Services, Inc. from September 1973 to February 1975. This position's duties
included review of procurement specifications and drawings for inclusion of
quality requirements, preparation of quality plans for surveillance of safety-
related component fabrication in vendors' shops, conducting interdepartmental
audits of engineering and design disciplines, in addition to QA evaluation of
vendors, including review of documented quality programa and source evalua-
tion.

'

r
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Professional Qualifications of
Carl J. Czajkovski

Page Two ,

'Prior to my employment at Ebasco Services, I held the job title QC Materials
Engineer for United Nuclear Corporation from April 1972 to August 1973. This
position's responsibilities included review of material purchase orders for i

compliance with contract requirements monitoring of the test-overcheck program
^

for ferrous and non-ferrous material, establishing sacerials receiving inspec-
tions instructions and audit participation, as needed.

My academic qualifications include a B.S. in Metallurgical Engineering from
the University of Missouri at Rolla in 1971, and an M.S. in Metallurgical
Engineering f rom the Polytechnic Institute of New York in 1982. I as a member ,

of the Aserican Society for Metals and the American Welding Society. I as the
author or co-author of approximately fif teen publications in the area of
failure analysis on reactor components.

.
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Attachment 2 j

IIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH I

of [
VILLIAM D. DOTTi

!r'

i
!

W. D. Doty received his B. Het. E., M. Met. E., and Ph.D. (Metallurgy) degrees (from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, where he also served as a Research -

Fellow. His graduate research was recognised through a national award f ros
|; the American Welding Society. Dr. ~ Doty . joined the United States Steel Corpor- y

ation in 1947, and served in various research and supervisory positions at
their Technical Centers from 1958 to 1966 as Chief of the Bar Piste and
Forged Products Divisions from 1966 to 1973 as Research Consultant, Steel
Products Development; fios 1973 to 1983 as Senior Research Consultant, Product '

Engineering: and from 1983 to 1985 as Senior Metallurgical and Product
Consultant. '

Dr. Doty is widely known for his research and publications in welding and i-steel product development, and is co-author of an authoritative book on the
y

"Weldability of Steels." In 1966, he received the Spratagen Award of the i
American Welding Society in 1973 he was elected a Fellow by the American

!Society for Metals; in 1975 he was elected an Honorary Member by the American
,

Welding Society; and ,in 1984 he was elected a Fellow by the American Society f

of Mechanical Engineers and was that Society's recipient of the J. Hall Taylor
Medal. His technical committee activities have been many and varied. He is a i

: member of the Main Committee of the ASME Boiler and Pressure vessel Committee, !
i and from 1967 to 1973 he served as Chairman of the Pressure Vessel Research ;
1 Committee, and is currently a member of the PVRC Executive Committee. He is a I

member of ASM, AWS, British Welding Institute, AIME, ASME and Sigma X1, and is
- a Registered Professional Engineer in the State of Pennsylvania.
.
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Attachment 3
,

'

BIOCRAPHICAL SKETCH
'

of
CALL E. RARTBOVER

Hr. Carl E. Hartbower, retired from the Federal Service, will be available as
a consultant starting in June 1982. Having served the Bridge Division of the
Federal Righway Administration as their Principal Welding Engineer for almost t

nine years, he has been in a unique position to observe the welding-related
problems that exist in the Interstate Bridge System.

Mr. Hartbower is a Registered Professional Engineer in Massachusetts (mechan-
ical engineering) and in California (metallurgical engineering).

Fellow of the American Society for Metals (1979) *in recognition of !
.

contributions to the metallurgy and engineering of large-scale velded
structures, to the use of fracture mechanics in modern bridge design and
fabrication, and to the advance of nondestructive testing techniques and
inspection."

THWA Administrators Award in 1979 "in recognition of his outstanding.

contribution in fostering the Fracture control Plan and for leadership
in the safety problems attendant to the fabrication of major bridges.*

Tellow of the Welding Institute (British)..

Life member of the American Welding Society..

Member of the American Society for Testing and' Materials: Chairman of.

Task Group E24.03.03 (precrack Charpy test methods).

Pioneering research (1) in development of the Navy's explosion bulge.

test (1940s), (2) on the welding of titanium alloys (1950s), (3) in
development of the procrack Charpy test (1950s), and (4) on acoustic
emission (1960s).

Navy Civil Engineer Corps Awards (1951 and 1952) for research papers on.

the explosion bulge test.

Spraragen Award for the best research paper published by the American*

Welding Society in 1968 (paper on acoustic emission): Mr. Hartbower's ;

research on acoustic emission published by NATO in ACARDograph 178
(January 1974) and in ACARDograph 201 (0cober 1975).

Exchange Scientist - in April 1961 the U.S. was visited by Professor.
i

N. N. Rykalfe of the gaykov Institute, Academician B. Ye. Patos of the |
Paton Institute, and Professor N. O. Okerblom of the Leningrad Polytech- :

nic Institute. In exchange, the National tcademy of Sciences selected '

Mr. Rattbower as one of three welding authorities to visit industrist -

and educational centers in the Soviet Union (see WELDING ENGINEER, p64
July 1962 and VELDING RESEARCR AgROAD, Vol. VIII, No. 2, Feb.1962).

!

!

.
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Biographical Sketch of
Carl E. Hartbower .

1

Page Two I

In 1971, Mr. Hartbower revisited the USSR by personal invitation f rom|
*

the Soviety Academy of Sciences.

Commander Navy Civil Engineer Corps USNR, KETIRED. Life Member of the*

i Nava1' Reserve Association and Member of the Naval Institute. !

Elder in the Presbyterian Church..

Mr. Hartbower has BS (1943) and HE (1958) degrees from Worcester Polytechnic i

Institute was previously employed by the Naval Cun Factory (Welding Engineer,
1943-45), Naval Research Laboratory (Physical Metallurgist, 1945-52), Water-
town Arsenal Laboratories (Chief of Metals Joining Branch (1932-61), and .

Aerojet General Corp. (Associate Scientist (1962-73). He has published over *

50 papers.
I
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'

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
ig

PAVL E. MASTERS

Paul E. Masters received his IS'in Engineering from !cbs State College and did j
advanced work in metallur&y at Carnegie Institute of Technology and the !,

University of Pittsburgh.

Prior to his association with the American Bridge Division of United States
Steel Corporation in 1942, Mr. Hasters was in the Engineering Department of
Yates-American Machine Co=pany, Beloit, Wisconsin. In 1943 he joined the
Velding Engineering Department of American Bridge, assuming the position of
Chief Velding Engineer in 1956 and retiring it. 1977.

As American Bridge's Chief Velding Engineer, he was responsible for engineer-
ing in connection with development of work practices and applications of
processes for velding, oxygen cutting. and allied subjects throughout the
Division. This included application, development of procedures, training and

.

'
; certification of all nondestructive testing methods as required by the various

codes for fabrication of structural steel and pressure vessels.

Mr. Masters is an Honorary Member of the American Welding Society, a Fellow of
the American Society for Metals, and is a Registered Professional Engineer in
the Statu of Pennsylvania.

2 He has been on the Board of Directors and Executive and Finance Committee of
the American Velding Society, active in AWS Nations 1 Technical Committees and3

Task Groups, having been Chair =in of the Ctructural Velding Committee, thei

Cocmittee on Qualification and Certificatica of Valding Personnel, the Coe-
eittee on Qualification, and the Subcommittee on Submerged Are Filler Metals.
He has been a member of committees on filler metal, process requirements, j
handbook, mechanical testing of welds, terna and definitions, and a cember of *

the ASNT Select Committee on Certification. Mr. Masters received the 1973 '

Samuel Wylie Memorial Metal Award for contributing, conspicuously to the
advancement of welding and cutting

; Mr. Kasters was a gus11fied Welding Inspector, certified by the American

.
Velding Society, and was certified by the American Society for Nondestructive

( Testing as KDT Level III in radiography, cagnetic particle ats penetrant test-
ing methods.

i

Since retiring from A:erican Bridge Division, Mr. Masters has done selding
j consulting work in the United States and abroad. This includes practical

instructing, education and the technical aspects of velding.

:

!

,

I ;

i
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<< Attachment 5 ;,

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
of ;

VILLIAM H. HUNSE,
'

V. H. Munse is a Professor Emeritus of Civil togineseing at the University of *
,

Illinois, Urbana Illinois, where he received 'e 3.S. degree in Civil Engineer-
ing in 1942. While an undergraduate student, he served as an Engineer for the

;

city of Champaign, Illinois, and as a studeac assistant in Civil Engineering.
,, After spending nine months ws a structural draftsmaa at the American Bridge '

Company, he returned to the University of Illinois in 1943 as an instructor,

,# and research assistant and received an M.S. degree in Civil Engineering the
.following year. Upon completion of a tour of duty as an officer in the U.S.

'

Navy, he served as a Research Engineer at Lehigh University for nue year and
then returned to the University of Illinois, where-he has been on the prof ee-
sional staff since 1947.

Professor Hunse's area of specialization has been the basic enginscring be-
havior of metals and metal structures. He has made numerous contributions
through his research on the static, fatigue, and brittle behavior of riveted,
bolted and welded construction, and in the engineering application of the
results of this research into the classroom, and in the trunlation of the '

creearch results into materials and designe specificationo This latter i

achievement has been made possible through his membership on the design spec-
ification committees of the American Institute of Steel Construction, the
American Velding Society, the Research Council on Riveted and Bolted Struc-
tural Jotrts, and the American Railway Engineering Asociation ;nd'cn materi-
als committees of the American Society f or Testing and Materia. . . In
addition, he has contributed to many national and international cosmittees
concerned with the behavior of metals and metal structures, servie3 as U.S.A. ;

delegate to tha fatigue consission of the Internationwl Institutu of Velding
and the fatigue and fracture commission of the International Ship Structure
Committee.

,

'

The results of Professor Munse's research have been presented in many national
and internatinaal jourr.als and reports. He is author or co-author of more'

( then 140 pubOxations, author of the Velding Research Council book on fatigue
.

!

of Velded Stee; $tructures, and author of chaptors in several other books andc
Ii handbooks. /
E

/

In addition, Professor Monse has served as a consultaat or udvisor to many
industrial and governmental agencies on prabtems involving the properties and ,

behavior of retal sruttures. Included have been the development of design ;

specificatf.na fot the Corps of Engineers, the evaluation of the fatigue
resistance -d the development of fatigue design provisions for such organisa-
tions as the Chicago Bridge and Iron Company, the U.S. Steel Company, the ACF
Company, the Association of American Railroads, sad the U.S. Navy; and as- |

pitted in the evaluation of failures of bridgts, railroad cars, buildings, a
water tank, and an off-shore drilling rig. Es has served also in an advisory
consulting capacity to e ataber of other inJustrial and governmental organisa- t

tions on structural and naterials problema.

,

i

P
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Biographical Sketch of
William H. Munse

.

Page Two

Professor Munse is an Honorary Member of the American Society of Civil Engi-
neers, as well as a member of a number of other technical and professional
engineering societies, including ASTM, AREA, AWS and TRB. In addition, he has

served on many of the technical and professional committees of these organiza-
tions. Has has been awarded the ASCE's Walter L. Huber Civil Engineering
Research Prize and the Adam's Memorial Membership of the American Welding
Society in reccgnition of his research on the behavior of metals and metal
structures. In 1976 he was recognized by the Japan Welding Society on their
50th Anniversary with their Distinguished Service Award.

In May 1983 the Structural Division of the American Society of Civil Engineers
honored Professor Munse with a symposium on the "Behavior of Metal Structures"
and, in October 1984, he was elevated to Honorary Membership by the Society.-

:

|

|

|
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Attachment 6

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
of

ROBERT'D. STOUT

Dr. Robert D. Stout is internationally known for his work in welding and hasi
'' won several awards for his accomplishments in :his field. He has been on the

Department of Metallurgy and Materials Engineering faculty at Lehigh Univer-
sity since 1939. He was Chairman of the Department f rom 1956 until 1960, when

[ he was named Dean of the Graduate School, and served until his retirement in
1980.

A native of Reading, Pennsylvania, he came to Lehigh f rom Carpenter Steel Co.,i

I where he was a metallurgist.

In recognition of his contributions to education and engineering, Dr. Stout
has received several national honors. In 1945, he was awarded the Lincoln
Cold Medal for "conspicuous advancement of the science of welding". In 1952,
he was presented the Stoughton Award by the American Society for Metals (ASM)
for "outstanding contributions to the teaching of metallurgical engineering",
and in 1972 he received the ASM's A. E. White Award for distinguished
teaching,

In 1960, he was selected to deliver the Adams Lecture to the American Welding
Society (AWS). He receiv.ed the Spraragen Award for the best research paper
published in the Welding Journal in 1963; the National Heritorious Certificate
of the AWS in 1965; the 1. D. Thomas Award in 1973 for service to interna-
tional cooperation in welding; and the Charles H. Jennings Award for an out-
standing research paper in 1974.

In 1962. Dr. Stout r,eceived the R. R. and E. C. Hillman Award at Lehigh,
l presented annually to "the member of the Lehigh faculty who has done the most
f toward advancing the interests of the University".
!
' The David Ford MacFarlant Award, presented annually "in recognition of

achievements in the field of metallurgy which reflect credit upon Alma Mater,"
was conferred upon him in 19k) by the Pennsylvania State University chapter of

) the ASN.

Since 1955, Dr. Stout has served as one of the of ficial American representa-
tives to the International Institute of Welding, participating in the commis-
sion to study the behavior of metals subjected to welding. He has attended
it.ternational meetings of the Institute and delivered the 1970 Houdremont
Lecture to that organisation. He was a member of the materials advisory board
of the National Academy of Sciences fren 1964 to 1968, and a member of the
Pipeline Safety Standards Advisory Commitee from 1968-71.

l

A graduate of Pennsylvania State University in 1935, he received his M.S. in
1941 and the Ph.D. in 1944, both f rom Lehigh. In 1967, he received the
honorary degree, Doctor of Science, from Albright College.
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Biographical Sketch of ;
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Robert D. Stout

.|Page Two

He has authored more than 125 articles which have appeared in leading-tech-
,

nical journals, and is author of the book "Weldaoility of Steels" published in
1953 and revised in 1971.' He has served as a metallurgical consultant to over
50 companies.

Dr. Stout was National President of the AWS in 1972-73. He has served as
chairman of several committees of that organization. He also has been Chair-
man of the University Research Committee of the Welding Research Council. He
is a member of the Society of Sigma Xi, national research honorary society,
and Tau Beta Pi, national engineering honorary society, and is a Fellos of the
ASM.

|

<

l

|

[

!
I

I

I

:
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Attechment 7 '

!
RESUME

NAME: Milford H. Schuster TITLE: Research Engineer

FIELD OF EXPERTISE: Welding, actallurgy, nuclear power plant construction,
nondestructive testing, failure analysis

EDUCATION: Specialized training in welding, velding metallurgy, physical
metallurgy, reactor materials, ASME Sections I, II, III, V,
VIII, IX and XI, electron beam velding, personnel management,
engineering assurance, IHSI, C.E. BW3 Training Program,
ASNT-TC-1 A, level II MT, PT, UT, radiography, ANSI B31.1, pipe
velding, quality control, quality assurance, machining.

EXPERIENCE:

1986-Pres. Brookhaven National Laboratory (Materials Technology Division),
Technical Consultant to USNRC-NRR and I&E Divisions, Failure
Analysis.

1980-1986 Long Island Lighting Co. - Welding / Materials Specialist
Consultant, Chief Welding Supervisor, Shoreham Nuclear Power
Station.

1979-1980 EBASCO Services Corporation - Welding Specialist, Cemmission DE
Federal, DE Electicidad, Laguna Verde Nuclear Power Station,
Mexico.

1978-1979 Daniel International Corporation - Project Welding Superin-
tendent, Enrico Feral Nuclear Power Station.

1976-1978 Courter and Company - Piping Supervisor, Welding Supervisor,
Shoreham Nuclear Power Station.

1971-1976 Self employed - Welding consultant, Brookhaven National Labor-
atory; Partner auto parts business.

1956-1971 Brookhaven National Laboratory - Materials and Welding Technical
Specialist.

1952-1953 USAF - Aircraf t Fabricatora Inc., Metals Processing Specialist,
Velding instructor.

,

,

P
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At t zic1ma nt ti
- -

- 9

BROOKHAVEN NAllONAL LABORATORY
- -

' ~ ~

ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES, INC.
us -s-

Up!on. tong 10cnd. New York 110'3

(516) 282s
Deportment of Nuclear Energy FIS 6664420

March 18, 1986

Dr. B.D. Liaw
Eng. Branch ,

Hail Stop P-1132
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Dr. Liav:

This letter is being sent to document the visit of Hessrs. P. Masters,
W.H. Hunse, R.D. Stout and cyself to the Sequoyah Nuclear Units on February
26-28, 1986. This site visit was raade in conjunction with our duties as Expert
Welding Team members on FIN A-3839 entitled "Evaluation of Welding Concerns at
TVA Operating Reacters."

The trip report is broken up into three parts; each part will cover one
days activity of the visit.

February 26 1986

A meeting was held at the Sheraton East Ridge, Chatanooga TN, at 15:00
hours on February 26, 1986. The meeting was attended by both USNRC personnel
and welding consultants (Attachment #1). The purpose of the meeting was to
discuss the TVA Welding Concern Program and establish the Qelding Team
Charter. Informal presentations were made by the following:

D. Smith /W. Long

1. Discussed an overview of the TVA welding concern program and
established the charter of the Expert Welding Team.

2. The charter of the Team is not to address any vendor welds- 't will
[ only address site telated problema.i

3. There are approximately 60 Sequoyah concerns on welding out 500
|

|
total welding concerns.

|

| 4 Definitions of various acronyes were discussed, e.g., NSRS, QCT, LER,
etc.

|
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Czajkowski to Liaw -2- March 18, 1986

A. Herdt

1. Provided a discussion of TVA history of the plants including:

a. potential "generic" concerns

b. the fact that TVA does its own construction and design on its
units

a definition of "employee concern"c.

2. Discussed the public meeting between USNRC and TVA of January 7,1986.

3. Described the TVA and USNRC telecon discussions of January 9,1986,
and TVA's commitment for a physical reinspection of their plants.

4 Detailed the January 29, 1986, inspection report of Messrs. Crowley, (Smith and Cortland.

Discussed report's Executive Summarya.

5. Described the work the USNRC NDE Van was performing at Sequoys.h Units
1 and 2.

C. Czajkowski

After NRC personnel left the meeting, I addressed the Team and detailed
the specifics of the contract, the type of reports required, and most
importantly, the independence which must be maintained by the Team of Experts.

February 27, 1986

I
A seating was held at 10:00 hours at the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant site

between TVA personnel, USNRC personnel and the Welding Team (Attachment
#2). A presentation was nade by TVA personnel (Attachments 3-6) of the planned
activities of TVA in evalusting the employee concerns expressed about the
Sequoyah site.

I
| After the presentation, the Welding Team and NRC pesconnel were escorted
f on a tour of both ' utts 1 and ,2 (and common areas to both) which included manyo

f of the welds which were inspected by either TVA or the USNRC UDE Van or both.
Various stru Laral welds and pipe welds were visually examined by the Team with
no abnormalities noted.

After the tour, the Welding Team discussed their observations with USNRC
NDE Van personnel.
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Czajkowski to Liaw -3- March 18, 1986

February 28, 1986

The Exit Critique of findings by NRC NDE Van personnel was convened at
10:41 hours (Attachrent 7). The report of findinp,s wert given the ntimber
327/328 86-13. The Van personnel had revicued documentation f or fif ty pipe
welds as well as seventeen structural veld packages. NRC Van personnel had
inspected approximately:

350 structural welds (already inspected by TVA)
190 new structural welds (not previously inspected)

35 pipe veJds (already inspected by TVA)
12 new pipe welds (not previously inspected)

There were some follow up NRC items f rom the inspection ar.d some areas
which were still under evaluation by NRC personnel, but one point was made on
the reinspection:

The differences observed on the quality of welds inspected
were not considered unusual or worse than industry norms.

I would like to note that both the TVA and NRC personnel were most
forthright in providing answers to the Team in a timely and professional
manner. If there are any questions, please contact me.

Ve truly yours,

-e-
'

kiCarl J. : jky

CJClad /

cc: Welding Team
*

P. Cortland
W. Kato
W. Long
D. Smith
J. Weeks

|
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(3/18/86 Memo Attachment 1)

Meeting at the Sheraton East-Ridge, . Chat tanooga, TN
Regarding Welding Concerns

2/26/86 - 1500 Hours

Attendees

NAME AFFILIATION

Carl Czajkovski Brookhaven National Laboratory
David E. Smith NRC/PWR-A/EB
Alan R. Herdt NRC - Chief Engineering Branch, Region II
Bill Long NRC/NRR
Paul Cortland NRC/0IE
Paul Masters Consultant - Brookhaven National LaboratoryWilliam H. Munse Consultant - Brookhaven National LaboratoryRobert D. Stout Consultant - Brookhaven National Laboratory
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(3/18/86 Memo Attachment 2)

Attendance List - February 27, 1986

NAME AFFILIATION

J.E. Rose
John Fox' TVA

L.E. Martin TVA-ONP

Alan .R. Herdt NRC - Chief Engineering Branch, Region II
Bill Long NRC/NRR Project Manager for Welding
Carl Czajkowski Brookhaven National Laboratory

David E. Smith NRC/ PWR-A/EB
Ceorge Georgiev NRC/IE
Robert D. Stout Consultant - Brookhaven National Laboratory

William H. Munse Consultant - Brookhaven National Laboratory

Paul Masters Consultant - Brookhaven National Laboratory

John D. White TVA Engineering
D.J. Etzler . TVA Office of Engineering

C.W. Hatmaker TVA Office of Engineering

Cary J. Pitzl. TVA Office of Nuclear Power
Robert A. Montgomery TVA Office of Engineering

Larry D. Alexander TVA SNP
J.W. Coan TVA WP

Robert M. Jessee TVA WP

!

i

|

|
,

|
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(3/18/36 Meniv ,u t,ict.n<nt 3)

FF1 Dif13 RT1ECT 04^RER

E//14ltE TE CRGANIZATICtML ELDitJG PROGRAMS IN TVA, DETER 4ltE /J4Y REhEDIN.

ACTICt15 lHAT bnY BE tEEED, NO TAKE TlOSE ACTIG4S tEGSSARY TO ASSURE 1 FAT

FUTURE WA PERFCRED haDitG ACTIVITIES ARE IN ACCCRD WITH WA'S Co.talThErfT

10 EXCELLEtCE IN ITS ?O1 EAR PRCCPJN.

WRIFY Tl%T THE WA PERFCRED haDitJG 0: STRUCTURES, PIPitG SYSTD/S, NO

OTHER SAFETY-RELATED PLANT CD P0tEtHS, NilCH ARE CURREtm.Y IN PLAG AT

WA'S f0 CLEAR PLNUS AE /OECUATE TO FEET WA, CCDE, NO REG 1ATCRY

REG)!RDENTS,

TE PRICRITY WILL BE AS FQ_LOVS:

.

1. SECwYAH

2. PATTS BAR

3. BRcws FERRY

4. PF11 FFQ(TE

075340.06
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(3/18/86 Memo Attachment 5)

FUTEE

FmT 1

TE PRibMRY PURPOSES m PmSE l ARE TO ENSURE TIMT TE TVA PRCGRh4, DESIGN

DOCUEtGS, PCLICIES NO PROCEDURES CCRRECR.Y EFLECT TVA Co.tainEtGS no

REGJLATCRY ECUIRDOUS NO TO IDEtHIFY #O CATEGCRIZE CONCERNS /

DEFICIEtCIES IN T E ha DitG PRCGRRd.

fRT Il

TE PRib%RY PURPOSES & PMSE I| ARE TO:

Ev4LuATE THE lbRDORATICr & PROEDURES-

'
...

W.RIFY TIMT INSTALLED haDENTS FEET REGUIRDEtGS CR ARE ADECUATE-

FCR SERVICE

CCRRECT ANY PRCBLENS, IFPLDENT OMtES TO PREVE16 ECURRBG-

,

C96032.02
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(3/18/86 Memo Attachment 6)

/CTIG1 R1N

RWEI

1. REVIEW TVA Co.t41DEtas To tRC

2. WRIFY TFAT hRIDEN PRCG%M ER.ECTS CD t41TIEtRS

3. ASSEbELE QUALITY ltOICATCRS CF "b8. DING CONCERNS" BY TYPE NO PLANT

4. TREt0 NO EVALUATE EFFECT & "CLl4LITY ltOICATORS" ON PRCG%MS

5. ISSUE ADECLlACY STATDM ECARDitG hRITTEN PRCE%MS TO liREFENT/

COURO. WELDitG

.

R4E II

.

1. PERFON WELDlfG PROGRN4 lbfLEFENTAT|CN ALDIT

- COGTRUC:TICN PROGR#4 lbfLEFENTATICN

- CPERATICNS PdOGR44 lbfLEFENTATICN

2. EVALUATE PEED FCR A00lTIOML EINSPECTIO6

3. IFPLEFENT ## KDITIOfML E!!G?ECTIQ6 NO DEFICIENCY RESCLUT106 (BOTH

ItOlVIDLML NO EtERIC CAES)'

4. Yb.DitG PROJECT WILL ISSLE FitML EPCRTS, EACH PLNG

OXQ2.02
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(3/18/86 Memo Attachment 7)

Attendance Roster
Exit Meeting

NAME AFFILIATION

Robe rt Birchell Compliance SQN
Larry S. Bryant Mech. Maint. SQN
Cary S. Boces Mech Maint. SQN
M.A. Skarzinski SQN
Paul Herman NRC
Clenn B. Kirk SQN
William R. Ramsey SQN
B. Patterson SQN
P.R. Wallace SQN
N. Choules NRC- Region III
Dolan Falconer NRC-Region II
Donald S. Brinkman NRC-OIE
J.T. Taffanstedt SNIP
J. Blankenship Info. Office
D. Persinko NRC/DHFT/MTB
R. Lloyd NRC/IE
Arthur Howell, III NRC/IE
Owen Goaley NRC/IE
L. Watson NRC Region II
Michael Purcell Regulatory Engineering
L. McCormick Regulatory Engineering
W.S. Wilburn Site Services
M.R. Harding SQN
H.D. Elkins, Jr. SQN
R.V. Pierce Mech. Mth./SNP
R.W. Olson SQN-Modification
R.C. Denney Design Services SNP
A.R. Meller NSS *

F.E. Denny OE-QMS
R.N. Butler QA Staff
Roger Landis Mods / Mech
M. Sedlacik Mod
L. Alexander Mod
W. Liu NRC Region II
R.W. Newsome NRC Region II
H. Kerch NRC Region I
A. Herdt NRC Region II
B. Crowley NRC Region II
D.E. Salth NRC/NRR/PWR-A
George Georgiev NRC/IE
J.H. Fox TVA
Cary J. Pit:1 TVA Office of Nuclear Power
J. Brandy MM/SNP
Gerald Hinton TVA
L. Mink TVA
D Puckler Construction
Robert D. Stout Consultant - Brookhaven National Laboratory

Carl Czajkowski Brookhaven National Laboratory

Paul Masters Consultant - 3rookhaven National Laboratory

William H. Munse Consultant - Brookhaven National Laboratory

J.W. Coan TVA
W.O. Long NRC
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ASSOCIAlED UNIVLicSill! S. INC.
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Uplort Iorg blond. New York 11973

(516)282'

Deportrncnt of Nuclear Energy FIS 660'3349
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April 25,1986

Dr. B.D. Liau
Engineering Branch
1: ail Stop P-1132
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Coc=ission
Washington, DC 20555

Subject: Trip Report, Sequoyah Nuclear Power Plant, FIN A-3839, TVA Welding
Concerns

Dear Dr. Liav:

The SQN Expert Welding Consultant Team ciet with WA and NRC personnel
during the period of April 14 - 16,1986, at the Sequoyah Nuclear Power
Plant. The objectives of.this visit were:

1. In plant hands-on evaluation of support and piping selds previously
inspected by TVA, Bechtel and the NRC Inspection Van personnel.

*
2. Review as applicable welding concerns with WA managescnt, welding

engineers, construction personnel. quality assuraoce representatives
and fospection personnel.

3. Provide preliminary BNL Expert Welding Team input and reconnendations
regard 1 % SQN/TVA action plan and inspection activities to date.

SQN Expert Welding Team participants were Messrs. C.J. Czajkowski, M.H.
Schuster, W.D. Doty and C.E. Hartbower.

Coordination and NRC coverage was provided by D.E. Smith, Engineering
Branch, DPL-1, Bethesda, MD.

4

The following trip activities are discussed in this trip report:

A. Entrance oceting
lB. Tield evaluation of support and piping velds

C. Interview of TVA personnel
D. Erit ceeting
E. Sun ary conclusion
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1

i
A. Entr.ince Heeting

The entrance meeting was convened at approxinately 10 a.m. The meetin
was at tended by TYA personnel, NRC, and the Welding Team consultants (Attac
ments #1.)

D. Smith, USNRC, Engineering Branch, Bet'hesda,10. , and C.J.Czajkowski
provided an overview of the Welding Team objectives and purpose for the sit
visit (as described in introduction).

L. Martin, TVA, discussed the status and current schedule of the Watts

Bar employee concern program. He also stated that at this time the ecployee
welding concern program at SQN 1 and 2 is not a critical path item and that
the final report is in its final draft condition and vill be submitted to tt
NRC in a short period of time.

April 15, 1986

B. Field Evaluation of Support /Pirine Welds

In order to provide a more objective evaluation of SQN coployee concern:
reinspection plan, and the SQN corrective actions and final report, the Weld-
ing Team was provided a tour of units 1 and II with access to reinspection
sample lot structural component and piping welds which had been inspected by
TVA and the USNRC NDE Van personnel. Personnel who participated in the tour '

were D. Smith, USNRC; Welding Team members, Hessrs. C.J. Czajkowski, M.H.
Schuster, W.D. Doty, C.E. Hartbower; and TVA members, R.M. Jesse, J.H. Fox,
S.P. Stangnolia and C.V. Hartmaker.

Weld and component identificatico was provided by TVA personnel. Piping
isometrics and design documents were neither reviewed oor verified to unique
identification or "as-built * condition.

Welding Team members examined approximately 33 structural supports and
piping welds. Structural support welds were predominantly of fillet veld com-
figu ra tion. Piping velds were Butt and fillet socket with emphasis on
butt welds. Weld anomalies were noted and comparison with the TVA and NRC
inspection reports will be accomplished. To date, the Welding Team is not
in possession of the TVA lospectico reports.

April 15,1986

C. Interview of TVA Personnel

Upon completion of the field evaluation of piptog and structural support
welds, the Welding Team and USNRC representatives met with TVA personoel
(Attachoeot II). The purpose o! this meeting was to give Welding Team members

-2-
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an opportontry to discuer. and review p r e v i ou r. l y ident!f$cd welding concerns
wi th welding eng neering, quali ty cont rol, quality asr.orance, nnd TVA manage-j

ment. Specifics such as int:pection personnel experience, training require-
weld rod issue, weld rod control, wcIder ' testing ASMEments, wurk assignments,

Sect ion IX/AWS Dl .1, maintenance of welder qualifications, welder tracking
requirencnts were discussed at' length with TVA personnel.

Weld inspection requirements such as pre-weld, in process and post-weld
inspection, frequency of these inspections, verification of welder qualifica-
tions during these inspections, inspection tools, receipt inspection require-
cents, welding procedures, inspection procedures, weld documentation require-
cents (traveler), manpower requirements, weld repair requirements both docu-
rentation and in process were also verified by discussion with the TVA
attendees. Methodology utilized for TVA sacple lot inspections and selectionIt shouldof welds and structural cocponents was provided by TVA personnel.
be noted that TVA participants at this coeting were cooperative and for.' aright
in their responses to the Welding Team tambers.

April 15,1986

D. Exit Meeting

The Exit critique of the visit was convened at approxicatly 1600 hours
(Attachment III). D. Smith, USNRC, Materials Engineering, acted as the group
spokescan.

The Welding Team requested:

1. Purchase order requirecents, design specification and caterials
Review ofcertifications for steam generator structural supports.

of thecharpy V notch requirements will be performed upoo receipt
requested documents. .

2. List of all employee conceros related to SQN. The Velding Team

requests that these be provided on ao oogoing basis until completion
j of this assignment.-

3. SQN TVA quality control personnel certification records.

4. SQN TVA reinspectico reports.

5. SQN corrective actions resolution aod rework schedule.

SQN TVA welding concero closecut matrix (if available). (Concero6.
vs. NSRS closcout report).

7. The Welding Team observed three structural supports with unvelded
sections.

8. Provide independent reports / conclusions which have been or may be
initiated in response to reinspection results.

3
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Coo r l u r. j ren n

in r,cncral, Welding Team neebers did not express specific concern ns a
result of this SON visit. There was some discussion regarding HDE require-
raents f or ASME Section III, Code class III piping weld. The differcoces
between other industry standards and Nuclear NDE/ inspection requirements was
discussed at length.

If there are any questions, please contact the undersigned.

'?|'b'b bmo k._ <_-

Milf'2rd H. Schuster Carl C neski

HHS :CJC/ad
At t a chmen ts

cc: Welding Team
P. Cortland
W. Kato
W. Long
D. Smith
J. Weeks
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(4/25/86 Memo Attachment 1)

i

Attendance Roster
Entrance Meeting 4/15/86

.

NAME AFFILIATION

Robert Birchell SNP Compliance
Clenn Kirk SQN
W.D. Doty Consultant - Brookhaven National Laboratory
C.E. Hartbower Consultant - Brookhaven National Laboratory ,

D.E. Smith NRC/NRR/FWR-A ,

'

Carl Czajkowski Brookhaven National Laboratory

Milford Schuster Brookhaven National Laboratory

John Fox DKE

L.E. Martin DNP

S. P. Stagnolia Nuclear Construction
R.M. Jessee Nuclear Engineering

Carl Hartaaker DNE

Roger Field, Jr. SQN
L.M. Nobles SQN
David Humble Mech. Maint.
Richard Putler SQN-QA
Robert W. Olson SQN
Larry Alexander SQN

,

I

i

|

|

.

|

|
|

|

| |

!
'

|

|
,
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(4/25/86 Memo Attachment 2)

Attendance Roster
Interview Meeting 4/15/86

.

NAME AFFILIATION

M.H. Schuster Brookhaven National Laboratory
John H. Fox TVA
Lawrence Warner TVA-ISI
Dennis Allen TVA-ISI
Brett McCreary TVA-QA
Carl Czajkowski Brookhaven National Laboratory
David E. Smith NRC
Carl W. Hartmaker TVA-DNE
S Stagnolia TVA-OC-WTG
Roger Field, Jr. TVA-0E
Robert M. Jessee TVA-DNE
W.D. Doty Consultant - Brookhaven National Laboratory '

C.E. Hartbower Consultant - Brookhaven National Laboratory

,

t

!

!
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Attachment 10

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
C H AT T A NOOG A TENNESSEE 3740t

55 1575 Lookout Place

AUG 01986

Director of Buclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: Mr. 5. J. Youngblood. Project Director

PWR Project Directorate No. 4
Division of Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)
Licensing A

U.S. maelear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Deer Mr. Youngblood: i,

In the Matter of the ) Docket Mos. 50-327
Tennessee Veiley Authority ) 50-328

Please refer to your letter to S. A. White dated June 10, 1986 which requestec
additional inforestion on the Sequoyah Buclear Plant Phase II Welding Project
Reporte. Enclosed is the reeponse to your requeeL.

If there are any questions. Please set in touch with R. H. Shell at
FTS 954-2688.

Very truly yours.

7E55ESSEE VALLEY ALITHORITY

21_ _ _

R. Crldley. Di tor
suelear safety Licensina

twiesure
es: U.S. maclear segulatory consmission (anclosure)

mesten 11
attention: Dr. J. Delsen Croce. Reglonal Administrator
101 Barletta Street. Ltd. Suite 2900
Allents. Georgia 30323

|

,
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ENCLOSURE

SE0VOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT MELDING PROJECT REPORTS

1. In 2.0 APTECH ENGINEERING REPORT (Supplemental Information), Page 3,
8th line, it is stated that "In the case of the feedwater lug. no
engineering evaluation was requested by the plant." Why was installing
the alssing welds to drawing requirements chosen as the means of
resolving a missing weld problem rather than perfcralng an engineering
evaluation as had been done with a very stellar problem? Demonstrate
that code requirements were met without installing the missing welds.

Response: Wien missing welds are identified during inspections, it is
usually much easier to add the welds as required by the
drawing (provided there is sufficient access) tha to request
engineering disposition to leava "as is." This was the case
for feedwater lug FDH-203. lbwever, when sufficient access
does net permit welding,' engineering disposition and
subsequent drawing changes are initiated. This was the case
for the Safety Injection Systes stanchlon-to-pipe weld,
1-S!H-17.

In the case of 1-51H-17, engineering gave preliminary
approval to leave "as is" since cursory calculations showed
that the actual weld provided was a1 equate for design loads.
Therefore, addition of the weld was not required.
Engineering will provide final calculations to demonstrate
structural adequacy of the subject support when the drawing
is revised and reissued.

2. The term "Separated weld" is used in 2.0 APTECW ENGINEERING REPORT
(Supplemental Information) Page 3,12th Ilne. Define the basis
for your assessment of this weld failure as being due to operating
transients and not having been due to poor weld quality or cracking
during fabrication.

,

Response: Stace no craclW t ds have been found during the
reinspections, te, ce is no reason to question the quality
of the construction welds. Conversely, there is not a
readily identifiable basis for attributing the occurence
to an operating transient. TVA determined this to be an
isolated case since no other cracked welds or damaged
supports were found in the same area and the cause is
indeterminate.

3. In the APTECM ENGIN(ERING RE*0RT, the Table titled. "N01 DESCR!Pf!ONS
- SEQUOYAN IRJCLEAA PLANT UNIT 1". N0! Number 500201, under Disposition
and Additional <caments it is stated: ". . . clean weld area per
SO N17, palat and re-enaalne.' Erelain 6 code requirements were met
with the esamination following painting.
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Response: The note under N015Q0201 in the APTECH ENGINEER!% REPORT i
is an editorial error. The Maintenance ins;ruction

{required that the subject weld be added, c.eaned, visual |
and PT examined, then painted. The inspe: tion report i

shows that the weld passed final examination (visual and !
PT) on 12/9/85 and has not yet been painted. |

4. In the APTECH ENGINEERING REPORT, Table 4-1 lists 5 Licensing Event |Reports concerned with welds. Provide the number of LERs evaluated in '

this search. Here any failure analyses conducted of the welds covered
by these LERs? If so, please provide them.

Response: There were 840 LERs evaluated in the search. A
metallurgical failure analysis was done in conjunction with
LER 80156. The failure analysis involved a vendor weld
(seal water injection line to reactor coolant pump weld)..

5. Were there ever other than E7018 carbon / low alloy steel shielded metal
arc welding electrodes on the Sequoyah site, such as E8018C3?
Demonstrate that incorrect electrodes were not used on any weldment.

Response:

A. Construction Phase

Yes, small quantitles of E6010. [11018X and various other types of
specialty maintenance electrodes were kept on site. These materials
and their use were strictly controlled. Their uses were llatted to
such things as construction plant (temporary construction facility)
maintenance and construction; maintenance of construction equipmeat;
hard facing of construction egulpeent cutting edges; crane boom
repair; build up for hard facing of worn construction equipment; and
the fabrication of construction jigs and fistures. '

| In addition to the previously described maintenance materials, small
quantitles of t.4018C3 and E7010Al materials were used on appropriate
permanent plant features. The use of these materlais was alsoi

| strictly controlled in accordance with the construction Quality
Assurance / Quality Control Program.

Checks and balaACes were reflected In ConstrvCtion procedures to
lasere the proper procurement. storage, and application of welding
materials used for permanent plant construction. These included the
recording and verification by QC Inspectors of filler materials by
type of safety related pipewelds and a QC surveillance to spot check

. proper filler material application on all safety related welding. In
I addition @ reviews of safety related pipeweld records included

electrode type as a check point.

|
|

|

|
|
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8. Operation Phase

Yes, like construction, small quantitles of various types of other
electrodes are maintained for specialty welding and specialized
maintenance appIlcations. These include carbon steel coated
electrodes other than E7018 which have not been used on safety related
plant features. These applications include maintenance of shop and
shop equipment, fabrication of temporary jigs and fixtures, and
noncritical maintenance of non-safaty related balance of plant items.
These materials and their applications are strictly controlled in
accordance with approved plant procedures.

Maintenance and sodification procedures provide for the QC
verification of proper filler material use for safety related
applications. This verification provides indirect traceability to
heat / lot numbers. In addition, a QA surveillance progran provides
additional spot checking of proper electrode usage.

6. For the Sechtel Audit, what were the total number of widers and
laspectors la the populations from which the audit samples were taken?
provide separate totals for the Office of Construction and Nuclear
Operations.

Response: Populations from which the Sechtel Audit Team selected are
as follows:

Organtration tielders Inspectors

Construction appros. 3100 appron. ISO
| Ruclear Operations appros. 205 appron. 120

7. The TVA telespections checked the relative angnettsa for all welds,t

l austeeltic and ferritic. Wat was the procedure for this inspection
; method? Provide justification for different levels of magnetism and

their acceptance criteria, particularly "weakly magnetic".

Ansponse:' The angnetic check for generic filler metal type (i.e.,
ferritic or austeettic) was performed by touching a small
peramment magnet to the weld deposit and noting his
judgement as to intether the deposit was strongly, weakly,
or non-eagnetic. The inspector also noted teether the
base asterials being joined were stainless or carbon steel.

Evaluation of correctness of filler metal was done by 0(
.

according to the following guidelines:|

1. The correct weld metal for welds joining stainless steel
to stalalets steel should be weakly magnetic or non-
magnetic.

| 2. The correct veld metal for welds joining stalr.less steel
to carbon steel should be weakly magnetic or non.
magnetic.
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3. The correct veld metal for welds joining carben steel to
carbon steel should be strongly magnet,lc.

The above guidelines are as contained in P.S.3.C.11.1 (RI).

The "weakly magnetic" category as a permissible condition
for iteas 1 and 2 above reflects that the correct stainless
st6el weld metal used in these welds should appear non-
magnetic or weakly angnetic depending on delta ferrite
content and/or degree of base metal dilution.

8. Cracks wre not listed as one of the attributes in the teoles of TVA
Retnspection Iteport. Were any cracks found during the TVA
Reinspection? Also, porosity was not an attribute listed in the
structural t. elds table, letat was the rejection rate for porosity in
t%e structural welds in the TVA Reinspection?

Response: Both cracks and porosity were attributes that were checked
in the reinspection effort. No cracks were found during
the reinspsetton, Rejectable porosity was not found on
any structural welds.

9. In 4.4.1, Page 8, line 21, of the five welds which were ground, were
the annufacturer's sinlaus wall thickness requirements encroached upon?
If so, to det entent?

Responsa: Only one weld (2CCF-64) of the five which were ground to
reduce surface indications had its manufacturer's alnimum
i:all thickness encroached upon. This weld is in a 4-inch
schedule 40 carbon steel pipe. The measured thickness
locallred ground area is 0.198". This is 0.0094" less
than the annufacturer's einlaus wall requirement of
0.2074* but is more than tulce the design einlaus wall of
0.00",

10. In 4.4.1, page 10, llas 1, the rough condition of two welds found
durlag the reinspection is discussed. Nowlde infonnation that
justifies the statseent, "The Indepth investigation of the welder and
lespector smallfication revealed no Indications of inadequacy of the
melder or lespector capabilities." leut was done to demonstrate that
this level of wortasaship by this welder and/or judgement by this
lespector more not repeated elsewhere at Seevoyah?

Oesponse': After proper removal of paint, both welds were inspectable
by the penetrant method. The Inspectors' certification
files were reviewed and both inspectors in question were
found to have at least two years tupertence at penetrant
testing een the inspections were made. The welder was
lattleily cartified in May 1975 and had welded in nuclear
esplications off and on since that time. TVA determined
that no further investigation of the inspectors' or
welders' work met necessary.
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11. In 4.4.1, Page 11, in the table titled "P!r8ING HELD 5", the rejection
rate when expressed in terms of the percentage of welds rejected is 561
(184/333). Even allowing for~some rejected welds counted more than
once because of more than one rejectable attribute, the rejection rate

!

1

is very high. 4) What is the root cause of this high rejection rate of
originally inspected and accepted welds? b) 15 there any basis for
concluding that there is a connection between the employee concerns
expressing doubt about inspectors capabilities or that harassment and
intimidation of inspectors occurred? c) With respect to question a),
address in particular the attribute underfill, which has very specific
code requirements. d) The arc strike / weld spatter rejection rate was
311. 24t is the root cause for this high rejection rate? e) What
were the original inspection criteria for these weld attributes? f)
mat were the reinspection criteria for these attributes? g) What is
the justification for elimination of inspecting arc strlies for cracks
in G-29C?

~

Response: The reinspection rejection rate on a per weld basis to
inspection requirements is 241 (80/333). The 184 arc
strikes and weld spatter indications were reportable but
not rejectable. Base metal outside the weld area was not
required to be enaalned by the construction code. The
procedure used for the reinspection required base metal
Indications outside the weld to be reported.

Any reinspection effort will typically have a rejection
rate of 5-10 percent. However, a reinspection such as
this can have a rejection rate approaching 20-25 percent
because of the circumstances under which tha reinspection
was made.

24t is the root cause of this high rejection rate of originally4.

inspected and accected welds?

Response The root cause of the high discrepancy rate involves both
psychological factors and a changing inspection philosophy
la recent years. Inspectors performing this reinspection
antici p te<* *second-guessing" of their judgements by
others. tocausethereisjudgementinvolvedinweld
laspection close calls will inevitably become rejects
under such condit!ons, It is unrealistic to ess ct the
results of a reinspection performed under the degree of
scrutiny involved here to yleid results comparable to I

those performed in the 1970-80 era. This does not teoly I

inadequate laspection during construction. It does
ireflect a change in weld Inspection philesophy and ;

sethodology over the past 15 years and most particularly |la the M st 2-3 years. The significant change lavolves
less rellence on the inspector's eyes and judgement of the,

weld as a whole, and more on quantitative measurement of
every attribute on every increment of weld. I
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To a lesser degree, the current discrepancy rate is a
result of changes in acceptance criteria (see "d" below).

b. Is there any basis for concluding that there is a connection
between the eactoyee concerns expressing doubt about inspectors
capabilities or that harassment and intimidation of inspectors
occurred?

Response: The program was working properly and inspectors were
performing properly. We have no evidence that would
support the concerns about inspector capability and
inspector harassment or Intleidation.

c. With respect to question a), address in particular the attribute
underfill, which has very specific code requirements.

_ Response: Seven of the 11 welds rejected for underftll involve
sockolet branch connection fittings to pipe runs. These
fittings are proprietary products designed to provide
integral reinforcement of the branch opening. Because of
the configuration of the fittings themselves and the
geometry of the connection as a whole, the correct weld
size and configuration is not otvlous. This is
particularly so in the cases where there is little
differeice in the size of the run pipe and branch

t..anection.

The ree41ning four instances of underfill involved welds
jolning meebers of unequal thickness (ptpe to valve or
fitting). Here the reported underfill was with respect to
the edge of the thicker etaber. However, the weld
thickness was greater than the minlaus pipe wall
thickness. (Itefer to Nott 6 of Appendia 4.4.)

Me agree that the code requirements are esplicit with
regard to vnderflit as applied to typical piping girth
butt welds. Underftll in such welds has not historically
been a probles and was not in this reinspection.

J. The arc strlLs/wld spatter rejection rate was 311., What is the
root cause for this high rejection rate?

w se: TVA procedures in use during the construction of Sequoyah
nuclear Plant prior to March 21, 1979 did not require the
reporting of arc strikes unless a crack was present. The
procedures used during the reinspection did require
reporting of arc strikes. The data staply reflects the
procedure requirements in the two different time frames.
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Weld spatter has been prohibited by TVA inscettien
criterla since 1970. Neither the construction era nor
current piping codes (ASME Section !!! and 831.1) address |
the condition. Althoug*i lumped with arc strikes as e
discrepant condition, it was reported on only three piping
welds.

e. What were the original inspection criteria for the'e weld5

attributes?
i

Response: Please refer to item "d" for responsr.

f. Wiat were the reinspection criteria for these attributes?

Response: Both arc strikes and weld spatter were treated as
discrepant conditions during the reinspection.

g. leiat is the justification for ellalnation of inspecting arc
strikes for cracks in G-29C?

Response Cracks have been and are presently prohibited in welds and
'

adjacent base material in TVA Inspection procedures. This
prohibition includes cracks in art strikas or anywhere else
within the zone of Inspection.

12. In 4.4.1 Pete 11 and 4.2.1, page 13, in the tables titled "PIP!NG
WLDS" and "STWCTURAL ELOS" respectively, expressing weld rejection :
rates based upon the attribute inches is aisleading. There was.only a
finite number of welds inspected, and a quallfled craftsman should be
capable of asking melds which meet all of the attributes in all of the
Inches subaltted to inspection. For these tables, please rearrange the
data as follows:

tesponse:
,

PIPE WELOS

NO. Of WELDS No Of WELOS W!TN NO. Of WELDS
TYPE 3F MELD REINS?ECit0 REJEClED

REPORTASLE INDICAf!0NS SY C00t 8f CODE

Socket Melds
Office of Coast. 204 74 0
anclear ops. 34 6 0

Outt Melds
Office of Coast. 64 46 0

|anclear Ops. 22 6 0 !

Attachment to Pipe Wall
|Office of Coast. 5 3 0

teclear 0p5. 0 0 0
Total melds .

Office of Const. 277 127 0
anclear ops. 56 12 0
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I
l STRUCTURAL WEl.0_5

'NO. OF WELD
NO. OF WELOS JOINTS NOT

NO. OF WELDS WITH REPORTAELE MEETING

TYPE OF WELD REINSPECTED IN01 CAT 10NS DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Fillet Welds
Office of Const. 1080 160 0

nuclear 095. 144 21 0
Sutt Welds

Office of Const. 50 4 0
huclear ops. 0 0 0

Other (speelfy) - Flare
Office of Cm st. g2 24 0 '
auclear Ops. 24 2 0

' Weld joints tare evaluated not individual weld segments.

|

13. la the TVA helnspection Repxt, a comparison is made between original
laspection results and the reinspection results for piping welds. If
such a comparison can be made in a quantitative manner for structural
welds, please present the data.

Response: The original Inspection was made on an ites basis rather
than Individual weld, consequently, we do not believe
possible to make a meaningful weld-by-weld comparison
between the reinspection results and the original
laspection results for structural welds.

14. Referring to the Legend for Table 4.2. In the Final Resolution colten,
define the meaning of the letter codes in parentheses.

! Sespor.;e: The letter ccdes locates within the parenthesis in the
legend of the final Resolution of Table 4.2 denote various

| design sections within the Olvision of nuclear Engineering
that had Isad responsibility of the resolutions addressed
by the code of Al through A10.

utB C$n - auclear Engineering tranch - Code Standards &
t

! leaterials Section
i CIS N2 - Civil Engineering Branch itechanical Analysis

Section #2
SQEP M3 - Seevoyah Engineering Prcject Mechanical Design

*+ttlon #3
' 3XP C3 - > ;xyah Engineering Project Civil Design section
{ 43
.

1

;

)

f
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15. There are some ecoloyee concerns about various structures not
being in accordance with the as-built drawings. Old the TVA
reinspection address this issue? If so, report the deviations from the
as-built drawings found. Report the deviations in configuration as to
type of deviation, the rate of a type of deviation coscared to the
nuecer in the reinspection population, and !f such deviations resulted
in not meeting code requireeer.ts.

Response: No. This reintpection program was not intended to address
deviations in configuration from as-built drawings. This
subject is being addressed by TVA's esployee concerns
program.

16. Table 4.3 shows that a total v< So structures were reinspected in the
TVA reinspection program. 16owever. Table 4.4 shows only 31 structures
as having been reinspected. Explain the discrepancy,

tasponse: Table 4.3 is correct for number of structures. Table 4.4
shows number of itees or what was defined in Phase ! as a
pa ct ase . An ites may contain only one structure or a
number of structures.

To correct the Table 4.3. the title should read "le.73ER OF
REllrSPECTED STROCTIAES".

There are 31 packages (itees) shown in Table 4.4.

Two packages (sto.10 and No. 30) are not reported in Table
4.4. Itee flo'was not reinspected and Item #30 is
reported in the Mechanical Reinspection (Table 4.2).

The remaining packhges breakdown to the following niteber of
structures.

Itees 2 thru 9)
12 )

i 14 thru 16) All contain one structu.e
18 )
20 thru 21)
23 thru 29)
31 )

Ites 1- 2 structures
11 - 2 structure;
13 - 3 structures
17 - 2 structures i

19 - 14 structures |

I

,
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At L.idiment IL

ROBERT 0. STOUT. Consentant
141 usr.u.ri. si...i

s.w.n.m. e.. iscis

September 8, 1986
Hem. Phea.: (215) 866-069 8Cresa Pheat. (215) 8614264

Mr. Carl J. Czajkowski
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, N.Y. 11973

Dear Mr. Czajkowski:

This letter is a statement of my indi-
vidual reactions as a member of the expert welding team
formed by Brookhaven National Laboratory. This team was
assigned to review the adequacy of the TVA welding pro-
gram and the corrective actions taken by TVA in response
to expressed employee concerns. The first segment of the
work was to examine the program and employee concerns
relevant to the Sequoyah Station. The committee embarked
on a physica*. survey of the safety-related Class 3 piping
welds and scructural welds, and also considered 117
employee concerns pertaining to welding together wich the
TVA respenses supplied.

The physical survey did not raise atiy
serious doubts about the quality arid adequacy of the
weldments based on visual examination. The fact that the
station has been in operation for some six years without
significant welding failures supports the adequacy of
the welding.

No attempt was made to analyze the
dacuments pertaining to the programmatic aspects of the
TVA operation beyond the extensive discussions among the
committee and NRC representatives. The examination of
the employee conagns and the responses of TVA did not
reveal any evidence of gross departures from accepted
practices. The chief weaknesses seem to be associatei
with an overelaborated program which has suffered fren
the failure of management to maintain careful control
of it.

In summary my conclusions are as
follows:
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Page 2
s,

1. The class 3 welded construction at the Sequoyah,

Station appears from the reinspection reports ,

of TVA and NRC to be of acceptable , quality. The
visual inspection by the team supported this
view,

i

2..No' employee concerns were confirmed which threaten-

the safety of the plant.

-

3. TVA must restore full confidence in their man-
i agement of the welding program.

4. There were no inadequacies revealed in the welded
construction which would prevent resumption of
operation of the Sequoyah Station.

!

Very truly yours,

k b bb
Robert D. Stout

,

I

: -

! )
1

|

|

| I
|

!
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At t.tchpa tit 12

18131542 G074

PAUL E. BOASTERS
ws wei= a t =ei= c ei= e

1951 PALAc0 cR ANDE PARKWAY
CAPE COR AL. P LoAIDA 339N

September 13, 1986

Mr. Carl J. Czajkowski
Department of Nuclear Energy
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York l i /93

Subject: Position Statement - Contract Number 225771-5

It is the writer;s oplnlon that the Technical Evaluation Report
(TER) relative to the welding concern program at TVA's Sequoyah units
1 and 2, dated August, 1986 and edited by Carl J. Czajkowski, properely
reflects the concensus of the Expert Team's evaluation of the utility's
response and action plan for addressing the employee welding concerns.

During this evaluation it was quite evident that there was poor
over-all management by TVA. They appear to treat each site as an entity.
Their documents, which are Innumerable, were confusing, overlapping,
repetitive, unclear and lacked continulty with regard to each other and
to revisions. This certainly results in a lack of understanding by all
craf t personnel and their supervisors. This a,lso appears to create cone
fusion In the control by NRC in monitoring TVA's work. This situation
adds to the pubile's already poor opinion of the control and safety of
nuclear power plants, in the recent meeting with NRC this was quite
evident by the discussions withIn the NRC group relative to the TVA

,

I situation.

The writer seriously ouestions, the use of TVA's Visual Veld Accept-
Criteria for Structural wolding, HCIG-01, for the einspection or for

| Initial welding. The document correctly states in its introduction'

paragraph 1.1.1.1 of AWS D1.1 and that it was a new paragraph in the
1985 edition. Also included is part of the Commentary on this paragraph,
but falls to include the statement in the preceeding paragraph to the
effect that any modifications of the Code deemed necessary 'ay the auth-
orities should be clearly referenced in the construction agreement be-
tween the owner and the contractor. In this case, TVA's, the Justifica-
tion for NCIG-01 is being applied many yecrs af ter the original spec-
Ifications were written.

It is ludicrous to use a lower weld quellty requirenent NCIG-01,
than the original, 01.1, as the criterion to reinsrect questionable
welding. Further Justification of acceptance of undersize welds, lack
of specified number of welds, etc., by engineering reevaluation shows
poor original design work by specifying over welding or a reduction of
the safety factor for the connection. Again adding to the public's poor
opinion of nuclear power projects.

j
I

|

|
|
i

,
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PAUL E. MASTERS page 2

Position Statement Continued

During the Teams on-site visit to the Sequoyah plant on Feb. 26-28,1986 It was the writer's opinion that the weld quality'was good. How-
ever it must be realized that this did not include weld size, length, etc.,

4

as we did not have these requirements when viewing the welds.

The writer cannot make a statement relative to the start-up of!

the Sequoyah units as that must be based on the acceptance of the eng-
Ineering reevaluation Judgement and the acceptance of a lesser weld
quality requirement used in the reevaluation and weld reinspection
results.

~~ se _

~ _ M&.

Paul E. Masters

,
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Attachment 13

W. H. M uns e
1208 Devonshire Dr.

Champaign, IL 61821 |
1

.

f

October 1, 1986 ;
.

! +

. ,

Mr. Carl J. Czaykowski
Materials Technology Div.
Brockhaven National Laboratcry

Upton, New York 11973

Welding Concern Program at TVA's Sequoyah Plants

] Dear Mr. Czaykowski

This letter report is in answer to your request to the expert welding (
team for individual evaluation of the Weld Evaluation Program at the s

Sequoyah Nuclear Plants.

Your Technical Evaluation Repcrt of August 1986 includes the expert
:welding team's evaluations of the detailed Employee Concerns relative to

the Sequoyah Units. In 'additicn, I shculd like to cffer the follcwing j

comments and analysis ecncerning various aspects of the overall Welding ;
i

Program. These ccaments relate to ths emplcyee concerns as well as to a'

variety of other questions,. analyses and reports. {
4

i
1. Evaluaticn cf Ccnstruction Welding and Inspecticn. Bcth the Aptech

and Becntel audits inycived cnly an examination cf the welding and inspec- ,

tion documentatien for SQN and nct an examination cf the actual welds. !

Based on these studies the Welding Program ocncludes that (a) "the welding f
program for the TVA Sequcyah Nuclear Plant is being effectively implemented t

and that the installed hardware is suitable for service," and, (b) "that j

TVA had an effective prograd related to welding and NDE." Mcwever, there ['

are many questtor,s raised in these audits that lead cne to question the:e [

conclusions. Fce example, it is indicated in the Aptech repcrt that the
welding and inspectica programs shculd provide quality welds, if properly
toplemented. But, were they properly taplemented?

,

; !

An examination of the data on the weld reinspections at SQN shows the
'existence of numercus welds with rejectable attributes (See Tables 4.2 and

4.3 of the Vcl. III report) even though less stringent requirements were
empicyed in the reinspection than had originally been specified. This
certainly does not indicate that the original designs and specifications !

had been pecperly implemented. ,

L

In ancther pcrtien cf the Aptech repcet it is noted that 46,430 hours
of operaticn at SQN'1 and 2 had not identified any welds which are not of
sufficient quality fcr their intended service. This may be true for

i

!
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operating-service conditions but does not cover the maximum design leadings"

for which the plants are designed; the cperating ecnditions shculd not be
expected to produce any problems in the welds since they wculd not stress
the welds to the magnitude that wculd be reached by the applicaticn cf the
maximum design loads.

In the Bechtel repcrt it is cbserved that, "Many cf the referenced,

implementing procedures in IT t NQAM were Tcund to be excessively Icng,
ambigucus, and oc nct give clear and eencise instructicns to persennel to
perform their activity." Again, with such conditions existing it is hard
to see hcw the welding and inspecticn perscnnel eculd prcperly perfccm
their functions.

Another evaluatien which relates to the TVA welding and inspecticn can
be tcund in the QAE-80-Z report. Although this report applies specifically
to the Watts Bar Plants, much of it is of a general nature and nc doubt
generically applicable er appropriate to the Sequoyah Plants tec. Many
reccamendaticns are made, including the Tc11cwing:

(a) Disciplinary action shculd be taken against welders who bypass
hold points.

(b) Respcnsibility fcr meeting QA/QC requirements should be emphasized.

(c) A CONST qualificatien/certificatien .pecgram fcr visual weld
inspection should be established.

(d) The Welding Engineering Units should supply persennel with
infermation on weld sequencing.

(e) Ccmplete welding procedure specifications shculd be at the tereman's
station.

(f) All necessary tecls, gauges, and instruments necessary to determine
weld acceptance should be made scre readily available.

(g) Mcre surveillance checks should be made en in process welding
operations.

(h) A standardized system fcr centinuity of welders' qualificatten and
welding procedure / performance qualification cross-reference should
be develcped.

(1) A ccmplete rewcrk cf distributien, centrol, cent.ent and utilizaticn
of G-29 specificatiens should be made. C-29 needs to be at work
staticrs.

(j ) Apprcximately 50 percent of the site welding engineers have
insufficient backgrcund, exptrience and educatien to perform as
qualified welding enginecrs.
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(k) Welding engineers spend the majcrity of their , time as Technical unit
superviser to the welding inspecters because of inexperienced
welding inspection persennel.

(1) There is failure by craf ts to fellcw instructicn in werk packages
and other documents, and to bypass heldpoints.

(m) Inspecticn perscnnel are not always pecvided with the basic tecls
needed to perform the inspecticn functions.

(n) With the exceptien cf the apprentice pregram. OJT fer welders is net
provided.

(c) Nuclear projects are ccnstantly cited by NRC fcr the lack cf control
of filler material.

(p) Quality levels cn civil structural drawings are confusing and need
some type of resolution.

(q) Redundancy in QCI and G-29 cn NDE procedures shculd be eliminated.

With such questiens being raised and so many reccmmendations being
made, it is difficult to imagine that the welding and inspection programs
are being er have been properly implemented.

Finally it is noted that the Aptech and Bechtel Audits invcived only
reviews cf recceds, and the TVA's reinspection is primarily through paint
and cf V, PT and HT precedures. Little has been done to provide a
volumetric evaluation (reinspecticn), of the Class 1 and 2 Sequoyah welds.
This appears to be ene of the majcr ancetecmings of the Welding Evaluation
Project. In fact there has been no indication of a systematic re-exami-
nation of the radicgraphs for such welds.

|

2. Specifications. A second area cf concern is the application of tr.e'

AWS D1.1 Ccce. As a member cf the AWS Structural Welding Ccmmittee the
writer has censidered the Structural Welding Ccde to provide minimum
requirements. Mcwever, fecm the TVA dccuments it is apparent that they
have interpreted the Code in the becadest sense und have provided less
stringent requirements than in 01.1 (see Table A cf Vol. II fcr the TVA
Ccmparisen cf G-29 to 01.1 and NCIG-01 to D 1.1) Ccde. There is less
safety provided by G-29 and NCIG-01 than is pecvided by the D1.1 Ccde. The

!

| D1.1 Code is used primarily fcr buildings and bridget. In view of the
critical nature of a failure at a nuclear plant, one would generally assume
that the provisions for a nuclear plant would be mere stringent rather than

j less stringer.t than for buildinCs. Furtharmere. there has been no scund
|

Justificaticn given fcr the relaxatien of requirements. In the ecmmentary
of the 1985 AWS Code it is indicated that, ''when modifications are

,

| appecved, evaluatten cf suit-ability fcr service using modern fracture
mechanics techniques, a histcry of satisfactory service, cc experimentalI

evidence is recognized as a
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suitable basis for alternate acceptance criteria for welds." This type of
justificaticn Tcr modificaticn has not been clearly descnstrated in the
documents available to date. ,

'

A second precedure that has been used to justify the use of welds that i

fall to satisfy the D1.1 is to make an engineering check to establish
suitability fcr service. Such a procedure using NCIG-01, since it to a
relaxation of the DI.1 Code, will provide a structure that is net as safe ,

as if the welds met the D1.1 require =ents. The necessity to use such a
procedure also suggests that the criginal design may have been poor er
overly conservative, both cf which indicate pccr engineering.

i

3 Summary and Cenelusions. Tecm the TER it is shewn that the Sequoyah
units have suffered scme areas of programmatic breakdcwn but the hardware
itself does not appear to have defects cf great detriment cr magnitude,.
However, further study of this questien would seem desirable. The evalu-
ation of the Employee Concerns indicates that many have not been
substantiated, ner have they all been shcwn to be groundless CP false.

In NSRS report No. I-85-373-NPS interviews with 17 NDE inspecters
concerning OJT, it is indicated that most inspectors expressed ccncerns to
varying degrees with regard to the validity cf sc=e of the clatted OJT1,

i

falsification of recceds and favoritism are repceted. Thus, the concern
over, OJT was basically substantiated. In additlen, it is indicated that
scae inspectcrs didn't feel they were quallfled for some cf their tasks.

'

The ERT investigattens repcrt en OJT also indicates bcth a program-
satic breakdown and f alsification of reccrds within the TVA NDE training /
certification program. Again, a suustantiation cf the OJT concern.

|
t

Based on the various studies and evaluations made to date it appears
; that there are a numtor of shortccmings in the TVA program.

(a) Inadequate training at all levels.,

(b) Pocr record keeping and centec1 in welding and inspection.

(c) Many precedures are excessively 1cng, ambigucus, and do net give
clear Ond concise instructions to persent.el to perform their
activities. There are many cverlapping dccuments.

(d) There is excessive redundancy in the various weld related
corstruction documents, the various weld related inspection
instructicns, the varicus weld related standard cperating
procedures, and in the various design, constructicn and inspection
specifications and codes. This causes confusion.

(e) There are so many dccuments fcr a pecject that relate to welding and
inspection that it is essentially impossible for the persennel to be

; aware of all the requirements to which they shculd be ucrking.
!

!

,
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b
,

These are all shcrtccmings that can be corrected. However, the fact
ithat they have txisted raises questicns as to the quality of the welded

nuclear structures.

The Weld Evaluaticn Prcgram was designed to establish a high level of '

confidence in all welds at the Sequcyah Nuclear plant. However, with the
relaxations in specificaticns necded for weld acceptance, and the need to
use an extra engineering check of suitability fcr service does not help to
instill a high level cf ecnfidence in the welding.

t

In the reinspection program the welds were generally rated as average
er better. Hcwever, in 345 piping welds 9 were rated unacceptable as to
the quality cf weld workmanship. In 7368 inches of structural welds
reinspected (in 1394 welds). 1040 inches were fcund witn indicatiens, 10.38
percent were undersize and 9 joints had welds emitted. Again, although
mest welds appear visually to be of average ce goed structural quality
(this was also the writer's general cbservation frem a personal examinatten
of a limited number cf welds), the number cf indications repcrted is of ,

such a magnitude that the desired high level of confidence in the welding'

i and inspecticn coes not appear te have been achieved. Acceptance has been i

|achieved on1) by empicying specificatiens less stringent than criginally
specified, and through the applicaticn of "an engineering evaluation,"
with little indicaticn cf what this evaluaticn entailed. A greater ecnfi-
dence in such acce, ,ance criteria might be pcssible if some quantitative
acasures were presented to such questiens as, what percentage the welds
were undersize (per the criginal specified size), and frcm the engineering
evaluation, what is the magnitude cf understress in the actual welds (based
on the maximum allcwable cesign stresses).

;

Free the above discussion it snculd be evident that the writer !

|believes further analysis and justification cf the Sequoyah welding and
inspection would be desirable to demonstrate whether cr not the welding at I

the Sequcyah plants is cf a quality to satisfy the desired Ccde and
i Speelficatten design requirements. ;

Very truly ycurs,
r

b -

W. H. Munse
Professer Emeritus cfj
Civil Engineering'

WMM/jh

: <

4
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Att. nim-ot 14

,

'
;

September 16, 1986
Mr. Carl Czajkowski
Brookhaven National Lab. ,

Upton, Long Island-
New York 11973

iDear Carl,

Enclosed please find an Executive Summary of my views re-#

garding the adequacy of the TVA SQN Welding Concern Program :and the adequacy of TVA's corrective actions in the areas of '

Welder Certification and Welding Inspection.
I consider these issues to be unresolved by TVA and because

these issues potentially adversely affect the safety of the -

plant, startup should be delayed until TVA has adequately ad-
dressed.both issues. TVA's denial of documented facts by NSRS/
-QTC/ERT should be flatly rejected; additional test and evalu-
ation is required to give reasonable assurance that the plant
is safe for operation. ,

I recommend the following additions to the TVA Weld Evalu-
ation Program (h?.P) as a MINIMUM requirement for assuring ac-
ceptable Safety Related Welds at SQN: ,

,

With documented programmatic and implementation failures in
visual weld inspection and a high probability of unqualified
NDE inspectors at the time of construction and PSI inspections,
before restart of SQN weld quality in Class 1 and Cl*tsa 2 piping
velds should be verified by the following:

(1) For inspectors who served at SQN during coastruction
and/or in the PSI but are no longer employed by TVA, make an
independent audit of personnel records to determine compliance
with SNT.TC-1A recommended practice for NDE Level II Certifi-

: cation of inspectors.

(2) For inspectors still employed by TVA. test each NDE in-
spector using hands-on weld samples (EG&G is using such samples
in their current WEP inspector-qualification programs such test-'

ing will give no assurance that the inspector was qualified at
the time of construction or PSI but will at least verify that
the inspector is currently qualified).

(3) Verify the quality of the radiography as used in the RT
of safety related welds by re-examination of film by an inde-
pendent team of radiographic experts. The assessment of qualityshould include determining if the films have the reouired identi-
fication, are free of artifacts, have the correct penetrameters
and quality level, and have correct station markers. Additionally.
the verification examination should reassess the weld quality and ,

,!

related documentation to assure that all indications were properly
interpreted and that all rejectable indications were corrected.-

>

Sincerely yours
I M6N Mh&
!

i
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SER/TER ATTACHMENT
September 15, 1986

MEM00RANDUM FOR: C. J. Czajkowski
Department of Nuc Energy
Brookhaven National Lab.
Upton, Long Island 11973

FROM: C. E. srtbower
Consult.ng Welding Engineer,

Fair Oaks, CA 95628
REVIEW AND EVALUATION OF TVA's REASSESSMENTSUBJECT: OF WELD QUALITY AT SEQUOYAH UNITS 1 & 2,
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF FINDINGS.

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
The Welding Team was under contract to Brookhaven National

Laboratory to independently review TVA's resolution of the issues
raised by the numerous welding-related employee concerns at the
Sequoyah Nuclear Power Station (SQN) and to uake recommendations
on the adequacy of TVA's corrective actions, as appropriate.

As a team, our collective findings are encapsulated by Mr.
Czajkowski in his Technical Evaluation Report (TER) under the
heading EXPERT WELDING TEAM as applied to each of six categories
of employee concerns. The findings do not always represent a ;

consensus opinion. I see tv - issue categories as requiring ampli- >

fication and further resolut.on prior to restart of SQN Units 1 &2
viz., WELDING INSPECTION (40 employee concerns) and WELDER
CERTIFICATION / TRAINING (27 employee concerns).

The following memorandum report constitutes an Executive
Summary of my find,ings acting independently as a welding expert.

WELDER CERTIFICATION
Several reports address the employee concerns on matters re-

| lating to velder certification / training, including ERT Investi-
gation Report of 9/26/85, QTC/ERT Investigation Report of 2/28/86

i and NSRS Report I-85-135-SQN. The following findings may impact,

the safety of SQN and in my opinion require further consideration'

i by TVA before restart of SQN. Quoting from the NSRS report:
In the past, Nuclear Power has accepted construction

r welder performance qualification without retesting.
l The SQN Site Director issued a memorandum (Abercrombie '

to listed reci Aug 29, 1985, subject Welders
Certification)pients, directing site management to discontinue

-

|the practice (of accepting construction welder perform-
ance qualification without testing).

'

COMMENT: Construction was completed at SQN prior to Aug 1985 and,
therefore, the corrective action was too late to benefit this
plant, i

There appears to be no safety concern since all active
welder records were either correct or readily restored
to requirements. Also all safety-related welding is in-

|
'
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dependently inspected per an approved QA program.
|

CCMMENT: Safety may in fact be a concern because construction
was completed prior to implementation of a proper welder certi-
fication program, and the efficacy of NDE inspection may have
been limited as a means to verify the quality ,of safety-related
welds by a programmatic breakdown and falsification of records
within the TVA NDE training / certification program.

If one or more unqualified welders worked on safety-relatd weldsSRWs), say C1 1 and/or C1 2 piping, and if the particular welds
made by an unqualified welder were tested by an unqualified NDE
inspector, potentially dangerous flaws could be in the plant
today.

NRC welding team inspectors (6/2-6/6/86, 6/16-6/20/86 and
7/7-7/11/86 at SQN) confirmed a number of weld deficiencies thathad been previously identified and evaluated by TVA in their WEP
reinspection effort. Many of these weld deficiencies provide
additional evidence of unqualified welders at SQN. Furthermore,
the fact that on reinspection there were NCIG-01 rejectable welds
inspite of the relaxed acceptance criteria of NCIG-01 welds thatin construction had been made to AUS D1.1 acceptance criteria,
provides additional evidence of unqualified welders at SQN (as
well as unqualified inspectors during construction and PSI).

When the provisions of the TVA QA program that required welder
performance qualification t,esting were relaxed and the work force
perceived a loosening of control / standards, workmanship couldhave suffered. Welder skills, performance and pride in workman-
ship constitute the-first line of defense against flawed welds:
the second is the welding inspector who observes the day-by-day
performance of each velders If the welding inspector is to be
effective, he or she must be adequately trained / experienced and
operate with the full support of management.
WELDING INSPECTION '

I believe that before restart of SQN TVA shoulu resolve point
by point the findings of three NSRS/QTC/ERT Irvestigation Reports
which concluded that certain employee concerns regarding weld
inspection are substantiated.

A Nuclear Safety Review Staff (NSRS) investigation was con-
ducted to determine the validity of an expressed employee concern
which stated:

Sequoyah. Many employees are certified but are not
qualified. They do not have enough on-the-job training(0JT) even though it s documented that they do have ,

'

enough OJT. The concern existed from 1980 to present.
Details known to QTC, withheld to maintain confiden-
tiality. NUC PR concern.

NSRS notes that ". . .it should be recognized that a differentia-
tion can be made between work-time experience, whi:h is what OJT
as used in this report is really referring to, and the proper
usage of the term OJT which denotes a dedicated, organi:ed, com-
prehensive and documented system of formal training on actuual
work activity and equipment.
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The report (NSRS Invostigation Report I-85-373-NPS on Docu-
mentation of Required OJT for NDE Personnel Certification by
C. L. Wilson and M. P. Mills dated 1/31/86, 27 pages) determined
that

NDE management in TVA early on took a very, loose inter-
pretation of OJT requirements, and many of the individ-
uals who trained ufder that policy and were subsequently
promoted have continued and extended that practice...

,

A followup investigation by NUC PR will be required to
remedy the findings documented herein.
Inspection personnel in both QC and ISI have been placed
in a difficult position by a policy which has been orig-
inated and promulgated by individuals who are now more
than two levels of supervision above them...

It is crucial to understand that there is a direct con-
nection between the personnel practices of the NDE groups
and the safety of the plant. This is because the inspec-
tors can only.do their critical joba well when they see
that strict completion of technical training requirements,
independence and rigorous adherence to procedures are cul-
tivated and rewarded rather than compomised...

... sufficient certification discrepancies were noted to
mandate an extended evaluation by NUC PR of the TVA NDE
certification program and resultant inspection activities. i
... Thit followup investigation should begin with Sequoyah |
Nuclear Plant. NSRS considers this a startup issue for SQN.

-

Another report, an investigation of nondestructive examination
(NDE) certifications at the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant (SQN) and the
Power Operations Training Center (POTC), was written at the same
time as the NSRS report. This investigation, by QTC. was to de-

1 termine if NDE certifications.had been falsified (QTC/ERT Inves-
' tigation Report by M. P. Mills on Falsification of OJT Records

dated 1/31/86. 7pages).
The results of this investigation clearly indicate both

I a programmatic breakdown and falsification of records with-
| in the TVA NDE training / certification program. Based on ;

these findings, the following is recommended:
'

|
1. The turn over of this report to the Office of Ceneral

; Counsel for investigation of legal wrong doing, and
2. TVA issue an i= mediate stop work order against thei

| certification of NDE inspectors until such time as the
I situation can be evaluated and corrective action taken,

c

The third report. QTC/ERT Investigation Report by R. W. Jones ;
,

; dated 2/28/86, 28 pages, dealt with a number of generic concerns
! that : |

Inspe wors are generally untrained or not adequately train- |
ed, are unqualified, lack knowledge of weld-acceptance cri- e

teria and do not follow procedures.

Training, both classroem and on-the-job is inadequate, certi-
fication tests are deceribed as a joke. do not receive the
required minimum training. The above concerns encompass all
inspector training, qualifications and testing.

4
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This investication was performed from July through October
1985

The generic concerns listed above were substantiated. The find-
ing that inspector training was inadequate, both in the class-
room and on-the-job, is most damaging in the case of ultrasonic
testing; it is common knowledge that this discipline requires
special training and hands-on testing to assure qualified per-
sonnel.

Because there are SUBSTANTIATED employee concerns with regard
to welding inspection and inspector training / qualification, I be-
lieve that all TVA inspections are sus pect including visual, NDE~

MT, PT and RT and, inparticular, the ultrasonic testing (UT) done
in construction and in preservice inspection (PSI). For UT in-
spectors, there is no way that work-time experience can be substi-
tuted for the "dedicated, organized, comprehensive and documented
system of formal training" which the Nuclear Safety Review Staff
found lacking in the TVA program.

APTECH reported in their "Evaluation of the Welds at SQN" AES
8511598AQ-1, Jan 1986, that

Slightly under 10% of the field welds were inspected (in
the PSI) by penetrant (PT). The remaining 90% were in-
spected ultrasonically (UT), which is a more rigorous vol-
ucetric examination than PT, which is primarily a surface
examination. The lack of significant numbers of NOIs from
the PSI is a strong indipator that the quality of the welds
is high.

COMMENT: If TVA UT inspections are suspect, then it is a fallacy
to assume that the lack of significant numbers of NOIs is an in-
dicator of high quality in ,the SQN welds.

Likewise, in the TVA WEP reinspection of 333 piping welds and
1394 structural welds. I take little comfort in the low reiection
rate (discounting weld spatter and are strikes) considering

|
(1) the high indication rate in Office of Construction (OC)

piping welds by visual examination (a 38 to 68% indication rate)
see SER Table 1A, p10,

(2) the OC piping welds would have been rejected if the indica-
tions had been detected during construction (ASME Section III vs ;
Section XI),

|(3) the reportable indications in OC structural welds should
ihave been detected during construction.
|

(4) at the time of construction, the applicable code for the
structural welds was AUS D1.1-72: for purposes of UEP reinspec-
tion the accept / reject criteria were based on NCIG-01 which in

!

,

so=e respects is much less stringent the AWS D1.1 therefore, if
the visual inspectors had been well trained and diligent. TVA at
the time of construction should have had a significantly higher
rejection rate than found in the UEP reinspection based on NCIG-01.
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There is additional evidence of unqualified, unmotivated
inspections. There was a high incidence of weld spatter and
are strikes discovered in the WEP reinspections. During con-
struction, at various times TVA Specifications (P.S.3.C.5.2.
and P.S.3.C.5.4 after 2/13/81) called for removal of spatter
and arc strikes. Furthermore, wherever there was to be UT in-
spection, removal of weld spatter and are strikes should have
been routine in preparation for inspection. There can be little
doubt that much of the spetter and are strikes occurred during
construction and yet inspection did not call for its removal.
There is another consideration, viz., I question whether the
cracking that sometimes attends an are strike can effectively /
reliably be detected without first grinding the are strike
smooth and flush. Wherever this was not done and followed by
PT inspection, there is a possibility of undetected cracking.

With evidence that TVA failed to provide consistently reli-
able welding inspectien during construction and in the PSI in-
spection, all safety related welds are subject to question ex-
cept those verified by NRC welding team WEP reinspections. The
NRC velding team noted a number of weld discrepancies, most of
which were previously identified and evaluated as a result of
the TVA WEP reinspection effort. This verification of TVA find-
ings by NRC indicates that TVA inspection was effective in ident-
ifying weld deficiencies in the recent WEP reinspection but con-
firmed ineptness in earlier inspections. Futhermore, the earlier
volumetric inspections by .TVA that are suspect were omitted from
the WEP reinspection program.

'

Some of the additional irregularities not found in the TVA WEP
reinspections but found by the NRC welding team raise additinal
questions about the qualifications of the TVA inspectors /inspec-
tion program during construction. A number of welds were found
by the NRC welding team which deviated from the requirements of
the applicable design drawings: TVA inspection should have found
these discrepancies in constr'ction or in PSI. One structuralu
platform was inspected by NRC: the TVA inspectors during con-
struction could not have verified conformance to design because
there were no weld details on the desgn drawings. Also the NRC
velding team found that in some cases the drawing / Specifications
failed to specify the Quality Level for inspections thus, during
construction the TVA inspectors had no way to know whether Quality
Level 1 or 2 was intended by the designer. These discrepancies

,
' are not insignific* ant and should have been discovered by TVA in-

spection during construction, in PSI or in the WEP reinopection.

hW (hfl4. W
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Attac h nt 15DOTY & ASSOCIATES, INC.
e ma.=s t aiws c owtusta%ts

J

l

W. D DOf y, PM D.. P.E. Boa 98243 i
i pai=cipa6 c onsukTA=f PinssumCM. PA 15227 |tel2 stet 3377

I

December L.1966

Mr. Carl J. Czajkowski
Department of Suelear Energy
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, Long Island, New York 11973

Subject: Contract Number 225772+S
- V. D. Doty Position Statement

The writer participated as a member of a team of welding experts to
assist Brochhaven and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in evaluating
welding concerns at the Sequvyah Nuclear Power Station (SQN). A "Technical
Evaluation Report (TER) P. elated to the Welding Concern Program at TVA'S

;Sequoyah Units 1 and 2", dated August 1986,was prepared by Carl J.Crajkowski. '

This report properly reflects the concensus of the team of welding experts.,

1

In addition to the above mentioned report, I should like to offer the
f ollowing comments:

,

1- An on-site visit to SQN was made on April 14-16,1986. It was the
writer opinion that the weld quality, as judge by visual examination I

i (without wcld sizing), was good.
i

2- The fact that SON has been operating for six years without significant !

,

#

weld failures supports only the adequacy of the welding for this six
|year period of reported "normal" operation.
I

; 3- l'se of NCIC-01 as a relaxation of the D1.1 Code represents a technically
acceptable approach for visual inspection of structural weldments of

i
nuclear power plants provide the relaxation is fully justified by an'

engineering analysis. If the analysis shows that the original desitn
was unjustifiably, conservative, the suitability of the structural ,

|weldment should not be rejected out-of-hand because the DI.1 visual
inspection requirenents were not net. The results of such en engineering
reevaluation should be a major factor in any decision relative to the
start-up of the SQN units.

.. .

'
i

W. D. Doty
i

.

d
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Attathrent 16

) | BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY ,

{j{|| ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES. INC .

Upton. teng 's ano New vora i m3

(Sio) 282
Department of Nuclear Energy FTS 666 4420

November 20, 1967

Mr. David Smith
Engineering Branch
Office of Special Projects
TVA Project
Mail Stop EWW-325
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Mr. Smith:

! Per your request, I have performed a comparison of the TVA "Welding Pro-
ject Generic Employee Concern Evaluation Reports" and the BNL Technical Eval-
uation Report (TER) for the Sequoyah Units. The following is a list of
employee concerns which appear in the TVA Evaluation Reports but do not appear
in the BNL TER

,

1. IN-86-019-001 - Inspect'.on through paint
2. IN-85-815-001 - Welder performance qualifications
3. EX-85-008-001 - Welder training |

4. WBP-6-007-001 - Box anchor design :

5. W!-85-030-007 - Preweld inspections
6. BFM-5-001-001 - Preweld inspections j

The previous six concerns although not specific. ally analyzed by the
Expert Welding Team (by number) were all reviewed during the TER evaluation of

i similar concerns from the same general categories.

7. IN-85-339-005 - Duct Installation
i

| The omission of this concern from the TER was merely a typographical
error on BNL's part. )

8. JHL-85-003 - Inadequate weld procedure
I

This concern appears to be more applicable to a QA document control cate-
gory rather than welding. As such, it does not f all into the original charter

.

|
of the expert welding team.

9. XX-85-124-001 - Control of Unused Weld Material
,

This concern described the burial of unused electrode. As such the ;;

burial effectively removed the electrode from possible use, eliminating poten- i

tial problems. This concern was not specifically evaluated by the team, how- t; ever, although the method of disposition .was sonewhat novel (burial near a i
i

cemetery) the exercise of weld material control was evident. |
t NUREG-1232, Vol. 2 97 Appendix D |
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Lettor to David Smien Attachment 16November 20, 1987
Page 2

10. JLH-85-002 - Welder Perfornance Qualification

This concern revolved about a welder transferred from the Muscle Shoals
project who was welding on a nuclear unit with an insufficient nunber of bend
tests performed for his perfornance qualification. The walder was retested-

and summarily passed. The evaluation by TVA of the problem and the corrective
action to evaluate the potential for other welders similarly transferred to
weld without adequate specimen testing is consistent with the suggestions made
by the expert welding team for similar Welder Performance Quali fication
Concerns.

11. DHT-85-001 - Weld Metal Substitution

This concern dealt with the substitution and interchangeability of E705-3
and 6705-6 weld wire at the Sequoyah sites. The response from the utility
appears inadeqm e based upon a BNL review of welding at the valve rooms of
Watts Bar #2 (10,87). The attached draft excerpts from the BNL report outline
the problem which appears tu be generic to the TVA system.

The following is a list of concerns which were addressed in the BNL TER
but which were not listed on the TVA documents. It appears that these were
addressed generically in various WP's while TVA believed them not to be spe-
cific to the Sequoyah units:

1. XX-85-088-X04 Correction fluid used on welder certifications
f2. -001

3. W!-85-030-003 Inspection through paint
4. XX-85-069-002 NDE Certifications
5. XX-85-069-006 NDE Certifications

-X13 NDE Certifications
-X07 NDE Certifications 1

6. IN-85-001-005 Vendor welds
3

7. XX-85-083-001 Poor welding inspection at SQN '

8. XX-35-086-002 Poor box hanger design I

9. IN-86-158-006 Weld material accountability
10. IN-86-047-001 Lack of stub control-weld rods |
11. XX-85-010-001 SQN - nut to baseplate welding

If there are any questions, please contact me at the above listed number.

Verytrulyyours,b6f
|Carl J. C aj ow &

CJC ts
Enclosure
cc/ enclosure:

Expert Welding Team
3M. Schuster

P. Soo
'
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Attachment 16

No covers on permanent plant lighting fixtures..

Water collected in beam pocket..

WELOING

Various piping welds were selected at random in both the north and south

valve rooms. These weld numbers were then used to locate the inspection pack-

ages for the joint. From the inspection package, tne welders identification

was determined and then his qualification as well as the procedure qualifica-

tion was verified. A total of 98 weld packages were reviewed which encom-

passed 28 welder qualifications.

Personnel Contacted:

H. L. Alsup
,

S. Bonez

K. Hastings

R. Jesse
I

!!. Presley

J. White

Insoection Findings:

During the inspection, it was noted that various welds on the main steam

had been installed using E705-6 filler metal for the weld root passes. TVA

Process Specification 1.!!.1.2 (RS) dated !!ay 22,1987, page 8 of 20, paragraph

7.10, states:

"When an electrode of the E705-3 type is specified on the detail weld

procedure, type E705-6 nay be substituted for use in applications not

NUREG-1232, Vol. 2 99 Appendix 0
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Attachment 16 :

-13-
||
|

requiring impact testing. The E70S-6 shall have a certified chemical

analysis of A Nuclear 1 of Section IX (.15 percent maximum carbon,

1.60 percent maximum manganese, and 1.00 percent maximum silicon).
,

This substitution is not permitted in applications requiring impact

testing."
.

Since paragraph 10.3.2.2 of the Watts Bar Preliminary Safety Analysis Report

(PSAR) also states for the WBN main steam lines: -

"The materials for piping and fittings in the TVA Class B Portion of
f

the system are impact tested to plus (+) 40*F, as required by ASME

Section !!! for Class 2 conponents. The test temperature of plus

(+) 40*F is related to a minimum service temperature of plus (+) !

70'F (hydro test water temperature)." ;

;

it appeared that the welding of these lines was in violation of this !

;

specification.

The utility had discovered this procedure violation and issued a Problem
|

Identification Report (PIR) # PIRBLNNEB8607 on 11/26/86. Part of the correc-
'

I

tive action in this PIR was the requalification of the procedures used with

impact testing. Towards this end, Welding Procedure Qualification Records

#GT-SM11-0-2A, GT11-0-1, GT-SM11-0-3, and GT-SM11-0-3C were provided to BNL .

Upon review of these procedures, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. These welding procedure qualifications do not qualify for welding mate-

rials of P number 1, Group number 2 (ASME IX) to itself or to P number 1,

Group number 1 materials. The following inspected welds would then be

affected: \

NUREG-1232, Vol. 2 100 Appendix D
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Attachment 16
-14-

2-001A-0003-10 P1 Gr 2 to P1 Gr 2

2-001 A-0003-09 P1 Gr 2 to P1 Gr 2

2-001A-D006-10 P1 Gr 2 to P1 Gr 2

2-001A-0006-11 P1 Gr 2 to P1 Gr 2

2-001A-0006-06 P1 Gr 2 to P1 Gr 2

2-0038-D003-03 P1 Gr 2 to P1 Gr 1

|

The procedure qualifications GT-Sit 11-0-2A and GT-SM11-0-3C were made using

base material SA 516, Gr 70 (P number 1, Group #2) which the utility

! states also meets the requirements for SA 516, Gr 65 (P number 1, Group
4

#1). This appears contradictory to ASME Section IX requirements:

"Q'l-4 0 3. 5 Welding procedure qualifications for base metals which.
,

j have specified impact test requirements shall be made 'using a base metal

of the same type or grade or another base metal listed in the same group

! (see QW-422) as the base metal to be used in production welding. When

joints are to be made between base metals from two different groups, a

procedure qualification shall be made for the applicable combination of,

base metals, even though procedure qualification tests have been made for

each of the two base metals welded to itself. If, however, the procedure

specification for welding the combination of base metals specifies the

same essential variables, including electrode or filler metal, as both

specifications for welding each base metal to itself such that base metals

is the only change, it shall not be necessary to make impact tests to

qualify the two together.
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When a procedure has been previously qualified to satisfy all

requirements other than notch toughness, it is then necessary only to pre-

pare an additional test coupon using the sane procedure with the plates '

only long enough to provide the necessary notch toughness specimens. If a

j previously qualified weld precedure has satisfactory notch toughness

values in the weld netal, then it is necessary only to test notch tough-
ness specimens from the heat-affected zone."

,

t

.

These procedures would need to be requalified using materials from the

appropriate P and Group headings. '

.

2. The GT-SM 11-0-2A procedure only qualifies the GTAW portion in thickness
; range of 3/16"-3/8". What QC requirements will assure that these limita-

tions are not exceeded on repairs /new welds?
i

3. The same restrictions as 1 above would apply to the use of these proce-
.

dures on the repair welds in Unit 1 (CAQR WEP 871081 dated 10/26/87).
!

00CUltENTS REVIEWED

,

Detail Weld Procedures

Welding Procedure Qualification Records

Welder Performance Qualification Records

Process Specifications

Welding Operations Sheets
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Docket tios. 50-327/328
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This Safety Evaluation (SER) on the in ation submitted by the Tennessee Velley
Authority (TVA) in its Sequoyah fluclear -erformance Plan, through Revision 2, and
supporting documents has been prepare the U.S. tiuclear Regulatory Commission
staff. The plan addresses the plant pe Jfic concerns requiring resolution before

j startup of either of the Sequoyah u. ts. In particular, the SER addresses required
I actions for Unit 2 restart. in m y cases the programmatic aspects for Unit 1 are,

identical to those for Unit 2; t staff w1 I conduct inspections of implementation
for those programs. Where the I it 1 progr 7 is different, the staff evaluation will
be provided in a supplement to his SER.

On the basis of its review, le staff conclud that Sequoyah-specific issues have

|
been resolved to the extent hat would support estart of Sequoyah Unit 2.

!
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